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SOMMAIRE 
Les transferts d’énergie entre les états excités de chromophores est un sujet d’intérêt dans le 
domaine des dispositifs photovoltaïques naturelles ou artificielles. En effet, le transfert d’énergie 
est un processus que l’on observe dans la nature au sein de tous les organismes phototrophes depuis 
les végétaux multicellulaires complexes jusqu’aux bactéries unicellulaires photosynthétiques. Par 
exemple, dans le cas des bactéries photosynthétiques pourpres, ces dernières utilisent un 
photosystème de deux protéines assemblées, la première étant appelé protéine collectrice de 
lumière 1 (LH1 pour light-harvesting protein 1) et la seconde appelé protéine collectrice de lumière 
2 (LH2 pour light-harvesting protein 2) afin de capter suffisamment d’énergie lumineuse pour 
assurer leur survie. La protéine LH2 n’a pour vocation que d’absorber et de transmettre l’énergie 
lumineuse à la protéine LH1, qui contient une paire spéciale dans un centre réactionnel. Les 
transferts d’énergie sont des phénomènes essentiels à la survie des organismes. Un photon absorbé 
par une molécule de type bactériochlorophylle dans la protéine LH2 subira un transfert d’énergie 
efficace à d’autres bactériochlorophylles au sein de la même structure protéique. Les transferts 
d’énergie se dérouleront aussi bien entre différentes protéines LH2 qu’entre des protéines LH1 et 
LH2. Ces processus de transfert d’énergie servent à canaliser l’énergie lumineuse jusqu’au centre 
réactionnel qui devient à son tour excité par transfert d’énergie. Ces processus sont hautement 
efficaces et essentiels à la survie de l’organisme en question. 
En science des matériaux, la conception d'un assemblage donneur-accepteur, covalent ou non, qui 
présente un transfert d'énergie efficace est un sujet d'intérêt pour des applications en 
photovoltaïque et diodes émettrices de lumière. En utilisant les bactéries pourpres 
photosynthétiques comme modèle, des structures similaires étudiant différents colorants 
permettant d'absorber et de transmettre de l'énergie lumineuse à un squelette central (un processus 
appelé effet antenne) font l'objet de recherches actives. Le principe étant que l'utilisation de ces 
antennes permet d'absorber plus de lumière dans les régions du spectre électromagnétique qu’il 
serait impossible d’obtenir avec un seul colorant. La conséquence est que, pour que le processus 
fonctionne efficacement, le transfert d'énergie entre l'antenne et le squelette doit être rapide, et 
parfois contrôlé. 
Dans ce travail, nous étudierons les processus de transfert d'énergie entre des colorants 
oligopyrroliques reliés par un noyau truxène, qui montre une similarité structurale avec le 
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graphène. L'objectif du travail est de mieux comprendre les processus de transfert d'énergie entre 
les chromophores. Nous montrerons dans notre travail que la présence d'un système conjugué entre 
le donneur et l'accepteur ouvre la porte à l’hypothèse de la présence d'un double processus de 
transfert d'énergie régi par les mécanismes Förster et Dexter. Nous démontrerons que l'utilisation 
de ce système conjugué conduit à un processus de transfert d'énergie très rapide malgré la distance 
importante séparant le donneur et l’accepteur. Nous démontrerons en outre que le processus, bien 
qu'il s'agisse d'un double processus, est dominé par le processus Dexter grâce au système conjugué 
reliant le donneur et l'accepteur qui fait office de pont communiquant. Les processus de transfert 
d'énergie rapides et efficaces suggèrent que, pour tirer pleinement parti de l'effet antenne dans des 
applications photovoltaïques, les designs devraient être basés sur l'utilisation de ponts conjugués 
reliant donneurs et accepteurs. 
Le travail présenté dans cette thèse est divisé en huit sections. Dans l'introduction, une brève 
description des chromophores utilisés tout au long du présent travail sera fournie avec des concepts 
généraux non-exhaustifs pour la théorie de la fonctionnelle de la densité (DFT) qui a été utilisé 
comme outil tout au long des travaux actuels pour démontrer un certain degré de couplage 
orbitalaire. Le chapitre 1, intitulé Les principes fondamentaux de la photophysique, proposera une 
introduction à la théorie nécessaire à la bonne compréhension des travaux présentés dans cette 
thèse. Le chapitre 2 est simplement intitulé Instrumentation et fournira une description des 
instruments utilisés tout au long des travaux. Au chapitre 3: « Maple™-Assisted Calculations of 
the J-integral: A Key Parameter for the Understanding of Excited State Energy Transfer in 
Porphyrins and other Chromophores », une description détaillée de l'intégrale J ainsi qu’un outil 
pour le calcul à partir de données spectrales seront exposés. 
L'étude des processus de transfert d'énergie entre les chromophores pontés par truxène 
commencera au chapitre 4: « Origin of the Temperature Dependence of the Rate of Singlet Energy 
Transfer in a Three-Component Truxene-bridged Dyads ». Dans ce chapitre, nous étudierons le 
transfert d'énergie entre un donneur de type zinc(II)-porphyrine et un ensemble d'accepteurs de 
porphyrine base libre. Des preuves circonstancielles indiquant que le processus de transfert 
d'énergie observé se produit à travers un double mécanisme qui peut être dominé par le mécanisme 
Dexter seront présentées. 
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Le Chapitre 5: « Antenna Effect in Truxene-bridged BODIPY Triarylzinc(II)porphyrin Dyads: 
Evidence for a Dual Dexter-Förster Mechanism » présentera quant à lui l'étude des processus de 
transfert d'énergie entre un donneur BODIPY et deux accepteurs de type Zn-porphyrine. Dans ce 
chapitre, la comparaison du processus de transfert d'énergie à une dyade similaire qui contient un 
pont non-conjugué entre le donneur et l'accepteur sera effectuée et il sera démontré que la dyade 
ponté par truxène présente non seulement un taux plus rapide, mais que ce taux ne peut être 
expliqué que par un processus Dexter dominant. 
Au chapitre 6 : « Very Fast Singlet and Triplet Energy Transfers in a Tri-chromophoric Porphyrin 
Dyad Aided by the Truxene Platform », l'étude du transfert d'énergie entre une porphyrine de 
palladium(II) donneuse et une paire d'accepteurs de type zinc(II)-porphyrine pontés par un noyau 
de truxène sera montré. Ici, un processus de transfert d'énergie triplet très rapide est observé, ce 
qui prouve que le système conjugué favorise le processus Dexter et conduit à un transfert efficace 
d'énergie du donneur vers l'accepteur. 
Enfin, le chapitre 7 présentera le dernier travail inclus dans cette thèse. Le chapitre 7 est intitulé 
« Excited State N-H Tautomer Selectivity in the Singlet Energy Transfer in a Zinc(II)Porphyrin-
Truxene-Corrole Assembly » et exposera une dernière fois un processus de transfert d'énergie très 
rapide et efficace. Dans ce travail, le transfert d'énergie se produit entre un donneur de type Zn-
porphyrine et une corrole base libre acceptrice. Le processus de transfert d'énergie rapide présente 
une constante de vitesse qui se situe dans le même ordre de grandeur que ceux présentés dans les 
chapitres précédents, ce qui suggère que le processus se produit par le biais du même double 
mécanisme dominé par Dexter. Il est intéressant de noter que, dans ce dernier cas, le processus de 
transfert d'énergie s'est révélé sélectif sur l'une des deux espèces tautomériques du corrole. Ceci a 
mené à une étude sur les taux de tautomérisation de l'état excité de la corrole base libre conduisant 
à la premier mesure expérimentale du taux de tautomérisation de la corrole base libre. 
Cette thèse s’achèvera par une discussion générale sur les travaux présentés dans ces pages ainsi 
que sur l'impact que les résultats ont eus dans communauté scientifique dans ce domaine. 
Mots clefs : Transfert d’énergie • Förster • Dexter • Truxène • Porphyrine • BODIPY • Corrole  
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ABSTRACT 
The transfer of energy between excited state chromophores is a topic of interest in the area of 
natural and laboratory photonic devices. Indeed, energy transfer is a process seen in nature in all 
photosynthetic organisms from complex multicellular plants to simple, single cell photosynthetic 
bacteria. For example, the purple photosynthetic bacteria uses two protein assemblies, referred to 
as the light-harvesting protein 1 (LH1) and the light-harvesting protein 2 (LH2), to collect light 
energy in order to survive. The LH2 protein serves only to absorb and transmit light energy to the 
LH1, which contains a special pair in a central reaction center. Energy transfer is essential to the 
survival of the organism. A photon of light absorbed by a bacteriochlorophyll molecule in the LH2 
protein will undergo efficient energy transfer to other bacteriochlorophylls within the same protein 
structure. Energy transfer will also occur between different LH2 proteins and between the LH2 
and LH1 protein. These energy transfer processes all serve to funnel the light to the reaction center 
which itself is excited by energy transfer. This process is highly efficient and essential to the 
organism’s survival.  
In the area of material sciences, the design of a covalent or non-covalent donor-acceptor assembly 
that exhibits efficient energy transfer, is a topic of interest for application in solar energy and light 
emitting diodes. Using the purple photosynthetic bacteria as a model, designs that append different 
dyes that serve to absorb and transmit light energy to a central backbone (a process referred to as 
the antenna effect) are being investigated. The principle being that the use of these antenna allows 
for the absorption of more light in regions of the electromagnetic spectrum that we cannot 
necessarily obtain with a single dye. The fall-back is that, in order for the process to work 
efficiently, the energy transfer between the antenna and backbone must be rapid.  
This work presents an investigation of the energy transfer processes between oligopyrrole dyes 
that are bridged by a truxene core, which exhibits a structural similarity to graphene. The aim of 
this work is to further understand the energy transfer processes between chromophores. We 
demonstrate in our work that the presence of a conjugated bridge between the donor and acceptor 
provides the possibility of a dual energy transfer process governed by both the Förster and Dexter 
mechanisms. We demonstrate that the use of this conjugated bridge leads to a very fast energy 
transfer process despite the large distance that separates the donor and acceptor. We further 
demonstrate that the process, although being a dual process, is dominated by the Dexter 
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mechanism which is mediated by the conjugated system connecting the donor and acceptor. The 
rapid and efficient energy transfer processes suggest that in order to take full advantage of the 
antenna effect in man-made photonic devices, designs should be built upon the use of conjugated 
bridges between the donor and acceptor.  
The work presented in this thesis is divided into eight sections. In the introduction, a brief 
description of the chromophores that are seen throughout the rest of this work, is provided along 
with some general concepts with regard to density functional theory (DFT), which was employed 
as a tool throughout the presented works to demonstrate a certain degree of molecular orbital 
coupling. Chapter 1, entitled The Basic Principles of Photophysics, provides an introductory 
explanation of the theory that is required to fully understand the works that are presented in this 
thesis. Chapter 2 is simply entitled Instrumentation and serves to provide a description of the 
instruments used throughout the works. In Chapter 3: Maple™-Assisted Calculations of the J-
integral: A Key Parameter for the Understanding of Excited State Energy Transfer in Porphyrins 
and other Chromophores a detailed description of the J-integral is provided and a tool for is 
calculation from spectral data is presented.  
The investigation of the energy transfer processes between truxene bridged chromophores begins 
in Chapter 4: Origin of the Temperature Dependence of the Rate of Singlet Energy Transfer in a 
Three-Component Truxene-bridged Dyads. In this chapter, the energy transfer between a Zn-
porphyrin donor and a set of free-base porphyrin acceptors is investigated. Circumstantial evidence 
suggests that the energy transfer process that is observed, is occurring through a dual mechanism 
that may be dominated by the Dexter mechanism is provided.  
Chapter 5: Antenna Effect in Truxene-bridged BODIPY Triarylzinc(II)porphyrin Dyads: Evidence 
for a Dual Dexter-Förster Mechanism presents the investigation of the energy transfer processes 
between a BODIPY donor and two zinc(II)-porphyrin acceptors. In this chapter the comparison of 
the the energy transfer process to a similar dyad, that contains a non-conjugated bridge between 
the donor and acceptor, is made and it is shown that the truxene bridged dyad not only presents a 
faster rate, but that this faster rate can only be explained by a Dexter dominant process.  
In Chapter 6: Very Fast Singlet and Triplet Energy Transfers in a Tri-chromophoric Porphyrin 
Dyad Aided by the Truxene Platform the investigation of the energy transfer between a 
palladium(II)-porphyrin donor and pair of Zn-porphyrin acceptors bridged by a truxene core is 
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carried out. Here, a very fast triplet energy transfer process is observed, coroborating that the 
conjugated system promotes the Dexter process and leads to an efficient transfer of energy from 
the donor to the acceptor.  
Finally, Chapter 7 presents the last work that is included in this thesis. Chapter 7 is entitled Excited 
State N-H Tautomer Selectivity in the Singlet Energy Transfer in a Zinc(II)Porphyrin-Truxene-
Corrole Assembly and once again presents a very fast and efficient energy transfer process. In this 
work the energy transfer occurs between a Zn-porphyrin donor and a set to free-base corrole 
acceptors. The rapid energy transfer process exhibits a rate constant that falls in the same order of 
magnitude of those presented in the earlier chapters, suggesting that the process is occurring 
through the same dual mechanism that is Dexter dominated. Interestingly, in this last the energy 
transfer process was found to occur selectively to only one of the two corrole tautomeric species. 
This prompted an investigation into the excited state tautomerization rates of the free base corrole 
and lead to the first report of an experimentally measured tautomerization rate from free-base 
corrole.  
This thesis closes with a general discussion of the works presented within its pages and a discussion 
of the impact that the results have on the scientific community.         
Keywords: Energy Transfer • Förster • Dexter • Truxene • Porphyrin • BODIPY • Corrole   
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Introduction 
 
Energy transfer is a process of great importance in both natural and synthetic photovoltaic devices. 
In Nature, plants and photosynthetic bacteria use absorbed solar energy in order to produce the 
nutrients needed for their survival. To do this, several light absorbing dyes known as chlorophyll 
and bacteriochlorophyll absorb the light and transfer its energy to a reaction center where a photo-
induced electron transfer occurs, thus starting the process that allows for the production of the 
carbohydrates that are essential to the organisms survival. To carry out this process efficiently the 
energy that is absorbed by the pigments must be rapidly transported from one dye to the other to 
ultimately arrive at the reaction center. This transportation is carried out by a process known as 
excited state energy transfer. Man-made photovoltaic devices also profit from energy transfer 
processes. Similar to natural photovoltaic devices man has begun using multiple dyes that are able 
to communicate absorbed energy to an electron acceptor, where an electron transfer occurs, thus 
creating a usable current. Much like in the natural system, the efficiency of theses synthetic devices 
is dependent on the ability of the individual dyes to transfer its absorbed energy to the reaction 
center.  
In this thesis the energy transfer process between pigments that are bridged by a conjugated truxene 
core is examined in order to develop our understanding of the energy transfer process. The 
pigments that are examined in this work belong to a group of dyes known as oligopyrrole dyes, 
and share structural similarities with natural pigments used by plants and photosynthetic bacteria. 
The objective is to further develop our understanding of the energy transfer processes in order to 
determine what structure-property relationships can be used to favour efferent energy transfer 
between oligopyrrole dyes.                 
Before examining the photophysical theories behind energy transfer we will first examine the 
individual pigments that are employed throughout this work. We will also briefly examine the 
truxene spacer and define the importance of density functional theory. Finally, we will describe 
the objectives of this thesis.      
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I.1 Oligopyrrole dyes 
 
An organic dye is often a conjugated organic chemical compound that is known for its strong 
colour. These strong colours arise from the strong absorptions (Chapter 1, Section 1.2) that the 
conjugated system evokes. A luminescent dye is a strongly coloured species that is capable not 
only of absorbing light to give it its characteristic colour, but is also capable of emitting light after 
absorption. This characteristic of a luminescent dye makes it a compound that is of importance in 
the study of photophysical phenomena. The photophysical characteristics of luminescent dyes 
allow for the applications of these dyes in many material fields such as: organic light emitting 
diodes (OLEDs)1, solar cells2, and other optoelectric devices, such as photodiodes, phototransistors 
and lasers.  
This work concerns itself with the photophysical behaviours of a certain class of organic dyes 
known as oligopyrrole dyes. The name oligopyrrole is used to describe this class of dyes as their 
chemical structures can be broken down into the repeating units of a pyrrole-containing oligomer. 
Some examples of oligopyrrole dyes are given in Figure 1, although this work is only concerned 
with porphyrin, boron dipyrromethene (BODIPY) and corrole, each of which is described in more 
detail in the following sections.  
 
Figure 1. Structures of some oligopyrrole dyes.  
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I.1.1 Porphyrin  
 
I.1.1.1 Porphyrin structure 
 
Porphyrin is a planar macrocyclic compound, composed of four pyrrole rings each of which is 
bridged by a methine (=CH-) carbon, and has the empirical formula C20H14N4 as shown in Figure 
2. The carbons in the porphyrin macrocycle are subdivided into three groups: 1) The four meso-
carbons located between the pyrrole rings (the methine bridges), 2) the eight α-carbons, located in 
the α-positions of the pyrrole rings and 3) the eight β-carbons, located in the β-positions on the 
pyrrole rings. The porphyrin macrocycle contains eleven carbon-carbon double bonds, nine of 
which form the aromatic cycle (Hückel's rule: 4𝑛 + 2 , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑛 = 4 → 18𝜋 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠) that is 
highlighted in Figure 2. The porphyrin macrocycle forms a central cavity with the four pyrrole 
nitrogen atoms pointing inwards. In its free base form, the central cavity is occupied by two 
pyrrolic hydrogen atoms. However, upon the deprotonation of these nitrogens the porphyrin is able 
to host a metal ion within its central cavity where the metal ion forms four coordination bonds (one 
with each of the nitrogens) to the porphyrin.  
 
Figure 2. Structure of the porphyrin macrocycle. 
Coordination complexes containing over 80 different metal ions in the central porphyrin cavity are 
known. Porphyrin is generally known to host metal ion in both +2 and +3 oxidation state. However, 
complexes with metals in higher oxidation states are also known. For example porphyrin 
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complexes with chromium ions in the +2 to +5 oxidation states and molybdenum porphyrin 
complexes are known in the +2, +4, +5 and +6 oxidations states3-4. Metal ions in oxidation states 
higher than +2 generally either contain axial ligands to form a penta- or hexa- valent complex or 
are accompanied by a counter ion. The periodic table in Figure 3 shows the elements that had been 
reported as having formed porphyrin complexes as of the year 1999. The figure illustrates the 
elements that have formed porphyrin complexes as well as those that are known to form complexes 
in two or more oxidation states. Interestingly, although porphyrin is known to host many metal 
ions, there are only 14 metal ions (Figure 3) that have been shown to form dimeric porphyrin 
species exhibiting metal-metal bonds, sometimes exhibiting up to a quadruple bond between 
metals.5 One should note that in the case of carbon porphyrin complexes, no complex that contains 
a single carbon bonded to the four central nitrogen atoms of a porphyrin is known. However, N-
alkylated and N-N-carbon bridged porphyrin compounds are known to exist6-7.   
 
Figure 3. A periodic table showing the elements that were known to form porphyrin complexes 
as of the year 19993, 5. 
Since 1999 the chemistry of porphyrin complexes has continued to grow and even more elements 
have been shown to form complexes with porphyrin. The growth is most noted in the f-block 
elements for which many complexes have now been formed. As a matter of a fact, porphyrin 
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complexes are known with all of the non-synthetic f-block elements with the exception of 
protactinium8-11.        
I.1.1.2 Porphyrin synthesis 
 
The laboratory synthesis of porphyrin was first performed by Ruthemund in 1935 by the reaction 
of an aldehyde with pyrrole in a sealed glass tube at high temperatures. This method allowed for 
the production of approximately 1 mg of pure porphyrin for every 1 g of pyrrole used12-15, 19. In 
1966 Adler and Longo developed a method known today as the Adler-Longo method for the 
preparation of tetraarylporphyrins. This method involves the mixing equimolar quantities of 
pyrrole and an appropriate aldehyde in refluxing propionic acid15-19 and became one of the most 
widely used methods for porphyrin synthesis as it allows for the simple preparation of porphyrin 
on the gram scale. However, the Adler-Longo method is not without its disadvantages. Firstly, the 
reaction conditions, although less extreme than Ruthemund’s method, are still quite harsh resulting 
in a complete failure of the reaction when aryl aldehydes bearing sensitive functional groups are 
used. Secondly, the Adler-Longo method produces a large amount of tar, which produces 
purification problems, especially when the desired porphyrin does not precipitate from the reaction 
mixture. Finally, the reaction yields are often highly variable and poorly reproducible and 
generally do not exceed approximately 20% conversion.      
In 1986-7 Lindsey published his two step method for the preparation of tetraarylporphyrins15, 19-20. 
His objective was to adapt the Adler-Longo method in order to render the reaction conditions less 
extreme.  In his 1986-7 publications, where he first published his method, Lindsey based the 
development of his method on three simple arguments. 
1. The tetraarylporphyrinogen (un-oxidised porphyrin precursor) should be the 
thermodynamically favoured product when an aryl aldehyde and pyrrole are condensed 
under the appropriate reaction conditions. Therefore conditions that allow the reaction to 
attain its thermodynamic equilibrium state should favour the formation of 
tertaarylporphyrin.  
2. Aryl aldehydes and pyrrole are reactive species and do not require high temperature in 
order to react with each other. 
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3. Reaction conditions that are sufficiently mild to reach equilibrium should also be mild 
enough to allow for the use aryl aldehydes bearing sensitive functional groups, making the 
preparation of a wide variety of porphyrins possible. 
Based on these arguments, Lindsey then proposed a method that involved dissolving equimolar 
quantities of an aryl aldehyde and pyrrole (10-2 mol/L concentration) in dry dichloromethane, to 
which an acid catalyst (BF3 etherate or trifluoroacetic acid) is added. The reaction mechanism with 
acid catalyst is shown in Scheme 115, 19-20. 
 
Scheme 1. Proposed mechanism for one-pot synthesis of a porphyrin (5, 10, 15, 20-
tetraphenylporphyrin) 
Lindsey then applies his first argument and allows the reaction to reach thermodynamic 
equilibrium by waiting a given period of time to allow for the formation of the desired octamer. 
The octamer can then either continue to polymerize or can form the cyclic porphyrinogen the latter 
of which is thermodynamically favoured under mild conditions. Lindsey showed that the degree 
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of polymerization was related to the concentration of the starting materials in solution and 
demonstrated that a 10-2 mol/L concentration was appropriate to allow for the formation of the 
octamer at room temperature but did not favour the formation of long polymers. More dilute 
solutions form less of the octamer leading to a decreased concentration porphyrinogen, and more 
concentrated solutions favoured further polymerisation (to a greater extent than the octamer) also 
leading to a decrease in the concentration of the porphyrinogen at equilibrium. This reaction was 
carried out at room temperature thus proving his second argument to be true. Finally, Lindsey was 
able to perform this reaction with many different aldehydes, justifying his third argument. Lindsey 
states that it is important that the reaction be carried out in the absence of oxygen, which can lead 
to the oxidative formation of a dypyrrylmethene moiety. This is problematic as the oxidation is 
non-reversible and can produce chain conformations that prevent the cyclisation of the octamer. 
He also proved that the condensation reaction was reversible under these conditions by preparing 
two solutions of porphyrinogen with different aryl groups. After confirming that most of the 
aldehyde had been consumed in the formation of the porphyrinogen, the two solutions were mixed 
and allowed to re-establish an equilibrium. Where six different porphyrin units were obtained due 
to porphyrinogen exchange. The ratios of the six porphyrins corresponded with both the ratio that 
was obtained when equal molar quantities of two aldehydes were mixed with pyrrole and the 
statistical expectations15, 20.  
Once the porphyrinogen mixture has reached equilibrium, Lindsey applies the second step of his 
two step reaction method by adding the appropriate amount of an oxidizing agent (2,3,5,6-
tetrachloro-1,4-benzoquinone [p-chloranil], or 2,3-dichloro-,5,6-dicyano-1,4-benzoquinone 
[DDQ]) to the mixture. This oxidising agent (see proposed mechanism in Scheme 2) serves to 
irreversibly oxidise the porphyrinogen to the porphyrin thus forming a maximum amount of the 
desired porphyrin. The porphyrin can then be purified by classical flash chromatography producing 
the desired tertaarylporphyrin in 45-50% yields15, 20. 
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Scheme 2. Proposed mechanism by Lindsay et al for the oxidation of a porphyrin by 2, 3-
dichloro-5, 6-dicyano-1, 4-benzoquinone (DDQ)15,20. 
Then in 1994 Lindsey described the facile one-pot synthesis of dipyrromethane21 (Scheme 3), 
which can then be used as a starting material for the preparation of mixed aryl group porphyrins. 
The dipyrromethane can simply be condensed with a different aldehyde to favour the production 
of the desired porphyrin. The preparation of the dipyrromethane is performed by placing the 
aldehyde in pyrrole (1:40 to 1:70 ratio) thus creating a large excess of the pyrrole and limiting the 
reaction to the formation of short oligomers (namely the dipyrromethane). This method allows for 
the formation of dipyrromethanes in a 50-80% yield21. Furthermore, in the same work Lindsey 
showed that the acidolysis of the dipyrromethane under porphyrin formation conditions was 
possible, but the degree to which it occurred during the time scale for porphyrinogen formation 
was negligible. This then opened the door to the facile preparation of porphyrins bearing different 
functional groups.             
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Scheme 3. Preparation of a dipyrromethane. 
The preparation of dipyrromethane by Lindsey greatly simplifies the preparation of mixed aryl 
group porphyrins as illustrated in Scheme 4, which shows the advantages of using the 
dipyrromethane for the synthesis of trans-substituted (A2B2 and A2BC) porphyrins and A3B type 
porphyrins. Here, we see that the statistical reaction of two aldehydes to produce porphyrin will 
result in the production of six different porphyrins. Given that two aldehydes are used, the A4 and 
B4 porphyrins that are produced, are of no use, since they only contain one of the two desired 
functions leading to an automatic loss of 12.5% in yield. This leaves the A3B, cis-A2B2, and B3A 
porphyrins, which each make up 25% of the total porphyrin produced and the trans-A2B2 porphyrin 
which makes up 12.5% of the porphyrin. The situation becomes worse when we examine the 
statistical reaction of three aldehydes, which yields 21 different porphyrin structures. Clearly the 
statistical synthesis leads to problems with purification and a low yield regardless of which 
porphyrin it is that is saught. However, if you are you are seeking to synthesise a trans-A2B2, trans-
A2BC or a A3B type porphyrin, the use of a dipyrromethane will greatly simplify the task21. 
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Scheme 4. Different combinations of dypyrromethane and functionalized benzaldehydes for the 
preparation of various porphyrins. 
If we use a dipyrromethane as illustrated in Scheme 4, we can favour the production of the A3B, 
trans-A2B2 and trans-A2BC type porphyrins. In the case of the A3B and trans-A2BC type 
porphyrins, we will still produce three different porphyrins that need to be separated. However the 
reaction conditions here favour the formation of the desired porphyrin making it the major product. 
Furthermore, the separation of three porphyrins will be much easier to accomplish than the 
separation of the six or twenty-one different porphyrins that would have been obtained by the 
statistical method.  Finally, in the case of a trans-A2B2 porphyrin, the use of a dipyrromethane 
under the correct reaction conditions leads to the exclusive formation of the desired product21.  
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Forty years have passed since Lindsey first published his porphyrin synthesis method and today 
his method is still the most employed for the production of meso-arylsubstituted porphyrin. The 
Adler-Longo method is still employed for the preparation of tetra-arylporphyrins even though it 
generally produces a lower yield than the Lindsey method. This is largely due to the facility of the 
Adler-Longo method and the fact that it is easily scaled up to produce large quantities of porphyrin.  
I.1.1.3 Porphyrin properties  
 
As an organic dye porphyrin is most known for is strong purple coloration, as a matter of a fact, 
the name porphyrin comes from the Greek word “porphyra” which means purple22. Porphyrin 
possesses a strong absorptions in the visible light region of the electromagnetic spectrum (Chapter 
1, Section 1.2) between 400 nm and 700 nm. The absorption spectrum of a porphyrin can be broken 
into two separate types of absorptions. The first, and most intense, is generally located around 400 
nm and is known as the Soret absorption band (also referred to as the B-band). This absorption is 
generally labelled a S0 → S2 (ground state to second excited state) electronic transition, although 
formally in a free-base porphyrin the transition is more accurately described as an S0 → S3,4 
absorption 23. The second set of absorption bands are known as the Q-bands, and are generally 
described as S0 → S1 (ground state to first excited state) transitions. Again, in the case of a free 
base porphyrin the Q-band absorptions are more accurately described as a pair of S0 → S1 and S0 
→ S2 absorptions. A free-base porphyrin (one with no metal ion in the central cavity) exhibits a 
D2h symmetry and possesses four Q-band absorptions (S0 → S1 and S0 → S2) while a 
metalloporphyrin exhibits a D4h symmetry and possesses only two Q-band absorptions due to the 
gain in symmetry, further explanation of this is provided below. The free-base porphyrin can be 
doubly protonated resulting in a change in colour from red-pink to emerald green. This change is 
colour is due to an out-of-plan deformation caused by the presence of the two extra protons in the 
central cavity changing the symmetry of the di-cation. The deprotonated porphyrin has an 
absorption spectrum that is composed of a red-shifted Soret band and a single red-shifted Q-band 
(see Figure 4). Each porphyrin also exhibits an emission spectrum upon excitation, emission is 
discussed further in Chapter 1, Section 1.7.  
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Figure 4. Absorption and emission spectra of a free-base porphyrin (left), deprotonated porphyrin 
(center) and zinc(II)-porphyrin (metalloporphyrin) (right). 
The shape of the absorption spectrum of porphyrin can be rationalised by applying the four orbital 
model that was first introduced by Gouterman in 196324. The Gouterman orbitals (Figure 5, Frame 
A) are most easily understood when we consider a porphyrin with square symmetry. That is to say, 
we either ignore the two protons in the centre of a free base porphyrin or we consider it as a 
metalloporphyrin. This square porphyrin has a D4h symmetry (Figure 5, Frame C) and its electronic 
transitions can be explained using the four orbital model. In this model, we examine the four 
frontier molecular orbitals of the porphyrin labeled as the a2u, a1u and eg orbitals. The a1u orbital is 
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) while the a2u is the second highest (HOMO-1). 
The eg orbital is actually composed of two energetically degenerate orbitals (referred to as egx and 
egy) and is the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) in this system.  
If we position the porphyrin in the xy plane such that the nitrogen atoms are located on the x and y 
axis, the electronic transitions that produces the Soret band can be described by an a2u → eg 
(HOMO-1 → LUMO) transition that occurs along the S0 → S2 transition dipoles (two degenerate 
dipoles for two degenerate transitions) which themselves cut between the x and y axis at a 45° 
angle. The Q-band absorptions are described by an a1u → eg (HOMO → LUMO) transition that 
occurs along the S0 → S1 transition dipoles which lie on the x and y axis. This purely electronic 
transition generates one Q-band absorption, the second Q-band is obtained through vibronic 
coupling described by the Franck-Condon principle (Chapter 1, Section 1.5). To fully explain the 
mathematical justification for the presence of four Q-bands in a free-base porphyrin is beyond the 
scope of this work however a simplified explanation is provided below.     
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Figure 5. A) The Gouterman orbitals for porphyrin. B) The four orbital model showing the 
electronics transitions leading to the Soret and Q-bands. C) A representation of the transition 
dipole moments in porphyrin and the symmetry of a free-base (D2h) and metallo-porphyrin (D4h)   
When we consider a free-base porphyrin with two protons in the central cavity of the square (D4h) 
symmetry is lost, and is replaced by a D2h symmetry. This results in a loss of the degeneracy for 
the S0 → S1 transition dipoles. That is, the dipole along one axis now passed through N-H bonds 
while the other does not. In other words, the egx and egy orbitals now no longer sit at exactly the 
same energy level generating two distinct purely electronic transitions, which each show vibronic 
progression leading to a total of four Q-bands generally referred to as Qx(0-0), Qx(0-1), Qy(0-0), 
and Qy(0-1). The loss of degeneracy of the eg orbital makes it such that the Qx bands are more 
accurately described by a S0 → S1 transition, while the Qy bands are more accurately described by 
a S0 → S2 transition. That is, the loss of degeneracy inserts a new electronic state making it such 
that the soret band is more correctly described as a S0 → S3 absorption. Some reports even claim 
that the soret band of a free base contains some S4 character and as such they describe the transition 
as a S0 → S3,4 absorption23. Theses assignments although being a more accurate description of the 
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electronic behaviour of a free-base porphyrin are often generalized and considered to be the same 
as a symmetric (D4h) porphyrin as it allows for a simplified explanation of the spectrum. It should 
be noted that the free-base porphyrin exists in two tautomeric forms where the nitrogen proton 
switch place, however the timescale of proton exchange is slow compared to the timescale of 
absorption making it such that the two S0 → S1 transition dipoles are not perfectly degenerate. The 
Soret band does not undergo the same splitting because the S0 → S2 transition dipoles sit perfectly 
in between the axis therefore they remain degenerate even though the symmetry has been reduced.   
I.1.2 Boron-dipyrromethene (BODIPY) 
 
I.1.2.1 BODIPY structure 
 
Boron-dipyrromethene, more commonly known as BODIPY, is a fluorescent dye that shares 
structural similarities with porphyrin. More precisely the BODIPY core is a half porphyrin (or 
dipyrromethene) that has complexed a BF2 group to the pyrrolic nitrogen atoms. The IUPAC 
(International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry) name, 4,4-difluoro-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-
indacene is based on the conjugated polycyclic hydrocarbon known as s-indacene (Figure 6). The 
boron is held in place by one covalent N-B bond and one coordination bond between the other 
nitrogen and boron atom. The structure is however often drawn as a zwitterion, with two covalent 
bonds and the appropriate positive and negative charges on the nitrogen and boron respectively as 
in Figure 6. In many works, the local charges are omitted when the structure is drawn due to the 
fact that the overall structure is not charged. Although, this representation is not rigorously correct 
it is accepted by the scientific community and will be represented this way in all following 
drawings within this thesis.          
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Figure 6. Structures of dipyrromethene, BODIPY, dipyrromethene and s-indacene. 
I.1.2.2 BODIPY synthesis 
 
The synthesis of BODIPY was first reported in 1968 by Treibs and Kreuzer25 but unfortunately 
the structure did not start to attract much interest until the late 1970’s and beginning of the 1980’s.  
The preparation of BODIPY can be carried out by several methods including the preparation and 
isolation of a dipyrromethane by Lindsey’s method followed by the oxidation to the 
dipyrromethene and complexation of the BF2 group under basic conditions. Other methods rely on 
the reaction of acid chlorides with pyrrole derivatives, or the use of ketopyrrole derivatives for the 
formation of asymmetric BODIPY dyes26. The difficulty in the synthesis of BODIPY is preventing 
the formation of longer oligopyrrole chains that would lead to the formation of other compounds 
such as porphyrin. The most common method that is used to prevent this is to simply functionalize 
one of the pyrrole α-carbons thus allowing the pyrrole to only react once. One of the most common 
pyrrole derivatives that is employed is 2,4-dimethylpyrrole as shown in Scheme 5 which illustrates 
the one-pot preparation of BODIPY is illustrated. Here the pyrrole derivative is reacted with an 
aryl aldehyde under acid catalyst conditions leading to the formation of the dipyrromethane which 
is then oxidized by DDQ without isolation. The resulting dipyrromethene is then placed under 
basic conditions and exposed to a large excess of BF3•OEt2 leading to the complexation of the BF2 
group. The resulting BODIPY can then be easily isolated by column chromatography in reasonably 
high yields.       
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Scheme 5. Common synthesis method for the preparation of a BODIPY, illustrated here for 4, 4-
difluoro-1, 3, 5, 7-tetramethyl-8-phenyl-4-bora-3a, 4a-diaza-s-indacene (1, 3, 5, 7-tetramethyl-8-
phenyl-BODIPY). 
The BODIPY core is a compound of great interest in material chemistry in part because of the fact 
that it can be easily modified to carry several different functional groups26-28. The aryl group in the 
8-position (meso-position) can be easily changed by the use of different aldehyde precursor 
molecules. The 2 and 6 positions (β-positions) are relatively reactive and can be functionalized in 
a number of different ways. For example, the BODIPY can be sulfonated, and nitrated in the β-
positions with relative ease. The β-positions can also be easily halogenated for subsequent carbon-
carbon bond forming reactions such as Sonogashira and Suzuki coupling. Reactions that substitute 
the fluorine atoms on the boron are also known. 
The extension of the π-conjugated system can be carried out in many different ways although 
perhaps one of the most employed is a reaction known as the Knoevenagel condensation reaction 
(Scheme 6) which allows for the attachment of styryl groups in the 3 and 5 methyl positions. The 
mono-styryl BODIPY is often referred to as a green BODIPY while the di-styryl product is 
referred to as a blue BODIPY due to the shift in the absorption wavelengths caused by the extended 
π-conjugated system26-28.  
 
Scheme 6. Preparation of mono- and di-styryl BODIPY derivatives. 
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I.1.2.3 BODIPY properties.  
 
The facile functionalization of the BODIPY core makes it one of the most versatile fluorescent 
dyes of our time. Depending on the functional groups that are attached to the BODIPY core the 
absorption maximum can be shifted between approximately 400 nm all the way to approximately 
800 nm. BODIPY is generally characterized by its absorption spectrum that shows a strong sharp 
absorption band that is relatively insensitive to the solvent polarity. That is, the absorption and 
emission properties of BODIPY remain almost unchanged regardless of the solvent. The 
fluorescence of BODIPY is also a sharp band that appears with a small Stokes shift (energy gap 
between the absorption and emission maxima). Finally BODIPY dyes are generally known to have 
relatively high fluorescence quantum yields (Chapter 1, Section 1.8.2). These properties make 
BODIPY a molecule of interest in many fields of research including: the development of new laser 
dyes for tuneable laser excitation wavelength, the development of fluorescent switches and 
sensors, biomedical application such as imagery and photodynamic therapy, the development of 
molecular antennas, and much more29-30.  
I.1.3 Corrole 
 
I.1.3.1 Corrole structure  
 
Corrole, like porphyrin is a tetra-pyrrolic fluorescent dye. The structure of corrole is very similar 
to that of porphyrin with one major difference. Corrole, when compared to porphyrin is missing 
meso-carbon, resulting in a direct α-α carbon bond between two pyrrole moieties. This in turn 
changes the double bond alteration pattern of the macrocycle resulting in three pyrrolic N-H and 
one pyrrolenic center that are oriented towards the central cavity. The additional pyrrolic proton 
in the corrole center allows for the existence of two distinct tautomeric species that exist in a 
dynamic equilibrium at room temperature. Figure 7 shows the structure of free-base corrole in its 
two tautomeric forms known as T1 and T2. A free-base porphyrin exhibits the same behaviour, 
however the increased symmetry of the porphyrin makes it such that the two tautomers cannot be 
differentiated.  
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Figure 7. Structures of the T1 and T2 tautomers of free-base corrole. 
Interestingly, although the two corrole tautomers sit at similar (but not identical) energy levels in 
their ground states, the excited state energies of the two corrole tautomers sit at strikingly different 
energy levels. This leads to distinct absorption and emission properties for each of the corrole 
tautomers31-34.  
I.1.3.2 Corrole synthesis 
 
Corrole is a natural sub-product of the synthesis of porphyrin and can be prepared using the same 
method that is used for the production of porphyrin by mixing two equivalents of a dipyrromethane 
with a single equivalent of an aryl-aldehyde. This method will yield the desired corrole, but will 
inevitably also produce the corresponding porphyrin. Given the structural similarities between 
corrole and porphyrin the subsequent separation of the two species can sometimes be difficult. For 
this reason, corrole is normally prepared by mixing pyrrole, and an aryl-aldehyde in a 50:50 
mixture of methanol and water, to which HCl is added as an acid catalyst34. This reaction mixture 
favours the production of an open cycle bilane, which can then be oxidized using DDQ, resulting 
in a ring closure as shown in Scheme 7. Corrole species bearing different aryl groups can be 
prepared by using different dipyrromethanes as a starting materials as illustrated in Scheme 8.  
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Scheme 7. The synthesis of corrole. 
 
Scheme 8. Preparation of corrole bearing different aryl-groups. 
Corrole, much like porphyrin is capable of complexing metal ions in its central cavity. However, 
unlike porphyrin corrole will preferentially bind to a trivalent cations through the loss of the three 
central protons. Once a metal ion has been coordinated inside of the corrole cavity the loss of the 
protons leads to a loss of the two tautomeric species. In actuality, metalation is a method that is 
employed in order to avoid potential complications caused by the presence of two corrole 
tautomers. Literature shows us that the free-base corrole favours the complexation of trivalent 
metal ions while the freebase porphyrin favours the complexation of divalent metal ions3.   
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I.1.3.3 Corrole properties 
 
Corrole free-base has absorption and fluorescence properties that are very similar to those of free-
base porphyrin, which is to be expected given the level of structural similarity between the two 
compounds. The key differences in the photophysical behaviours of corrole and porphyrin are due 
to the presence of the corrole tautomers. Given that the corrole tautomers have two distinct energy 
levels in their excited state and given that the activation energy to initiate tautomerization is very 
small, the higher energy T2 tautomer will rapidly be converted to the T1 tautomer, while in its 
excited state. The T1 tautomer then relaxes through fluorescence leading to an emission that is 
largely dominated by the T1 tautomer. Also, given that the tautomerization occurs in the excited 
state, any physical condition (such as temperature) that has an effect on the tautomerization rate 
will ultimately have an effect on the emission profile (and properties) of the free-base corrole. The 
photophysical properties of corrole have made corrole a compound of interest in many fields of 
research including solar energy, catalysis, sensors, and medicine36-39.     
I.1.4 Truxene  
 
I.1.4.1 Truxene structure   
 
Truxene is a planar polycyclic aromatic species with a C3h symmetry. The structure of truxene can 
be viewed in two different manners, as shown in Figure 8. First, the star-shaped truxene can be 
viewed as a trimer of a simpler polycyclic aromatic chromophore known as fluorene, while 
secondly, truxene can be itself viewed as a fragment of the more complicated polycyclic aromatic 
known as a Buckminster Fullerene (C60) or graphene, which is also planar, excluding the 
methylene bridges. The structure of truxene is shown in Figure 8 along with the structures of 
fluorene and C60. For the sake of comparison the fluorene fragment within the truxene, and the 
truxene fragment within C60 are highlighted.  
The planar aromatic structure of truxene allows for an efficient communication of electrons. This 
has allowed truxene to find applications in semi-conductor materials40 as well as in the fabrication 
of all-organic lasers41. Truxene has been applied in the fabrication of light emitting diodes42-43 and 
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of photocells44-45. More recently the star shaped platform has been exploited in the fabrication of 
metal organic frameworks (MOFs)46-48.  
 
Figure 8. Structures of fluorene, truxene and C60 fullerene. The fluorene and truxene 
substructures are highlighted in truxene and fullerene respectively. 
I.1.4.2 Truxene synthesis 
 
The unsubstituted truxene core can be prepared in near quantitative yields by heating 1-indanone 
in an aqueous solution of glacial acetic acid and HCl (2:1 mixture) at 100°C for 16 hours (Scheme 
9), and then pouring the mixture onto ice. The precipitate that is formed can then be filtered and 
washed with water, acetone and dichloromethane to yield a white solid that is pure truxene49.     
 
Scheme 9. The synthesis of truxene from 1-indanone. 
The -CH2 carbons of the five membered rings of truxene can be readily alkylated to render the 
truxene unit soluble in most organic solvents. This is done by taking advantage of the slight acidity 
of the protons which can be removed using a strong base such as n-butyl-lithium. Once 
deprotonated an appropriate halogenated alkane is added to the mixture yielding a truxene that 
now bears a total of six alkyl groups rendering soluble and making it easier to manipulate for 
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further reactions. The alkylation reaction (Scheme 10) can also generally be carried out in high 
yield.  
 
Scheme 10. Alkylation of truxene. 
Once the truxene unit has been rendered soluble in organic solvent, further functionalization can 
be carried out by using typical reactions that allow for substitution of aromatic species such as 
halogenation using bromine or N-bromosuccinimide, and alkylation or acetylated using a Friedel-
Craft reaction.    
I.2 Density Functional Theory 
 
Density Functional Theory (DFT) is used throughout the works presented in this thesis as a tool to 
corroborate the hypotheses that are formulated upon the analysis of the measured spectroscopic 
data. DFT analysis also allows for the three dimensional visualization of a chemical structure, 
especially when it is not possible to grow single crystals for X-Ray diffraction measurements.    
DFT, is a computational quantum mechanical method that allows a three dimensional model of a 
molecular species to be determined. The development of DFT is attributed to Walter Kohn who 
was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1998 for his work in the field50-51. 
DFT like the any quantum chemical calculation method seeks to try to find a solution to the 
Schrödinger equation for which the Hamiltonian (equation I.1) for a system consisting of M nuclei 
and N electrons can be expressed as  
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In DFT the electron density is the central quantity of interest. It is defined as the integral over the 
spin coordinates of all electrons and over all but one of the spatial variables. The electron density 
(𝜌(𝑟)) is a non-negative function of only the three special variables that vanishes at infinity and 
integrates to yield the total number of electrons in the system.  
We can now apply the first Hohenberg-Kohn (H-K) theorem to demonstrate that the electron 
density uniquely determines the Hamiltonian operator and thus the electron density can be used to 
determine the properties of the system. The first H-K theorem states that the external potential 
(𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑟))  is a unique functional of the electron density and since 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑟) fixes Ĥ we see that the 
full many body ground state is itself a unique functional of the electron density. 
This concept can be easily proven as follows: 
Proof: 
Let us assume that we there are two different external potentials labelled as 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑟) and  
𝑉′𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑟) which each give the same density functional 𝜌(𝑟) for it ground their ground 
states. As such we would have two Hamiltonians (?̂? and ?̂?′) whose ground state 
densities were the same although the normalized wave functions (Ψ and Ψ′) would be 
different. If we first take Ψ′ as a trial for the ?̂? problem we obtain 
𝐸0 < ⟨Ψ′|?̂?|Ψ′⟩ = ⟨Ψ′|?̂?′|Ψ′⟩ + ⟨Ψ′|?̂? − ?̂?′|Ψ′⟩ = 𝐸′0 + ∫ 𝜌(𝑟)[𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑟) − 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡
′ (𝑟)]𝑑𝑟 
Where 𝐸0 and 𝐸0
′  are the ground-state energies for ?̂? and ?̂?′respectivly. 
Applying the same principle to Ψ as a trial for the 𝐻′̂ problem we obtain 
𝐸′0 < ⟨Ψ|?̂?′|Ψ⟩ = ⟨Ψ|?̂?|Ψ⟩ + ⟨Ψ|?̂?′ − ?̂?|Ψ⟩ = 𝐸0 + ∫ 𝜌(𝑟)[𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑟) − 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡
′ (𝑟)]𝑑𝑟 
Adding these two equations together we obtain  
𝐸0 + 𝐸0
′ < 𝐸0
′ + 𝐸0 
Which is clearly a contradiction, meaning that there our initial assumption that there are 
two different eternal potentials that give the same electron density for ground states must 
be wrong. ∎   
[I.4] 
[I.5] 
[I.6] 
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The first H-K theorem demonstrates that the electron density functional can therefore be used as a 
method to solve the multi-body Schrödinger equation, thus allowing us to describe the properties 
of the ground state of a compound, however, a full theoretical explanation of DFT is beyond the 
scope of this work.  
DFT calculations in this thesis were used to optimize the geometry of the molecular structures. A 
geometry optimized structure is the geometry at which the compound exhibits a minimum energy.  
The geometry calculation results give us a three dimensional picture of the investigated 
compounds. In the works presented here the DFT optimized structure is used as a model for the 
true structure due to the lack of an X-Ray crystal structure therefore allowing us to approximate 
bond lengths, and angles. Once the geometry has been optimized an energy calculation is 
performed in order to yield information about the electronic properties of the investigated 
compounds. This in turn allows us to visualize the molecular orbitals and draw conclusions on the 
electronic behaviours of the compounds that were being investigated. For example, a charge 
transfer absorption band can be rationalized by calculations that show the orbital atomic 
contributions of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to be localised in one portion of 
a structure and those of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) to be localized in another 
portion of the same structure. In this work we also use DFT analysis to show that a non-zero atomic 
contribution of the molecular orbitals constitutes a certain degree of molecular orbital coupling 
between donors and acceptors and allows for the facilitated movement of electrons between an 
energy donor and an energy acceptor. 
In the presented works we also employ time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT). The 
electronic density of molecule is a function of both time and space. In the geometry optimization 
calculations we do not allow for time dependence and as a result we can only gather information 
with regard to a molecules ground state electronic configuration. In TD-DFT, we allow the 
electronic density to be considered in a time domain and as a result we are able to calculate the 
energy of electronic transitions between molecular orbitals. These calculations then in turn allow 
us to construct a theoretical UV-visible absorption spectrum for the compound. In our work, we 
use the TD-DFT calculated spectra simply as a tool for comparison and as a tool to help with the 
assignment of electronic absorption bands.  
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Calculations presented in the forthcoming chapters were carried out using a calculation method 
that was originally developed by Dr. Daniel Fortin at the Université de Sherbrooke, who was at 
one time responsible for all of the DFT calculations carried out in the Harvey research group. His 
method uses the B3LYP hybrid functional and a combination of both the 6-31g* and 3-21g* basis 
sets to describe any atom with an atomic number less that 18 (corresponding to Argon). A VDZ 
(valence double ζ) basis set with SBKJC effective core potential is applied to atoms with higher 
atomic number (higher number of electrons), in this case zinc and palladium.  
The B3LYP method was selected as it is one of the most comply used methods by researchers in 
our field of study. By using the same calculation method we are then able to reasonably compare 
their calculation results to our own. This method also yields results that compare favorably to our 
spectral (experimental) results, and has proven to be a reasonable compromise between calculation 
accuracy and calculation time. Other calculation methods were tested but resulted either in larger 
deviations between calculated and experimental results or were found to greatly extend calculation 
time with a little to no increase in accuracy. Our calculation method uses the 6-31g* basis set do 
describe the chromophores and any bridging units between them but applies a lower level of theory 
(3-21g*) to the solubilizing groups which do not affect the electronic properties of the 
chromophores. This is done as we often have very large solubilizing groups that can result in the 
addition of several hindered electrons to the calculation. Using this lower level of theory then 
allows us to save calculation time and was not found to have an effect on the overall calculation 
results compared to when we used a 6-31g* basis set for all atoms with an atomic number less than 
that of argon.         
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I.3 Objective of this thesis 
 
This thesis aims to investigate the energy transfer properties between oligopyrrole dyes that are 
bridged by a conjugated truxene unit. Investigations will be carried out by steady state and time 
resolved photophysical measurements as well as ultrafast kinetic measurements. Density 
functional theory is also employed to provide an understanding of the orbital structure and overlap 
between the energy donor and acceptor. With these results in hand we will compare our rates to 
those of similar structures previously published in the literature. We will also compare our 
experimental results with the existing theories (Förster and Dexter) that describe energy transfer 
phenomena.  
The works presented in this thesis aim to push the boundaries of our understanding of excited state 
entry transfer between chromophores. The works presented here examine specifically donor-
acceptor assemblies that are built upon a truxene bridge. In these works we aim to show that energy 
transfer processes cannot be simply classified as a Förster or as a Dexter type processes. Instead 
we aim to demonstrate that both mechanism must always be considered together as complementing 
and / or competing processes. Finally, we suggest that the use of conjugated bridging units between 
a donor and acceptor can be used to increase energy transfer rates even at long distances. This 
therefore provides a method through which the antenna effect can be better exploited in the design 
of materials for application in solar energy.  
We aim to accomplish these goals through the investigation of four truxene bridged donor-acceptor 
dyads. In Chapter 452, will investigate a zinc-porphyrin and free-base porphyrin system and will 
demonstrate that a temperature dependence on the rate of energy transfer can only be explained by 
a strong Dexter component regardless of the large donor-acceptor distance. The investigation will 
then be continued in Chapter 553 with a system built upon a BODIPY donor and zinc-porphyrin 
acceptor. In this work, we will provide a comprehensive comparison to similar structures in the 
literature and will demonstrate that the mechanism energy transfer mechanism does not only 
contain a Dexter component but is actually Dexter dominated. Chapter 654 will show an 
investigation of a donor-acceptor system composed of a palladium-porphyrin donor and zinc-
porphyrin acceptor. In this work we aim to definitively assign the transfer process as a Dexter 
dominate process by examining the triplet state energy transfer. In the final work (Chapter 7)55 
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presented in this thesis an investigation into the energy transfer kinetics of a system built upon a 
zinc-porphyrin donor and a free-base corrole acceptor will be provided. In this work we aim to 
demonstrate that the energy transfer process is still Dexter dominated but also aim to investigate 
the excited state tautomerization process of the free-base corrole acceptor. We also aim to 
investigate the effect that the energy transfer process has on the tautomerization of the free-base 
corrole. In the conclusion we will argue that the energy transfer rates measured in the present 
works (summarized in Figure 9) can only be explained by a Dexter dominated mechanism despite 
the large donor-acceptor distances that separate the chromophores.  
 
Figure 9. Structures and energy transfer rates of the investigated donor-acceptor assemblies built 
upon a truxene spacer. 
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units of Hertz (Hz, 1 Hz = 1 s-1) and λ is the wavelength of the light expressed in nanometers (nm, 
1 nm =10-9 m)56-59.  
𝐸 = ℎ𝜈 [1.1] 𝐸 =
ℎ𝑐
𝜆
 [1.2] 
Provided that an appropriate frequency of light is used, the molecule will then interact with a 
photon of light and will absorb the energy from the photon, promoting it from its ground state to 
a more energetic (less stable) excited state. The interaction of photon with a molecule is described 
in Section 1.4.5. The wavelengths of light that are capable of interacting with a given molecule 
(i.e. the wavelengths of light that the molecule can absorb) are measured using a technique known 
as ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectroscopy. This technique provides a spectrum that 
shows what wavelengths of light a molecule is capable of absorbing, and with what probability. 
The spectrum normally contains one or several bands which each correspond to an electronic 
transition between the ground state and some excited state. One should note that the lowest energy 
(longest wavelength) absorption band will correspond to the energy gap between the HOMO and 
LUMO orbitals. This is due to the fact that the energy levels are quantized, meaning that if not 
enough energy is provided for an electronic transition that quantum of energy (i.e. photon) will not 
be absorbed. Given that the HOMO-LUMO gap is logically the smallest energy gap between a 
filled (or partially filled) orbital and an empty orbital, this has to correspond to the lowest energy 
absorption. Absorption spectra are measured in accordance with the Beer-Lambert law and are 
described below.  
1.2.3 Absorption spectroscopy 
 
The absorption of light is measured by passing a beam of light through a semi-transparent sample. 
The intensity of the absorption is then obtained by comparing the intensity of the incident light 
(Iinit) to that of the light after it has gone through the sample (Ifinal). The ability of the sample to 
absorb light is usually expressed as either transmittance (T), percent transmittance (%T) or 
absorbance (A), all of which are unitless values. The difference between these units is that 
transmittance, as the name suggests, is a measure of the amount of light that passes through the 
sample, whereas absorption is a measure of the amount of light that is absorbed, or is blocked by 
the sample. Equations 1.3 to 1.8 show how we can interconvert between units of absorption and 
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transmittance. In these equations l is the pathlength of the sample (i.e. the distance that the light 
travels through the sample) given in centimeters (cm), [c] is the concentration of the sample in 
mol/L and ε is the molar extinction coefficient in units of Lcm-1mol-1.57, 60 
𝑇 =
𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡
= 10−𝜖𝑙[𝑐]   [1.3] 
%𝑇 = 100𝑇    [1.4] 
𝐴 = − log (
𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡
)   [1.5] 
𝐴 = − log(𝑇) = −log (
%𝑇
100
)  [1.6] 
𝐴 = 2 − log (%𝑇)   [1.7] 
𝐴 = 𝜖𝑙[𝑐]    [1.8] 
The molar extinction coefficient is a constant that appears in the Beer-Lambert law which can be 
seen in equations 1.3 and 1.8. The Beer-Lambert law states that the absorption of a dilute solution 
at a given wavelength (λ) varies in a linear fashion with the concentration ([c]) of the sample, 
when the pathlength (l) is constant. Conversely, the Beer-Lambert law can be re-written to state 
that the absorption of a dilute solution at a given wavelength (λ) varies in a linear fashion with the 
pathlength (l) of the sample, when the concentration ([c]) is constant, however, the relationship 
with concentration is more often used. The molar extinction coefficient (ε) is then the slope of the 
linear relationship, and can be used to describe the probability with which a given sample absorbs 
light at a specific wavelength60. 
The Beer-Lambert law is not without its limitations as several things can lead to a deviation from 
linearity. The Beer-Lambert law only applies to solutions that are said to be optically dilute. In 
general an optically dilute solution is a solution that has a concentration of 10-2 mol/L or less. A 
sample will begin to deviate from linearity as the concentration becomes too high, this is generally 
caused by a change in the refractive index (n) of the solvent caused by the presence of the sample. 
The change in refractive index in an optically dilute sample is negligible. Spectroscopists will 
generally consider a sample that exhibits an absorption value of less than 1.0 to be within the Beer-
Lambert regime. Other causes of non-linearity include the scattering of light by particles in 
suspension, the emission of light from the sample as it returns to its ground state (emission will be 
discussed in Section 1.7), chemical (or photochemical) reactions occurring in, or instrumental / 
experimenter error. Generally, the deviations from linearity can be limited or even avoided by 
good sample preparation and careful measurements58-59.  
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Figure 15. Schematic representation of the absorption of light as it passes through a sample (left) 
and the linear relationship between absorption intensity and sample concentration for a fictitious 
sample (right). 
The schematic representation of the absorption of light as it passes through a sample, as well as 
the linear relationship between the concentration and absorption intensity for a fictitious sample, 
are shown in Figure 15. In this example a molar extinction coefficient of 26 341 is obtained. This 
value indicates a relatively strong absorption of light.  
1.2.4 Types of electronic transitions 
 
Electronic transitions occur when a compound absorbs energy from a photon, which in organic 
molecules, generally resulting in the promotion of an electron from the HOMO to the LUMO. 
Several types of electronic transitions exist depending on the nature of HOMO and LUMO orbitals. 
Below is a non-exhaustive list of some common types of electronic transitions which will be 
discussed in this section57.  
1. σ → σ* transitions 
2. π → π* transitions 
3. n → π* transitions 
 
4. Charge transfer (CT) transitions 
a. Metal-to-Ligand CT (MLCT) 
b. Ligand-to-Metal CT (LMCT) 
5. Ligand field (i.e. d → d) transitions 
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1.2.4.1 σ → σ* transitions 
 
Figure 16. Molecular orbital energy diagram for a simple σ → σ* transition. 
A σ → σ* transitions is described by the promotion of an electron from a bonding σ-orbital to an 
anti-bonding σ*-orbital as described by the molecular orbital energy diagram in Figure 16. This 
type of orbital is formed by the face-to-face combination of two atomic orbitals. It is most easily 
described by the overlap of two s-orbitals to form a single bond such as the one found in 
dihydrogen (H2). The result of a σ → σ* transition is the reduction of the bond-order (BO) by 1. 
The bond order can be easily calculated by equation 1.9 where Nbonding and Nantibonding are the 
number of electrons present in bonding and anti-bonding orbitals respectively. In the case of a 
small molecule such as H2 the result of a σ → σ* transition would be the breaking of the bond that 
holds the two atoms together and the destruction of the molecule in its excited state. This generates 
two highly reactive radical hydrogen atoms that will either react with other molecules or will 
recombine to re-form the starting material. Due to the fact that σ → σ* transitions generally result 
in the breaking of a bond (formation of free radicals) they tend to be associated more with 
photochemical reactions and are not often associated with photophysical processes57.  
𝐵𝑂 =
𝑁𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔−𝑁𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔
2
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1.3 Electronic transition probability 
 
1.3.1 Absorption intensity and transitions probability 
 
Not all electronic transitions have a high probability of occurring. It is this difference in probability 
of occurrence that yields absorption spectra with electronic transitions of different intensities. A 
transition that has a high probability of occurring is said to be a totally allowed transition and will 
present itself in an absorption spectrum as an band with a high extinction coefficient (𝜀 ≥
105Lmol−1cm−1). Transitions with a lower probability of occurrence are referred to as allowed 
transitions and generally have absorption coefficients of 𝜀 = 103 to 105Lmol−1cm−1. 
Meanwhile, absorption coefficients with an 𝜀 ≤ 103Lmol−1cm−1are only partially allowed 
transitions (or partially forbidden transitions) and forbidden transitions have 𝜀 ≤ 101Lmol−1cm−1 
as seen in Figure 2456-57.  
 
Figure 24. A representation of forbidden, partially forbidden, allowed and totally allowed 
electronic transitions. Figure modified from reference 56  
There are some special circumstances in which the probability of transition is calculated to be 
strictly zero. These special circumstances are known as selection rules and are the topic of 
discussion in Section 1.4. 
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1.3.2 Calculation of the probability of transition 
 
In order to calculate the probability that an electronic transition will occur we will need to take 
advantage of quantum mechanics and its principle, which states that the wavefunction (Ψ) of a 
molecule contains all of the required information to be able to determine any measurable property 
of the system by applying the appropriate quantum mechanical operator. This includes the 
information required in order to predict the probability of transition between two states. A 
molecular wave function is obtained by the solution of the Schrödinger equation 1.10 below, where 
E is the energy and H is the quantum mechanical operator known as the Hamiltonian. 
Wavefunctions (Ψ) and energies (E) that obey equation 1.10 are known as eigenfuctions and 
eigenvalues (meaning proper functions and proper values) respectively. According to the laws of 
quantum mechanics only eigenvalues that correspond to a solution to the Schrödinger equation are 
allowed. The implications of this is that all molecular energetic states, whether they are electronic, 
vibrionic, spin or otherwise are quantized. This quantization means that only certain energetic 
levels (states) can exist. For example a molecule can sit in its S0 ground state, or in its S1, S2…Sn 
excited state but no electronically excited state exist between these states56.  
𝐻Ψ = 𝐸Ψ    [1.10]  
For the purpose of this work, we can picture a molecular wavefunction (Ψ) as a mathematical 
representation of the entire molecular system (electronic, vibrational and spin). Each of the 
components themselves can also be represented as their own wavefunction, that is to say the 
electronic wavefunction (Ψe), the vibrational wavefunction (Ψv) and the spin wavefunction (Ψs) as 
in equation 1.11 below. 
Ψ =  Ψ𝑒Ψ𝑣Ψ𝑠    [1.11] 
The transition dipole (D) of transition between one state represented by the wavefunction Ψ1 and 
another state represented by the wavefunction Ψ2 can be determined by applying equation 1.12, 
where μ is the electric dipole operator56. 
𝐷 = ∫ Ψ1|𝜇|Ψ2𝑑𝜏   [1.12] 
                   = ∫ Ψ1𝑒Ψ1𝑣Ψ1𝑠|𝜇|Ψ2𝑒Ψ2𝑣Ψ2𝑠𝑑𝜏    
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Equation 1.12 is nearly impossible to solve explicitly for complex systems. As such, it must be 
further simplified through the use of approximations. One such approximation that is applied is 
based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation which states that the motion of electrons in orbitals 
are much faster than the nuclear vibrational motions. This assumption allows for the separate 
mathematical treatment of the electronic wavefunction and vibrational wavefunction. The spin 
wavefunction represents the magnetic properties of the system and since magnetic and electronic 
phenomena only interact weakly, we can justify the separate mathematical treatment of the 
electronic and spin wavefunctions. These two assumptions allow us to now separate the three 
components of the equation 1.12 in order to yield equation 1.13. These approximations breakdown 
whenever there is a significant level of interactions between the electronic and vibrational 
components (referred to as vibronic coupling) or a significant interactions between the spins and 
the orbiting electrons (known as spin-orbit coupling). These approximations however, allow for a 
good starting point and bring about two special circumstances for which the probability of 
electronic transitions between states is calculated to be zero56. 
𝐷~ ∫ Ψ1𝑒|𝜇|Ψ2𝑒𝑑𝜏𝑒 × ∫ Ψ1𝑣Ψ2𝑣𝑑𝜏𝑣 × ∫ Ψ1𝑠Ψ2𝑠𝑑𝜏𝑠  [1.13] 
1.4 Selection rules 
 
The transition dipole (equation 1.13) can be broken into three terms. The first 
term,∫ Ψ1𝑒|𝜇|Ψ2𝑒𝑑𝜏𝑒, is referred to as the Laporte (or symmetry) selection rule (Section 1.4.3), 
the second term ∫ Ψ1𝑣Ψ2𝑣𝑑𝜏𝑣 is known as Franck-Condon term (Section 1.5) and the third term 
∫ Ψ1𝑠Ψ2𝑠𝑑𝜏𝑠 is referred to as the spin selection rule. A selection rule is a statement that describes 
what electronic transitions are allowed and what electronic transitions are forbidden. An allowed 
transition is one for which the probability of transition is non-nil whereas a forbidden transition is 
one for which the probability is calculated to be zero. The spin and Laporte selection rules both 
have specific circumstances that yield such an outcome and are discussed below56, 59. 
1.4.1 Spin section rule 
 
The spin selection rules represented, by the third term of equation 1.13, states that an applied 
electromagnetic field (light) cannot change the relative spins of the electrons in a molecule. That 
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is to say, electrons with a singlet spin conformation cannot be converted to electrons with a triplet 
spin conformation. This is demonstrated in the third term of equation 1.13 by the fact that the 
wavefunction of a singlet spin state (ΨS) mixes with a wave function of a triplet spin state (ΨT) the 
resultant is zero as in equation 1.14 below. In other words there is no overlap between the singlet 
wavefunction and the triplet wavefunction56, 59. 
∫ Ψ𝑆Ψ𝑇𝑑𝜏 = 0 [1.14] 
The same statement applies for the transition between any two different spin states. Therefore the 
spin selection rule is generally quoted as a rule that states: the electronic transition between any 
two states of different multiplicity is spin forbidden. Unfortunately the forbidden nature of these 
transitions does not always mean that they do not occur, instead, when they do occur they normally 
do so with very little intensity. The occurrence of electronic transitions between states of different 
multiplicity is associated with the breakdown of the spin selection rule and, for organic molecules, 
is generally associated with a phenomenon known as spin-orbit coupling56, 59. 
1.4.2 The breakdown of the spin selection rule (spin-orbit coupling)  
 
The forbidden transition from a singlet ground state to an excited triplet state (i.e. S0 → T1) violates 
the spin selection rule, but nonetheless is a transition that is observed in absorption spectra. The 
intensity of these transitions are normally very small (ε < 1) due to their forbidden nature but can 
become more intense due to the breakdown of the spin selection rule, often caused by a 
phenomenon known as spin-orbit coupling.   
Fundamentally speaking, spin-orbit coupling is a magnetic phenomenon. It can be pictured as the 
interaction between the magnetic moment (μs) due to the electrons spin angular momentum and 
the magnetic moment (μL) due to the electrons orbital angular momentum. The orbital magnetic 
moment is easily pictured if we consider the Bohr atom, which shows an electron traveling in a 
circular orbit around the nucleus. The electron carries a negative charge, and elementary physics 
tells us that a negative charge moving in a circular path will induce a magnetic field with a 
corresponding magnetic moment. With this in mind, it is then easy to picture the spin magnetic 
moment as the magnetic moment induced by the rotation of an electron on its own axis. These 
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In organic compounds, the degree of spin-orbit coupling rarely leads to an intense S0 → T1 
absorption band, however the degree of spin-orbit coupling can have a drastic effect on a non-
radiative transition between the S1 and T1 excited states. The S1 → T1 non-radiative transition is 
known as intersystem crossing (ISC) and is the most common mechanism for the population of 
the triplet state of organic compounds. To visualize this we can examine Figure 26 where we see 
that in the absence of spin-orbit coupling (left) the S1 and T1 electronic states exist as two 
intersecting potential wells with no possible path between them. In this situation the excited S1 
molecule is essentially trapped in the S1 potential well. However when spin-orbit coupling 
becomes important and the two wavefunctions begin to mix, the potential wells will avoid crossing 
each other (right) allowing the pure S1 excited state to be transformed into an oscillating mixture 
of the singlet and triplet states, thus allowing the S1 → T1 transition to occur. It is important to note 
that the energy of the T1 state is always lower than the energy of the S1 state due to a reduction in 
electron-electron repulsion caused by electrons of the same spin that will naturally try to avoid 
each other (opposite spins tend to “stick” together more) as described by the Pauli exclusion 
principle56. 
 
Figure 26. Visualization of the S1 and T1 potential wells in the absence (left) and presence (right) 
of spin-orbit coupling. 
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tetrahedral complexes normally exhibit slightly higher d → d absorption probabilities due to the 
lack of a center of inversion in the tetrahedral molecular geometry, i.e the orbitals are 
centrosymmetric but the overall structure is not, thus relaxing the selection rule. 
1.4.4 The breakdown of the Laporte selection rule 
 
The Laporte (symmetry) selection rule can be broken down (or relaxed) by anything that causes 
an inversion of symmetry. Above, it was mentioned that coordination complexes with a tetrahedral 
ligand orientation tend to have higher d → d absorption probabilities due to the lack of a center of 
inversion in the tetrahedral molecular geometry regardless of the fact that the orbitals involved in 
the transitions are themselves centrosymmetric. This is only one example of how the Laporte 
selection rule can be broken. Higher d → d absorption probabilities will been observed for 
octahedral complexes that contain several ligand types, especially if one of the ligands is large or 
multi-dentate (bonds the metal in more than one site), as this will lead to a decrease in symmetry 
and the loss of the center of inversion in the molecular structure. A similar loss of centrosymmetry 
can occur in a crystal packing, or due to interaction with solvent molecules both of which can also 
lead to higher d → d transition intensities56-57.  
Interestingly, a perfectly symmetric octahedral complex of the form ML6 will still show low 
intensity d → d transitions in its absorption spectrum. According to the symmetry selection rule, 
these low intensity bands should not exist. The explanation for their existence is found when we 
allow the molecule to vibrate. If a centrosymmetric molecule has active asymmetric vibrational 
modes, there will be points in time at which the centrosymmetry of the molecule is broken (i.e. 
during an asymmetric stretch) causing the temporary destruction of the inversion center, making 
the Laporte selection rule non-applicable, resulting in a measurable absorption intensity57. 
Figure 29 shows the absorption spectrum of [Cr(NH3)6]3+ in aqueous solution which illustrates the 
effect of the selection rules on absorption intensities of different transitions. In this example the 
4A2g → 2Eg transition is both spin forbidden (change in multiplicity form quartet spin state to 
doublet spin state) and Laporte forbidden (g → g transition). The intensity of this band is less than 
10 Lmol-1cm-1 due to the strongly forbidden nature of the transition. The transitions 4A2g → 4T1g 
and 4A2g → 4T2g are spin allowed, but Laporte forbidden, showing up with intensities that are 
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approaching 100 Lmol-1cm-1. Note that [Cr(NH3)6]3+ is a perfectly octahedral complex of the type 
ML6 and that it is the asymmetric vibrational modes that allow for the probabilities to be so high. 
Finally at high energy (shorter wavelengths) we see a strong absorption band that is attributed to 
a ligand-to-metal charge transfer absorption. Although we cannot see the maximum of this band, 
it is clear that the intensity exceeds 1000 Lmol-1cm-1 due to the allowed nature of the transition57. 
A generalized list of the approximate absorption intensities that can be expected as a function of 
the selection rules is summarized in Table 1. 
 
Figure 29. Absorption spectrum of [Cr(NH3)6]3+ in aqueous solution. Figure modified from 
reference 57. 
Table 1. A generalized approximation of absorption intensities as a function of the Laporte and 
spin selection rules56-57. 
Band Type ε (Lmol-1cm-1) 
Spin forbidden 
Singlet to triplet absorption 
< 1 
Laporte forbidden / Spin allowed 
d→d transitions in an octahedral complex 
10 – 100 
Laporte (partially) allowed / Spin allowed 
d→d transitions in a tetrahedral complex (non-centrosymmetric) 
50 – 250 
Laporte allowed / Spin allowed 
Charge transfer (MLCT, LMCT), π→ π* transitions, etc. 
1000 – 106 
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dipole moment. In other words, if a photon of a frequency other than the natural frequency required 
to couple the ground and excited electronic states passes by the electronic cloud around the 
molecule will not be able to enter into resonance with it, absorption will not occur. However, if a 
photon of the correct frequency passes by the molecule the resonance conditions will be met and 
the oscillating electric field of the electromagnetic wave will be able to enter into resonance with 
the oscillating transition dipole. When the photon and the molecule have entered into resonance 
with each other, the energy of the photon can then be transferred to the molecule and the electronic 
transition takes place56. 
1.5 The Franck-Condon term and its relationship to the shape of spectra. 
 
Thus far we have seen that a molecule can interact with light through a process known as 
absorption which evokes an electronic transitions between states. We have seen that there are many 
different types of electronic transitions and there are selection rules that govern whether these 
transitions are allowed or forbidden. However all of these processes are explained by picturing a 
stationary (non-vibrating) molecule, and, as we have already seen, when we consider vibrations 
within a molecule the Laporte selection rule begins to breakdown. Furthermore, the use of a 
stationary molecule cannot explain the structure of the absorption spectrum of many compounds. 
Instead, to explain the shape of the absorption spectrum of these compounds we must allow the 
molecule to vibrate. Furthermore, we will have to allow for a process known as vibronic coupling 
as described by the Frank-Condon (FC) principle. 
1.5.1 The Frank-Condon Principle (radiative transitions between states)  
 
The Franck-Condon principle is described by the second term of equation 1.13 (∫ Ψ1𝑣Ψ2𝑣𝑑𝜏𝑣 ) 
and defines the degree to which the nuclear wavefunction of an initial state can mix with the 
nuclear wavefunction of a final state. It is this overlap of the nuclear wavefunctions that causes the 
breakdown of the Laporte selection rule. In other words, a vibrational mode of the chromophore 
can couple with the electronic wavefunction leading absorptions that would otherwise be 
forbidden. In order to visualise this we often represent the vibrational state energy of a given 
electronic states as a line within a potential energy well (Figure 31). These lines represent the 
quantized energy levels corresponding to the vibrational wavefunctions labelled as ν = n (where n 
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= 0, 1, 2, 3 …) Sometimes, harmonic oscillator wavefunctions are also drawn on the lines as in 
Figure 31. The FC principle then describes an absorption as occurring from  a Boltzmann (thermal) 
distribution of vibrational levels in the ground state state straight up (in a vertical manner) to 
intercept with the potential well of the destination state. If the wavefunctions Ψ1𝑣 and Ψ2𝑣 overlap 
in a constructive manner the electronic transition between the two states will be favoured by the 
FC principle. If the wavefunctions do not overlap constructively the transition will not be favoured 
by the FC principle. Finally, if the wavefunctions are found to be destructive (they cancel each 
other out) the FC term will be equal to zero and the transition will be FC forbidden56, 59.  
 
Figure 31. Schematic representation of the Franck-Condon principle. 
A schematic diagram is used to explain the FC principle in Figure 31, where the Morse potentials 
are drawn for a molecule in its ground and excited state. The y-axis represents the energy and the 
x-axis represents the molecular structure. For a simple diatomic molecule this x-axis would 
represent the bond length (r) between the two atoms. In this figure the value ΔQ is the excited state 
distortion, a value representing the degree of structural change between the two states. In Figure 
31 the vibrational levels are represented as lines and are labelled as ν for the electronic ground 
state vibrational energy levels and ν’ for the electronic excited state vibrational levels. Simple 
harmonic oscillator wavefunctions are drawn on each line in order to help visualize the overlap of 
the nuclear wavefunctions. In this example we see that if we draw a straight line up from the ν = 0 
ground state that it will first intersect with the ν’ = 0 excited vibrational state, however, the overlap 
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of the two wavefunctions is not large. In this case the FC term will not yield a value of zero so the 
transitions is FC allowed, but, if we allow our vertical excitation to continue to go up we see that 
at ν’ = 1 the overlap is now larger meaning that the probability of a transfer from ν = 0 → ν’ = 1 
(a 0 → 1) transition is higher than the probability of the ν = 0 → ν’ = 0 (a 0 → 0) transition. The 
intersections at ν’ = 2 and ν’ = 3 show a decreasing overlap and would be less favoured by the FC 
principle. Interestingly, the inverse process (from the excited state to the ground state) can also be 
used to describe the radiative relaxation of the molecule. When we examine the relaxation to the 
ground state we always start form the ν’ = 0 level because the relaxation process between vibronic 
levels within the same potential well occurs very rapidly through the loss of heat to the 
environment (i.e. solvent molecules), making it again so that the largest density of molecules still 
described by a Boltzmann distribution56, 59.  
The effect of the FC principle on the shape of the absorption spectra of molecules is sometimes 
quite drastic. In Figure 32 we see the absorption spectrum of anthracene in dichloromethane. The 
absorption spectrum consists of five absorption bands all of which correspond to a S0 → S1 
electronic transition. The individual bands can each be assigned as the 0 → 0, 0 → 1, 0 → 2, 0 → 
3 and 0 → 4 vibrational bands of anthracene. This means that the FC term gives a non-zero overlap 
of all of these transitions, however, we note that the intensities of each of the bands is not the same, 
a phenomenon that is also explained by the FC principle. As we stated above, a larger constructive 
overlap of the nuclear wavefunctions will yield a higher probability of transition, which itself 
translates to a higher absorption probability. This means that the overlap of the wavefunctions for 
the 0 → 1 transition in anthracene is the largest (as in Figure 31), followed by the 0 → 0 transition. 
The other transitions then all show lower degrees of overlap between the nuclear wavefunctions. 
A similar pattern is also seen in the emission spectrum of anthracene and is explained by the same 
rational, this time starting from the excited state and moving towards the ground state55, 58. Not all 
compounds show sharp absorption bands as we see in anthracene, in many cases the spacing 
between the absorption bands causes the bands to be difficult to resolve. However, this can 
sometimes be overcome by simply cooling the solution in liquid nitrogen (77 K). Cooling the 
solution will force more, if not all, of the ground state molecules to populate the lowest vibrational 
energy level eliminating any transitions that occur from upper vibrational levels. This process 
results in a refining of the absorption bands leading to sharper (more narrow) bands that can 
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1.5.2.2 Internal conversion between states 
 
Internal conversion can also occur between electronic states and can lead to the relaxation of a 
molecule without the emission of light. This is a thermal process described as 𝑅∗ → 𝑅 + ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 and 
it is also governed by the FC principle. Noteworthily, the vibrational modes do not need to be FC 
active. They can be modes involving the chromophore and side groups. These modes, namely 
stretching, induce the relaxation of the excited state through a phenomenon known as the loose 
bolt effect.   The internal conversion from an excited state to a ground state is also symbolised by 
the term IC, for processes between states of the same spin multiplicity and as IP, if the process 
occurs between states of different spin multiplicity. The internal conversion between states occurs 
when the upper vibrational wavefunctions of a lower excited state interact (mix) with the lower 
vibrational wavefunctions of an upper excited state. That is to say, as the energy gap between the 
potential wells of two states becomes smaller there is a greater chance of the vibrational levels 
from each of the molecules to “intersect” with each other. In Figure 33 a schematic diagram shows 
the two overlapping potential wells such that ν = 3 and ν’ = 0 are at the same energy level. On the 
left-hand side of Figure 33 an example is shown where there is little or no excited state distortion 
such that the two potential wells sit perfectly one on top of the other. In this situation, if we try to 
mix the wave functions Ψ1v and Ψ2v we see that they do not overlap favorably. We see that the FC 
term (∫ Ψ1𝑣Ψ2𝑣𝑑𝜏𝑣) is equal to zero indicating that the wavefunctions do not mix. This indicates 
that the non-radiative relaxation is FC-forbidden and that the molecule will favour relaxation 
through the emission of light. If we now shift the upper potential well (allowing for an excited 
stated distortion) we see that the two wells will intersect one another. Re-evaluating the FC term, 
we see that the resultant wavefunction yields a non-zero result. The forms of the resultant overlaps 
are shown below the potential energy wells in Figure 33. The non-zero probability of transitions 
between the ν’ = 0 and ν = 3 vibronic states depicted on the right-hand side of Figure 33 then 
allows the molecule to pass through the potential well of the excited state to the potential well of 
the ground state. Once located within the ground state potential well, the molecule will then rapidly 
relax to the ground state ν = 0 level through the release of heat to the environment, thereby relaxing 
through an IC process56. 
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Figure 33. Internal conversion between an upper and lower excited state. 
The IC between a triplet excited state and a singlet ground state occurs through a similar process 
however spin-orbit coupling must also be involved in-order to allow for the change of multiplicity. 
An important note here is that the triplet state is always lower in energy than its corresponding 
singlet state, therefore making the intersection of the vibronic levels between the singlet and triplet 
state more likely. Another, important point to note when discussing IC is that the spacing between 
upper excited states becomes smaller as we move higher. That is to say, the energetic gap between 
S2 and S1 is normally smaller than the gap between S1 and S0 and so on. Therefore excitations that 
populate upper excited states (such as the S2 state) are more likely to undergo a rapid (fs to ps time 
scale) IC to populate the S1 level due to a stronger overlap of the vibronic levels between S2 and 
S1 as compared to the overlap between S1 and S0. This is the basis behind Kasha’s rule which states 
that emission always occurs from the lowest energy excited state (S1 or T1) even if a higher energy 
state was excited. Some molecules (for example azulene) show emission from upper excited states 
but this is a relatively rare situation that is explained by a large energy gab between upper excited 
states. Kasha’s rule is shown in Figure 34 where we see that the shallow overlap of the S1 and S0 
potential wells allows for a crossing of the ν = 7 and ν’ = 0 vibrational levels. The small shift 
between the potential wells, making it such that the wells do not cross each other, leads to a near 
zero value for the FC term and a slow IC, whereas, the deeper overlap of the S1 and S2 leads to a 
situation as in Figure 33 where the crossing potential wells lead to a fast IC56. 
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Figure 34. Kasha’s rule showing rapid upper excited state internal conversion. 
1.6 The Jablonski diagram  
 
We began this chapter by explaining the differences between photochemical and photophysical 
processes, where we used schematic diagrams to show the possible pathways involved in each of 
the processes, but quickly noted that at times there can be many pathways which make this type 
of diagram very cumbersome. In order to simplify the description of photophysical pathways we 
prefer to use a diagram known as a Jablonski diagram (or state diagram), which was named after 
a Polish physicist, Aleksander Jabloński56, 59. A state diagram is constructed by drawing horizontal 
lines, to represent each state of interest. The lines are drawn at different levels corresponding to 
the relative energy difference between each state. Then each possible pathway that connects the 
states is represented by an arrow. A relatively complete Jablonski diagram is shown in Figure 35. 
In this figure each of the electronic states is shown as a heavy black line and the vibrational energy 
levels are shown as light grey lines. Radiative transitions between states are drawn with straight 
arrows and non-radiative transitions are drawn with curvy arrows. Furthermore, the FC vibrational 
transitions are illustrated always starting from the lowest possible vibrational level of a given state. 
As you can clearly remark an illustration such as this can become overwhelming because of the 
sheer number of potential transitions. As such, a simplified Jablonski diagram is often employed.  
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that govern the emission of light are the same as those that govern the absorption of light. That is 
to say that all of the probability equations presented above also apply to the emission of light, only 
now Ψ1 is the excited state wavefunction and Ψ2 is the ground state (destination) wavefunction. 
Note that anything that was allowed or forbidden in one direction is also allowed of forbidden in 
the other direction. This means that fundamentally speaking the process of phosphorescence is 
spin-forbidden and is therefore mediated by spin-orbit coupling between the T1 and S0 states. This 
explains why phosphorescence lifetimes are generally longer than those for fluorescence.     
1.8 Excited state kinetics 
 
Now that we have introduced the Jablonski (state) diagram and the concept the deactivation rate 
constants we can introduce some key kinetic concepts that are of interest when carrying out a 
photophysical investigations. 
1.8.1 Excited state lifetimes 
 
The excited state lifetime is a measure of the total rate of relaxation of a given state. In other words 
it gives us an idea how long a species remains in its excited state before relaxing to its ground 
state. Logically, the rate of relaxation of the S1 state (kS1) is equal to the sum of the all of the 
deactivation rate constants (from the Jablonski diagram in Figure 37) that contribute to the 
relaxation of S1 as seen in equation 1.21. The excited state lifetime of S1 (τS1) is then simply the 
reciprocal of the deactivation rate constant as in equation 1.22. The same logic can be applied to 
the triplet state yielding the rate (kT1) and excited state lifetime (τT1) of T1 as in equations 1.23 and 
1.24. A description of the measurement of excited state lifetimes is provided in Chapter 256, 59.
𝑘𝑆1 = 𝑘𝐹 + 𝑘𝐼𝐶 + 𝑘𝐼𝑆𝐶 [1.21] 
𝜏𝑆1 =
1
𝑘𝐹+𝑘𝐼𝐶+𝑘𝐼𝑆𝐶
= 𝑘𝑆1
−1 [1.22] 
𝑘𝑇1 = 𝑘𝑃 + 𝑘𝐼𝑃  [1.23] 
𝜏𝑇1 =
1
𝑘𝑃+𝑘𝐼𝑃
= 𝑘𝑇1
−1  [1.24] 
1.8.2 Quantum yields 
 
A key parameter in the photophysical investigation of a species is known as the quantum yield. 
The quantum yield of a compound is essentially a measurement of the efficiency of the given 
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processes that are illustrated in the Jablonski diagram. When we discuss the quantum yield of a 
compound we normally discuss the quantum yield of emission (Φe) or more specifically the 
quantum yield of fluorescence (ΦF) and the quantum yield of phosphorescence (ΦP). Note that Φe 
is simply the sum of ΦF and ΦP. However, the quantum yield of intersystem crossing (ΦISC), and 
internal conversion (ΦIC and ΦIP) can also be determined. All of these quantum yields are a ratio 
of the “output” versus “input” where the output is the number of molecules that undergo a given 
process and the input is the number of molecules that were initially in the state from which the 
process originated. For processes occurring from the S1 state the “input” is the number of 
molecules that underwent S0 → S1 absorption. For processes originating from the triplet state the 
input is the number of molecules that undergo S1 → T1intersystem crossing. Each of these five 
quantum yields is then fundamentally described by the equations 1.25 to 1.2956. 
Φ𝐹 =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑
  [1.25] 
Φ𝐼𝐶 =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑥 𝑏𝑦 𝐼𝐶
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑
   [1.26] 
Φ𝐼𝑆𝐶 =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑
 [1.27] 
Φ𝑃 =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒
 [1.28] 
Φ𝐼𝑃 =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑥 𝑏𝑦 𝐼𝑃
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒
 [1.29] 
In order to obey the law of conservation of energy we must be able to account for every photon 
that is absorbed and attribute this absorbed energy to a given process. This means that the sum of 
all of the quantum yields must therefore be equal to unity as described by equation 1.30 for the 
singlet state of a chromophore that does not undergo any photochemical processes and by equation 
1.31 for the triplet state of a chromophore that does not undergo any photochemical processes.56 
Φ𝐹 + Φ𝐼𝑆𝐶 + Φ𝐼𝐶 = 1   [1.30] 
Φ𝑃 + Φ𝐼𝑃 = Φ𝐼𝑆𝐶    [1.31] 
Although the fundamental equations (1.25 to 1.29) appear simple obtaining some of the values in 
these equations can prove to be quite difficult. Mathematically we are able to develop equations 
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to help us to assign values to the quantum yields for these processes. If we examine the 
denominators of the equations 1.25 to 1.27 we see that all three equations require us to know the 
number of photons absorbed. This values can be obtained if we consider that one photon absorbed 
will generate one molecule in the excited state. So if we can account for all of the molecules that 
relax from the excited state we can effectively know how many photons were absorbed. In order 
to do this we simply need to sum the rate constants that correspond to the deactivation of S1. If we 
then wish to obtain the quantum yields of the deactivation processes from S1 we can simply take 
the ratio of the rate constant of interest over the sum of all of the rate constants that deactivate the 
state yielding the equations 1.32 to 1.34. If we then recall equation 1.22, which states that the 
excited state lifetime (τS1) of the singlet state is equal to the inverse sum of the rate constants that 
deactivate S1, we can further simplify equations 1.32 to 1.34 in order to obtain equations 1.35 to 
1.3756. 
Φ𝐹 =
𝑘𝐹
𝑘𝐹+𝑘𝐼𝐶+𝑘𝐼𝑆𝐶
  [1.32] 
Φ𝐼𝐶 =
𝑘𝐼𝐶
𝑘𝐹+𝑘𝐼𝐶+𝑘𝐼𝑆𝐶
  [1.33] 
Φ𝐼𝑆𝐶 =
𝑘𝐼𝑆𝐶
𝑘𝐹+𝑘𝐼𝐶+𝑘𝐼𝑆𝐶
  [1.34] 
Φ𝐹 = 𝑘𝐹𝜏𝑆1   [1.35] 
Φ𝐼𝐶 = 𝑘𝐼𝐶𝜏𝑆1   [1.36] 
Φ𝐼𝑆𝐶 = 𝑘𝐼𝑆𝐶𝜏𝑆1  [1.37] 
When we examine the triplet state we can apply the same principle as we did when examining the 
quantum yields of the singlet state. That is, the equation must include a term that takes the ratio of 
the rate constant of interest versus the sum of the rate constants that deactivate the state. This ratio 
must then be multiplied by the factor that corresponds to the formation efficiency of the state of 
interest. Therefore the equations for the quantum yields issued from the triplet state will have the 
general from of equation 1.38. Where Φi is the quantum yield we are looking for, Φ* is the 
formation efficiency of the state of interest, ki is the transitions of interest, and Σkd is the sum of 
the deactivation rate constants from the state of interest56. 
Φ𝑖 = Φ
∗ ×
𝑘𝑖
Σ𝑘𝑑
  [1.38] 
Note that equations 1.32 to 1.34 also follow this general formula but are a special case where Φ* 
= 1 due to the fact that we assume that every molecule that interacts with a photon will result in 
absorption making the formation of the S1 state 100% efficient. The efficacy of formation of the 
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triplet state is described already by equation 1.34 which gives us the quantum yield of intersystem 
crossing. Therefore if we substitute the appropriate values into equation 1.38 we will obtain the 
equations for ΦP and ΦIP shown in equations 1.39 and 1.40. Once again, if we examine the equation 
describing the triplet state lifetime (equation 1.24) we can further simplify the quantum yield 
equations to obtain equations 1.41 and 1.4256. 
Φ𝑃 = Φ𝐼𝑆𝐶 ×
𝑘𝑃
𝑘𝑝+𝑘𝐼𝑃
  [1.39] 
Φ𝐼𝑃 = Φ𝐼𝑆𝐶 ×
𝑘𝐼𝑃
𝑘𝑝+𝑘𝐼𝑃
  [1.40] 
Φ𝑃 = Φ𝐼𝑆𝐶𝑘𝑃𝜏𝑇1  [1.41] 
Φ𝐼𝑃 = Φ𝐼𝑆𝐶𝑘𝐼𝑃𝜏𝑇1  [1.42] 
So, from equations 1.35 to 1.37, 1.41 and 1.42, if we can experimentally determine the values of 
τS1, τT1, ΦF, ΦP, and ΦISC we can obtain a value for all of the rate constants shown in the Jablonski 
diagram in Figure 37. The experimental determination of the excited state lifetimes is easily 
obtained by monitoring the emission intensity of fluorescence or phosphorescence, which is 
directly proportional to the concentration of the S1 or T1 state, as a function of time using a pulsed 
excitation source. This type of measurement yields the value τS1, and τT1 and not the pure 
fluorescence or phosphorescence lifetime (τF, and τP) as it monitors the overall concentration of 
the excited state as a function of time. The time resolved measurement only yields τF, or τP if the 
quantum yield for the process is unity. The value of ΦF can be obtained spectroscopically using a 
method described in Chapter 2. Finally ΦP can be difficult to determine accurately as it depends 
on ΦISC which cannot always be determined. That said an approximation is sometimes employed 
when making quantum yield measurements of a rigid chemical structure at 77 K. The 
approximation essentially states that the quantum yield of internal conversion (ΦIC) is so little that 
it can be neglected meaning that ΦISC = 1- ΦF. Another approximation is applied for compounds 
that only show phosphorescence (i.e. does not fluoresce). This approximation states that ΦISC = 1 
and by extension kP + kIP is proportional to the number of photons absorbed. When the value of 
ΦISC cannot be measured or approximated, the quantum yield of a species is then normally reported 
as, Φe, the total emission quantum yield which is actually a measure of ΦF + ΦP. It should also be 
noted that for most photophysical investigations, the values of all of the rate constants are not often 
needed56. 
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1.9 Bimolecular photophysical processes  
 
Thus far all of the photophysical processes that we have discussed have been unimolecular 
processes, that is, all of the processes that we have looked at (absorption, intersystem crossing, 
internal conversion, fluorescence and phosphorescence) all involve a single molecule. Now we 
will examine bimolecular photophysical processes (processes involving two chemical species). 
Bimolecular photophysical processes can be classified as one of two possible phenomena, namely 
energy transfer between a donor and acceptor and photoinduced electron transfer between a donor 
and acceptor. The key difference between the two processes is that in energy transfer the net result 
produces an excited state acceptor molecule and a ground state donor molecule, whereas the net 
result of an electron transfer produces a radical ion pair. Energy and electron transfers can each 
occur through two different bimolecular mechanisms illustrated in equations 1.43 to 1.46 where D 
is a donor molecule in its ground state, D* is a an excited state donor, A is a ground state acceptor, 
A* is an excited state acceptor. For electron transfer D*e is an excited electron donor, Ae is ground 
state electron acceptor, De is a ground state electron donor, A*e is and excited state electron 
acceptor and D+e + A-e is a radical ion pairs formed after electron transfer56. 
𝐷∗ + 𝐴 {𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒 − 𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛} → 𝐷 + 𝐴∗ + ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 [1.43] 
𝐷∗ + 𝐴 {𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑥𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒} → 𝐷 + 𝐴∗ + ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡  [1.44] 
𝐷𝑒
∗ + 𝐴𝑒{𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟} → 𝐷𝑒
+ + 𝐴𝑒
−   [1.45] 
𝐷𝑒 + 𝐴𝑒
∗ {ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟} → 𝐷𝑒
+ + 𝐴𝑒
−    [1.46] 
In equation 1.43 energy transfer occurs through dipole-dipole resonance between the donor and 
acceptor whereas in equation 1.44 an electron exchange between donor and acceptor results in 
energy transfer. In equation 1.45, electron transfer occurs when an excited donor gives an electron 
to a ground state acceptor yielding the radical ion pair D+e + A-e. Finally, in equation 1.46 electron 
transfer occurs when a ground state donor transfers an electron to an excited acceptor yielding the 
radical ion pair D-e + A+e. This last example is also referred to as a “hole transfer” as the ground 
state donor transfers an electron (from its HOMO to the HOMO of the acceptor) in order to fill a 
hole made by the excitation of an electron from the HOMO to the LUMO of the of the acceptor56. 
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𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑆1) =
1
𝜏𝐷(𝑆1)
−
1
𝜏𝑆1
  [1.49] 𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑇1) =
1
𝜏𝐷(𝑇1)
−
1
𝜏𝑇1
 [1.50] 
The proofs of equations 1.49 and 1.50 are worked out below 
Proof of equation 1.49 
c.f. Equations 1.47 and 1.22 
Proof of equation 1.50 
c.f. Equations 1.48 and 1.24 
𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑆1) =
1
𝜏𝐷(𝑆1)
−
1
𝜏𝑆1
 
 
𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑆1) = (
1
1
𝑘𝐹 + 𝑘𝐼𝐶 + 𝑘𝐼𝑆𝐶 + 𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑆1)
) − (
1
1
𝑘𝐹 + 𝑘𝐼𝐶 + 𝑘𝐼𝑆𝐶
) 
 
𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑆1) = (𝑘𝐹 + 𝑘𝐼𝐶 + 𝑘𝐼𝑆𝐶 + 𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑆1)) − (𝑘𝐹 + 𝑘𝐼𝐶 + 𝑘𝐼𝑆𝐶) 
 
𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑆1) = 𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑆1)∎ 
𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑇1) =
1
𝜏𝐷(𝑇1)
−
1
𝜏𝑇1
 
 
𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑇1) = (
1
1
𝑘𝑃 + 𝑘𝐼𝑃 + 𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑇1)
) − (
1
1
𝑘𝑃 + 𝑘𝐼𝑃
) 
 
𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑇1) = (𝑘𝑃 + 𝑘𝐼𝑃 + 𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑇1)) − (𝑘𝑃 + 𝑘𝐼𝑃) 
 
𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑇1) = 𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑇1)∎ 
  
From the equations 1.48 and 1.49 and the associated proofs we see that in order for the equations 
to be correct we must assume that the presence of the acceptor molecule does not change the 
relaxation rate constants of the donor (kF, kIC and kISC for ETS and kP and kIP for ETT). We can also 
see that if the ET process is fast (i.e. 𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑆1) ≫ 𝑘𝐹 + 𝑘𝐼𝐶 + 𝑘𝐼𝑆𝐶) the value of kET(S1) can be 
approximate by the quenched donor lifetime. That is, if ETS is a fast process 𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑆1) ≅ 𝜏𝐷(𝑆1)
−1 . A 
similar argument can also be made for fast triplet-triplet energy transfer processes which states 
that 𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑇1) ≅ 𝜏𝐷(𝑇1)
−1  provided that 𝑘𝐸𝑇(𝑇1) ≫ 𝑘𝑃 + 𝑘𝐼𝑃  
1.9.1.1 Trivial energy transfer 
 
Before we examine the two mechanisms for bimolecular energy transfer we will first discuss a 
process referred to as trivial energy transfer. Trivial energy transfer is a process in which an excited 
donor emits a photon of light, which is then absorbed by an acceptor molecule. This process is 
bimolecular, in that it involves a donor molecule as well as an acceptor molecule. However, it is 
more correctly described as two successive unimolecular processes whose sum results in an energy 
transfer. The reactions 1 and 2 below summarize the trivial energy transfer process. 
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1) 𝐷∗ + 𝐴 → 𝐷 + 𝐴 + ℎ𝜈
2) 𝐷 + 𝐴 + ℎ𝜈 → 𝐴∗ + 𝐷
𝐷∗ + 𝐴 → 𝐷 + 𝐴∗
 
During a trivial energy transfer process the acceptor will absorb the photon emitted by the donor 
as though it was a photon from any other light source. The efficiency of trivial energy transfer is 
dependent on four parameters: 1) The quantum yield of the donor (ΦD); a higher quantum yield 
will produce more light that can be absorbed by the acceptor. 2) The concentration of acceptor 
molecules; a higher concentration will make it such that the acceptor molecules have a better 
chance of interacting with the emitted photons for the donor. 3) The extinction coefficient of the 
acceptor (εA); a high extinction coefficient indicates a higher probability of absorption. 4) The 
spectral overlap of the donor emission and acceptor absorption; the donor must emit a photon at a 
frequency that the acceptor is capable of absorbing. If we examine these parameters we can see 
that trivial energy transfer can only plausibly occur through a singlet-singlet process due to the 
third parameter which requires a high extinction coefficient, and as we know already, the S0 → T1 
absorption of the acceptor is a spin-forbidden process that will yield a low εA value. Kinetically 
speaking, trivial energy transfer has no effect on the photophysical behaviour of the donor or 
acceptor, that is, the excited state lifetime of the donor is not at all effected by the presence of the 
acceptor. The lack of a change in the kinetics of the donor is the reason why trivial energy transfer 
is more accurately described as two complementing unimolecular processes rather than a single 
bimolecular process56. 
1.9.1.2 Energy transfer by electron exchange      
 
We will begin our explanation of bimolecular energy transfer by first examining the electron 
exchange mechanism. This mechanism is also known as the double electron exchange mechanism 
or as Dexter energy transfer. As the name of the mechanism implies, the mechanism occurs 
through the exchange of electrons between the frontier molecular orbitals of the excited donor and 
the ground state acceptor. That is, the excited electron that populated the LUMO orbital of the 
donor will transfer to the LUMO orbital of the acceptor (electron transfer), while at the same time 
an electron from the HOMO orbital of the acceptor will be transferred to the HOMO of the donor 
(hole transfer). This is shown schematically in Figure 41, where the electrons of the donor are 
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approximated by the square of the matrix elements56. This means that the rate of Dexter energy 
(kDex) transfer can be approximated by equation 1.52.   
∫ Ψ𝐷
∗ Ψ𝐴|𝐻𝐷𝑒𝑥|Ψ𝐷Ψ𝐴
∗𝑑𝜏 = ⟨Ψ𝐷
∗ Ψ𝐴|𝐻𝐷𝑒𝑥|Ψ𝐷Ψ𝐴
∗⟩  [1.51] 
𝑘𝐷𝑒𝑥 ∝ ⟨Ψ𝐷
∗ Ψ𝐴|𝐻𝐷𝑒𝑥|Ψ𝐷Ψ𝐴
∗⟩2   [1.52] 
A detailed examination of equation 1.51 shows that the operator HDex id derived from coulomb 
repulsion integration (𝑒2/𝑟𝐷𝐴) whose expectation values can be represented by the exponential 
decay function, 𝐻𝐷𝑒𝑥 = 𝑒
−𝑟𝐷𝐴, where rDA is the donor-acceptor distance in equation 1.51. This 
function arises from the fact that as electrons interact through coulombic force they can switch 
from one molecular (or atomic) orbital to another. This in turn gives rise to the concept of exchange 
interaction whose energy decrease exponentially as a function of the distance. Therefore the 
operator in equations 1.51 and 1.52 can be seen as essentially describing the exchange energy 
between the donor and acceptor which decays exponentially as the donor and acceptor move apart. 
This exponential decay is also a description of the degree of orbital overlap between the donor and 
acceptor which decreases exponentially with distance. We can use this fact in combination with 
the fact that the rate is described by the square of the operator to conclude that the rate of energy 
transfer via the Dexter mechanism should decrease exponentially with the donor-acceptor 
distance55 as described in equation 1.53.  
𝑘𝐷𝑒𝑥 ∝ 𝑒
−2𝑟𝐷𝐴   [1.53] 
It turns out that the rate of Dexter energy transfer can be expressed by equation 1.54, where, K is 
a pre-exponential factor, J, is the spectral overlap between the donor emission and acceptor 
absorption and L is the sum of the Van der Waals distances of the donor and acceptor. 
Unfortunately, K is a constant that is not related to any spectroscopic data and is difficult to 
characterize, though it is often described as a factor that itself describes the degree of orbital 
overlap between the donor and acceptor. We see in equation 1.54 that the proportionality that we 
expected based on equations 1.51 and 1.52 is apparent56, 59.  
𝑘𝐷𝑒𝑥 = 𝐾 ∙ 𝐽 ∙ 𝑒
−
2𝑟𝐷𝐴
𝐿    [1.54] 
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As with any transition between states, energy transfer mechanisms have their own set of selection 
rules. For the Dexter mechanism the selection rules for the energy transfer between an excited 
donor and a ground state acceptor are listed below.  
1. Singlet-singlet energy transfer is allowed  
2. Triplet-triplet energy transfer is allowed 
The fact that ETS is allowed is not surprising as there is a complete conservation of the spin states 
between the donor and acceptor, however intuitively ETT should not be allowed. During ETT the 
donor appears to go through a T1 → S0 transition at the same time that acceptor goes through a S0 
→ T1 transition both of which should be forbidden. However, we must remember that in the Dexter 
mechanism transitions are mediated by simultaneous electron and hole transfers meaning that the 
transition does not occur through the transition dipole moment56, 59. In this case, the ETT is spin-
allowed because the overall spin of the donor-acceptor assembly is conserved, that is a triplet 
becomes a singlet and a singlet becomes a triplet. The ETT process between an excited triplet donor 
and singlet ground state acceptor to yield a singlet ground state donor and excited triplet state 
acceptor is written out schematically below. We can separate the ETT process into three different 
cases depending on the initial spin orientations of the donor (Ms = +1, 0 or -1). In each case we see 
that the electron exchange mechanism can occur in such a way that the total spin state is conserved. 
It is this conservation of the total spin state that make the ETT process allowed in the Dexter 
mechanism56.      
1. 
 𝐷∗(𝑇1)(↑↑) + 𝐴(𝑆0)(↑↓) → 𝐷(𝑆0)(↑↓) + 𝐴
∗(𝑇1)(↑↑)
(↑↑↑↓) 𝑀𝑠 = +1 → (↑↓↑↑)𝑀𝑠 = +1
 
 
2. 
 𝐷∗(𝑇1)(↑↓) + 𝐴(𝑆0)(↑↓) → 𝐷(𝑆0)(↑↓) + 𝐴
∗(𝑇1)(↑↓)
(↑↓↑↓) 𝑀𝑠 = 0 → (↑↓↑↓)𝑀𝑠 = 0
 
 
3. 
 𝐷∗(𝑇1)(↓↓) + 𝐴(𝑆0)(↑↓) → 𝐷(𝑆0)(↑↓) + 𝐴
∗(𝑇1)(↓↓)
(↓↓↑↓) 𝑀𝑠 = −1 → (↑↓↓↓)𝑀𝑠 = −1
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Much like with the electron exchange mechanism we can represent the rate of FRET by using the 
matrix element representation as in equation 1.55, the only difference being that the transition 
operator is now HFör. The transition operator for the FRET mechanism is found to be proportional 
to the electrostatic interaction energy between the two coupled transition dipole moments, μA 
(acceptor transition dipole) and μD (donor transition dipole). The interaction energy is calculated 
(equation 1.56) by scalar product of the transition dipoles, a value that is proportional to the molar 
extinction coefficient for the electronic transitions that is described by the transition dipole, and 
dividing the product by the distance between the donor and acceptor raised to the third power. As 
we saw in the electron exchange mechanism, if we then note that the operator is squared in equation 
1.52 we can conclude that the rate of FRET (kFör) should be proportional to the inverse sixth power 
of the donor-acceptor distance56 as described in equation 1.57.     
𝑘𝐹ö𝑟 ∝ ⟨Ψ𝐷
∗ Ψ𝐴|𝐻𝐹ö𝑟|Ψ𝐷Ψ𝐴
∗⟩2   [1.55] 
𝐻𝐹ö𝑟 ∝
𝜇𝐷𝜇𝐴
𝑟𝐷𝐴
3      [1.56] 
𝑘𝐹ö𝑟 ∝
1
𝑟𝐷𝐴
6      [1.57] 
The FRET equation is shown in equations 1.58 and 1.59. Note that equation 1.59 is a simplification 
of equation 1.58 where 𝑘𝐹(𝐷) = Φ𝐹(𝐷)/𝜏𝐹(𝐷) (i.e.in the absence of energy transfer). In the 
FRET equation, the parameter κ2 is known as the orientation factor (ranging between 0 and 4) and 
it describes the degree of alignment between the transition dipoles. When the dipoles are in good 
alignment the probability of them entering into resonance is higher than when they are out of 
alignment. The value Na is Avogadro’s number (6.022 x 1023 mol-1) and the parameter n is the 
refractive index of the medium. Finally, the parameter J is the spectral overlap between the donor 
emission and the acceptor absorption spectra. Note that the spectral overlap (J-integral) is the topic 
of discussion in Chapter 3. We can see here that the FRET equation shows the predicted 
relationship with donor-acceptor distance that was expected form the matrix element equation58.    
𝑘𝐹ö𝑟 =
Φ𝐹
° (𝐷)𝜅2
𝜏𝐹
° (𝐷)𝑟𝐷𝐴
6  ∙ (
9000 ln(10)
128𝜋5𝑁𝑎𝑛4
) ∙ 𝐽  [1.58] 
 𝑘𝐹ö𝑟 ≅ 8.785 × 10
−25 ∙ (
𝑘𝐹
° (𝐷)𝜅2
𝑟𝐷𝐴
6 𝑛4
) ∙ 𝐽 [1.59] 
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Once again, as with any electronic transition we expect there to be selection rules that govern 
whether or not the process is allowed or forbidden. The selection rules for FRET between an 
excited donor and a ground state acceptor are listed below.  
1. Singlet-singlet energy transfer is allowed  
2. Triplet-triplet energy transfer is forbidden 
Interestingly in the case of FRET we see that ETT is a forbidden process unlike in the electron 
exchange mechanism. This is due to the fact that the FRET operator takes into account the 
magnitude of the transition dipoles for the donor and acceptor which is calculated to be zero for 
any transition that involves a change in spin multiplicity (i.e. the molar extinction coefficients for 
the S0 → T1 transitions of the donor and acceptor are expected to be zero, or very small) meaning 
that the operator itself will have a value of zero56, 59.       
1.9.1.4 Mixed energy transfer mechanisms 
 
Although excited state energy transfer is often analysed exclusively from the point of view of the 
FRET or of the Dexter mechanism it is impossible to completely rule out one mechanism over the 
other. In an excited state energy transfer process it is likely that both mechanisms are 
simultaneously occurring. As such the true energy transfer rate can be described by equation 1.60 
where we see that both the FRET and Dexter mechanism are taken into account. The coefficients 
α and β included in equation 1.60 are the fractional contributions of each mechanism to the overall 
energy transfer rate56.    
𝑘𝐸𝑇 = 𝛼⟨Ψ𝐷
∗ Ψ𝐴|𝐻𝐹ö𝑟|Ψ𝐷Ψ𝐴
∗⟩2 + 𝛽⟨Ψ𝐷
∗ Ψ𝐴|𝐻𝐷𝑒𝑥|Ψ𝐷Ψ𝐴
∗⟩2  [1.60] 
From this equation we can see that it is possible for an energy transfer interaction to be largely 
FRET (α ~ 1) or largely Dexter (β ~ 1) favoured depending on the situation. For example, a donor 
and acceptor that are held separated from each other by a large distance will be FRET dominated 
because there is only a very small contribution from orbital overlap. On the opposite side, a donor-
acceptor assembly that holds the donor in close proximity to the acceptor will likely be Dexter 
dominated. Anything in between these two situations must take into account both mechanisms. 
For example, a solution of a donor and acceptor molecules floating freely in solution can undergo 
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FRET from long distances, but the donor and acceptor could also collide allowing the Dexter 
process to occur. Finally, a donor-acceptor assembly separated by a bridging unit can undergo both 
FRET and Dexter ET processed. In this case the favoured mechanism appears to be dependent on 
the nature of the bridge61-63.   
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CHAPTER 2 
 
Instrumentation  
2.1  Introduction 
 
The works in this thesis present the results of detailed photophysical analysis of donor-acceptor 
assemblies in order to investigate their energy transfer properties. The photophysical investigation 
of these compounds required the use of several sophisticated spectrometers that are not seen in 
more common chemical analysis. The objective of this chapter is to present a brief overview of 
the instruments used and to provide a short description of their operation. The chapter will begin 
with a general description of some important features found within many of the instruments and 
will then move on to provide a brief description of each of the instruments used in this work.     
2.2 Photo-detection 
 
To begin our discussion of the instrumentation used we will examine some of the common photo-
detection methods. There are several different types of detectors that can be used to measure light 
intensity. The instruments presented in this chapter use three different types of detectors namely 
the photomultiplier tube (PMT), the photodiode, and the charge coupled device (CCD). A brief 
description of each of these detectors is provided in below. 
2.2.1 Photomultiplier tube (PMT) 
  
The photomultiplier tube (PMT) is one of the most commonly encountered photo-detectors and 
happens to be found in all but one of the instruments that are in the Harvey research laboratory at 
the time of this report. The PMT is so widely used because of its high sensitivity to light, giving it 
the ability to detect even the minutest amounts of light which would otherwise be invisible to the 
human eye.   
Fundamentally speaking, a PMT is a vacuum tube consisting of several key structural parts. First, 
the input window, where light enters the PMT. Second, the photocathode, a semiconducting 
material that ejects an electron into the vacuum after absorbing a photon. Third, an electron 
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Table 2. Spectral properties of common PMT photocathode and window materials64.  
Photocathode Material Window material 
Composition Spectral range Composition Spectral range 
Cs-I UV < 200 nm MgF2 crystal UV cut-off 115 nm 
Cs-Te UV < 300 nm Sapphire  UV cut-off 150 nm 
Sb-Cs UV-Visible Synthetic Silica UV cut-off 160 nm 
Bialkali 
(Sb-Rb-Cs, Sb-K-Cs) 
UV-Visible < 700 nm UV glass UV cut-off 185 nm 
High temp. Bialkali 
(Sb-Na-K) 
UV-visible < 700 nm Borosilicate glass UV cut-off 300 nm 
Multialkali  
(Sb-Na-K-Cs) 
UV-Visible < 900 nm   
 
Ag-O-Cs Visible-NIR, 400-1200 
nm 
  
GaAsP (Cs) Visible light   
GaAs (Cs) UV-Visible < 900 nm   
InGaAs (Cs) UV-Visible < 1000 nm   
 
2.2.1.3 PMT dynode architecture 
 
The dynode architecture inside of a PMT is extremely important as the dynodes must be able to 
not only capture all of the electrons from the previous dynode but must also be able to eject the 
electrons towards the next dynode. There are several different dynode structures, listed below, that 
are used in PMTs, but in this chapter we will focus only on the circular-cage type and the 
microchannel plate (MCP) type, as these are the dynode architectures used in the spectrometers 
that were used for this work. Furthermore, the MCP type will be discussed later (see Section 
2.2.1.5) as the MCP-PMT is used for its high time resolution which we have not yet addressed64. 
Dynode architecture types:  
1. Circular-cage 
2. Box-and-grid 
3. Linear-focused 
4. Venetian blind 
5. Mesh type 
6. Microchannel plate (MCP) 
7. Metal channel dynode 
8. Electron bombardment   
The circular-cage dynode architecture is used in all side-on PMTs. The dynode architecture allows 
for the design of a compact PMT with a relatively fast time response making it one of the more 
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2.2.1.4 PMT detection rates 
 
The rate of detection is an important parameter whenever time-resolved measurements are being 
made. To measure a fast process the only way to be able to do so with great accuracy is to make 
the measurement with a detector that is capable of detecting the process on a similar or faster time-
scale than that of the process being measured. Four different time parameters are used to describe 
the detection rate of a PMT. The first is rise time, defined as the time that it takes for the signal 
pulse to grow from 10 to 90% of its maximum intensity. The second is the fall time, which is the 
time it take for the signal pulse to decay from 90 to 10% of its maximum. The third is the electron 
transit time, which is defined as the time between when the incident photon strikes the 
photocathode and when the electrons reach the anode. Finally the transit time spread (TTS) is a 
measurement of the variation in transit time caused by slightly different geometric paths that the 
electrons can take between the photocathode and the anode. A small TTS will result in a much 
sharper time-resolved measurement and will allow for the detection of a much faster processes 
with much greater accuracy. Interestingly, there is a general relationship between the rise time and 
the fall time of a PMT. That is the fall time is usually 2-3 time longer than the rise time yielding a 
full width at half maximum (FWHM) that is normally about 2.5 times the rise time. This is good 
to know when selecting a PMT as many datasheets only provide the rise time of the PMT. A sharp 
narrow signal (low TTS) is required in order to make good time-resolved measurements.  This can 
be done by using microchannel plate (MCP) PMTs which greatly reduces the possible trajectories 
of the electrons resulting in a reduced TTS and a much faster detector64. 
2.2.1.5 Microchannel plate PMT (MCP-PMT) 
 
A microchannel plate is composed of a 2D array of glass capillaries, referred to as cannels, which 
are bundled in parallel to form a thin disk like structure. The channels have internal diameters that 
range between 6 and 20 μm and have inner walls that are processed to behave as secondary emitters 
of electrons and acts as its own photocathode. These microchannel plates then replace the dynodes 
that we discussed earlier and serve the purpose of electron multipliers in the MCP-PMT. As the 
electrons move down the channel they will “bounce” off of the channel walls and with each 
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Table 3. Comparison of some of the key parameters of the R928 and R3809U-50 PMTs 
 R928 R3809U-50 (MCP-PMT) 
Photocathode material Multialkali Multialkali 
Dynode architecture Circular cage Microchannel plate 
Window Material UV glass Quartz 
Spectral range 185-900 160-850 
Dynode stages 9 2 
Typical gain 1.0 x 107 2.0 x 105 
Typical rise time (ns) 2.2 0.15 
Typical Transit time (ns) 22 0.55 
Transit time spread (ns) 1.2 0.025 
Data presented in this table is taken from Hamamatsu data specification sheets found in 
references 65 and 66. 
 
2.2.2 Photodiodes  
 
A photodiode is an inexpensive electronic device containing a semiconducting material that 
converts light into current upon its absorption. Photodiodes can respond to light faster than an 
MCP-PMT but are usually not used for time-resolved fluorescence measurements because of their 
lack of gain. In other words, a photodiode has a very fast response time but a relatively low 
sensitivity57. The only instrument that uses photodiodes in this work is one that uses a diode array 
detector. When light passes through a prism at a given incident angle each wavelength will be 
diffracted at a different diffraction angle, effectively separating the wavelengths, by placing an 
array of photodiodes in the path of the diffracted light we are able to then detect the light intensity 
as a function of wavelength. The advantage of this type of detector is that an intensity reading is 
obtained for each wavelength at the same time, rather than being made one wavelength at a time, 
the result being that an entire spectrum can be measured in as little as 0.1 second.    
2.2.3 Charge coupled device (CCD) 
 
A charge coupled device (CCD) is a photodetector with a wide range of applications from 
sophisticated spectrometers to digital cameras. It is composed of a two dimensional array of 
photosensitive detectors known as pixels, which are formed by the etching of an integrated circuit 
onto a silicon surface. When photons hit the pixels, the pixels will generate a charge which can be 
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allowed to build up over a certain exposure time. This change can then be read out by the 
electronics to provide a digital copy of the incident light pattern on the CCD detector. The intensity 
measurement is read out at each pixel by moving the generated electrons between pixels and 
ultimately to a final read-out pixel. The advantages of CCD detectors include the fact that they are 
a two dimensional detector making the measurement of a 3D surface very fast as all of the data 
can be collected at once. CCDs also show a very high dynamic range and a high quantum 
efficiency, but unfortunately have a relatively slow detection rate. In time-resolved measurements, 
this slow detection rate can be compensated for by using a slower repetition rate of the pulsed light 
source and/or using relatively long exposure times on the CCD detector. The largest advantage of 
the CCD detector is the two dimensional detection surface which allows for the generation of an 
image rather than a simple intensity reading67.   
2.3 Light sources 
 
Different photophysical measurements require different types of excitation depending on the type 
of measurement that is being made. In the case of the measurements made in this work the light 
sources that were used for excitation are briefly described below.  
UV-visible absorption spectroscopy uses a deuterium arc lamp as a light source. This lamp is 
selected because the light emitted from the lamp reaches far into the ultraviolet and tails off into 
the visible making it possible to measure an absorption spectrum over the entire UV-visible 
spectrum with a single small lamp. Often the deuterium lamp is combined with a tungsten lamp, 
which is a lamp with a tungsten filament much like a standard incandescent lamp. The tungsten 
lamp emits visible light with higher intensity than the deuterium lamp and is used to obtain a higher 
signal to noise ratio in the visible region of the spectrometer, compared to the use of only a 
deuterium lamp58.  
Xenon lamps are generally used for emission measurements. These lamps are a high pressure tube 
containing tungsten electrodes separated by a certain distance. When an electrical current is passed 
through the lamp an electrical arc will from between the electrodes producing light. Xenon lamps 
are referred to a white light emitters as they emit light in a broad spectrum. The xenon emission 
spectrum is at its most intense in the UV (around 400 nm) and tails off into the near infra-red 
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(NIR). Xenon lamps are used because they have a very high intensity emission allowing samples 
with low quantum yields to be exposed to high levels or irradiation in order to make the 
measurement of their spectra possible. When coupled with a monochromator (Section 2.4) the 
light emitted by the xenon lamp can be rendered monochromatic allowing the experimenter to 
excite their samples with a select wavelength. Another advantage of the xenon lamp is that they 
can also be made as a pulsed lamp, with different temporal pulse widths (depending on how they 
are constructed). A pulsed lamp can then be used to make time-resolved emission measurements. 
The advantages of a pulsed xenon lamp are the same as the non-pulsed (stead-state) lamp. That is 
the lamps have high intensity and can be coupled with a monochromator in order to select an 
excitation wavelength. The disadvantage of the pulsed xenon lamp it that the temporal pulse widths 
are in the order of microseconds making it so that only long processes (such as phosphorescence) 
can be investigated with them58.  
The final excitation source that is used for photophysical measurements in this work is a laser 
source. The term LASER is an acronym for light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation. 
Lasers are used in photophysical analysis because they are highly monochromatic allowing for 
excitation with a specific wavelength of light. Also, lasers can be a much more powerful excitation 
source as they are amplified light sources that are capable of bombarding a sample with a large 
number of photons. Perhaps one of the greatest advantages of lasers is the fact that they are often 
a pulsed light source. Depending on the electronics and fabrication, a laser can be constructed with 
very fast pulses57. In this work, the lasers that are used have a temporal pulse width of 
approximately 70-90 picoseconds (ps) (1 ps =10-12 s), making them a very powerful tool for the 
measurement of fast time-resolved processes such as fluorescence. We also employ a femtosecond 
(fs) (1 fs =10-15 s) laser source to make ultrafast time-resolved measurements, which are too rapid 
to be detected by the slower picosecond lasers. The monochromatic nature of the laser is both an 
advantage and a disadvantage as it allows us to excite the sample with a precise wavelength of 
light but unfortunately we are not able to change the wavelength without the use of other optical 
devices. This means that in order to excite at different wavelengths many laser sources are needed 
which becomes very costly. The ultrafast laser system is equipped with an optical parametric 
amplifier (OPA) which allows the wavelength of the laser output to be varied. This allows the 
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2.5 Emission quantum yield measurements  
 
The measurement of the emission quantum yield in this work was carried out using a comparative 
method whereby the emission intensity of a sample is compared to the emission intensity of a 
reference with a known quantum yield. This operation is done according to equation 2.1 below 
where Φ𝐹
𝑆 and Φ𝐹
𝑅 is the quantum yields of fluorescence of the sample and reference respectively, 
FS and FR are the area under the emission curves of the sample and reference, fS and fR are the 
absorption factor, which is calculated by 𝑓 = 1 − 10−𝐴, where A is the absorbance, and finally, 
nS and nR are the refractive indices of the sample and reference solutions and serves as a correction 
factor should different solvents be needed for the measurement68.  
Φ𝐹
𝑆 =
𝐹𝑆𝑓𝑅𝑛𝑆
2
𝐹𝑅𝑓𝑆𝑛𝑅
2 Φ𝐹
𝑅   [2.1] 
The accurate measurement of the fluorescence quantum yield requires the careful selection of a 
good reference. For example, a good reference for measurement of the emission quantum yield of 
a zinc porphyrin would be tetraphenylporphyrin zinc(II) (ZnTPP) whose quantum yield is well 
known. This is an ideal situation as the sample and reference will have similar absorption and 
emission profiles and behaviours making it easy to compare the two, however this is not always 
this simple when selecting a good reference. When selecting a reference for quantum yield 
measurements two important criteria must be met. 1) The sample and reference must possess 
absorption bands within the same spectral window. 2) The sample and reference must emit light 
in the same spectral window. These two criteria are of extreme importance as the measurement 
requires that the sample and reference be measured under exactly the same experimental 
conditions, this limiting errors caused by a change in refractive index between the sample and 
reference. This means that they both must be excited at the same wavelength (criteria number 1) 
and the emission must be measured over the same spectral range with the same instrumental 
settings (criteria number 2). These two criteria eliminate any artifacts that may be caused by the 
instrument for example a grating that is more efficient in one spectral range over another, or the 
excitation light intensity being higher at one wavelength over another. These are the only two 
criteria that are generally listed for the selection of a good quantum yield reference, but experience 
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shows that a third criteria should be considered. If possible, a reference with a quantum yield 
similar to that of your sample should be selected. Although this is not required, it makes the 
measurement of the sample’s quantum yield much easier and more accurate. Imagine using a 
reference with Φ𝐹
𝑅 = 0.95 to measure the quantum yield of a sample with Φ𝐹
𝑆 = 0.03. In a situation 
like this the sample’s intensity will be nearly 32 times lower than that of the reference resulting in 
the comparison of a near baseline intensity measurement with a strong (high intensity) 
measurement. In a case like this, the increased noise level of the low intensity measurement 
compared to that of the high intensity measurement will lead to a large error in the quantum yield 
measurement. In theory this can be corrected by increasing the excitation intensity to obtain better 
quality measurements, however, in extreme cases the excitation intensity required to resolve a 
good quality emission measurement of the sample, may lead to the saturation of the detector for 
the reference introducing a different error. 
The measurement of the quantum yield is ideally made with a sample and reference in the same 
solvent, as this reduces error in the measurement of the blank on the UV-Vis spectrometer, and 
also eliminates the effect of the refractive index in equation 2.1. However this is not always 
possible as the quantum yield of most references is not known in all solvents. The measurement is 
made by preparing solutions of the reference and sample in a de-oxygenated solution (ideally 
inside of a glovebox). The absorption spectra of the sample and reference are measured and the 
sample and reference are diluted appropriately in order to obtain an absorption value of 0.05 ± 
0.005 at the excitation wavelength that is to be used for the emission measurement. A high quality 
emission measurement of the sample and reference are then measured under the same experimental 
conditions and the area under the emission curve is calculated. From the values extracted from the 
absorption, and emission spectra we then calculate the samples quantum yield. This measurement 
is then repeated a minimum of three times with a new solution each time in order to obtain an 
average value for the quantum yield and estimate the uncertainty on the measurement.                  
2.6 Time-resolved fluorescence measurements 
 
In this work time-resolved fluorescence measurements are made by one of three different 
techniques. These techniques include time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC), ultrafast 
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photoluminescence (Streak camera), and femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy. Each of 
these analysis method have their own advantages and disadvantages but when used together a more 
complete understanding of the photophysical processes occurring within a system can often be 
obtained. Each of these methods is briefly discussed below.  
In order to explain time-resolved measurements, it is important to first review some of the theory 
associated with the kinetics that we will be investigating. In Chapter 1 (Section 1.8.1) we 
introduced the concept of excited state lifetimes and provided equations for the singlet state 
lifetime (τS1) and the triplet state lifetime (τT1). Here we will now show that the excited state decay 
of the singlet state obeys the first order kinetic rate law and this will provide a convenient method 
for measuring the excited state lifetime. One should note that the proof below is shown for the 
singlet state but that it also applies to the triplet excited state.  
 According to the first order kinetic rate law the rate of deactivation of the S1 state after 
excitation is: c.f. equation 1.21 
 
 
−
𝑑[𝑆1]
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑠1[𝑆1] 
 Sorting variables and integrating: 
 
∫
𝑑[𝑆1]
[𝑆1]
[𝑆1]𝑡=𝑡
[𝑆1]𝑡=0
= −𝑘𝑆1 ∫ 𝑑𝑡
𝑡=𝑡
𝑡=0
 
 
ln([𝑆1]𝑡=𝑡) = −𝑘𝑆1𝑡 + ln([𝑆1]𝑡=0) 
 
 Substituting 𝑘𝑆1 =
1
𝜏𝑆1
 : c.f. equation 1.22 
 
ln([𝑆1]𝑡=𝑡) = −
1
𝜏𝑆1
𝑡 + ln([𝑆1]𝑡=0)  Linear decay equation 
 
[𝑆1]𝑡=𝑡 = [𝑆1]𝑡=0𝑒
−
1
𝜏𝑆1
𝑡
  Exponential decay equation 
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If we now note that the emission intensity at any time t, after excitation (𝐼𝑡) is directly proportional 
to the concentration of species in the excited state ([𝑆1]𝑡=𝑡) as in equation 2.2, we see that the 
measurement of the emission intensity, as a function of time, should yield an exponential decay 
function, which when plotted in a logarithmic scale will yield a straight line with a slope equal to 
the negative inverse of the excited state lifetime, and an intercept equal to the initial intensity at 
time zero (𝐼0) (equation 2.3) provided that the first order rate law is respected (equation 2.4). 
Finally, the same equation can also be expressed in a linear scale to yield an exponential decay 
function (equation 2.5) not dissimilar to the one used in the calculation of radioactive decay, which 
also obeys the first order rate law. Experimentally, this is exactly what is observed, confirming the 
first order nature of the relaxation of the excited state.  
𝐼𝑡 ∝ [𝑆1]𝑡=𝑡   [2.2] 
𝐼0 ∝ [𝑆1]𝑡=0   [2.3] 
ln (𝐼𝑡) = −𝜏𝑆1
−1𝑡 + ln(𝐼0) [2.4] 
𝐼𝑡 = 𝐼0𝑒
−𝜏𝑆1
−1𝑡   [2.5] 
This now provides us with a convenient way of monitoring the excited state lifetime by simply 
measuring the emission intensity as a function of time after excitation with a pulsed excitation 
source. Furthermore, it is important to note that because the emission intensity is proportional to 
the total concentration of the excited state, the monitoring of the intensity as a function of time 
provides us with a measurement of the total rate of deactivation (τS1). The monitoring of the 
emission intensity as a function of time does not provide information on only the emissive 
pathways (kF) unless the emission quantum yield is equal to unity. A value of kF can be obtained 
by the measurement of the excited state lifetime and the quantum yield by then applying equation 
1.34 from Chapter 1.  
It is important to clarify here that in the literature the term τF is often used to describe the singlet 
excited state lifetime rather than the term τS1. This is due to the fact that the singlet excited state 
lifetime is most often measured by monitoring the fluorescence intensity. Likewise, the term τP is 
often used in place of τT1 because the triplet lifetime is often measured by monitoring 
phosphorescence intensity. This less accurate but more commonly used notation is used in the 
subsequent chapters of this work but it is important to remember that the terms τF and τP refer to 
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the total rate of relaxation of the excited state in question and not to the actual rate of fluorescence 
(kF) and phosphorescence (kP).              
2.6.1 Time correlated single photon counting 
 
Time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) is a widely used method for the measurement of 
fluorescence lifetimes (τS1). This method requires a pulsed laser source for excitation and a rapid 
detector capable of detecting single photons. In our case the R3809U-50 (MCP-PMT) is used as a 
detector. The operating principle of TCSPC is quite simple. A pulsed laser periodically excites the 
sample at a known repetition rate causing the sample to then randomly emit photons as it returns 
to its ground state. Some of these photons will be emitted in such a fashion that they will pass 
though the emission monochromator to then arrive at the detector. The objective is to simply 
attenuate (filter) the emitted light intensity such that only a single photon per excitation arrives at 
the detector. The entire process is timed very precisely in order to know the time difference 
between the excitation and when the photon arrived at the detector. The process can be visualized 
in Figure 48 where we see that the timing is determined by the excitation pulse. Essentially, a 
stopwatch can be visualized as being restated every time the laser pulses (the start rate). The stop 
watch then stops when a random photon emitted by the sample arrives at the detector (stop rate). 
In order to ensure that you are measuring single photons it is generally recommended that the 
emission intensity be attenuated such that the stop rate not exceed 1-5% of the start rate. For 
example if a repetition rate of 4MHz (4 x 106 excitations/second) is used and the sample is 
attenuated to achieve a stop rate of 100kHz (1 x 105 single photons/second), which happens to be 
2.5% of the start rate, the statistical chances that two photons arrive at the detector after the same 
excitation event is nearly zero. A slower stop rate in theory, will yield a better result as the 
likelihood of single photon measurement will be increased however the measurement will take 
much longer to perform. Note that the low stop rate implies that many excitation events will not 
generate a single photon at the detector69-71 as in the third excitation in Figure 48.  
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2.6.1.1 Common errors in TSCPC 
 
There are some common errors that are made when measuring TCSPC that must be avoided in 
order to obtain the correct fluorescence lifetime. Sample preparation is important as the sample 
must be prepared at a high enough concentration to be able to measure the emitted light intensity 
but must also be diluted enough to not re-absorb the emission (a process known as the inner filter 
effect). A sample that is prepared at a concentration that is much too high may also lead to auto-
quenching, a process through which an excited chromophore transfers its energy to a ground state 
chromophore through collision. Auto-quenching will yield a second short lifetime component that 
is artificial. Most chromophores concentration effects can be avoided by preparing samples that 
are within the Beer-Lambert regime (absorption less than 1.0). Samples should also be de-
oxygenated before measurement as an energy transfer process between the excited chromophore 
and the ground state oxygen can lead to an artificial short component as well.   
Two common sources of errors that are extremely important in TCSPC are the regulation of the 
repetition rate (start rate) of the measurement and the signal intensity (stop rate). Figure 50 shows 
a fast (left) and slow (right) repetition rate for the excitation laser and the florescence decay of a 
sample. On the left we see that the repetition rate is too high and that as a result the sample is not 
allowed to decay completely between excitations. A repetition rate that is too high can cause two 
different errors. First, because the sample does not completely decay between excitations the entire 
baseline of the measurement will rise in intensity. This becomes problematic when you then 
measure the instrument response function (IRF) which is a measurement of the laser pulse that 
must be removed from the decay. The IRF can be thought of as a blank that must be removed from 
the decay trace in order to remove and effect of stray scattered light from the laser. Because the 
IRF is a measurement of the laser pulse, its baseline will not increase in intensity, meaning that 
the subtraction of the blank will not be correct. Second, if the sample does not have enough time 
completely relax between excitation pulses when a photon arrives at the detector there is no way 
to tell if the photon originated from the current excitation or the previous excitation pulse. The 
general rule when selecting a repetition rate for an excited state lifetime measurements is that, the 
pulse period (time between pulses) should be set to be at least five times longer than the lifetime 
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2.6.2 Multi-channel scaling  
 
Phosphorescence lifetimes are not easily measured, or may even be impossible to measure by the 
TCSPC method. The long phosphorescence lifetime requires a much slower start rate, which when 
coupled with the low stop rate condition makes the measurement of a phosphorescence lifetime by 
TCSPC a very long process. However, the biggest problem when measuring phosphorescence 
lifetimes by TCSPC is the presence of a small amount of fluorescence or even scattered light from 
the excitation source. These “fast” photons will generally reach the detector before the “slow” 
phosphorescence photons making it such that the photons generally arrive at the detector in two 
waves leading unfortunately to a bias that favours the fast photons over the slow ones, making the 
slow photons less visible to the detector.  
A different single photon counting method can be employed for the measurement of 
phosphorescence lifetimes. This method is known as multi-channel scaling. Multi-channel scaling 
uses a pulsed light source with a pulse width raging between 1-10 μs. In this work a 1 μs pulsed 
xenon lamp is used. The repetition rate of the light source is also much less than that of TCSPC 
measurements normally ranging from less than 1 Hz to several kHz. The instrument used in this 
work has a repetition rate of 0.1 to 100Hz. In multi-channel scaling the timing reference is still the 
excitation pulse (like in TCSPC) but now, rather than measuring a single photon and classing it 
according to its arrival time the electronics will sweep the time window and count several single 
photons within each time bin. In this way the sample emission is measured as a wave of emitted 
light, which can only be done because the process is slow compared to the detection rate. Another 
advantage of this measurement method is what is referred to as gating. Gating is a process in which 
we selectively chose to not count photons in a given part of a time window. This becomes very 
useful when there is an overlap of the fluorescence and phosphorescence emission spectra. Using 
the gating process we can choose to only begin counting photons several nanosecond (or 
microseconds) after the excitation pulse. By doing this you allow the fluorescence of the sample 
to completely decay and then measure the remaining phosphoresce intensity in the absence of the 
fluorescent effectively “gating out” the fluorescence making the phosphorescence much easier to 
measure with greater accuracy. 
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This instrument allows for the measurement of several photophysical processes which are listed 
and described below: 
1. Fluorescence / Phosphorescence Emission Spectra 
The measurement of the emitted light intensity as a function of wavelength under 
continuous excitation at a set excitation wavelength. 
2. Excitation Spectra 
The measurement of the emitted light intensity as a function of excitation wavelength at a 
fixed emission wavelength. 
3. Phosphorescence lifetime (τT1) measurements. 
The measurement of phosphorescence emission intensity as a function of time after 
excitation using a pulsed light source at a fixed excitation wavelength. 
4.  Fluorescence lifetime (τS1) measurements 
The measurement of fluorescence emission intensity as a function of time after excitation 
using a pulsed light source at a fixed excitation wavelength. 
5. Time-resolved emission spectroscopy (TRES)  
The measurement of emission intensity as a function of time and emission wavelength 
using a pulsed light source at a fixed excitation wavelength. This measurement generates 
a two dimensional surface showing the evolution of the sample emission with time.    
6. Emission mapping 
The measurement of emission intensity as a function of excitation wavelength. This 
measurement generates a two dimensional surface showing relationship between 
excitation wavelength and the emission intensity.   
The list above is non-exhaustive but compiles the most common measurements that can be made 
on the FLS980 Phosphorimeter. The FLS980 is equipped with a R928 PMT allowing spectral 
measurements (items 1, 2 and 6 in the list above) to be measured in the 185-900 nm window, 
however the quantum efficiency of the PMT drops off quickly after 800 nm making it such that 
higher light intensity is required passed this point in order to get a good quality spectrum. The drop 
in the detectors efficiency generally reduces the window by 50-75 nm depending on the samples 
emission intensity at these wavelengths. The R928 PMT also exhibits a fast enough response to be 
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an adequate detector for multi-channel scaling allowing for phosphorescence lifetime and TRES 
measurements (items 3 and 5 in the list above). 
The R3809U-50 (MCP-PMT) coupled with the picosecond pulsed LED lasers are excellent tools 
for the measurement of many time-resolved fluorescence processes such as fluorescence lifetime 
and TRES measurements, which are carried out via the TCSPC method. The fast lasers coupled 
with the fast response time of the MCP PMT result in an instrument response time (IRF), which is 
essentially the measured laser pulse width, of approximately 120 ps, making it theoretically 
possible to measure short lifetimes in the picosecond time scale. These short lifetimes are difficult 
to measure because they are often polluted by the presence of a second longer lifetime component 
or by the scattered light from the source. Also the short lifetime of chromophores that acts as 
energy donors have lower quantum yields meaning that emission intensities are low, which also 
make the measurement difficult. Therefore, in this work any lifetime measured on the FLS980 that 
that is in the same order of magnitude (or smaller) that the IRF is always confirmed by ultrafast 
time-resolved spectroscopy.         
2.8 Ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopy 
 
When excited state kinetics are very fast conventional time-resolved fluorescence measurements 
are incapable of yielding accurate lifetime values. This problem can be resolved by using faster 
laser sources which allows for the measurement of rapid kinetics. In our laboratory processes that 
have time constants of less than 100 ps are considered ultrafast processes. The extraction of the 
time constants (lifetimes) for these processes are performed using one of two ultrafast methods 
that are available to us.  These methods are transient absorption and ultrafast photoluminescence 
(with a streak camera). These two analytical methods are described below.  
Ultrafast measurements in this work were all made at the Université de Sherbrooke in the laser 
spectroscopy lab located within the chemistry department. Measurements were all made with the 
help of the laboratory coordinator, Paul-Ludovic Karsenti, who constructed the femtosecond 
transient absorption system and who is responsible for the operation and maintenance of the 
systems.      
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2.8.1 Ultrafast photoluminescence  
 
 
Figure 55. Schematic layout of the streak camera setup at the Université de Sherbrooke prepared 
with the help Paul-Ludovic Karsenti (instrumentation laboratory coordinator). 
 Laser source: Solstice (Spectra-Physics). Ti-Sapphire re-generative laser producing 
pulses of 3.5 mJ of ~75 fs, centered at 795 nm at a 1 kHz maximum repetition rate. 
 Optical parametric amplifier: OPA-800CF (Spectra-Physics). OPA with SHG, FHG and 
SFM spanning between 330-3100 nm. 
 Harmonics generator: FK-800-100-M (Eksma Optics). To generate the SHG at 397 nm 
and the THG at 265 nm. 
 Pulse picker: custom built by Axis Photonique Inc. Maximum repetition rate at 1MHz. 
 BOA: Single prism compressor. 
 PCF: FemtoWHITE 800 (NKT Photonics). Photonic crystal fiber to generate white pulses. 
 PSC: Photoconductive switch. 
 Spectrograph: SP-2300i (Princeton Instruments). Spectrograph covering 350 to 900 nm. 
 Streak tube: P925PSU (Photonis). 
Figure 55 above illustrates the ultrafast Streak camera setup in the ultrafast laboratory at the 
Université de Sherbrooke. The Streak camera is a tool that allows for the measurement of ultrafast 
photoluminescence. That is, the Streak camera allows us to measure very short (~10 ps) emission 
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lifetimes with great accuracy. The camera does this by essentially taking a time-resolved picture 
of the emission yielding a three dimensional surface showing the light intensity as a function of 
both time and wavelength, very much like a TRES spectrum. The advantage that the Streak camera 
has over standard time-resolved emission spectroscopy (i.e. via TCSPC) is that it provides a 
lifetime measurement at all emission wavelengths with a very short acquisition time. The exposure 
time required for a high quality Streak measurement is normally only one second, whereas to 
obtain a TRES spectrum of similar quality using a TCSPC method would potentially take tens of 
hours. The high sensitivity of the intensified charge coupled device (ICCD) detector means that 
the emission intensity does not need to be very high in order to obtain a spectrum (although the 
exposure time may need to be increased slightly). The streak camera also has a much higher time 
resolution than the FLS980. The measure IRF on the Streak camera generally ranges between 8-
15 ps depending on the experimental conditions making it generally possible to measure emission 
lifetimes as short as 10 ps (response of the IRF) with accuracy. The acquisition method used by 
the Streak camera also makes it such that “slow” photons are invisible, meaning that a quenched 
florescence emission that overlaps a strong phosphorescence emission can be resolved with ease 
allowing for the measurement of the fluorescence signal with little pollution from the 
phosphorescence. Perhaps the largest disadvantage of the streak camera is that the time window is 
very short meaning that longer lifetimes cannot be measured with great accuracy, these lifetimes 
however can be easily measured using TCSPC.  
 
Figure 56. A schematic diagram showing the operating principle of a Streak camera. 
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Figure 56 shows the basic operating principle of a Streak camera. Here we see that after excitation 
by fast laser source a sample will emit light. The pulsed excitation generates a beam of emitted 
photons where the emission intensity decreases exponentially with time. This beam of photons 
enters the Streak camera where it goes through a diffraction grating (in the spectrograph) 
separating the light into its different wavelength components. The separated photons then strike a 
photocathode converting them into electrons that are then accelerated by an acceleration mesh. 
These accelerated electrons then pass between the plates of a sweep electrode that is charged with 
a given potential that quickly and smoothly sweeps from one potential to another causing the 
electron’s flight path to be curved to different degrees as a function of the potential sweep rate, 
therefore introducing the time-dependence component of the spectrum. These electrons strike a 
phosphorous screen and are converted back into photons that are detected by an ICCD detector 
(~400-900 nm spectral window). The photo-conductive switch (PCS) serves as a timing trigger 
essentially telling the sweep electrode when to start its sweep.        
2.8.2 Transient absorption spectroscopy 
 
Figure 57. Schematic layout of the transient absorption setup at the Université de Sherbrooke 
prepared with the help of Paul-Ludovic Karsenti (instrumentation laboratory coordinator). 
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 Laser source: Solstice (Spectra-Physics). Ti-Sapphire re-generative laser producing 
pulses of 3.5 mJ of ~75f s, centered at 795 nm at a 1 kHz maximum repetition rate. 
 Optical parametric amplifier: OPA-800CF (Spectra-Physics). OPA with SHG, FHG and 
SFM spanning between 330-3100 nm. 
 Harmonics generator: FK-800-100-M (Eksma Optics). To generate the SHG at 397 nm 
and the THG at 265 nm. 
 Delay stage: VT-75-600 (Micos USA). Mechanical delay with a resolution of 0.4 µm and 
a range of 60cm that gives ~8 ns of optical delay with two passes. 
 Pulse picker: custom built by Axis Photonique Inc. Maximum repetition rate at 1MHz. 
 BOA: Single prism compressor. 
 PCF: FemtoWHITE 800 (NKT Photonics). Photonic crystal fiber to generate white pulses. 
 White light continuum: Sapphire, CaF2 or YAG windows to probe from 330 nm to 
1800nm. 
 Spectrograph: MS260i (Newport). Spectrograph with 3 gratings to cover the 160-2400 
nm range. 
 Camera: custom built by Spectronic Devices Ltd. Dual channel line camera built with two 
S7030 CCDs (Hamamatsu) to simultaneously measure the probe and the reference spectra 
at 1 kHz. 
The diagram in Figure 57 shows the transient absorption setup at the Université de Sherbrooke. 
The transient absorption spectrometer is a tool that allows us to monitor the population of the 
excited states of a chromophore as a function of time. Transient absorption is known as a pump-
probe experiment as it requires two separate light pulses known as the pump and the probe pulses 
to make the measurement. In the diagram in Figure 57 we can see that both the pump and the probe 
pulses are generated from the same femtosecond laser source. The output of the laser source is 
spilt into two components, the first entering the optical parametric amplifier (OPA) where the 
wavelength of the laser beam can be altered. Alternatively, this same beam can pass through the 
harmonics generator to produce laser beams at wavelengths corresponding to the second and third 
harmonic of the laser input. The output from either the harmonics generator or the OPA then passes 
through the delay stage, composed of a mirror mounted on a motorized platform that moves the 
mirror back and forth altering the pathlength of the beam and introducing our time dependence. 
This beam (the pump) then strikes the sample generating excited state molecules. The second beam 
(that was split off after exiting the laser source) is passed through a window composed of either 
calcium fluoride (CaF2), sapphire (Al2O3) or YAG (yttrium aluminum garnet: Y3Al5O12) in order 
to produce a femtosecond pulsed white light continuum (the probe). The white light beam then 
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Figure 58 shows a state diagram representation of what occurs during a transient absorption 
measurement. On the left we see a single chromophore that once excited by the pump will begin 
to relax back to the S0 state via fluorescence and/or internal conversion. We also see that 
intersystem crossing occurs to populate the T1 state. When the probe arrives, an absorption from 
S0 to S1 occurs as well as absorptions from S1 to Sn and from T1 to Tn. Then as the time interval 
between the pump and the probe increases we would imagine a decrease in the intensity of the 
transient absorptions at a rate equal to the deactivation of the first excited state58. On the right side 
of Figure 58 we see a donor-acceptor pair (the triplet state is omitted for clarity). In this case, we 
selectively excite the donor with the pump, populating its S1 state. From there, the S1 state of the 
donor will begin to relax to it ground state but will also transfer its energy to the S1 state of the 
acceptor, which itself then relaxes. The result here is that the S1 state of the acceptor is populated 
at a slower rate (kET(S1)) than the S1 state of the donor (absorption of the pump occurs in the short 
femtosecond time scale). This is seen in the transient absorption spectrum as a rise time, which is 
a continued population (increase in transient absorption intensity) of the acceptor S1 state for a 
short period of time after the pump pulse. The kinetics of this rise time are directly proportional to 
the rate of energy transfer. In fact, in the event of an efficient energy transfer, the depopulation of 
the donor by energy transfer become dominant resulting in a relaxation (decay) and excitation 
(rise) of the donor and the acceptor with identical time constants, providing definitive proof of 
energy transfer.        
There are many advantages to making transient absorption measurements. Most notably the 
femtosecond laser source allows for the measurement of very fast processes that are otherwise 
impossible to measure with the other instruments that are available. A second major advantage of 
transient absorption spectroscopy is that it is absorption spectroscopy, meaning that the excited 
state that we are investigating does not need to be emissive in nature. All of the other excited state 
lifetime methods discussed in this work rely on the measurement of emitted light intensity, 
however as a lifetime becomes short, due to excited state processes such as energy transfer (which 
lower the quantum yield of the donor) the emission intensity tends to become lower making short 
lifetimes difficult to measure. Furthermore, the excited state lifetimes of species with low emission 
quantum yields (whose excited states are depopulated mainly by internal conversion) can be 
Ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopy 
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measured by transient absorption. The largest disadvantage associated with transient absorption 
spectroscopy is the complexity of the obtained spectrum. Even a simple spectrum such as the one 
that is described on the left hand side of Figure 58 can be complicated by the superposition of 
many transient signals that must all be separated mathematically according to their kinetic 
properties. A spectrum of this type would consist of the super position of the ground state bleach, 
with the S1 → Sn absorption spectrum and the T1 → Tn absorption spectrum and may even include 
some upper excited state kinetics (depending on the excitation wavelength used) due to population 
of upper excited states. When we then move to more complicated systems such as a donor acceptor 
system as shown on the right hand side of Figure 58 we almost double the number of superimposed 
spectra making the interpretation of the spectrum difficult. Thankfully, we are often able to 
simplify the analysis of transient absorption spectra by making other measurements such as Streak 
camera measurement, TCSPC and even ground state absorption spectra in order to help identify 
the transient signals that are associated with the emissive states.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 
Maple™-Assisted Calculations of the J-integral: A Key Parameter for the Understanding of Excited 
State Energy Transfer in Porphyrins and other Chromophores 
3.1  The project 
 
The work presented in Chapter 3 aims to provide a useful tool for the calculation of the J-integral. 
The J-integral is defined as the spectral overlap between an energy donor’s emission spectrum and 
an energy acceptors absorption spectrum. It is a parameter of extreme importance in both the 
Dexter and the Förster energy transfer mechanisms as it essentially describes the rate at which 
energy can be transferred from the donor to the acceptor. 
This project came about when the value of a J-integral was needed for a different work. In previous 
works of ours (as well as in many other works in the literature) a visual comparison of the J-integral 
had normally been made as it is often clear when one spectral overlap is larger than another, 
however for the work in question the difference in the magnitudes of the J-integral that were being 
compared was not as evident, meaning that the integral needed to actually be calculated. This 
sounded like a simple task until a literature search to determine exactly how the calculation was 
performed yielded conflicting results. I quickly realized that the literature is littered with J-
integrals that are calculated using different methods yielding very different results. Errors in unit 
conversions and in normalization procedures were among the largest problems. Existing 
documents describing the J-integral calculation gave different explanations of how it is calculated 
and software packages that claim to be able to calculate the J-integral were even found to be 
fundamentally flawed. 
In response to contradictory information found in the literature, the paper presented in this chapter 
was written in order to provide a correct explanation for the calculation of the J-integral. This work 
was published in the August-September issue of Journal of Porphyrins and Phthalocyanines by 
Adam Langlois and Pierre D. Harvey, 2014, 18, 666-674. The work was written in entirety by 
Adam Langlois who is also responsible for the development of the Maple™ program that is 
described within the work.  
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3.2 Article published in Journal of Porphyrins and Phthalocyanines. 2014, 18, 666-674. 
 
Maple™-Assisted Calculations of the J-integral: A Key Parameter for the Understanding of Excited 
State Energy Transfer in Porphyrins and other Chromophores 
Adam Langloisa and Pierre D. Harvey*a 
a Département de chimie, Université de Sherbrooke, 2500 Boulevard de l’Université, Sherbrooke, 
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1. ABSTRACT 
The spectral overlap between the emission of a donor molecule and the absorption of an acceptor 
molecule, quantifiable using the J-integral calculation, is a parameter of extreme importance when 
studying the excited state energy transfer by either the Förster or Dexter mechanism. Despite its 
extreme importance in both mechanisms, it is often misinterpreted, approximated or incorrectly 
calculated. The calculation of the J-integral is not trivial especially when one wishes to carry out 
the calculation on measured spectroscopic data. A detailed description for the correct calculation 
of the J-integral is herein reported and presents a Maple™ assisted template that is capable of 
performing this calculation in the two different energy scales (nm and cm-1) to yield the value of 
the J-integral in given units. Specific examples using porphyrin-containing compounds are 
provided. This Maple™ program is flexible and can be easily adapted to the needs of a researcher. 
A call for the standardization of the calculation of the J-integral for the facile comparison with 
other overlap integrals found in the literature is made.  
KEYWORDS: Energy transfer, J-integral, Förster (FRET), Dexter, Maple, Fluorescence  
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The rate of Dexter electron transfer (kDexter) is given by equation 3 below where K is a pre-
exponential factor that describes the degree of orbital interaction, r is the donor-acceptor distance, 
L is the sum of the Van de Waals radii of the donor and acceptor and J is the same spectral overlap 
between the donor emission and the acceptor absorption that operates in the FRET process 
mentioned above. From equation 3, the rate of Dexter double electron exchange is highly 
dependent on the donor-acceptor distance. The exponential relationship with distance limits Dexter 
electron transfer to very short distances where there is an actual molecular orbital overlap between 
the donor and acceptor, which is what allows the electrons to move from one to the other [9]. 
𝑘𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝐾 ∙ 𝐽 ∙ 𝑒
(
−2𝑟
𝐿
)   (3) 
Although the Förster and Dexter energy transfer mechanisms are commonly separately treated, 
recent works have shown that the true rate of energy transfer (kET) is a combination of both 
mechanisms (eqn. 4), where one of the mechanisms becomes dominant often due to donor acceptor 
distance [7, 10, 11, 12]. We recently showed that truxene, a -conjugated aromatic, can be used as 
a “wire” between donor and acceptor units allowing for slight orbital overlap, the result of which 
is that the Förster mechanism cannot be the only one at work [11, 12].  
𝑘𝐸𝑇 = 𝑘𝐹ö𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 𝑘𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟   (4) 
5. THE J-INTEGRAL 
Other than the donor-acceptor distances, which can generally be separated into two situations; i.e. 
at a short distance the Dexter process is dominant and at a long distance, the Förster process is 
favoured, the energy transfer rate equations for the two mechanisms share one common parameter 
[7]. This parameter is the J-integral integral and is focus of this work. 
The J-integral is a value that describes the degree of overlap between the donor emission spectrum 
and the acceptor absorption spectrum, as described schematically in Fig. 4, which depicts the J-
integral for a BODIPY-gallium(III)corrole dyad that is linked by a flexible chain (Fig. 5) which 
was recently examined by us [13]. In effect, the value of the J-integral describes the degree to 
which the donor emission can be absorbed by the acceptor [6]. Given that the rates of both Dexter 
and Förster energy transfers are directly proportional to the J-integral, this value is of extreme 
interest to researchers studying in the field of excited state energy transfer. However, the 
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calculation of the J-integral is not easily performed from the measured emission and absorption 
spectra of the donor and the acceptor. This has led to many misinterpreted, approximated or 
incorrectly calculated values of the J-integral largely due to the lack of a sufficiently detailed 
explanation of the calculation in the literature. 
 
Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the spectral overlap between donor emission and acceptor 
absorption spectra used to calculate the J-integral. 
 
Fig. 5. Structure of BODIPY-gallium(III)corrole dyad that is linked by a flexible chain for which 
the J-integral is shown as an example 
The J-integral can be calculated using equations 4 and 5 below where FD is the emission spectrum 
of the donor, εA is the absorption spectrum of the acceptor in units of absorptivity, and ν or λ are 
the of units the x-axis of the spectrum, in wavenumbers and nanometers, respectively. Note that 
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the equation used to calculate the J-integral changes when we change from nanometers to 
wavenumbers units introducing a first potential source of error in the calculation of the J-integral. 
The use of different scales on the x-axis also yields values of the J-integral in different units making 
more difficult to compare the magnitude of the J-integral when calculated in different scales [6, 
14]. 
𝐽(𝑀−1𝑐𝑚−1𝑛𝑚4) =  
∫ 𝐹𝐷(𝜆)
∞
0 𝜀𝐴(𝜆)𝜆
4𝑑𝜆
∫ 𝐹𝐷
∞
0 (𝜆)𝑑𝜆
= ∫ 𝐹𝐷
∗(𝜆)
∞
0
𝜀𝐴(𝜆)𝜆
4𝑑𝜆  (5) 
𝐽(𝑀−1𝑐𝑚3) =  
∫
𝐹𝐷(𝜈)𝜀𝐴(𝜈)
𝜈4
∞
0 𝑑𝜈
∫ 𝐹𝐷
∞
0 (𝜈)𝑑𝜈
= ∫
𝐹𝐷
∗ (𝜈)𝜀𝐴(𝜈)
𝜈4
∞
0
𝑑𝜈    (6) 
In the equations 5 and 6, FD is unitless and ν and λ are respectively expressed in units of cm-1 and 
nm. As stated above, εA is in units of absorptivity. However, the absorptivity can be expressed in 
different units depending on how it is measured. Generally the units for absorptivity are C-1P-1, 
where C is the concentration of the species and P is the unit used to measure the pathlength of the 
solution. Given that the concentration can be expressed in many different units this means that the 
absorptivity can in turn be expressed in many different units, introducing the second source of 
error in the calculation of the J-integral. For the calculation of the J-integral, it is recommended to 
use the standard absorptivity units of M-1cm-1 (also expressed as Lmol-1cm-1) as these units will 
yield the units for the J-integral shown in parenthesis in the equations above [6, 14]. 
Equations 5 and 6, used to calculate the J-integral, can be simplified by first normalizing the 
emission of the donor giving the value FD* (see on the right-hand side of equations 5 and 6) [6, 14, 
15]. It is this normalization that introduces the third source of error in the calculation of the J-
integral. In the literature, it is rarely indicated how FD is normalized, or worse the normalization 
is incorrectly described [16, 17, 18]. In most cases, when one normalizes a spectrum, it is set with 
the maximum being unity. However, in order to take advantage of the simplified versions of 
equations 5 and 6, the emission spectrum must be normalized such that the area under the curve is 
set to unity (yielding FD*). If the emission spectrum has not been normalized correctly then the 
simplified equation is no longer representative of the true J-integral. If the area under the curve of 
FD is left un-normalized (for example if the maximum has been set to unity), then the 
“unsimplified” (right hand side of equations 5 and 6) equation must be used as this equation will 
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carry out the correct normalization of FD. In summary, this means that if appropriately normalized 
both the “simplified” and “unsimplified” equations (right and left hand sides of equations 5 and 6) 
are correct but when not appropriately normalized only the “unsimplified” (left hand side of 
equations 5 and 6) equation is correct. 
Further difficulties arise when attempting to calculate the J-integral from measured experimental 
data. Equations 5 and 6 above express both the donor emission and the acceptor absorption as 
algebraic functions, which can be integrated. Obviously, no experimental spectrum conforms to a 
simple algebraic equation making it impossible to simply carry out the integration. Some 
spectrometer software packages may allow the user to perform an algebraic fit of the measured 
spectrum, but there is no guarantee that the algebraic equation will be provided by the software, 
and many software packages do not include this function. 
Software packages often will allow the user to export their data in a data table format with a column 
of x-values (normally in wavelength) and a column of y-values in some arbitrary unit of intensity. 
It can then be very difficult to use these data to accurately calculate the J-integral using a 
spreadsheet, which it is impossible to subsequently integrate. Only an approximate value of the J-
integral can be extracted. These approximations can be made by summing the size step-dependent 
area of a series of rectangles under the curve to obtain an approximate value for the J-integral and 
then dividing the result by the sum of the area of the series of rectangles under the emission curve 
of the donor as described in equations 7 and 8 for the nanometer and wavenumber scales, 
respectively. The rang i to j represents the “x-values” of the donor emission and the acceptor 
absorption located inside the integration domain for the calculation the J-integral (i.e.: the data 
points of the acceptor absorption and the donor emission in the integration domain shown in Fig. 
5). The values of FD(λ), εD(λ), FD(ν) and εD(ν) represent the “y-values” of the donor emission and 
the acceptor absorption at the specified values of λ and ν, respectively. 
𝐽 ≈
∑ 𝐹𝐷𝜆𝜀𝐴𝜆𝜆
4𝑗
𝜆=𝑖
∑ 𝐹𝐷𝜆
𝑗
𝜆=𝑖
    (7) 
𝐽 ≈
∑ 𝐹𝐷𝜈𝜀𝐴𝜈𝜈
−4𝑗
𝜈=𝑖
∑ 𝐹𝐷𝜈
𝑗
𝜈=𝑖
    (8) 
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This approximation becomes problematic when one needs to determine the value of the J-integral 
in the wavenumber scale. Due to the fact that most spectrometers acquire data in a nanometer 
scale, which can then be converted to a wavenumber scale, the approximation by summing the 
area under the curve becomes less accurate as the step size converted to wavenumbers is not linear. 
For example, a one nanometre step size between 700 and 699 nm scales to 20.4 cm-1 whereas a 
one nanometre step size between 650 and 649 nm scales to a 23.7 cm-1. This means that in a 
wavenumber scale, the rectangles used to approximate the area will fit the curve at lower energy 
much better than it will at higher energy due to the fact that the rectangles are smaller at lower 
energy side of the graph. The accuracy of this approximation is also limited by the step size used 
in the measurement of the spectra. In order to obtain a more accurate value of the J-integral, the 
measurement of the emission and absorption spectra should be made with small step sizes (i.e.: 
0.2 nm) but not all instruments are capable of this.     
6. CALCULATION OF THE J-INTEGRAL 
To alleviate these problems, we designed a computer assisted calculation procedure to determine 
the value of the J-integral. A simple code in a math software package such as Maple™ or Matlab™ 
can be used to first fit the measured data to an algebraic equation. The area under the curve of the 
donor emission spectrum can then easily be set to unity. The “simplified” equation (right hand side 
of equation 5 or 6) for the determination of the J-integral can then be employed to obtain the value 
of the J-integral. By first preforming a fit to the experimental data, one is in fact calculating an 
approximate value of the J-integral. However, an accurate fit will provide a much closer 
approximation to the true value of the J-integral than an approximation carried out on a spreadsheet 
in a software package such as Microsoft Excel™. Also, the use of an automated mathematical 
template reduces the risk of errors during the multistep calculation that would otherwise be carried 
out on a spreadsheet.   
We now report such a code for the use in Maple™ although it could be easily adapted to other 
software packages. Two templates are presented here, the first calculates the value of the J-integral 
in units of M-1cm-1nm4 from data in the nanometer scale and the second calculates the J-integral in 
units of M-1cm3 from data in the wavenumber scale. Due to the fact that the data are approximated 
by an algebraic equation, the non-linear spacing between data point in the wavenumber scale is no 
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The operation of the templates is user friendly. The calculation can be carried in four steps.  The 
user is required to first enter the integration domain (xmin to xmax). Both the acceptor absorption 
and the donor emission must contain data points over the entire specified range (Fig. 6). Second, 
the user is required to enter the number of data points included in that range (NoPoints).  This 
information is needed to carry out the statistical analysis of the fit that will be generated. Third, 
the user is required to import the spectral data from a Microsoft Excel™ spreadsheet. The 
spreadsheet should be saved in a folder with the Maple™ file and the data can be imported to 
Maple™ using the import data wizard that is included in the software package. Noteworthy, the 
absorption spectrum must be in units of absorptivity (M-1cm-1). The units of the emission spectrum 
are not of importance as the Maple™ program will normalize the emission’s area to unity. The 
data must be properly labeled as Donor and Acceptor in order for the program to recognise it. 
Finally, the user needs only to execute the worksheet and wait for the program to calculate the 
value of the J-integral.      
Once the work sheet has been executed the program will first plot the measured data as points on 
a Cartesian plane. The software will then perform a spline fit to the experimental data and plot this 
fitted curve in the same plan to give a visual representation of the fitted data compared to the 
experimental spectrum. The spline fit converts the experimental data, which is input as a list of x 
and y values into an algebraic equation that can be easily integrated to obtain the area under the 
curve. The program will then normalize the area under the curve of the emission to unity by solving 
equation 9 to obtain C. When multiplied by the value of C, the function FD is transformed into 
FD*as seen in equation 10. 
∫ 𝐶𝐹𝐷(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = 1
𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛
    (9) 
𝐹𝐷
∗(𝑥) = 𝐶𝐹𝐷(𝑥)    (10) 
Once the emission of the donor has been properly normalized, the program has all of the required 
parameters to then carry out the calculation of the J-integral. The program will then carry out the 
calculation of the J-integral using the correct equation for the given x-axis scale (nm or cm-1). The 
program will also carry out a statistical analysis to determine how accurate the spline fit is to the 
measured data. This is done by examining the residuals (the difference between the y-values of the 
fit and of the experimental data). The spline fit is designed to yield a very close fit to the data. To 
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quantify the fit, the residuals are averaged to give an average deviation from the measured data. 
This value is normally very small due to the inherent accuracy of the spline fit that is used.  
The program output provides the user with several figures. These figures includes graphical 
representations of the measured absorption and emission data that has been fitted by the program 
as well as figures illustrating the J-integral an example of which is shown in Fig. 7. In this figure 
we can see that the spline fit that is used is capable of fitting the sharp peaks of the BODIPY-
gallium(III) dyad with ease yielding an excellent algebraic representation of the experimentally 
measured spectra [13]. The output also provides the average deviation between the measured 
spectral data and the calculated fit for both the absorption and the emission spectra. Finally, the 
output provides the value of the J-integral in the specified units. 
 
Fig. 7. Comparison of the experimental (data points) and fitted (line) absorption (black) and 
emission (red) spectra. Fig. extracted directly from Maple™ output. 
Once the worksheet has completed the calculation the value of the J-integral is available in the 
output. The figures that are generated in the output can be exported as an image format and used 
directly or modified to the users liking. It is recommended that the user does not make any 
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modifications to the calculation code unless they are familiar with the operation of Maple™.  
Noteworthy, if one executes the worksheet several times; the calculated value of the J-integral will 
not necessarily be the same. This is due to the fact that the fit may not be performed in exactly the 
same way each time the worksheet is executed. However, the value does not vary substantially 
each time the worksheet is executed. The user may elect to execute the worksheet several times in 
order to obtain the smallest average deviation of the residuals or may choose to average the value 
of the J-integral over a set number of executions. Larger variations in the value of the J-integral 
are normally due to poor quality spectra (noise) or due to a poor baseline. Good quality spectra 
will lead to reproducible values of the J-integral within an acceptable margin of error (i.e.: 
deviations are in the third or fourth digit after the decimal). The largest uncertainties in the 
calculation are brought about by the fitting of the curve; however these uncertainties are minimal 
(average deviations in the order of 10-6 or less, from the measured absorptivity or emission 
intensity) when the input spectra are of good quality. The results obtained in the output of the 
Maple™ calculation were compared to the few results that could be found in the literature. The 
comparison shows that the values when the calculation is carried out in either nanometer or 
wavenumber scale yield values that are comparable in magnitude with those that are found in the 
literature [14, 15, 19-25].          
7. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
In the process of this investigation, we discovered an open source program designed by the Lindsay 
group known as PhotochemCAD [26, 27]. The current version of the program consists of a 
database of 167 known chromophores for which the user is able to view absorption and emission 
spectra. Another added feature of this program is that it allows the user to select the emission 
spectrum of a donor and the absorption spectrum of an acceptor and calculate the J-integral, 
amongst other things from the spectral results. The pitfall for the researcher is that the 
PhotochemCAD program was designed as a teaching tool and not as a research tool. This means 
that it is not a tool that a researcher can use to calculate the values of the J-integrals for their own 
products. For the moment, the user is unable to upload its own spectra into the database and carry 
out calculations on them. 
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In order to verify that our Maple™-based calculation program was correctly calculating the values 
of the J-integrals, a series of tests to compare the value of the J-integral that is calculated by our 
program to the value that is calculated by the PhotochemCAD program, designed by the Lindsay 
group [26, 27], was carried out. To perform this task, three separate BODIPY compounds (Fig.8) 
that are found in the PhotochemCAD database were selected as donor species along with five 
porphyrin acceptor chromophores. The PhotochemCAD Förster energy transfer module was used 
to calculate the value of the J-integral in the PhotochemCAD software for comparison. The spectral 
data for the respective donors and acceptors were extracted from PhotochemCAD and were 
injected into our Maple™-based calculation program and the J-integral was again calculated. 
 
Fig.8. Structure of BODIPY donors selected from PhotochemCAD 
Table 1 shows the calculation results from the Maple™-based calculation program in nanometer 
and wavenumber energy scale as well as well as the J-integral value that is obtained from 
PhotochemCAD, which is expressed in a wavenumber energy scale. 
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Table 1: Comparison of calculated J-integrals from Maple™ output and PhotochemCAD output.   
Donor Acceptor 
Epsilon {nm}  
(M-1cm-1) 
MapleTM calculations PhotochemCAD 
J x 10-14 
(M-1cm-1nm4) 
J x 10-14 
(M-1cm3) 
J x 10-14 
(mmol-1cm6)a 
BODIPY 1 
TPP 18 900 {515}b 6.16 6.40 6.31 
ZnTPP 574 000 {422.8}b 8.80 8.71 8.68 
MgTPP 22 000 {564}c 5.95 5.69 5.80 
ZnOEP 417 000 {404.2}d 8.63 8.68 9.00 
MgOEP 408 300 {409.8}e 9.20 9.06 9.03 
BODIPY 2 
TPP 18 900 {515}b 5.18 5.34 5.25 
ZnTPP 574 000 {422.8}b 10.6 10.7 10.6 
MgTPP 22 000 {564}c 6.89 6.67 6.77 
ZnOEP 417 000 {404.2}d 9.18 9.45 9.84 
MgOEP 408 300 {409.8}e 10.5 10.5 10.5 
BODIPY 3 
TPP 18 900 {515}b 6.52 6.87 6.63 
ZnTPP 574 000 {422.8}b 8.07 7.98 7.85 
MgTPP 22 000 {564}c 5.63 5.36 5.44 
ZnOEP 417 000 {404.2}d 7.04 7.20 7.58 
MgOEP 408 300 {409.8}e 8.56 8.40 8.34 
a) mmol-1cm6 is an alternative way of expressing M-1cm6 obtained when the absorptivity is 
expressed in mmol-1cm-1L 
b) Absorptivity value taken from ref 28 
c) Absorptivity value taken from ref 29 
d) Absorptivity value taken from ref 30 
e) Absorptivity value taken from ref 31 
 
By examining the results summarised in Table 1, one readily notices that the Maple™-based 
calculation program is able to reproduce the values that are obtained by PhotochemCAD. The 
small discrepancies in the values obtained are most likely due to the high level of noise that is 
found in the absorption spectra in the PhotochemCAD database which are very difficult to fit 
algebraically. Again, the advantage of the Maple™-based calculation program is that it is designed 
to be used as a research tool and allows the researcher to input their own high quality spectra into 
the program and calculate the J-integral in a very accurate manner. The similarity of the values 
obtained between the Maple™-based calculation program and PhotochemCAD indicate that the 
Maple™-based calculation program is fully capable of accurately calculating the J-integral for a 
donor-acceptor system. 
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8. DISCUSSION 
Perhaps the largest advantage of the Maple™-based calculation program is that by carrying out 
the calculation of the J-integral, one renders the calculation software independent. Some newer 
spectrometer software packages may offer a FRET analysis package that may or may not carry out 
the calculations included in the Maple™ templates that are presented here. For example, some 
software packages calculate the value of the Förster distance, which is a value of use in 
understanding the energy transfer processes in proteins. In order to calculate the Förster distance, 
the software must determine the value of the J-integral. However, the value of the J-integral is not 
provided in the output. Many of these software packages also do not use the absorption spectrum 
of the acceptor but instead calculate the FRET parameters using the excitation spectrum of the 
latter. Although the excitation and absorption spectra are very similar in structure, they are rarely 
identical. One of the reasons is that the structure of the chromophore in the ground and excited 
states are different. Moreover, inexperienced students may use over concentrated solutions that 
can lead to significant distortion of the excitation spectra, or even the absorption one. In addition, 
often absorption bands appear to be sharper in an excitation spectrum than they are in an absorption 
spectrum. This can have a large impact on the calculated value of the J-integral. A Maple™-based 
calculation template helps to correct this problem as the calculation can be carried out using data 
that has been measured on any spectrometer regardless of the software used to obtain it. Also, a 
Maple™-based calculation template can be adapted to the needs of the user. An example is given 
in the supporting information where the base template for the calculation of the J-integral has been 
modified to allow for the calculation of the orientation factor (κ2) and the calculation of the energy 
transfer rate according to the FRET theory (kFörster). Further expansion of the templates could allow 
for the calculation of the Förster distance and other values of interest to the researcher. This 
adaptability makes this Maple™-based calculation more appealing than any other supplier-based 
software package.   
9. CONCLUSION 
The Förster and Dexter energy transfer mechanisms are both strongly dependant on the J-integral 
making it a key parameter for the understanding of excited state energy transfer kinetics. With 
large interest in this research area, it is imperative that some standards be set. Given the multitude 
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of methods that can be used to calculate the value of the J-integral that all yield different results, 
it is currently very difficult to compare the results of one publication to others. This work presented 
two templates for the calculation of the J-integral, but they each provide values that are very 
different to each other due to the difference in the units. This makes it impossible to compare them 
at first glance. For this reason, this work proposes a standardization of the calculation procedure 
for the J-integral. A single calculation method is needed yielding a value in known standard units. 
The most common units currently used in the literature to express the value of the J-integral are 
the two sets of units presented in this work. The difficulty associated with the calculation of the J-
integral can be easily compensated for by these reported calculation templates. Tools such as the 
templates presented here may be the first steps towards the standardization of the calculation of 
the J-integral.  
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11. SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
Full printouts of the MapleTM templates discussed in this work are available in the Supporting 
Information as well as a discussion of the correct units of the Förster rate constant.  
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Maple Assisted Calculation Template for the Calculation of the J-integral Overlap in a 
Nanometer Energy scale. 
This worksheet will carry out the calculation of the J-Integral 
Overlap.   
This worksheet is to be used for the calculation of the J-Integral 
Overlap in units of M-1cm-1nm4.  
 
 
 
 
3 Integration Range 
Enter the range over which you wish to integrate and the number of 
data points (NoPoints) 
Note that the range for the donor and acceptor must be identical. 
>  
 
>  
 
>  
 
4 Data Import 
In this section the Donor Emission spectrum and the Acceptor 
Absorption spectrum data must be imported from a Microsoft Excel 
document 
The Donor Emission data must be in Nanometers (nm). The intensity 
(y-axis) unit for the emission is an arbitrary unit (AU). Note: 
This worksheet will normalise the area of the emission to unity.  
The Acceptor Absorbance spectrum must be in Nanometers (nm). The 
Intensity (y-axis) must be in "absorptivity" units (M-1cm-1).   
The input data must be in the correct units for the calculation of 
the J-Integral Overlap to yield a value in the appropriate units 
(M-1cm-1nm4).  
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In order for the worksheet to recognize the imported data for the 
Absorption and Emission they must be named as follows: 
The Acceptor absorption data must be named as "Acceptor"(case 
sensitive) 
The Donor emission data must be named "Donor"(case sensitive) 
>  
 
>  
 
5 Calculation 
This section of the worksheet contains the code required to 
carry out the calculation of the J-Integral overlap   
Modification to this code may cause the calculation to fail or 
give incorrect answers  
>  
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>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
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>  
6 Output 
Several figures are presented in the output of this program. These 
Figures are as follows: 
1) The "Acceptor Absorption" figure shows the measured spectral 
data as data points and the fitted curve to the data as a solid 
red line. 
2) The "Donor Emission" figure shows the measured spectral data as 
data points and the fitted curve to the data as a solid blue line 
3) Two separate figures titled "J-integral Overlap" are provided. 
The first shows only the fitted curves to the measured data while 
the second shows both the fitted curves (as solid lines) and the 
measured spectral data (as data points).     
The average deviation between the measured spectral data and the 
fitted curve is provided under the "Acceptor Absorption" figure 
and the "Donor Emission" figure. These values are presented again 
at the end of the output.  
Finally the J-Integral is at the bottom of the page in units of M-
1cm-1nm4. The equation used to obtain the curve is also given 
>  
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>  
 
>  
 
>  
 
>  
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>  
 
>  
 
>  
 
>  
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Maple Assisted Calculation Template for the Calculation of the J-integral Overlap in a 
Wavenumber Energy scale. 
This worksheet will carry out the calculation of the J-Integral 
Overlap.   
This worksheet is to be used for the calculation of the J-Integral 
Overlap in units of M-1cm3.  
 
 
 
 
7 Integration Range 
Enter the range over which you wish to integrate and the number of 
data points (NoPoints) 
Note that the range for the donor and acceptor must be identical. 
>  
 
>  
 
>  
 
8 Data Import 
In this section the Donor Emission spectrum and the Acceptor 
Absorption spectrum data must be imported from a Microsoft Excel 
document 
The Donor Emission data must be in Wavenumbers (cm-1). The intensity 
(y-axis) unit for the emission is an arbitrary unit (AU).  Note: 
This worksheet will normalise the area of the emission to unity.  
The Acceptor Absorbance spectrum must be in Wavenumbers (cm-1).  
The Intensity (y-axis) must be in "absorptivity" units (M-1cm-1).   
The input data must be in the correct units for the calculation of 
the J-Integral Overlap to yield a value in the appropriate units 
(M-1cm3).  
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In order for the worksheet to recognize the imported data for the 
Absorption and Emission they must be named as follows: 
The Acceptor absorption data must be named as "Acceptor"(case 
sensitive) 
The Donor emission data must be named "Donor"(case sensitive) 
>  
 
>  
 
9 Calculation 
This section of the worksheet contains the code required to carry 
out the calculation of the J-Integral overlap   
Modification to this code may cause the calculation to fail or 
give incorrect answers  
>  
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>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
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10 Output 
Several figures are presented in the output of this program. These 
Figures are as follows: 
1) The "Acceptor Absorption" figure shows the measured spectral 
data as data points and the fitted curve to the data as a solid 
red line. 
2) The "Donor Emission" figure shows the measured spectral data as 
data points and the fitted curve to the data as a solid blue line 
3) Two separate figures titled "J-integral Overlap" are provided.  
The first shows only the fitted curves to the measured data while 
the second shows both the fitted curves (as solid lines) and the 
measured spectral data (as data points).     
The average deviation between the measured spectral data and the 
fitted curve is provided under the "Acceptor Absorption" figure 
and the "Donor Emission" figure. These values are presented again 
at the end of the output.  
Finally the J-Integral is at the bottom of the page in units of M-
1cm3. The equation used to obtain the curve is also given 
>  
 
>  
 
>  
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>  
 
>  
 
>  
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>  
 
>  
 
>  
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CHAPTER 4 
 
Origin of the Temperature Dependence of the Rate of Singlet Energy Transfer in a Three-Component 
Truxene-bridged Dyads 
4.1  The project 
 
The work presented in Chapter 4 shows an investigation into the energy transfer processes of a 
donor-acceptor dyad  built upon a  Zn-porphyrin donor and a free-base porphyrin acceptor. The 
donor and acceptor are bridged by a conjugated truxene unit. The work provides a brief description 
of the synthesis of the compounds that are investigated and then focuses on the photophysical 
behaviour of the dyad. The measured energy transfer rate of kET(S1) = 7.1 x 109 s-1 at 298 K was 
found to be abnormally fast for the dyad in question mainly due to the large donor-acceptor 
distance. Also the rate of energy transfer was found to be dependent on the temperature. That is, 
the rate of energy transfer was measured to be <9.6 x 109 s-1 at 77 K. This increase in the energy 
transfer rate was counterintuitive when we examined the FRET mechanism, as we would normally 
expect the value of the J-integral to decrease upon cooling due to the reduction in the population 
of hot bands. As a matter of a fact, we demonstrated that the J-integral was in fact smaller at 77 K 
compared to room temperature. We then examined the other parameters with regard to the FRET 
equation in an attempt to understand why the energy transfer rate was so fast. Needless to say the 
rate of fluorescence (kF) of the donor, which is related to the quantum yield and fluorescence 
lifetime of the donor were not parameters of interest as they are constant. This left the orientation 
factor (κ2) as the only parameter that could explain the temperature dependence that was noted.  
DFT calculations were performed in order to obtain the optimized geometry of the dyad and the 
values of the orientation factor was calculated using three different conformations. This calculation 
showed once again the orientation factor alone could not explain why the energy transfer rates 
were temperature dependent. However the DFT analysis did provide us with some insight into the 
temperature dependence that we were observing. We noted that the energetic barrier to rotation 
about the single bond between the truxene and porphyrin unit had a low energy barrier. As a result 
at room temperature there is enough thermal energy in order to allow the porphyrin to “flip” back-
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and-forth between two lower energy conformations resulting in a net average dihedral angle 
between the porphyrin and truxene of approximately 90° where the π-π overlap between the 
porphyrin and truxene is zero, effectively cutting any conjugation. As the temperature is lowered 
the “flipping” is stopped effectively freezing the dyad in one of the two lower energy 
conformations where there is a non-zero π overlap between the porphyrin and truxene. 
In our conclusion, we state that the increase in energy transfer rate at 77 K is related to this increase 
in conjugation suggesting that the energy transfer process is occurring through the conjugated 
system (Dexter mechanism). This combined with the fact that the FRET equation cannot explain 
the temperature dependence or the reason why the energy transfer is fast regardless of the long 
donor-acceptor distance suggests that the FRET mechanism is not the only one at play in this 
system. We conclude that the energy transfer process in this system is a dual process taking 
advantage of both the FRET and the Dexter mechanisms and that is the sum of the two processes 
that allow the rate to be as fast as it is. We further suggest that the temperature dependence is due 
to the Dexter component.        
This project was a collaboration with our colleagues at the Université de Bourgogne in Dijon, 
France. The synthesis of the compounds was carried out by Hai-Jun Xu in the laboratory of Pr. 
Claude Gros. The photophysical analysis of the compounds was performed by Adam Langlois 
with some help from Bertand Brizet. DFT calculations were performed at the Université de 
Sherbrooke by Adam Langlois who also contributed to the writing of the first draft of the 
manuscript under the supervision of Pierre D. Harvey. Franck Denat, Jean-Michel Barbe were 
included as authors in this work as they aided in the supervision during the synthesis and were 
integral in the supervision of Bertrand Brizet during his Ph.D. studies.     
This work was published in the January-February issue of Journal of Porphyrins and 
Phthalocyanines by Adam Langlois, Hai-Jun Xu, Bertrand Brizet, Franck Denat, Jean-Michel 
Barbe, Claude P. Gros, and Pierre D. Harvey, 2014, 18, 94-106. The work was written in a 
collaborative manner between Adam Langlois, and Pierre Harvey.  
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Origin of the Temperature Dependence of the Rate of Singlet Energy Transfer in a Three-Component 
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1. ABSTRACT 
We report a truxene-based dyad built upon one donor (tri-meso-phenylzinc(II)porphyrin) and two 
acceptors (octa-β-alkylporphyrin free base) in which the donor exhibits free rotation around a 
Ctruxene-Cmeso single bond at 298 K in fluid solution but not at 77 K in a glass matrix, whereas the 
acceptors have very limited motion as they are blocked by β -methyl groups. This case is 
interesting because all the structural and spectroscopic parameters affecting the rate for singlet 
energy transfer according to a Förster Resonance Energy Transfer are only weakly temperature 
dependent, leaving only the Dexter mechanism explaining the larger variation in rate of energy 
transfers with the temperature hence providing a circumstantial evidence for a dual mechanism 
(Föster and Dexter) in truxene-based dyads (or polyads) in the S1 excited states. 
KEYWORDS: truxene, porphyrin, fluorescence, singlet energy transfer 
 
Graphic art 
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2. INTRODUCTION 
Truxene is a C3-star-shaped aromatic that finds applications in many areas [1]. Indeed, many 
reports on the design of discotic liquid crystals exist [2-19], but more recently the facile conception 
of truxene-based new semi-conductor materials was conveniently made [12,20-22] and organic 
lasers were even constructed [23,24]. This property is an important feature for the design of 
photonic devices. Indeed, the ability of this chromophore to be a functional part of photocells [25-
32], light emitting diodes and electroluminescent devices [33-38] has been well demonstrated. As 
a chromophore, truxene can act as a singlet and triplet energy donor, thus contributing at the 
antenna effect (both energy transfer and excitation energy migration) [39-47]. Typical examples 
of truxene-containing molecules (compounds 1-3) used to investigate the antenna effect from this 
chromophore to porphyrin units are presented in Chart 1. Finally, truxene has also been used as a 
shape-persistent platform for energy transfer studies at the singlet and triplet states [48-52]. The 
work that is the most in-depth analysis on the energy transfer processes is that reported by Ziessel 
and his collaborators where two mechanisms, Dexter and Förster, were analyzed at the triplet state 
[53]. Interesting on-off switching was elegantly identified. We now wish to report a dyad built 
upon one donor (tri-meso-phenylzinc(II)porphyrin) and two acceptors (octa-β-alkylporphyrin free 
base) in which the donor can be free to rotate about the Ctruxene-Cmeso single bond at room 
temperature but not at 77K in a glass matrix, whereas the acceptors have very limited motion 
(Chart 1). This case is interesting because all the structural and spectroscopic parameters affecting 
the rate for singlet energy transfer according to a FRET process (Förster Resonance Energy 
Transfer) are relatively constant at both 298 and 77 K, leaving only the Dexter mechanism 
explaining the variation in rate with the temperature. 
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Chart 1. Various structures of truxene-porphyrin compounds. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL 
Chemicals and reagents 
Unless otherwise noted, all chemicals and solvents were of analytical reagent grade and used as 
received. Absolute dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) was obtained from Carlo Erba. Silica gel (Merck; 
70-120 mm) was used for column chromatography. Analytical thin-layer chromatography was 
performed with Merck 60 F254 silica gel (precoated sheets, 0.2 mm thick). Reactions were 
monitored by thin-layer chromatography, UV/Vis spectroscopy and MALDI/TOF mass 
spectrometry. Borolanylporphyrin 11 was prepared following a recently reported procedure [54]. 
5, 5’,10,10’,15,15’-Butyltruxene (5). To a stirred suspension of truxene 4 (6.36 g, 18.6 mmol) in 
THF (100 mL) and under Argon, n-BuLi (1.6 M solution in n-hexane, 44.0 mL, 70.4 mmol) was 
added over a 30 min period at 0° C. The solid dissolved and the color changed to deep red. Then 
the solution was warmed to room temperature and stirred for an additional half an hour. 
Subsequently, 1-bromobutane (7.7 mL, 71.2 mmol) was added at 0 °C during 15 min. After stirring 
for 4 h at room temperature the second portion of n-BuLi (1.6 M solution in n-hexane, 44.0 mL, 
70.4 mmol) was added then the second portion of 1-bromobutane (7.7 mL, 71.2 mmol) was added 
in 1 h. After stirring for 12 h (the reaction being monitored by 1H NMR), the reaction was quenched 
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with aqueous ammonium chloride and extracted with dichloromethane. After removal of the 
solvent under vacuum, the crude product was purified by column chromatography on silica gel, 
using n-heptane as eluent to yield compound 5 (12.1g, 96.1%) as a yellow crystalline solid. 1H 
NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz, ppm): δ 8.40 (d, 3 H, J = 6.0 Hz, Ar-H), 7.50-7.38 (m, 9 H, Ar-H), 3.05-
2.95 (m, 6 H, α-CH2-), 2.17-2.07 (m, 6 H, α-CH2-), 0.93-0.87 (m, 12 H, β-CH2-), 0.54-0.44 (m, 30 
H, -CH2-CH3).  
2, 7-Dibromo-5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-butyltruxene (6). Bromine (1.2 mL) in 10 mL dichloromethane 
was added over 60 min at 0oC to a stirred solution of 5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexabutyltruxene 5 (8.02 
g, 11.8 mmol) in dichloromethane (80 mL), shielded from light. After stirring at room temperature 
for 24 h, the reaction mixture was washed with a sodium dithionite solution. After extractions with 
DCM, washings with saturated sodium bicarbonate solution, brine and drying over magnesium 
sulfate, the organic solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The product was purified by 
column chromatography on silica gel, using n-heptane as eluent and recrystallized from EtOH . 
Yield: 6.2g, 63%. 1H NMR (CDCl3, 300 MHz, ppm) δ 8.36 (d, 1 H, J = 6.0 Hz, Ar-H), 8.27-8.21 
(m, 2 H, Ar-H), 7.61-7.40 (m, 7 H, Ar-H), 3.05-2.85 (m, 6 H, α-CH2-), 2.17-2.02 (m, 6 H, α-CH2-
), 0.98-0.89 (m, 12 H, β-CH2-), 0.51-0.44 (m, 30 H, -CH2-CH3). 
5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-Hexabutyltruxene-2,7-dicarbaldehyde (7). To a stirred solution of 
5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexabutyl-2,7-dibromotruxene 6 (5.10 g, 6.0 mmol) in anhydrous ethyl ether 
(240 mL) was added n-BuLi (9.60 mL, 2.50 M in hexane, 24.0 mmol) dropwise at -78 oC under 
Argon. The mixture was first stirred for 0.5 h at this temperature, then allowed to warm to room 
temperature and stirred for 0.5 h, then cooled again to -78 oC, followed by addition of DMF (2.12 
g, 2.2 mL, 29.2 mmol). The solution was allowed to warm to room temperature gradually and 
stirred overnight. HCl (2 M, 200 ml) was added and stirred for 2 h. The organic layer was 
separated, the aqueous layer extracted with ethyl ether. The combined organic extracts were dried 
over Na2SO4. After removal of the solvents under vacuum, the residues was purified by 
chromatography on silica gel eluting with pure heptane, heptane/DCM (4:6 v/v) and heptane/DCM 
(6:4 v/v) to give the desired product 7 as a pale white solid (Yield: 3.3 g, 71%). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 
300 MHz, ppm) δ 10.17 (s, 2 H, -CHO), 8.58 (m, 2 H, Ar-H), 8.41 (d, 2 H, J = 6.0 Hz, Ar-H), 8.04 
(s, 2 H, Ar-H), 7.96 (d, 2 H, 6.0 Hz, Ar-H), 7.53-7.44 (m, 3 H, Ar-H), 3.06-2.95 (m, 6 H, α-CH2-
), 2.28-2.14 (m, 6 H, α-CH2-), 0.96-0.87 (m, 12 H, β-CH2-), 0.53-0.44 (m, 30 H, -CH2-CH3). 
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5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-Hexabutyl-12-monobromotruxene-2,7-dicarbaldehyde (8). To a stirred 
solution of 5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexabutyltruxene-2,7-dicarbaldehyde 7 (2.51 g, 3.0 mmol) in dry 
dichloromethane (60 mL), bromine (0.80 mL, 15.0 mmol) in 10 mL dichloromethane was added 
over 30 min at 0oC under the protection from light. After stirring at room temperature overnight, 
the reaction mixture was quenched with sodium dithionite solution. After extraction with DCM (3 
x 50 mL), the combined organic solution was washed with saturated sodium bicarbonate solution, 
brine and dryed over magnesium sulfate, the organic solvent was removed under reduced pressure. 
The product 8 was purified by column chromatography on silica gel, eluting with 60% 
heptane/DCM. Yield: 2.43 g, 99%. 1H NMR (CDCl3, 300 MHz, ppm) δ 10.17 (s, 2 H, -CHO), 8.56 
(t, 2 H, J = 6.0 Hz, Ar-H), 8.27 (d, 1 H, J = 6.0 Hz, Ar-H), 8.03 (s, 2 H, Ar-H), 7.99 (d, 2 H, 6.0 
Hz, Ar-H), 7.63-7.57 (m, 2 H, Ar-H), 3.04-2.90 (m, 6 H, α-CH2-), 2.29-2.09 (m, 6 H, α-CH2-), 
0.98-0.86 (m, 12 H, β-CH2-), 0.50-0.43 (m, 30 H, -CH2-CH3). 
2,7-Di(13,17-diethyl-2,3,7,8,12,18–hexamethylporphyrin-5-yl)-12-bromo-5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-
hexabutyltruxene (10). A solution of 5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexabutyl-12-monobromotruxene-2,7-
dicarbaldehyde 8 (0.814 g, 1.0 mmol) and 1,19-dideoxy-8,12-diethyl-2,3,7,13,17,18-hexamethyl-
a,c-biladiene 9 (1.38 g, 2.3 mmol) in ethanol (150 mL) was heated under reflux, and nitrogen was 
bubbled through the system. Then, 10.0 ml of a solution of para-toluene sulfonic acid (PTSA, 2.50 
g) in ethanol was slowly added during 18 h. The deep red solution was refluxed for 48 h under N2. 
The organic solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The residue was redissolved in 250 mL 
of CH2Cl2, washed with saturated NaHCO3 solution. The organic solution was separated by use of 
a separatory funnel and dried over MgSO4. A saturated methanolic solution of Zn(OAc)2·2H2O 
(10.0 mL) was added, and the solution was stirred for 4 h at room temperature. The organic phase 
was separated and washed 3 times with water, then dried over MgSO4. The solvent was removed 
under vacuum and the Zinc derivative was isolated by column chromatography on silica gel with 
60% CH2Cl2-heptane as eluents. Demetallation by 6 M HCl afforded the free base bisporphyrin 
which was further purified by repeated column chromatography on silica gel with CH2Cl2 and 
CHCl3. The pure porphyrin 10 was obtained as a purple solid after recrystallization from 
CH2Cl2/methanol. Yield: (135 mg, 8.2%). 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ (ppm): 10.24 (s, 2 H, meso-H), 
10.21 (s, 2 H, meso-H), 10.01 (s, 1 H, meso-H), 9.99 (s, 1 H, meso-H), 8.76 (t, 2 H, J= 6 Hz, Ar-
H), 8.40-8.29 (m, 3 H, Ar-H), 8.10 (d, 1 H, J = 6 Hz, Ar-H), 8. 04 (d, 1 H, J = 6 Hz, Ar-H), 7.74 
(s, 1 H, Ar-H), 7.61 (m, 1 H, Ar-H), 4.10 (q, 8 H, pyrro-CH2CH3), 3.68 (s, 6 H, pyrro-CH3), 3.66 
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(s, 6 H, pyrro-CH3), 3.61 (s, 6 H, pyrro-CH3), 3.58 (s, 6 H, pyrro-CH3), 3.32 (m, 4 H, Truxene-
CH2-), 3.09 (m, 2 H, Truxene-CH2-), 2.66 (s, 6 H, pyrro-CH3), 2.62 (m, 6 H, pyrro-CH3), 1.92 (m, 
12 H, pyrro-CH2CH3), 1.29-1.18 (m, 12 H, -CH2-), 0.85-0.74 (m, 30 H), -3.01 (s, 2 H, N-H), -3.19 
(s, 2 H, N-H). HR-MS (MALDI-TOF): m/z = 1652.9634 [M]+., 1652.9518 calcd for C111H129BrN8. 
UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): λmax (nm) (ε x 10-3 L mol-1 cm-1) = 285.0 (61.79), 313.1 (86.56), 406.0 (530.03), 
502.0 (41.50), 537.0 (17.15), 570.9 (18.95), 625.0 (5.85).  
2,7-Di-(13,17-diethyl-2,3,7,8,12,18–hexamethylporphyrin-5-yl)-12-(zinc(II) 5,15-p-tolyl-10-
phenyl-porphyrin)-5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexahexyltruxene (12). A DMF/toluene (1/2) solution 
(15 mL) of a mixture of 2,7-di(13, 17-diethyl-2,3,7,8,12,18–hexamethylporphyrin-5-yl)-12-
bromo-5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexahexyltruxene 10 (109 mg, 0.066 mmol), zinc(II) 5,15-p-tolyl-10-
phenyl-20-(4’,4’,5’,5’-tetramethyl-[1’,2’,3’dioxa-borolan-2’-yl])porphyrin 11 (50 mg, 0.066 
mmol), Cs2CO3 (108 mg, 0.33 mmol, 5.0 equiv.) and Pd(PPh3)4 (0.10 equiv., 0.0066 mmol, 7.63 
mg) was degassed by freeze-pump-thaw cycles and then stirred for 24 h at 115oC under Ar. The 
reaction mixture was poured into toluene, washed with water, dried over MgSO4, and evaporated 
to dryness. The residue was chromatographed on silica gel with CH2Cl2, CHCl3 then 1% CH3OH-
CHCl3. The pure product was obtained by recrystallization from CHCl3/CH3OH. Yield:52.0 mg, 
36.0%. 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ (ppm): 10.23 (s, 4 H, meso-H), 9.99 (s, 2 H, meso-H), 9.21 (d, 2 H, J 
= 6.0 Hz, H-pyrro), 9.11 (d, 2 H, J = 6.0 Hz, H-pyrro), 9.03 (d, 2 H, J = 6.0 Hz, H-pyrro), 8.98 (d, 
2 H, J = 6.0 Hz, H-pyrro), 8.90 (t, 3 H, J= 6.0 Hz, truxene-H), 8.52 (s, 1 H, truxene-H), 8.41-8.22 
(m, 5 H, H-phenyl and truxene-H), 8.19-8.12 (m, 6 H, H-phenyl), 7.80 (m, 3 H, H-phenyl), 7.61 
(d, 4 H, J = 9.0 Hz, H-phenyl), 4.11 (q, 8 H, pyrro-CH2CH3), 3.68 (s, 12 H, pyrro-CH3), 3.62 (s, 
12 H, pyrro-CH3), 3.49 (m, 6 H, H-truxene), 2.75 (s, 6 H, phenyl-CH3), 2.72 (s, 12 H, pyrro-CH3), 
2.51 (m, 6 H, Truxene-CH2-), 1.92 (t, 12 H, J = 6.0 Hz, pyrro-CH2CH3), 1.40-1.18 (m, 24 H, -CH2-
), 0.79 (m, 18 H, -CH3), -2.99 (s, 2 H, N-H), -3.18 (s, 2 H, N-H). HR-MS (MALDI-TOF): m/z = 
2202.2074 [M]+., 2202.1940 calcd for C151H157N12Zn. UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): λmax (nm) (ε x 10-3 L mol-
1 cm-1) = 285.0 (69.13), 311.0 (95.11), 406.0 (641.85), 424.0 (839.43), 503.0 (50.70), 550.0 
(37.47), 568.90 (29.43), 624.0 (7.17). 
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Instruments 
1H NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker DRX-300 AVANCE Fourier transform spectrometer 
at the “Pôle Chimie Moléculaire (Welience, UB-Filiale)”; chemical shifts are expressed in ppm 
relative to chloroform. UV/Vis spectra were recorded with a Varian Cary 1 spectrophotometer. 
Mass spectra were obtained with a Bruker Daltonics Ultraflex II spectrometer in the MALDI/TOF 
reflectron mode using dithranol as a matrix. The measurements were made at the “Pôle Chimie 
Moléculaire (Welience, UB-Filiale)”. UV-vis spectra were recorded on a Hewlett-Packard diode 
array model 8452A. Emission and excitation spectra were obtained using a double monochromator 
Fluorolog 2 instrument from Spex. Fluorescence and phosphorescence lifetimes were measured 
on a Timemaster Model TM-3/2003 apparatus from PTI, incorporating a nitrogen laser as the 
source and a high-resolution dye laser (fwhm = 1.5 ns). Fluorescence lifetimes were obtained from 
high-quality decays and deconvolution or distribution lifetime analysis. The lower limit of this 
instrument is 100 ps (http://www.pti-nj.com/TimeMaster.html). The uncertainties ranged from 20 
to 40 ps on the basis of multiple measurements. Phosphorescence lifetimes were determined using 
a PTI LS-100 incorporating a 1 μs tungsten flash lamp (fwhm ~1 μs). Flash photolysis spectra and 
transient lifetimes were measured using a Luzchem spectrometer using the 355 nm line of a YAG 
laser from Continuum (Surelite; fwhm =13 ns). 
Quantum Yield Measurements For measurements at 298 K, all samples were prepared in a 
glovebox, under argon (O2 < 12 ppm), by dissolution of the compounds in 2MeTHF, using 1 cm3 
quartz cells with a septum. Three different measurements (i.e., different solutions) were performed 
for each set of photophysical data (quantum yield). The sample concentrations were chosen to 
correspond to an absorbance of ~0.05 at the excitation wavelength. Each absorbance value was 
measured three times for better accuracy in the measurements of emission quantum yields. 
Tetraphenylporphyrin zinc(II) (0.033 in THF) was used as reference [55,56]. 
DFT Calculation Procedure 
All density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed with Gaussian 09 [57] at the 
Université de Sherbrooke with the Mammouth supercomputer supported by Le Réseau Québécois 
De Calculs Hautes Performances. The potential energy well was calculated using a relaxed scan 
allowing for geometry optimization after each angle variation. The DFT geometry optimisations 
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[58-67] were carried out using the B3LYP method. A 6-31g* basis set was used for C, H, N [68-
74]. VDZ (valence double ζ) with SBKJC effective core potentials were used for all Zn atoms [68-
74]. 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Synthesis 
The dihalogenated aldehyde 8 was synthesized as shown in Scheme 1 from the truxene central 
core 4, which was easily prepared on a few decade grams scale from starting l-indanone [47]. 
Truxene 4 was first reacted with an excess of n-butyl lithium (a deep red solution of the tris-anion 
was formed) then 1-bromobutane was slowly added. This procedure was repeated twice to give 
5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-n-butyltruxene, 5, in 96% yield. Synthesis of compound 8 requires the 
dibromination of compound 5. Interestingly, the ratio of Br2 and 5 can be varied to prepare either 
the mono- or dihalogenated 8 aldehydes respectively. The resultant mixture of isomers was very 
difficult to separate by common column chromatography, requiring tedious and repetitive 
recrystallizations. Thus, the mixture of mono- and dibrominated compounds was directly reacted 
with n-BuLi, followed by the addition of DMF and hydrolysis of the intermediate salts. 
Advantageously, the polarity brought by the aldehyde groups allowed direct separation of the 
mono- and bis-aldehyde substituted truxene derivatives by column chromatography on silica gel 
using DCM-heptane as eluent. Compound 7 was de novo brominated to afford mono-
bromoaldehyde 8 in almost quantitative yield. Aldehyde 8 was further reacted with a,c-biladiene 
dihydrobromide 9 in the presence of p-toluene-sulfonic acid (as previously reported by our group) 
[75], to give porphyrin 10 in 25% yield (Scheme 2).  
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of substituted truxene dialdehydes 
 
Scheme 2. Synthesis of the truxene diporphyrin derivative 10 
Compound 12, which includes two β-substituted OEP-like porphyrins and one meso-substituted 
TPP-like porphyrin, was synthesized using a Suzuki coupling reaction. Addition of diporphyrin 
derivative 10 to borolanylporphyrin 11 [54] in a mixture of toluene and DMF in the presence of a 
catalytic amount (10%) of tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)-palladium(0) and Cs2CO3 as the base 
(which quenched the nascent acid generated during the reaction) at 110°C leads to compound 12 
in 33% yield (Scheme 3).  
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Scheme 3. Synthesis of 2,7-di(13,17-diethyl-2,3,7,8,12,18–hexamethylporphyrin-5-yl)-12-
(zinc(II)-5,15-p-tolyl-10-phenyl-porphyrin)-5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexabutyltruxene (12) 
Spectroscopic and photophysical properties 
Absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy. The role of the singlet energy donor and acceptor is 
assigned based on the position of the 0-0 bands in the absorption and fluorescence spectra (Figure 
1 and Table 1). When examining the fluorescence spectra of compounds 10 and 12 we can clearly 
identify the presence of a shoulder indicated by a green arrow at 605 nm in compound 12 that is 
absent in compound 10. This shoulder is indicative of the presence of the meso-aryl substituted 
zinc(II) porphyrin donor that is present in compound 12.  The acceptor is readily assigned to the 
free base porphyrin with a 0-0 fluorescence peak at 628 and 620 nm at 298 and 77 K, respectively. 
The monitoring of the excitation spectra as a function of the fluorescence wavelength for 
compound 12 shows the same spectroscopic features as the absorption spectra (i.e. both bands of 
the donor and the acceptor are observed; Figure 1), which is indicative of an efficient singlet energy 
transfer.  The absorption spectra show the presence of the Soret bands and Q-bands as expected 
from a free base and metalloporphyrin.  It is difficult to discern clear differences between the Q-
bands of compounds 10 and 12 due to the fact that they are overlapping however the clear splitting 
of the Soret band is observed in compound 12 which is again indicative of the presence of both the 
zinc(II)porphyrin donor and the free base acceptor.     
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Fig. 1. Absorption (black), excitation (blue) and fluorescence (red) spectra of compounds 10 
(top) and 12 (below) in 2MeTHF at 298 and 77 K. The green arrows indicate the position of the 
donor fluorescence 
Table 1. Fluorescence data for compounds 10 and 12 in 2MeTHF. 
Compound λem (298 K) λem (77 K) ΦF (298 K) ±10% 
10 
627 622 
0.10 658 651 
695 689 
12 
605 605 
0.096 
628 620 
657 650 
695 688 
 
Lifetime measurements. The rate for singlet energy transfer can be extracted from kET(S1) = (1/τF)-
(1/τF°) where τF° and τF are the fluorescence lifetimes of the donor in the absence and the presence 
of an acceptor, respectively. The data are provided in Table 2. Ideally, the model compound to 
extract τF° would be 12-(bis-5,15-p-tolyl-10-phenylzinc(II)porphyrin)-5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-
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hexabutyltruxene (i.e. donor-truxene). However, this compound was not synthesized but turned 
out to be of a minor consequence for this work. Indeed, for the τF°, those for compound 1 (Chart 
1; 1.68 and 2.25 ns in 2MeTHF respectively at 298 and 77K) were used [39]. The τF values for 
5,10,15,20-tetraphenyl-porphyrin (i.e. ZnTPP) are 1.87 ns in THF at 298 K [76] and 2.76 ns in 
2MeTHF at 77 K (measured by us in this work). The weak variation of τF with the substitution 
(meso-phenyl vs meso-truxene) indicates a weak effect on the rate for internal conversion. This 
concept is further illustrated by comparing the τF’s of the acceptor in compounds 10 (truxene 
attached to 2 macrocycles) and 12 (truxene attached to 3 macrocycles) at both temperatures (13.5 
vs 12.1 (298) and 24.6 vs 21.5 ns (77 K)). 
 
Table 2. Fluorescence lifetime data for compounds 10 and 12 in 2MeTHF (λ(nm) = monitoring 
wavelength). 
Compound        τF (ns) (λ(nm); χ2) kET (109s-1) 
 298 K 77 K 298 K 77 K 
10     13.5 ±  0.3  (627; 1.02) 24.6±0.2 (622; 0.96) - - 
12 donor     0.13 ± 0.01 (605; 1.07)  ˂0.1        (605; 1.13) 7.1 ˃9.6 
 acceptor 12.1 ±  3.0  (694; 1.07)  21.5±0.2 (689; 1.08) - - 
 
The τF data in compound 12 were examined at 298 and 77 K monitoring exactly were the 
fluorescence signal (i.e. 605 nm). At 298 K, the decay exhibits the expected short component with 
a decay of 0.13 ± 0.01 ns, corresponding to a rate of 7.1 x 109 s-1 (Figure 2). With a center-to-
center of a little over 18 Å (see below), this rate can be considered fast. This rate becomes even 
faster when examining the analogous signal at 77 K. Due to detection limit of the instrument on 
the time scale and the very weak intensity of the fuorescence signal (see Fig. 1), no reliable value 
could be obtained (i.e. τF  < 0.1 ns; i.e. kET(S1) < 9.6 x 109 s-1). 
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Fig. 2. Fluorescence decay of 12 in 2MeTHF at 298 K (black) with the fit (red) showing the 
short component. The long-lived component belong to the much more intense free base. The 
lamp profile is in blue and the green line below is the residual. 
Computations. Based on the kET(S1) results above, two questions arise. First, why the rate is 
somewhat fast despite the distance, and why there is an apparent temperature dependence of the 
rate? The first question can easily be addressed by verifying whether the molecular orbitals (MOs) 
are coupled or not. Coupling is observed when the atomic distribution is spread over two 
chromophores, notably the donor and the acceptor. In such a case, the wavefunction is distributed 
over the two chromophores and the ground and excited states are heavily mixed. The resulting 
effect is that the communication of information, here energy by a FRET process is facilitated and 
kET(S1) is very fast. This concept was first reported by one of us but further confirmed recently 
[77,78]. In a simple manner, it is easy to explain whether a fast rate is due to MO coupling. DFT 
computations to obtain the optimized geometry were carried out (Figure 3) and an analysis of the 
frontier MOs showed an expected high level of degeneracy amongst those associated with the 
acceptors due to their quasi-identical environment. More importantly, no major MO coupling is 
computed. Table 3 reports the relative distribution of the atomic distribution over the various 
fragments of the molecule (donor = zinc(II) porphyrin; acceptor= free bases A1 and A2 (see detail 
below); truxene platform; side aryl and alkyl groups). These calculations showed that for any MO, 
a minimum of 86% of the total atomic contribution is localized on one of the three porphyrin units 
and that truxene accounts for 0.2-4.7 % of the total contributions in the HOMO-3 to LUMO+3. 
The conclusion is that the frontier MOs are fairly decoupled from each other. Noteworthy, despite 
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minor some atomic contributions on the truxene bridge are calculated and may have a role in the 
singlet energy transfer process (see below). 
 
 
Fig. 3. Graphical representations of the frontier MOs of compound 12. 
Table 3. Table of the MO energies and their distributions of atomic orbital contributions divided 
in fragments for compound 12. 
Fragment MOs 
  H-3 H-2 H-1 HOMO LUMO L+1 L+2 L+3 
Free base 1 90.12 2.90 95.18 0.23 0.00 0.00 90.48 0.06 
Free base 2 2.88 90.26 0.23 95.17 0.00 0.00 0.07 90.54 
Zinc(II) porphyrin 0.15 0.07 0.00 0.00 87.01 86.03 0.00 0.00 
Truxene 4.58 4.56 0.24 0.20 4.67 2.24 3.93 3.84 
Alkyl & aryl groups 2.27 2.21 4.35 4.40 8.31 11.73 5.51 5.56 
MO Energy (eV) -5.06 -5.06 -5.05 -5.05 -2.29 -2.28 -2.11 -2.11 
 
Analysis of the rate for singlet energy transfer. The careful interpretation of the relative amplitude 
and the mechanism of energy transfers starts by the consideration of both the Förster (also called 
FRET above) [79] and Dexter [80] theories. The Dexter mechanism involves a double electron 
exchange (LUMO(donor*)→LUMO(acceptor) and HOMO(acceptor)→ HOMO(donor*)) and is 
promoted by orbital overlaps in conjugated systems [81] and in closely spaced cofacial dyads 
[82,83]. The former process involves long-range dipole-dipole interactions of the transition 
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moments of the two chromophores, the donor and acceptor. This theory predicts that for long 
donor-acceptor interactions, kET is given by eq. 1: 
             
            (1)  
 
where kF°(D) is the ratio F°(D)/F°(D) for the donor (D) in the absence of an acceptor (A), r is 
the center-to-center distance between the donor and the acceptor, 2 is an orientation factor 
between the transition moments of the donor and the acceptor (in a non-degenerated case, 2 = 
(sinD • sinA • cos cosD • cosA)2 where D and A are the angles made by the transition 
moment vectors of D versus the center-to-center axis and that of A and this same axis, and  being 
the dihedral angle made by the two transition moment vectors as represented in Figure 4), and cte 
is the ratio 9000(ln10)/1285n4Na with n and NA being the refractive index of the medium and 
Avogadro’s number, respectively.  Finally, the J integral normalized with respect to the 
fluorescence spectrum is given by eq. 2: 
 
                       (2) 
 
where FD is the fluorescence intensity of the donor and A is the absorptivity of the acceptor.  
 
 
Fig. 4. Representation of the A, D and  angles necessary for the calculation of 2. The arrows 
are the directions of the transition moments of the chromophore in the dyad (for the non 
degenerated case) 
However in a degenerated case such as here, the local symmetry is D4h and D2h in the donor and 
acceptors, respectively, is evaluated in a different manner according to a previously established 
procedure [84,85]. The orientation factor,  = (cos cosD • cosA) and average 2 is evaluated 
by eq. 3: 
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 𝜅2 =  
{|𝜅(𝜈)|+|𝜅(𝜈+
𝜋
2
)|}
2
4
         (3) 
where  and  + /2 represent the two degenerated transition moments making and angle of 90° 
with each other  (i.e. the two N-Zn-N axis). The individual ’s are used in absolute values. Because 
the orientation of the N-H…H-N axis at any given moment can also be oriented by 90° with respect 
to each other, all possible combinations of  must be addressed individually and then averaged 
(i.e. 2 x 2). Furthermore, the fact that there are two slightly different r values due to the shape of 
the truxene scaffolding (see data below), individual ’s were also evaluated (the two acceptors are 
named A1 and A2 for the shortest and longest center-to-center separations, respectively). In 
addition, because two possible dihedral angles formed by the average planes of the donor and 
truxene platform (i.e. approximately 70° and 115°; see below) exist, their effects on  have also 
been calculated. Finally, because the thermal activation at 298 K is large enough for a facile 
rotation about the donor-truxene single bond, an extra analysis with an average dihedral donor-
truxene angle of 90° was also performed. 
In the absence of an X-ray structure of compound 12, a gas phase geometry optimization (the same 
as shown in Figure 3) was performed in order to extract the necessary structural parameters related 
to the analysis of the FRET process (eqs. 1 and 3). The evaluation of the two dihedral donor-
truxene angles of minimum energy conformation was performed by fixing a given angle and 
optimizing the geometry for each point, and then the total energy is plotted against this angle 
(Figure 5). This graph was always obtained no matter the starting conformation. The presence of 
methyl groups at the -positions of the free bases render the relative orientations of the acceptor 
relatively fixed at ~85-86° (DFT). The slight dyssymmetry in this double well is due to the slightly 
different resulting orientation of the hexyl groups after optimization. This difference is very small 
(0.58 kJ/mol). Consdering the expected fast motions of these soluble groups, an average symmetric 
double potential well appears more realist. Using the data presented in Figure 5 is nonetheless 
adequate for the forthcoming analysis as the relationship between the thermal energy and the 
activation barrier remains the same in a dissymetric and symmetric scenario. 
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Fig. 5. Potential energy diagram showing the total DFT energy as a function of the donor-
truxene dihedral angle, hence estimating the barrier to rotation about the truxene-porphyrin 
single bond.  The graph is plotted against the minimum energy configuration. The light grey area 
represents the zone of possible conformations at 298 K (thermal energy 2.49 kJ/mol) while the 
dark grey area shows the zone of possible conformations at 77 K (thermal energy 0.64 kJ/mol). 
The calculated potential energy diagram shows two shallow potential energy wells when the 
dihedral angel is ~ 70° and ~ 115°.  The energy barrier to go from the 70°-conformation to the 
115°-conformation is 0.84 kJ/mol whereas the barrier to go in the opposite direction is 1.42 kJ/mol.  
The thermal energies (E = kT where k is the Boltzmann constant; 8.314 x 10-3 kJ/mol/K) are 
respectively 2.49 and 0.64 kJ/mol at 298 and 77 K.  The calculated potential energy diagram 
indicates that the thermal energy at 298 K allows for the “flip-flop” from one potential well to the 
other (light grey zone). Conversely, there is not enough thermal energy to do so at 77 K (dark grey 
area) just in a thermodynamic stand point. One can also consider that free rotations of large 
porphyrin moieties are practically impossible in frozen media. It is concluded that at 77 K two 
types of conformations will be trapped within these potential wells. Upon slow cooling of the 
solutions (i.e. over several minutes), a larger amount of the dyads may occupy the lower potential 
well at 115° at 77 K if the potential well is dissymmetric. Otherwise, both wells are equally 
occupied in the symmetric case.  
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Table 4. Structural parameters allowing for the calculations of the average <κ2>. 
energy 
transfer 
dihedral 
angel 
(°)a 
r1 
(Å)b 
r2 (Å)b 
θD 
(°)c 
θA (°)c (°)c κc κ2 d  <κ2> 
D→A1 
70 18.34 18.43 
63.8 45.3 22.7 -0.01 
1.79 
   
153.8 45.3 39.2  2.67  
63.8 135.3 74.4  1.21 
1.15 
1.47 
153.8 135.3 12.5 -0.94  
D→A2 
42.0 56.1 27.6 -0.36 
0.82 
 1.78 
132 56.1 70.7  1.45 
42.0 146.1 37.9  2.64 
2.74 
132 146.1 5.2 -0.67 
D→A1 
90 18.34 18.43 
54.3 45.3 10.4 -0.25 
1.67 
   
144.3 45.3 51.5  2.34 1.58 
54.3 135.3 62.1  1.71 
1.49  
144.3 135.3 0.2 -0.73 
D→A2 
50.2 56.1 11.5 -0.09 
0.94 
    1.68 
140.2 56.1 55.6  1.85 
50.2 146.1 54  2.18 
2.42 
140.2 146.1 9.9 -0.93 
D→A1 
115 18.34 18.43 
40.9 45.3 5.2 -0.60 
1.41 
     
130.9 45.3 67  1.77 1.64 
40.9 135.3 46.5  2.30 
1.87  
130.9 135.3 15.3 -0.43 
D→A2 
59.1 56.1 7.2  0.13 
1.43 
 1.73 
149.1 56.1 35  2.25 
59.1 146.1 72.7  1.58 
2.03 
149.1 146.1 30.6 -1.28 
(a) The dihedral angle corresponds to the dihedral angle forms between the plane of the donor 
and the plan formed by the truxene unit. (b) The center-to-center distances between the donor 
and acceptor are obtained by DFT calculation. There are two acceptors and are separately 
examined to see whether there is a large difference between them on <κ2>.  (c) Individual 
value of angles and ‘s for all four possible combinations of the relative orientations of the 
transition moments (i.e. D-Ai (i = 1 or 2): ↔↨, ↨↨, ↔↔, ↨↔). (a) Calculated with eq. 3. 
 
Table 4 provides the structural parameters allowing for the calculations of the average <κ2> for 
the two possible acceptors D→A1 and D→A2 for 3 different dihedral donor-truxene angles. The 
question is “Is there a favored acceptor”? The <κ2> values turn out to be weakly acceptor 
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dependent where <κ2> for A2 is slightly larger than that for A1. However, this trend should be more 
accurately examined by the ratio <κ2>/r6 since kF(D) is constant and J is invariable at a fixed 
temperature (see eq. 1). Table 5 shows that <κ2>/r6 for A1 (placed at 18.34 Å) is smaller than that 
for <κ2>/r6 for A2 (placed at 18.43 Å) for the conformer with a donor-truxene dihedral angle of ~ 
70°, and reversely for the conformer with an angle of ~ 115°. The variation of the ratio 
(<κ2>/r16)/(<κ2>/r26) with the dihedral angle is clearly seen in Table 5, although weak. At 77 K, 
two conformers co-exist and the simple average of the <κ2>/r6  parameters gives 0.94, which 
compares very favorably to that at 90° (0.97). In other words, there is no significant predicted 
variation of the global kET(S1) in a Förster process with the temperature due to a rotation about the 
donor-truxene bond. The next question is “What makes kET faster at 77 K”? Eq. 1 states that kET 
is also proportional to the integral J. For simplicity, we calculated the value of ∫FD()A()d 
understanding that 4 is clearly constant (Fig. 6). The calculated overlaps representing 
∫FD()A()dare 35.2 and 45.3 units at 77 and 298 K, respectively (ratio 77 K/298 K = 0.778). 
This comparison (i.e. ratio 77 K/298 K = 0.78) cannot explain why kET(S1) at 77 K (> 9.6 x 10
9 s-
1) is faster than that at 298 K (7.1 x 109 s-1) (i.e. ratio 77 K/298 K > 1.32). It is therefore concluded 
that the Förster theory alone cannot account for the observed temperature dependence of kET(S1) 
in the flexible truxene-based dyad and that the Dexter process must operate at the same time using 
the truxene -system as the electron paths. This conclusion is in line with that reported by Ziessel 
and his collaborators [53]. 
Table 5. Comparison of the <κ2>/r6 parameters and the ratio (<κ2>/r16)/(<κ2>/r26).  
dihedral 
angle 
(°)  
D→A1 D→A2 <κ2>/r16 
<κ2>/r26  <κ2>/r16 (Å-6)  <κ2>/r26 (Å-6) 
70 3.86 x 10-08 4.54 x 10-08 0.85 
90 4.15 x 10-08 4.29 x 10-08 0.97 
115 4.31 x 10-08 4.19 x 10-08 1.03 
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Fig. 6. Overlay of the absorption spectrum of the acceptor (compound 10 as the model) with the 
fluorescence one of the donor (ZnTPP as the model) in 2MeTHF at 77 and 298 K. Note that the 
605 nm peak matches exactly that of the donor fluorescence observed in compound 12 (Fig. 1). 
The spectra have been normalized against the lowest energy absorption peak (of the acceptor). 
In an attempt to provide a reasonable rational to what is observed, the following argument is 
provided. The dynamic behaviour of compound 12 at 298 K brings about an large number of 
conformations at the moment of the light absorption process (within the light grey area shown in 
the potential well shown in Figure 5). Because absorption of light (fs) and S1 energy transfers (130 
ps and less) occur at much faster time scales that the rotation about the donor-truxene single bond 
(diffusion controlled; i.e. ns), then a large number of conformations operate at the same time at 
298 K with more or less favorable -orbital overlaps for double electron exchange (i.e. Dexter) 
with the 90°-one being the most unfavorable. At 77 K, two conformers dominate with dihedral 
angles of ~ 70 and ~ 115°, both being more favorable than 90°. It appears reasonable to believe 
that at 298 K, favorable and less favorable conformations exist and the average observed kET(S1) 
is slower than that at 77 K. 
5. CONCLUSION 
This preliminary account provides a circumstantial evidence for a dual mechanism (Föster and 
Dexter) in truxene-based dyads (or polyads) in the S1 manifold, which is in line with a recent study 
reported by Ziessel and his collaborator (in the T1 excited states using heavy metal-containing 
chromophores) [53]. The relatively fast rates measured for a dyad exhibiting a donor-acceptor 
center-to-center separation > 18 Å is indeed consistent with the presence of two operating 
mechanisms. In addition, no temperature dependence of kET(S1) operating via a Förster mechanism 
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is observed nor predicted in systems where free rotations of the donor-truxene (or acceptor-
truxene) bonds are present. This is due to the 4-fold degenerated transition moments included in 
the metalloporphyrin and free base (considering a 50:50% scrambling of the N-H…H-N vectors). 
All the rates are averaged during the measurements and the global effect is minimal. Finally, 
despite the slight difference in center-to-center donor-acceptor distance and orientation factors, 
there is no favored path D→A1 or D→A2. However, this conclusion holds only when the 
chromophores are identical (here free base). 
6. SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
MALDI-TOF and HRMS mass spectra of compound 10 and 12, 1H NMR spectra (300 MHz, 298 
K, CDCl3) of compound 10 and 12 (Figs S1–S6) are given in the supplementary material. This 
material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://www.worldscinet.com/jpp/jpp.shtml. 
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Figure S1: MALDI/TOF mass spectrum of porphyrin 10 
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Figure S2: HRMS MALDI/TOF mass spectrum of porphyrin 10  
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Figure S3: MALDI/TOF mass spectrum of porphyrin 12 
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Figure S4: HRMS MALDI/TOF mass spectrum of porphyrin 12 
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Figure S5: 1H NMR spectrum of compound 10 
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Figure S6: 1H NMR spectrum of compound 12 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
Antenna Effect in Truxene-bridged BODIPY Triarylzinc(II)porphyrin Dyads: Evidence for a Dual 
Dexter-Förster Mechanism 
5.1  The project 
 
The work presented in Chapter 5 shows an investigation into the energy transfer processes of a 
donor-acceptor dyad  built upon a  BODIPY donor and a Zn-porphyrin acceptor that are bridged 
by a conjugated truxene unit. The work provides a brief description of the synthesis of the 
compounds that are investigated and then focuses on the photophysical behaviour of the dyad. The 
measured energy transfer rate for the system was found to be  kET(S1) = 4.5 x 1010 s-1 at 298 K  and 
2.6 x 1010 s-1 at 77 K.  Once again these rates are considerably larger than what was expected based 
simply on the chemical structure which exhibits a large donor-acceptor distance.  
The investigated compound is compared to other donor-acceptor systems built upon BODIPY and 
Zn-porphyrin which undergo Förster type energy transfer at a similar rate to that which is observed 
here. A matter of key importance is that all of the systems that exhibit similar energy transfer rates 
also exhibit much shorter donor-acceptor distances. Comparison of the truxene bridged dyad with 
a structurally similar triangular dyad composed of BODIPY and two Zn-porphyrin acceptors 
provided insight into the mechanism for energy transfer in our system. By comparing these two 
dyads we are essentially holding the J-integral and the values of the donor fluorescence lifetime 
and quantum yield constant, leaving only the donor-acceptor distance and the orientation factor as 
components that can explain the difference in the energy transfer rates between the two dyads 
(assuming that both dyads are proceeding through a Förster type energy transfer). We show that 
the orientation factor does not play a strong enough role to explain the differences between the 
energy transfer rates and further shows that shorter donor-acceptor distance in the comparison 
molecule should lead to a faster energy transfer rate than what is observed in the truxene bridged 
dyad. However, experimental results show that the truxene bridged dyad exhibits an energy 
transfer rate that is 1000 times larger than the comparison molecule. The only possible explanation 
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for this is that the truxene bridged dyad does not proceed through the Förster mechanism.  We go 
on to show that the energy transfer in the system is actually dominated by the Dexter mechanism.         
DFT calculations were performed  on both the truxene bridged dyad and the comparison molecule 
and the results showed a significant amount of molecular orbital coupling in the truxene bridged 
dyad which was absent in the comparison molecule. This result provided further support to the 
hypothesis that the Dexter energy transfer mechanism, was at work in our model. In our conclusion 
we state that the mechanism of energy transfer in this system operated mostly if not exclusively 
through the Dexter mechanism allowing the energy transfer rate to exceed what would be 
otherwise expected through the FRET mechanism. This is due to the presence of the conjugated 
bridging unit between the donor and acceptor that acts as a type of molecular wire allowing for the 
movement of electrons between the donor and acceptor.     
This project was a collaboration with our colleagues at the Université de Bourgogne in Dijon, 
France. The synthesis of the compounds was carried out by Hai-Jun Xu in the laboratory of Pr. 
Claude Gros who worked closely with Jean-Michel Barbe. The photophysical analysis of the 
compounds was performed by Adam Langlois and Antoine Bonnot with some assistance from 
Mohammed Abdelhameed. Paul-Ludovic Karsenti assisted in the measurement of ultrafast 
kinetics (fs transient absorption and fast photoluminescence).  DFT calculations were performed 
at the Université de Sherbrooke by Adam Langlois who also contributed to the writing of the first 
draft of the manuscript under the supervision of Pierre D. Harvey.     
This work was published in the February issue of Dalton Transaction by Hai-Jun Xu, Antoine 
Bonnot, Paul-Ludovic Karsenti, Adam Langlois, Mohammed Abdelhaleem, Jean-Michel Barbe, 
Claude P. Gros, and Pierre D. Harvey, 2014, 42, 8219-8229.  
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Hai-Jun Xu,a Antoine Bonnot,b Paul-Ludovic Karsenti,b Adam Langlois,b Mohammed 
Abdelhaleem,b Jean-Michel Barbe,a Claude P. Gros,*a and Pierre D. Harvey*a,b 
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1. ABSTRACT 
The antenna process from an energy donor (BODIPY; 4’,4’-difluoro-1’,3’,5’,7’-tetramethyl-4’-
bora-3a’,4a’-diaza-s-indacene) in its singlet state to two acceptors (two zinc(II) 5,15-p-tolyl-10-
phenylporphyrin) bridged by a central truxene residue (5’,5’’,10’,10’’,15’, 15’’-
hexabutyltruxene), 5, has been analysed by means of comparison of the energy transfer rates with 
those of a structurally similar -substituted BODIPY-(zinc(II) 5,10,15-p-tolyl-porphyrin), 6, 
where no conjugation is present between the donor and the two acceptors using the Förster 
Resonance Energy Transfer approximation (FRET). It is estimated that the energy transfer in 5 
operates mostly via a Dexter mechanism (>99%), and the remainder proceeds via a Förster 
mechanism (<1%). This information is useful for the design of future molecular devices aimed at 
harvesting light. 
2. INTRODUCTION 
Boron-dipyrrins (BODIPY)/metalloporphyrin dyads and assemblies are a relatively novel class of 
compounds that can exhibit rich antenna effects namely the singlet energy transfers, as well as 
electron transfer when in the presence of an electron acceptor such as fullerene derivatives.1-3 Their 
conjugates have recently been the subject of a comprehensive review.4 The investigation of the 
energy transfer processes from BODIPY donors to porphyrin and metalloporphyrin acceptors or 
from porphyrin and metalloporphyrin donors to azaBODIPY, and blue-BODIPY (boron-
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dipyrrinbistyryl) acceptors are still attracting a lot of attention.5-12 In this respect, we also recently 
studied BODIPY/metalloporphyrin conjugates including compound 6 (Chart 1).13 The absence of 
conjugation in the -O-CH2-bridges holding BODIPY donor and the tetraarylzinc(II)-porphyrin 
acceptors makes the dyad prone to operate via a through space Förster mechanism.14 However, 
dyads built upon a BODIPY-bridge-metalloporphyrin where the bridge is a conjugated spacer, 
such as -C6H4-C≡C-C6H4- for example, brings in the possibility of a second mechanism, a through 
bond Dexter mechanism (double electron exchange),15 which relies on orbital overlaps that occurs 
in conjugated bridges. 
 
Chart 1. Structures of the investigated chromophores and dyads. 
Truxenes (see general structure 1 in Chart 1),16, 17 are examples of aromatics around which various 
residues can be linked. Recently, our groups and others reported a series of truxene-containing 
dyads,18,19 oligomers20,21 and polymers,22-24 in which both singlet and triplet energy transfers take 
place. Because of this intrinsic property, this aromatic frame appears as a conjugated platform 
promoting energy transfers between chromophores anchored at the periphery of the triangular 
aromatic as evidenced by the literature.25-30 Truxene is prone to promote singlet energy transfer 
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via a Dexter mechanism but does not preclude the Förster one. The duality of the two processes 
has been pointed out and sometimes analysed before for different dyads.31,32 However, such a study 
requires an in-depth investigation and consequently such topic is not particularly common. The 
knowledge of the mechanism and its relative efficiency are key information in the design of 
materials dedicated to photonics such as solar cells and light emitting diodes. 
We now report the synthesis of a truxene-based dyad, for which the donor and acceptors are 
respectively BODIPY and two tetraarylzinc(II)porphyrins, compound 5, which bears a structural 
resemblance with compound 6, here supported by modeling. The difference in rate for singlet 
energy transfers, kET, between dyad 5 (Dexter and Förtser) and dyad 6 (Förster), and adapting for 
the different structural parameters, allow estimating the contribution of the Dexter process vs the 
Förster one in compound 5. This contribution is > 99% (Dexter), which is consistent with the direct 
linkage between the donor and acceptors but at the same time, indicates its clear dominance. 
3. EXPERIMENTALSECTION 
Materials. Unless otherwise noted, all chemicals and solvents were of analytical reagent grade 
and used as received. Absolute dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) was obtained from Carlo Erba. Silica 
gel (Merck; 70-120 mm) was used for column chromatography. Analytical thin-layer 
chromatography was performed with Merck 60 F254 silica gel (precoated sheets, 0.2 mm thick). 
Reactions were monitored by thin-layer chromatography, UV/Vis spectroscopy and MALDI/TOF 
mass spectrometry. Di- (1a) or monocarbaldehydehexabutyltruxene (1b) were prepared as 
previously described in the literature.18,19 Borolanylporphyrin 4 was prepared following a recently 
reported procedure.33 
4,4-Difluoro-8-(5’,5’’,10’,10’’,15’,15’’-hexabutyl-7’,12’-dibromotruxene)-1,3,5,7-
tetramethyl-4-bora-3a, 4a-diaza-s-indacene (2). 2,4-Dimethylpyrrole (4 mmol, 0.38 g, 412.0 
μL) and 5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexabutyl-7,12-dibromotruxene-2-dicarbaldehyde (2 mmol, 1.728 g) 
were dissolved in 100 mL of dry CH2Cl2 under N2 atmosphere. 50 μL of TFA was added at room 
temperature and the solution was stirred overnight until TLC-control showed the complete 
consumption of the starting aldehyde. At this point, DDQ (2 mmol, 0.454 g) was added, stirring 
was continued for 60 min followed by the addition of 6 mL of Et3N and 6 mL of BF3·OEt2 
respectively. After stirring for 30 min the reaction mixture was washed with water, dried over 
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Na2SO4 and evaporated to dryness. The residue was purified by column chromatography on silica 
gel with 60% DCM-heptane to afford the title compound in 17% yield (369.0 mg). 1H NMR 
(CDCl3) δ (ppm): 8.50 (d, 1 H, truxene-H), 8.22 (d, 2 H, truxene-H), 7.61 (m, 2 H, truxene-H), 
7.55 (m, 2 H, truxene-H), 7.46 (m, 1 H, truxene- H), 7.33 (m, 1 H, H-pyrro), 6.04(s, 2 H, H-pyrro), 
3.00 (m, 6 H, H-truxene), 2.61 (s, 6 H, pyrro-CH3), 2.10 (m, 6 H, Truxene-CH2-), 1.49 (s, 6 H, 
pyrro-CH3) 0.936 (m, 12 H, -CH2-), 0.75-0.45(m, 30 H, -CH2-CH3). 19F NMR (CDCl3) δ (ppm): 
146.23. MS (MALDI-TOF): m/z = 1061.36 [M-F]+, 1061.45 calcd for C64H77BBr2FN2; MS 
(MALDI-TOF): m/z = 1080.35 [M]+., 1080.45 calcd for C64H77BBr2F2N2. HR-MS (ESI): m/z = 
1103.4437 [M+Na]+, 1103.4407 calcd for C64H77BBr2F2N2Na. UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): λmax (nm) (ε x 
10-3 L mol-1 cm-1) = 242.0 (33.26), 253.0(34.04), 284.0 (63.69), 301.9.0 (70.91), 314.0 (129.19), 
501.0 (104.18). 
2,7-Di(4’,4’-difluoro-1’,3’,5’,7’-tetramethyl-4’-bora-3a’,4a’-diaza-s-indacene)-
5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexabutyl-12-dibromotruxene (3). 2,4-Dimethylpyrrole (8 mmol, 0.76 g, 
824.0 μL) and 5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexabutyl-7,12-dibromotruxene-2-dicarbaldehyde (2 mmol, 
1.628 g) were dissolved in 100 mL of dry CH2Cl2 under a N2 atmosphere. 50 μL of TFA was added 
at room temperature and the solution stirred overnight until TLC-control showed the complete 
consumption of the starting aldehyde. At this point, DDQ (4 mmol, 0.908 g) was added, stirring 
was continued for 60 min followed by the addition of 8 mL of Et3N and 8 mL of BF3·OEt2 
respectively. After stirring for 30 min the reaction mixture was washed with water, dried over 
Na2SO4 and evaporated to dryness. The residue was purified by column chromatography on silica 
gel with 60% DCM-heptane and 80% DCM-heptane. Yield: 103 mg, 4.1%. 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ 
(ppm): 8.53 (m, 2 H, truxene-H), 8.23 (d, 1 H, truxene-H), 7.63 (m, 1 H, truxene-H), 7.55 (m, 1 
H, truxene-H), 7.48 (m, 2 H, truxene-H), 7.33 (m, 2 H, H-pyrro), 6.04(s, 4 H, H-pyrro), 3.02 (m, 
6 H, H-truxene), 2.61 (s, 12 H, pyrro-CH3), 2.12 (m, 6 H, Truxene-CH2-), 1.51 (s, 12 H, pyrro-
CH3), 0.94 (m, 24 H, -CH2-), 0.52 (m, 18 H, -CH3). MS (MALDI-TOF): m/z = 1231.64 [M-F]+, 
1231.09 calcd for C77H91B2BrF3N4; m/z = 1248.64 [M]+., 1248.65 calcd for C77H91B2BrF4N4. HR-
MS (ESI): m/z = 1271.6461 [M+Na]+, 1271.6442 calcd for C77H91B2BrF4N4Na. UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): 
λmax (nm) (ε x 10-3 L mol-1 cm-1) = 251.9(66.11), 282.9 (88.16), 301.0 (102.14), 314.0 (164.47), 
500.1 (245.88). 
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2,7-Di(4’,4’-difluoro-1’,3’,5’,7’-tetramethyl-4’-bora-3a’,4a’-diaza-s-indacene)-12-(Zinc(II) 
5,15-p-tolyl-10-phenylporphyrin)-5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexabutyltruxene (5). BODIPY 2 
(0.0482 mmol, 52.2 mg, 1 equiv), borolanylporphyrin 4 (0.13 mmol, 95 mg, 2.6 equiv), potassium 
carbonate (150 mg, 1.085 mmol, 22 equiv) and tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (5.56 
mg, 0.00482 mmol, 0.1 equiv) were placed in a Schlenck tube and dissolved in toluene (10 mL) 
and H2O (0.5 mL) under argon. The resulting solution was deoxygenated through three freeze-
pump-thaw cycles and stirred at 96°C for 48 h. The solvent was removed and the residue was 
chromatographed on silica gel using CH2Cl2 as eluent. The crude product was further purified by 
column chromatography on silica gel with 60% CH2Cl2-heptane to afford the title compound in 
33% yield (35 mg). 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ (ppm): 9.16 (d, 2 H, J = 6.0 Hz, H-pyrro), 9.13 (d, 2H, J 
= 6.0 Hz, H-pyrro), 9.10 (d, 2 H, J = 3.0 Hz, H-pyrro), 9.07 (d, 2 H, J = 3.0 Hz, H-pyrro), 9.03 (m, 
4 H, H-pyrro), 8.82 (m, 4 H, truxene-H), 8.70 (m, 2 H, truxene-H), 8.49 (d, 1 H, J = 3.0 Hz, truxene-
H), 8.45 (d, 1 H, J = 3.0 Hz, truxene-H) , 8.30 (m, 6 H, H-phenyl), 8.20 (m, 8 H, H-phenyl and 
truxene), 7.79 (m, 6 H, H-phenyl and truxene), 7.60 (m, 9 H, H-phenyl and truxene), 7.40 (m, 1 
H, H-truxene), 6.09 (s, 2 H, H-pyrro), 3.46 (m, 4 H, -CH2-truxene), 3.25 (m, 2 H, -CH2-truxene), 
2.75 (s, 6 H, phenyl-CH3), 2.74 (s, 6 H, phenyl-CH3), 2.64 (s, 6 H, pyrro-CH3), 2.53-2.27 (m, 6 H, 
truxene-CH2-), 1.64 (s, 6 H, pyrro-CH3), 1.29-1.07 (m, 24 H, -CH2-), 0.93-0.69 (m, 30 H, -CH3). 
19F NMR (CDCl3) δ (ppm): 146.16. MS (MALDI-TOF): m/z = 2176.91 [M]+., 2176.92 calcd for 
C144H131BF2N10Zn2. HR-MS (ESI): m/z = 2199.9067 [M+Na]+, 2199.9094 calcd for 
C144H131BF2N10NaZn2. UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): λmax (nm) (ε x 10-3 L mol-1 cm-1) = 311.0 (60.06), 424.0 
(687.52), 501.0 (67.62), 551.0 (33.60), 594.0 (12.18). 
Instrumentation 
1H NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker DRX-300 AVANCE transform spectrometer at the 
“Pôle Chimie Moléculaire (Welience, UB-Filiale)”; chemical shifts are expressed in ppm relative 
to chloroform. UV/Vis spectra were recorded with a Varian Cary 1 spectrophotometer. Mass 
spectra were obtained with a Bruker Daltonics Ultraflex II spectrometer in the MALDI/TOF 
reflectron mode using dithranol as a matrix or by ESI on a LTQ Orbitrap XL Thermo spectrometer. 
The measurements were made at the “Pôle Chimie Moléculaire (Welience, UB-Filiale)”. UV-vis 
spectra were recorded on a Hewlett-Packard diode array model 8452A. Emission and excitation 
spectra were obtained using a double monochromator Fluorolog 2 instrument from Spex. 
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Fluorescence and phosphorescence lifetimes were measured on a Timemaster Model TM-3/2003 
apparatus from PTI, incorporating a nitrogen laser as the source and a high-resolution dye laser 
(fwhm = 1.4 ns). Fluorescence lifetimes were obtained from high-quality decays and 
deconvolution or distribution lifetime analysis. The uncertainties ranged from 20 to 40 ps on the 
basis of multiple measurements. Phosphorescence lifetimes were determined using a PTI LS-100 
incorporating a 1 μs tungsten flash lamp (fwhm ~1 μs). Flash photolysis spectra and transient 
lifetimes were measured using a Luzchem spectrometer using the 355 nm line of a YAG laser from 
Continuum (Serulite; fwhm =13 ns). 
Quantum Yield Measurements 
For measurements at 298 K, all samples were prepared in a glovebox, under argon (O2 < 12 ppm), 
by dissolution of the compounds in 2MeTHF, using 1 cm3 quartz cells with a septum. Three 
different measurements (i.e., different solutions) were performed for each set of photophysical 
data (quantum yield). The sample concentrations were chosen to correspond to an absorbance of 
~0.05 at the excitation wavelength. Each absorbance value was measured three times for better 
accuracy in the measurements of emission quantum yields. Tetraphenylporphyrin zinc(II) (0.033 
in THF) was used as reference.34 
DFT computations.  
All density functional theory (DFT) and calculations were performed with Gaussian 0935 at the 
Université de Sherbrooke with the Mammouth supercomputer supported by Le Réseau Québécois 
De Calculs Hautes Performances. The DFT geometry optimisations were carried out using the 
B3LYP method.36-45 A 6-31g* basis set was used for the BODIPY, porphyrin and truxene cycles 
while a 3-21g* basis set was used for all alkyl and aryl groups.46-51 VDZ (valence double ζ) with 
SBKJC effective core potentials were used for all zinc atoms.46-51     
Femptosecond transient absorption spectroscopy.  
The fs transient spectra and decay profiles were acquired on an homemade system using the SHG 
of a Soltice (Spectra Physics) Ti-Sapphire laser (exc = 398 nm; FWHM = 75 ps; pulse energy = 
0.1 J/pulse, rep. rate = 1 kHz; spot size ~ 500 m),  a white light continuum generated inside a 
Sapphire window and a custom made dual CCD camera of 64 x 1024 pixels sensitive between 200 
and 1100 nm (S7030, Spectronic Devices). The delay line permitted to probe up to 4 ns with an 
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accuracy of ~4 fs. The results were analysed with the program Glotaran (http://glotaran.org) 
permitting to extract a sum of independent exponentials (I(, t) = C1() • exp(-t/1) + C2() • exp(-
t/2) + …) that fits the whole 3D transient map. 
 
Fast kinetic fluorescence measurements 
The short components of the fluorescence decays were measured using the output of an OPA 
(OPA-800CF, Spectra-Physics) operating at exc = 490 nm, pulse width of 90 ps, rep. rate = 1 kHz, 
pulse energy = 1.6 J/pulse, spot size ~2 mm, and a Streak Camera (Axis-TRS, Axis Photonique 
Inc.) with less than 8 ps resolution. The results were also globally analysed with the program 
Glotaran (http://glotaran.org) permitting to extract a sum of independent exponentials (I(, t) = 
C1() • exp(-t/1) + C2() • exp(-t/2) + …). 
 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Synthesis 
Di- (1a) or monocarbaldehydehexabutyltruxene (1b) were prepared as previously described in the 
literature.18,19 The derivatives 2 and 3 were synthesized from the reaction of 5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-
hexabutyl-7,12-dibromotruxene-2-carbaldehyde 1a and 5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexabutyl-12-
bromotruxene-2,7-dicarbaldehyde 1b with 2,4-dimethylpyrrole in the presence of a catalytic 
amount of TFA (Scheme 1).  
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Spectroscopy and photophysics 
The absorption, excitation and fluorescence spectra and spectroscopic and photophysic data for 
compounds 2, 3, and 5 are placed in Figure 1, Tables 1 and 2, respectively.  
Table 1. UV-visible data for 2, 3 and 5 in 2MeTHF. 
Compd.                    Peak maxima; 
                   absorption (nm) 
Peak maxima; 
emission (nm) 
Temp. (K) 
2 285, 307, 374, 472, 500 
283, 302, 309, 342, 365, 382, 470, 498 
507, 540 
507, 542 
298 
77 
3 280, 300, 312, 369, 387, 475, 499 
286, 312, 370, 470, 490, 502 
513, 545 
510, 550 
298 
77 
5 407, 425, 487, 500, 560, 595 
412, 433, 470, 488, 502, 563, 606 
513, 608, 656 
510, 608, 667 
298 
77 
 
Table 2. Photophysical data for 2, 3, 5, and 6 in 2MeTHF. 
 
Chrom.a fluo(n
m) 

F (ns) 
F 
kET (s-1) 
(ETeff) 
fluo(n
m) 

F (ns) 
kET (s-1) 
(ETeff) 
2 BODIPY 515, 
540 
5.03±0.10 0.5
9 
‒ 515, 
540 
7.33±0.1
0 
‒ 
3 BODIPY 540 5.51±0.26 0.6
1 
‒ 540 7.36±0.1
0 
‒ 
5 BODIPY 
 
[Zn] 
510 
 
665 
0.022±0.01
0 
 
1.66±0.10 
‒ 
 
‒ 
4.5 x 
1010 
(>99%) 
510 
 
670 
0.038±0.
10 
 
1.92±0.1
0 
2.6 x 
1010 
(98%) 
6 BODIPY 
[Zn] 
‒ 
‒ 
3.3 
1.9 
 
0.0
39 
3.2 x 107 
(11%) 
‒ 
‒ 
4.6 
2.3 
9.4 x 107 
(43%) 
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Figure 1. Absorption (black), excitation (blue) and fluorescence spectra (red) for 2, 3 and 5 in 
2MeTHF. The very weak signal at ~510 nm in compound 5 is that for the BODIPY fluorescence 
quenched by energy transfer to [Zn]. Note: the correction factor for the excitation spectra stops 
at 600 nm on this instrument. 
The data for compounds 2 and 3 readily exhibit the characteristic features of the BODIPY 
chromophore1-12, 52-57 whereas those for compound 5 show the signatures of both the BODIPY and 
the zinc(II)porphyrin units, [Zn] (by comparison with the standard zinc(II)tetraphenyl-porphyrin 
(ZnTPP)).58 In the context of this work, the assignment of the singlet energy donor (BODIPY) and 
acceptor (zinc(II)tetraarylporphyrin) is confirmed by the positions of the lowest energy peaks in 
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the absorption and higher energy bands in the fluorescence spectra, but also by the fast kinetic data 
provided below. The key feature of this analysis is the drastically weak fluorescence of the 
BODIPY chromophore in comparison to that for the zinc(II)tetraarylporphyrin one in compound 
5 suggesting evidence for singlet energy transfer (i.e. 1BODIPY*→[Zn]). This hypothesis is 
readily supported by the good superposition of the excitation spectra with the absorption ones 
(Figure 1), which also indicates that this process is efficient. This observation is corroborated by 
the very small relative intensity (area under the curve) of the BODIPY fluorescence in 5 vs that of 
the acceptor (i.e. ~1/8; which indicates a relative fluorescence quantum yield of ~0.0049 at 298K; 
note that the fluorescence quantum yield for 3 is 0.61). This decrease is also reflected by the 
decrease in the fluorescence lifetime of the BODIPY chromophore (from 5.5 ns in 3 down to 22 
ps in 5, details are placed below).  
Fast kinetics  
The singlet energy transfer process was addressed by fs transient absorption (Figure 2) and fast 
time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy using a Streak camera (Figure 3).  
 
Figure 2. Left. Transient absorption spectra of 5 in 2MeTHF vs delay times. The signal at ~660 
nm is stimulated fluorescence. Right. Decay profiles monitored at various wavelengths. 
 
In Figure 2 (left), the traces are dominated by a photo-induced absorption signal (negative signal) 
that last for more than 4ns (maximum possible delay). This indicates that the final product is a 
triplet state of the [Zn] acceptor based on the striking resemblance with the spectrum of 3ZnTPP*, 
which decays in the s time scale with a maxima at ~460 nm.64The Q-bands at 550 and 590 nm 
are characteristic of the zinc(II)porphyrin.59-62 The bleached signal at 500 nm is due to BODIPY.63 
The latter signal is the one that undergoes the largest intensity change upon delay times, indicating 
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the presence of one or more fast processes. In all cases, a very fast component (~1.6 ps) is observed 
and unambiguously corresponds to a S2→S1 a process of the porphyrin ought to the selected 
excitation wavelength (398 nm) near the Soret band.65The other fast component is that of the 
BODIPY, which is readily depicted from the temporal profile of the 500 nm feature.  
Deconvolution of the decay traces provides a reproducible value of 18.4 ps for this decay. Beside 
the 1.6 and 18.4 ps components, the other extracted values from the best fits are 1.86 ns (obviously 
associated with the porphyrin singlet excited lifetime), a longer component (> 4ns; i.e. triplet state). 
In order to confidently assign this kinetic behaviour of 5 in its excited states, fast fluorescence 
spectra were also examined. The reconstruction of the individual components from the graph 
fluorescence intensity vs wavelength vs time, were performed to show the contribution of the 
donor and the acceptor (Figure 3, left). The [Zn] emission was readily detected with negative 
coefficients at 610 nm, a behaviour commonly associated with energy transfer. At longer delay 
time, the fluorescence signal of the porphyrin unit (i.e. the acceptor) appears. The kinetic profile 
of the BODIPY monitored at 530 nm decays with a lifetime of 22 ps. Simultaneaously, the 
zinc(II)porphyrin signal rises with a time constant of 22 ps as well. The correspondence between 
18.4 (transient absorption decay) and 22 ps (fluorescence decay) is striking and is assigned to the 
BODIPY S1 lifetime in 5. At 77 K, this emission lifetime increase to 38 ps, in agreement with the 
increase in F° of 3 with the cooling of the temperature. During the course of this study, a weak 
component of 150 ps was also detected but could not be assigned with certainty. 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Left. Reconstruction of the fluorescence spectra from the decay traces of 5 in 2MeTHF 
at 298K (Figure 3). 
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Data analysis. 
The efficiency, ETeff, and rate for energy transfer, kET, can be extracted from the measurements of 
the fluorescence lifetime of the donor unit in the presence, F, and absence of an acceptor, F°.58 
Both the F°’s and F°’s for 2 and 3 are nearly constant indicating that the number of chromophores 
and Br-atoms (via a possible heavy atom effect) on the truxene base does not affect this parameter. 
This is consistent with the fact that the bromides are located far from the BODIPY chromophore. 
Moreover, the even shorter fluorescence lifetimes reported by Ziessel and his collaborators,25,26 
for the structurally related non-brominated BODIPY-C6H5C≡CH compound in acetonitrile (F = 
4.7 ns) and CH2Cl2 (F = 4.3 ns) corroborate this conclusion. In compound 5, F decreases down 
to 22 and 38 ps, at 298 and 77 K, respectively, representing a decrease of 2 orders of magnitude in 
comparison with the F°’s. The kET (and ETeff) parameters are more accurately calculated from kET 
= (1/F) – (1/F°) and ETeff = ((1/F) – (1/F°))/(1/F).58 These values are in the order of 4.5 x 1010 
s-1 (99%) and 2.6 x 1010 s-1 (98%) at 298 and 77 K, respectively, and the kET values are consistent 
with other dyads recently reported in the literature (see compounds 7-10, Figure 4),66-70 but about 
2 orders of magnitude larger than those found for the structurally related dyad compound 6 (see 
Chart 1 and data in Table 2).13  
 
Figure 4. Structures and rates of singlet energy transfer dyads of some BODIPY-
zinc(II)poprhyrin dyads. 
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The fact that the kET and ETeff parameters for 6 are significantly lower than those evaluated for 
compound 5 raises important questions. Computer modeling based on DFT computations (Figure 
5) indicates that the center-to-center distances BODIPY-[Zn] are ~16 and ~12 Å, for 5 and 6, 
respectively, intuitively meaning that kET for 6 at ~12 Å should have been faster. This last 
statement is based on the common approach that energy transfer rates are analysed using FRET, 
Förster Resonance Energy Transfer theory.14 This theory predicts that for long donor-acceptor 
interactions, kET is given by eq. 1: 
 
(1) 
 
where kF°(D) is the ratio F°(D)/F°(D) for the donor (D) in the absence of an acceptor (A), r is 
the center-to-center distance between the donor and the acceptor,  2 is an orientation factor 
between the transition moments of the donor and the acceptor (2 = (sinD • sinA • cos - 2 cosD 
• cosA)2 with D and A being the angles formed between the transition moment vectors of D 
versus the center-to-center axis and of A and this same axis, and  being the dihedral angle made 
by the two transition moment vectors, and cte is the ratio 9000(ln10)/1285n4Na with n and Na 
being the refractive index of the medium and Avogadro’s number, respectively. In the case of 
porphyrin, the transition moments are doubly degenerated with two transition dipoles making and 
angle of 90°, 2 is then given by 2 = (||+||)2/4, where  and represent for 
each component. Finally, the J integral is given by eq. 2: 
(2) 
 
where FD is the fluorescence intensity of the donor and A is the absorptivity of the acceptor.  
The choice of the comparison molecule 6 is relevant for the purpose of this work since all structural 
parameters are kept reasonably similar. The F°(D) and F°(D) parameters (Tables 1 and 2) remain 
about constants with respect to the BODIPY chromophore in 2 and 3. Similarly, because the 
spectroscopic parameters (peak maxima and bandshapes) have not changed as well, the J-integral 
is also reasonably assumed to be approximately constant. Finally, the orientation factor 
components of eq. 1, 2, should also be values within one order of magnitude since the lowest 
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energy configurations of compounds 5 and 6 exhibit a helical geometry for both cases and that the 
dihedral angles made by the aromatic average planes are similar as well (i.e. difference of 15-20°; 
Figure 4). Indeed, the 2 values are within a factor of 2.5 at most (Table 3). In conclusion, the only 
parameter that plays a major role on the amplitude of kET is mostly r.  
 
Figure 5. Optimized geometry (DFT; B3LYP) of 5 (left) and 6 (right). Only one enantiomer for 
each compound is shown for simplicity. The distances are the center-to-center separations, and 
the angles are those formed by the average planes between the BODIPY and porphyrin’s. 
Table 3. Structural parameters for the calculations of  and 2. 
 D A D  2 
5, BODIPY → porphyrin1,    91.1 40.7 64.5 0.310 0.093 
 91.1 130.7 64.5 0.301  
5, BODIPY → porphyrin 2,   85.0 59.0 59.2 0.347 0.144 
 85.0 149.0 59.2 0.412  
6, BODIPY → porphyrin 1, 91.3 45.3 45.4 0.531 0.246 
 91.3 135.3 45.4 0.462  
6, BODIPY → porphyrin 2,   89.2 44.7 45.5 0.473 0.245 
 89.2 134.7 45.5 0.518  
 
A simple examination of r6 (3.6 x 106 Å6 for 6 vs 19.3 x 106 Å6 for 5) indicates that kET for 6 should 
have been at least 5 times faster than that for 5. Similarly, the comparison of the 2 values suggests 
that kET for 6 should have been faster than that of 5 by a factor of 2.5. The even lower kET observed 
for 6 at 298 K (3.2 x 107 s-1 making it ~2 orders of magnitude times slower than that for 7), can 
tentatively be explained by the low thermal activation energy barrier allowing multiple 
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conformations due to a facile rotation about the unconjugated CH2-C6H4 bond. The result of this 
added flexibility is the access to a geometry where  is ~90° where 2 ~ 0. The weighted average 
is then bound to lead to a slower kET. At 77K, the compounds try to reach the lowest energy 
configuration such as those presented in Figure 5. The temperature dependence on kET has also 
been examined before and one finds that linear relationships are more easily observed at 77 K 
versus 298 K.31,32,71 But the question still remains, why kET for 5 is drastically faster than that for 
6?   
The only possible explanation is the presence of two processes in 5 and only one in 6. Compound 
6 links the donor to the acceptor via a -B-O-CH2-bridge which contains three unconjugated bonds. 
This structural feature clearly excludes the possibility of an energy transfer operating via a Dexter 
mechanim (i.e. double electron exchange which is bound to be strongly sensitive to orbital 
overlaps), by virtue of unreasonable distance for a through space process (r > 5 Å),31,32,72 and by 
the absence of -conjugation in the bridge for a through bond process. Hence, this is leaving FRET 
as the only active mechanism in 6 (i.e. kET(6) = kET(Förster), and kET(5) = kET(Förster) + 
kET(Dexter)). With this in hands, it appears possible to qualitatively evaluate the relative 
contribution of one mechanism versus the other in compound 5. Since r is the major parameter that 
influences kET here, a simple calculation of kET in 6 as if it were r = 16.56 Å (as in 5) for example 
operating solely via a Förster process predicts that kET would be given by (3.6 x 106/20.6 x 106) x 
9.4 x 107 s-1 ~ 1.6 x 107 s-1. This calculated anticipated contribution represents 1.3% of the observed 
value for 5 at 77 K (2.6 x 1010 s-1). This observation indicates that the Dexter mechanism is clearly 
dominant in 5. 
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In order to explain this phenomenon, DFT computations were performed to examine the frontier 
MOs of 5 and 6 (Figue 6) along with their fragment atomic contributions Table 4. 
Figure 6. Representations of the frontier MOs for 5 and 6 (details are placed in the ESI). 
Table 4. Contributions of the fragments to the frontier MOs of 5 (up) and 6 (down). 
 
 
Fragment HOMO-1 HOMO LUMO LUMO+1 
BODIPY 0.01 0.00 82.67 0.00 
Porphyrin 1 52.60 24.34 0.00 81.93 
Porphyrin 2 25.29 52.42 0.00 4.70 
Truxene 6.16 7.27 7.48 5.56 
Aryls 15.93 15.97 9.85 7.80 
 
Fragment HOMO-1 HOMO LUMO LUMO+1 
BODIPY + 2 C6H4 3.8 3.9 80.5 1.1 
Porphyrin 1 79.6 0.2 0.0 86.7 
Porphyrin 2 0.2 79.6 0.0 0.0 
Aryls 16.3 16.3 19.5 12.1 
 
The key feature is that in both cases, the -aryl and -truxene groups participate to the atomic 
contributions of the frontier MOs (Figure 6) and their relative quantity are placed in Table 4. The 
alkyl group contributions are essentially nil. The calculated relative atomic contribution of the -
system of truxene of the HOMO and LUMO are >7% in 5 and secures some MO overlap between 
the L+1 (L = LUMO; centred on porphyrin 1 in this case) and LUMO (centred on BODIPY). Note 
that the filled MO of BODIPY is H-4 (H = HOMO; placed in the ESI). On the other hand, no 
atomic contribution is computed on the -O-CH2- fragments for the frontier MO’s of 6 (note that 
the contributions noted for the LUMO of 6 is that of the BODIPY -system including the B-atom). 
The overall observation of these calculations is that the frontier MOs for 5 possesses the required 
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orbital overlap for the double electron exchange (i.e. Dexter mechanism), and 6 does not, which 
corroborates the experimental findings. 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
This work demonstrates that singlet energy transfer processes in a dyad built upon donor-truxene-
acceptor operates mostly, not to say almost exclusively, via a Dexter mechanism (i.e. double 
electron transfer). The concept of a dual mechanism (Dexter versus Förster) is not new31,32 but its 
relative quantification is rare. Furthermore, this feature stresses the fact that kET is faster when the 
bridge is conjugated for dyads with the same donor-acceptor separation. 
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Figure S2: MALDI/TOF HRMS mass spectrum of compound 2 
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Figure S4: HRMS MALDI/TOF mass spectrum of compound 3  
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Figure S6: HRMS MALDI/TOF mass spectrum of compound 5 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
Very Fast Singlet and Triplet Energy Transfers in a Tri-chromophoric Porphyrin Dyad Aided by the 
Truxene Platform 
6.1  The project 
 
The work presented in Chapter 6 shows an investigation into the energy transfer processes of a 
donor-acceptor dyad built upon a Pd-porphyrin donor and a pair of Zn-porphyrin acceptors that 
are bridged by a conjugated truxene unit. The work provides a brief description of the synthesis of 
the compounds that are investigated and then focuses on the photophysical behaviour of the dyad. 
The measured energy transfer rate for the system was found to be  kET(S1) = 6.0 x 1010 s-1 at 298 
K  and 3.9 x 1010 s-1 at 77 K. The presence of the palladium atom promotes intersystem crossing, 
through the heavy atom effect, allowing for triplet-triplet energy transfer to occur. The energy 
transfer rates for the triplet state were determined to be kET(T1) = 3.44 x 108 s-1 at 298 K  and 1.63 
x 108 s-1 at 77 K. Once again these rates are considerably larger than what was expected based 
simply on the chemical structure which exhibits a large donor-acceptor distance, also the presence 
of an efficient triplet-triplet energy transfer confirms that the truxene bridge promotes the Dexter 
mechanism.  
The investigated compound is compared to other donor-acceptor systems that exhibit triplet-triplet 
energy transfer. We show that the triplet energy transfer rate of the investigated compound is 
among one of the fastest reported energy transfer rates for compounds in this class despite the long 
donor-acceptor distance. This, coupled with the fact that Förster type energy transfer is forbidden 
in the triplet state, shows that the truxene bridging unit allows for the efficient transport of electrons 
between the donor and acceptor allowing us to make an analogy between truxene and graphene, 
which is well known for its electron transport capabilities. DFT calculations were once again 
performed on the investigated truxene bridged dyad in order to demonstrate the presence of a 
moderate molecular orbital coupling between the donor and acceptor providing further evidence 
to support the theory that the energy transfer mechanism is dominated by the Dexter mechanism.      
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This project was a collaboration with our colleagues at the Université de Bourgogne in Dijon, 
France. The synthesis of the compounds was carried out by Hai-Jun Xu in the laboratory of Pr. 
Claude Gros. The photophysical analysis of the compounds was performed by Adam Langlois 
under the supervision of Pierre D Harvey. Paul-Ludovic Karsenti assisted in the measurement of 
ultrafast kinetics (fs transient absorption and fast photoluminescence). DFT calculations were 
performed at the Université de Sherbrooke by Adam Langlois who was also responsible for the 
writing of the first draft of the manuscript.     
This work was published in the January-March issue of The Journal of Porphyrins and 
Phthalocyanines by Adam Langlois, Hai-Jun Xu, Paul-Ludovic Karsenti, Claude P. Gros, and 
Pierre D. Harvey, 2015, 19, 427-441.  
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graphical abstract 
 
1. ABSTRACT 
A trichromophoric dyad composed of an octa-β-alkyl-palladium(II)porphyrin (donor) and two tri-
meso-aryl-zinc(II)porphyrins (acceptors) held by a truxene spacer exhibits very fast rates for triplet 
energy transfers at 77 (kET(T1) = 1.63 x 108 s-1,) and 298 K (kET(T1) = 3.44 x 108 s-1 ,), whereas the 
corresponding singlet energy transfer rates, kET(S1) = 3.9 x 1010 s-1 (77 K) and kET(S1) = 6.0 x 1010 
s-1 (298 K), are also considered fast. The interpretation for these results is that the energy transfer 
processes proceed via a through bond Dexter mechanism (i.e. double electron exchange) supported 
by comparison with literature data and evidence for a moderate MO coupling between the donor 
and acceptor chromophores in the frontier MOs. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 
Graphene and graphene-oxide are 2-dimensional materials that have attracted tremendous 
attention due to their extraordinary electronic and optical properties, which accommodate a large 
potential in optoelectronic applications [1-7]. Truxene is a C3-symmetry aromatic platform that 
shares a common structural feature with graphene (Figure 1), which found potential applications 
in the area of solar cells [8-18] and organic light emitting diodes [19-25], mainly due to its hole 
transport properties [25]. On the photophysical point of view, this triangular aromatic fragment 
was investigated for photo-induced electron transfers, notably with C60 groups (truxene* → C60) 
[26, 27], and for both singlet (S1) and triplet (T1) energy transfer processes whether this planar unit 
is used as a chromophoric energy donor [28-38], or simply as a scaffolding for the design of dyads 
and triads [39-45]. One common denominator in the latter studies, notably those reported by 
Ziessel and his collaborators [39-42] and our group [43-45], is that the rates for energy transfer, 
kET, are always fast or very fast when using truxene as the spacer between the donor(s) and 
acceptors (Figure 1, right). This is also true for porphyrin and BODIPY-containing assemblies 
(fast; 109 < kET < 1010 s-1; very fast kET > 1010 s-1) [43-45], but surprisingly and to the best of our 
knowledge, no example for T1 energy transfer was reported so far for this rather common 
chromophore. This observation is rather pertinent to the extraordinary electronic conductivity of 
graphene (see reference [1] and the references therein) and to the fact that energy transfer in the 
T1 state is dominated (but not exclusively) by the Dexter mechanism (double electron exchange) 
[46] over the Förster one (i.e. long range dipole-dipole interactions) [47]. If this is true, T1 energy 
transfers between two porphyrin units should be rather fast as previously observed for polypyridyl-
containing coordination complexes as donors and acceptors (kET > 108 s-1) [39-42]. We now report 
the synthesis of a dyad containing a palladium(II)-porphyrin as both S1 (kET >1010 s-1) and T1 (kET 
> 108 s-1) donor and two zinc(II) porphyrin as acceptors. Both rates are found fast at 298 and 77 
K. 
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Fig. 1. Structural comparison of a segment of graphene (left) stressing on the common triangular 
sub-skeleton (in bold) of truxene (middle). Right: example of a view of the relative positions of 
the energy donor (D) and acceptors (A) in the literature multiads built with truxene as the spacer. 
The R groups are commonly alkane chains, often used to improve the solubility. 
3. EXPERIMENTALSECTION 
 
Materials. Unless otherwise noted, all chemicals and solvents were of analytical reagent grade 
and used as received. Absolute dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) was obtained from Carlo Erba. Silica 
gel (Merck; 70-120 mm) was used for column chromatography. Analytical thin-layer 
chromatography was performed with Merck 60 F254 silica gel (precoated sheets, 0.2 mm thick). 
Reactions were monitored by thin-layer chromatography, UV/Vis spectroscopy and MALDI/TOF 
mass spectrometry. Monocarbaldehydedibromohexa-butyltruxene was prepared as previously 
described in the literature [43]. Borolanylporphyrin 3 was prepared following a recently reported 
procedure [48]. Truxene 1 was synthesized as previously reported in the literature [43]. 
 
Synthesis 
2-(13,17-Diethyl-2,3,7,8,12,18–hexamethylporphyrin-5-yl)-7,12-dibromo-5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-
hexabutyltruxene (2) 2-(Zn-13,17-diethyl-2,3,7,8,12,18–hexamethylporphyrin-5-yl)-7,12-
dibromo     -5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexabutyltruxene 1 (220 mg, 0.163 mmol) was dissolved in 180 
mL of CHCl3. 100 mL of 6 M HCl was added. The reaction mixture was stirred for 10 min quickly 
and monitored by MALDI-TOF mass. The organic layer was separated by separatory funnel and 
washed with saturated NaHCO3 solution, water two times. The product was purified by column 
chromatography on silica gel with CH2Cl2, CH2Cl2-CHCl3. The pure free base porphyrin 2 was 
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obtained from recrystallization from CHCl3/CH3OH. Yield: 193 mg, 92%. 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ 
(ppm): 10.21 (s, 2 H, meso-H), 9.99 (s, 1 H, meso-H), 8.73 (d, 1 H, J= 9.0 Hz, Ar-H), 8.29 (m, 3 
H, Ar-H), 8.07 (d, 1 H, J = 6.0 Hz, Ar-H), 7.69-7.53 (m, 4 H, Ar-H), 4.10 (q, 4 H, pyrro-CH2CH3), 
3.68 (s, 6 H, pyrro-CH3), 3.56 (s, 6 H, pyrro-CH3), 3.26 (m, 2 H, Truxene-CH2-), 2.97 (m, 4 H, 
Truxene-CH2-), 2.57 (s, 6 H, pyrro-CH3), 2.20 (m, 6 H, -CH2-), 1.91 (t, 6 H, J = 9.0 Hz, pyrro-
CH2CH3), 1.09-0.98 (m, 12 H, -CH2-), 0.85-0.56 (m, 30 H, -CH2-CH3). HRMS (MALDI-TOF): 
m/z = 1282.6037 [M]+., 1282.5996 calcd for C81H96Br2N4. UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): λmax (nm) (ε x 10-3 
L mol-1 cm-1) = 285.0 (63.3), 301.9 (65.3), 314.0 (98.1), 404.0 (254.2), 503.0 (19.4), 537.0 (7.8), 
571.0 (8.5), 625.0 (2.8), 653.9 (2.3). 
2-(Pd(II)-13,17-diethyl-2,3,7,8,12,18–hexamethylporphyrin-5-yl)-7,12-dibromo-
5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexabutyltruxene ([Pd]) 2-(13,17-diethyl-2,3,7,8,12,18–
hexamethylporphyrin-5-yl)-7,12-dibromo-5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexabutyltruxene 2 (100 mg, 0.078 
mmol) was dissolved in 40 mL of CHCl3. Bis(benzonitrile)dichloropalladium(II) [PdCl2(PhCN)2] 
(120 mg, 0.312 mmol) was added. The reaction mixture was heated to reflux overnight at room 
temperature. Cooled to the room temperature, the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. 
The residue was chromatographed on silica gel with 80% DCM-heptane. Yield: 82 mg, 76%. 1H 
NMR (CDCl3) δ (ppm): 10.14 (s, 2 H, meso-H), 10.08 (s, 1 H, meso-H), 8.66 (d, 1 H, J= 6.0 Hz, 
truxene-H), 8.29 (t, 2 H, J = 6.0 Hz, truxene-H), 8.17 (m, 1 H, truxene-H), 8.03 (m, 1 H, truxene-
H), 7.69-7.51 (m, 4 H, H-phenyl), 4.37 (q, 4 H, pyrro-CH2CH3), 3.62 (s, 6 H, pyrro-CH3), 3.51 (s, 
6 H, pyrro-CH3), 3.22 (m, 2 H, Truxene-CH2-), 2.98 (m, 6 H, Truxene-CH2-), 2.51 (s, 6 H, pyrro-
CH3), 1.92 (t, 6 H, J = 6.0 Hz, pyrro-CH2CH3), 1.28-0.99 (m, 12 H, -CH2-), 0.70-0.55 (m, 30 H, -
CH2-CH3), HRMS (MALDI-TOF): m/z = 1386.4918 [M]+., 1386.4977 calcd for C81H94BrN4Pd. 
UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): λmax (nm) (ε x 10-3 L mol-1 cm-1) = 285.0 (66.8), 301.9 (80.8), 314.0(123.9), 
399.0 (302.1), 514.9 (24.2), 548.0 (49.1).   
2-(Pd(II)-13,17-diethyl-2,3,7,8,12,18–hexamethylporphyrin-5-yl)-7,12-di(Zinc(II) 5,15-p-
tolyl-10-phenyl-porphyrin)-5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexabutyltruxene ([Pd-Zn2]) A DMF/toluene 
(1/2) solution (15 mL) of a mixture of 2-(Pd-13,17-diethyl-2,3,7,8,12,18–hexamethylporphyrin-5-
yl)-7,12-dibromo-5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexabutyltruxene (67.0 mg, 0.0482 mmol) [Pd], zinc(II) 
5,15-p-tolyl-10-phenyl-20-(4’,4’,5’,5’-tetramethyl-[1’,2’,3’-dioxa-borolan- 2’-yl])porphyrin 
(95.0 mg, 0.125 mmol) 3, Cs2CO3 (100.0 mg, 0.246 mmol, 5 equiv.) and Pd(PPh3)4 (5.56 mg, 10% 
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equiv., 0.00482 mmol) was degassed by freeze-pump-thaw cycles and then stirred for 40 h at 96 
oC under Ar. The organic solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The residue was 
chromatographed on silica gel with 50% CHCl3-heptane. The pure product [Pd-Zn2] was obtained 
by recrystallization from CH2Cl2/CH3OH. Yield: 52 mg, 44%. 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ (ppm): 10.16 
(s, 4 H, meso-H), 10.07 (s, 2 H, meso-H), 9.19 (m, 4 H, H-pyrro), 9.10 (m, 4 H, H-pyrro), 9.03 (m, 
4 H, H-pyrro), 8.98 (m, 4 H, H-pyrro), 8.88 (t, 3 H, J= 9.0 Hz, truxene-H), 8.51 (m, 2 H, truxene-
H), 8.36-8.24 (m, 7 H, H-phenyl and truxene-H), 8.18-8.08 (m, 9 H, H-phenyl), 7.79 (m, 6 H, H-
phenyl), 7.60 (d, 8 H, J = 6.0 Hz, H-phenyl), 4.06 (q, 4 H, pyrro-CH2CH3), 3.62 (s, 6 H, pyrro-
CH3), 3.56 (s, 6 H, pyrro-CH3), 3.49 (m, 6 H, H-truxene), 2.75 (s, 12 H, phenyl-CH3), 2.65 (s, 6 
H, pyrro-CH3), 2.49 (m, 6 H, Truxene-CH2-), 1.39-1.16 (m, 24 H, -CH2-), 0.90(m, 18 H, -CH3). 
HRMS (MALDI-TOF): m/z = 2482.9559 [M]+., 2482.9568 calcd for C151H157N12Zn. UV/Vis 
(CH2Cl2): λmax (nm) (ε x 10-3 L mol-1 cm-1) = 311.0 (74.6), 399.9(257.1), 423.0 (892.9), 514.0 
(24.9), 549.0 (76.0), 592.1 (15.9). 
Instruments  
1H NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker DRX-300 AVANCE Fourier transform spectrometer 
at the “Pôle Chimie Moléculaire (Welience, UB-Filiale)”; chemical shifts are expressed in ppm 
relative to chloroform. Molar extinction coefficients were measured  with a Varian Cary 1 
spectrophotometer (Université de Bourgogne). Mass spectra were obtained with a Bruker 
Daltonics Ultraflex II spectrometer in the MALDI/TOF reflectron mode using dithranol as a 
matrix. The measurements were made at the “Pôle Chimie Moléculaire (Welience, UB-Filiale)”. 
Absorption spectra were measured on a Varian Cary 300 Bio UV-Vis spectrometer at 298K and 
on a Hewlett-Packard 8452A diode array spectrometer with a 0.1 second integration time at 77K 
(Université de Sherbrooke).  Steady state fluorescence and excitation spectra were acquired on an 
Edinburgh Instruments FLS980 phosphorimeter equipped with single monochromators. All 
fluorescence spectra were corrected for instrument response. Fluorescence lifetime measurements 
were made with the FLS908 phosphorimeter using a 378 nm picosecond pulsed diode laser (fwhm 
= 78 ps) as an excitation source. Phosporescence lifetime measurements were aquired on the 
FLS980 using a microsecond flashlamp set with a 515 nm excitation. Data collection on the 
FLS980 system is done by time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC). 
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DFT Calculation Procedure 
All density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed with Gaussian 09 [49] at the 
Université de Sherbrooke with the Mammouth supercomputer supported by Le Réseau Québécois 
De Calculs Hautes Performances. The DFT geometry optimisations and time-dependent DFT 
(TD-DFT) calculations [50-59] were carried out using the B3LYP method. A 6-31g* basis set was 
used for C, H, N atoms [60-65]. VDZ (valence double z) with SBKJC effective core potentials 
were used for all Zn and Pd atoms [60-65]. Theoretical UV-Visible absorption spectra were 
obtained using GaussSum [66]. 
 
Femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy 
The fs transient spectra and decay profiles were acquired on a homemade system using the SHG 
of a Soltice (Spectra Physics) Ti–sapphire laser (λexc = 398 nm; fwhm = 75 fs; pulse energy = 0.1 
μJ per pulse, rep. rate = 1 kHz; spot size ∼ 500 μm), a white light continuum generated inside a 
sapphire window and a custom made dual CCD camera of 64 × 1024 pixels sensitive between 200 
and 1100 nm (S7030, Spectronic Devices). The delay line permitted to probe up to 4 ns with an 
accuracy of ∼4 fs. The results were analysed with the program Glotaran (http://glotaran.org) 
permitting to extract a sum of independent exponentials (𝐼(𝜆, 𝑡) = 𝐶1(𝜆) ×  𝑒
−
𝑡1
𝜏 + 𝐶2(𝜆) ×
 𝑒−
𝑡2
𝜏 + ⋯ ) that fits the whole 3D transient map. 
 
Fast kinetic fluorescence measurements 
The short components of the fluorescence decays were measured using the output of an OPA 
(OPA-800CF, SpectraPhysics) operating at λexc = 490 nm, a pulse width of 90 fs, rep. rate = 1 kHz, 
pulse energy = 1.6 μJ per pulse, spot size ∼ 2 mm, and a Streak camera (Axis-TRS, Axis 
Photonique Inc.) with less than 8 ps resolution. The results were also globally analysed with the 
program Glotaran (http://glotaran.org) permitting to extract a sum of independent exponentials ( 
𝑰(𝝀, 𝒕) = 𝑪𝟏(𝝀) ×  𝒆
−
𝒕𝟏
𝝉 + 𝑪𝟐(𝝀) ×  𝒆
−
𝒕𝟐
𝝉 + ⋯ ). 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Synthesis. The synthetic route to access to porphyrin derivative [Pd-Zn2] is outlined in Scheme 1. 
Palladium complex [Pd] was firstly prepared by reacting the free base porphyrin 2 with 
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bis(benzonitrile)dichloropalladium(II) in refluxing chloroform overnight. The subsequent Suzuki 
cross-coupling reaction of [Pd] (1 equivalent) with boronated porphyrin 3 (2.6 equiv.) catalyzed 
by Pd(PPh3)4 in a mixture of DMF-toluene and Cs2CO3 as a base provided [Pd-Zn2] in 44% yield. 
 
Chart 1: Structures of [Pd], Porphyrin 3 and [Pd-Zn2] 
 
 
Scheme 1. Synthesis of [Pd] and [Pd-Zn2] 
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Absorption and luminescence spectroscopy. The absorption spectra (Figure 2) of both [Pd] and 
[Pd-Zn2] exhibit the presence of the expected Soret bands and Q-bands (the peak positions and 
absorptivity data are placed in the Experimental Section).  
 
Fig. 2: Absorption (black) emission (red) and excitation (blue) spectra for [Pd] (up) and [Pd-Zn2] 
(down) in 2MeTHF at 298 and 77 K (F = fluorescence; P = phosphorescence). For [Pd-Zn2], the 
fluorescence and phosphorescence arise from the [Zn]-chromophore, except for the very weak 
signal near 550 nm, which is due to [Pd]-fluorescence. 
The absorption spectrum of [Pd] shows a Soret band at approximately 400 nm with two Q-band 
absorptions centred at 515 and 546 nm (0-0 peak). The absorption spectrum of [Pd-Zn2] exhibits 
two Soret bands at 400 and 431 nm corresponding to the [Pd] and [Zn] chromophores, respectively. 
Intuitively, one would expect the appearance of four Q-bands in the absorption spectrum of [Pd-
Zn2] due to the presence of two different metallo-porphyrins. However at 298 K, only three 
absorption Q-bands are depicted, centered at 515, 550 and 596 nm, presumably due to the overlap 
of one Q-band from the [Pd] moiety with one Q-band from the [Zn] moieties. This assumption 
was indeed confirmed by measuring the absorption spectrum at 77K where four Q-bands were 
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clearly resolved, centered at 514, 544, 560 and 603 nm (0-0 peak of the [Zn]-chromophore; Figure 
2). The role of the S1 and T1 energy donor was assigned based on the position of the 0-0 bands in 
the absorption (from the lowest energy vibronic peak), emission (fluorescence and 
phosphorescence; from the highest energy vibronic peaks respectively labelled by F and P in 
Figure 2 for convenience) spectra. In this case, the S1 and T1 energy donor is the [Pd] moiety of 
[Pd-Zn2]. The assignment of [Pd] as the donor is further confirmed when analyzing the 
luminescence spectra of [Pd-Zn2]. Upon a selective excitation of the [Pd]-moiety at 515 nm at 298 
K, the emission spectrum is found to be dominated by the fluorescence of the [Zn]-chromophore 
exhibiting emission peaks at 606 and 656 nm. The emission spectrum also does not clearly show 
a low intensity shoulder in the vicinity of 670 nm for the expected phosphorescence of the [Pd]-
chromophore by comparing with the [Pd] spectra. However, the measurements of time-resolved 
spectra show evidence for a long-lived component (see below) at this wavelength. The very weak 
fluorescence of [Pd]-unit compared to the [Zn]-fragment can also be depicted at 551 nm (see SI 
for expanded emission spectrum). The same feature is also depicted in the emission spectrum of 
[Pd-Zn2] at 77 K. Moreover, a new emission band centered at 800 nm is also noted. This new 
emission band can readily be attributed to the T1 emission of the [Zn]-moiety [67]. The low 
intensity of the fluorescence and phosphorescence of the [Pd]-unit relative to the [Zn]-fragment 
strongly suggests the presence of S1 and T1 energy transfers. The occurrence of the [Zn]-
phosphorescence may be attributed to three additive effects. First, the large decrease of the [Pd]-
phosphorescence may allow a better visualization of the [Zn]-component. Second, the heavy atom 
effect exerted by the Pd-atom may populate the T1 state of the [Zn]-chromophore, and third, the 
presence of T1 energy transfer may also promote this T1 population. Evidence for efficient S1 and 
T1 energy transfers ([Pd]* → [Zn]) is unambiguously provided by the measurements of the 
excitation spectra of the fluorescence and phosphorescence components of the [Zn]-unit. Indeed 
in all cases, the excitation spectra superpose perfectly the absorption ones (Figure 2), which are 
composed of the absorption features of both residues (more excitation spectra showing the 
monitoring the [Zn]-fluorescence and phosphorescence are provided in the see SI). 
Lifetime measurements and energy transfer kinetics. The excited state kinetics associated with the 
S1 and T1 energy transfers in [Pd-Zn2] were addressed by fluorescence and phosphorescence 
lifetime measurements (Table 1). All decay traces are placed in the SI. 
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Table 1. Fluorescence and phosphorescence lifetimes for [Pd-Zn2] and [Pd] in 2MeTHF.a 
Comp. T (K) chroma. exc (nm)a em (nm)a τF or τPa χ2  
[PdZn2] 
77 
[Pd]- 400 580 (F) 9.1 ± 0.1 psb 2.90 
[Pd]- 378 700 (P) 6.13 ± 0.25 ns 1.042 
[Zn]- 378 608 (F) 
1.87 ± 0.05 ns 
(60%) 
2.84 ± 0.05 ns 
(40%) 
1.079 
[Zn]- 545 800 (P) 
16.0 ± 1.0 ms 
(72.5%) 
33.0 ± 1.0 ms 
(27.5%) 
1.301 
298 
[Pd]- 515 - (F) 4.8 ± 0.1 psc 1.55 
[Pd]- 378 720 (P) 2.9 ± 0.2 ns 1.056 
[Zn]- 378 610 (F) 1.84 ± 0.10 ns 1.059 
[Pd] 
77 [Pd]- 
550 580 (F) 14.1 ± 0.1 psb 1.40 
515 667 (P) 1.8 ± 0.3 ms 1.149 
298 [Pd]- 
400 - (F) 6.7 ± 0.1 psc 1.08 
515 667 (P) 3.0 ± 0.7 s 1.648 
a) chrom. = chromophore; exc = excitation; em = monitored emission; F = fluorescence; P = 
phosphorescence; the values in brackets are the relative contributions.  
b) Value obtained by ultrafast streak camera measurement. 
c) Value obtained by ultrafast transient absorption measurement.   
The acceptor properties are first characterized. The measurements of the phosphorescence 
lifetimes, P, of the emission band at 800 nm depicted at 77 K for [Pd-Zn2] confirmed the 
identification of this emission as the [Zn]-phosphorescence (i.e. in the ms time scale) [67] In this 
case, the emission decay at 77 K is biphasic indicating the presence of two emissive species. These 
entities are most likely due to the presence of two conformations or groups of conformations of 
the [Zn]-chromophores associated with rotations about the truxene-Cmeso single bonds. Consistent 
with this observation, a similar bi-exponential behaviour of the [Zn]-fluorescence decay monitored 
at ~610 nm, exhibiting a similar component ratio, is also observed at 77 K (Table 1). This 
hypothesis is further supported by the fact that the decay trace of the [Zn]-fluorescence becomes 
mono-exponential upon warming to 298 K. In this case, an “averaging” of rotational conformations 
occurs. Moreover, when the fluorescence decay of [Zn]-chromophore at 77 K is analyzed by the 
exponential series method (ESM), a large distribution of lifetimes, spreading from 1.2 to 3.3 ns 
centered at 2.1 ns is obtained (see SI; note that this value is not reported in Table 1). Using DFT 
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computations, the total energy of a structurally related dyad (dyad 21 to be described below) [44] 
is plotted against the dihedral angle formed by the [Zn]- and truxene-planes (placed in the SI for 
convenience). The graph exhibits a double minimum at 72 and 117° with inter-conversion barriers 
of respectively 0.82 and 1.42 kJ mol-1. This computational result indicates that there is enough 
thermal activation (i.e. 2.49 kJmol-1) for facile inter-conversion at 298 K. However at 77 K, the 
available thermal energy is only 0.64 kJmol-1, so inter-conversion is not possible, especially in a 
glassy medium. Consequently, these computations support adequately the model for a single 
“average” F describing many simultaneous configurations when emitting at 298 K, and two 
conformations or narrow distributions of groups of conformations characterized by a double 
exponential fits and a large distributions of F values (from ESM analysis) at 77 K. 
The donor properties are now addressed. In this case, one can exclude the possibility of various 
conformations as the methyl groups at the -positions prevent rotations about the truxene-Cmeso 
bond. Due to its weak (298) or very weak (77 K) fluorescence intensity (Figure 2) and its very 
short excited state lifetime, the F data of the [Pd]-chromophore could not be obtained through 
traditional fluorescence lifetime measurements (i.e. TCSPC).  In order to extract the fluorescence 
lifetimes of the [Pd]-chromophore ultrafast measurements were carried out using two analysis 
methods (a full report of all ultrafast measurements is provided in the SI).  First, the streak camera 
was used in order to examine the photoluminescence of the [Pd]-chromophore as a function of 
time. This allowed us to confirm that the fluorescence lifetime was in fact very short (~9.4 ps at 
298 K) and unambiguously provide evidence for singlet energy transfer. Given that, this value was 
very close to the IRF of the streak measurement the fluorescence lifetime was further investigated 
fs transient absorption measurements which yielded a 6.7 ps component that was assigned to the 
F of [Pd] at 298 K.  Time-resolved photoluminescence provided a 14.1 ps lifetime at 77 K for 
[Pd] but unfortunately in the absence of a cryostat, transient absorption measurements could only 
be performed at 298 K. 
Time-resolved photoluminescence measurements of [Pd-Zn2] yielded Fs of 7.1 and 9.1 ps at 298 
and 77 K, respectively. Once again transient absorption kinetic measurements were used in order 
to confirm the Fs of the [Pd]-chromophore but more importantly to take advantage of the time 
resolution (~150 fs). These measurements yielded a component with a 4.8 ps lifetime which was 
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assigned to the [Pd]-chromophore that has been quenched by singlet energy transfer (Table 1). The 
short ps time scale is consistent with a singlet excited state lifetime for PdTPP as a reference. 
Indeed, the singlet excited state lifetime measurements of PdTPP yielded a value of 11 ps (298 
K) extracted from transient absorption spectroscopy, which compares favourably to 13.5 ps at 298 
K and to 26 ps at 77 K obtained by time-resolved fluorescence measurements (Streak camera).  
 
Fig. 3. Ultrafast kinetic measurements of [Pd-Zn2]: (a) Kinetic profiles obtained by fs transient 
absorption spectroscopy showing a clear energy transfer from the [Pd]- (fast decay) to the [Zn]-
chromophores (rise) at 298 K. (b) Spectral profiles as a function of time after excitation of [Pd-
Zn2] at 515 nm at 298 K. (c) Photoluminescence map of [Pd-Zn2] at 77 K showing the fast 
appearance of the donor (540 nm) and the rise of the acceptor (near 600 nm). (d) Decay-associated 
spectra of [Pd-Zn2] obtained by global analysis. The times in the inset indicate the lifetimes 
obtained by global analysis.  
The P data of the [Pd]-moiety of [Pd-Zn2] were measured by monitoring the emission intensity 
after 700 nm. The resulting P values of 6.13 and 2.9 ns at 77 and 298 K can be attributed to the 
[Pd]-chromophore due to the fact that they are obviously too long to be associated with the [Zn]-
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unit. For the comparison molecule [Pd], the P values are 1.8 ms and 3.0 s at 77 and 298 K, 
respectively. These values are in line with P values reported for Pd-porphyrin compounds [68].  
Irrefutable evidence for energy transfer from the [Pd]-chromophore to the [Zn]-chromophore is 
provided at both 298 and 77 K by fs transient absorption spectroscopy and ultrafast 
photoluminescence spectroscopy respectively (Figure 3).  In figure 3 (frame A) the kinetic traces 
obtained by transient absorption at 298K when selectively exciting the [Pd]-chromophore (λprobe = 
515 nm) are shown.  In this graph, one can clearly identify the rapid relaxation of the [Pd]-Soret 
band at 400nm and the rise time of the [Zn]-Soret band caused by the [Pd] → [Zn] energy transfer. 
A rise time can be explained as a continued population of the excited state of a chromophore after 
the excitation source has been shut off. This phenomenon can only occur when a chromophore is 
obtaining its excitation energy from an alternate source such as energy transfer. In frame B (Figure 
3), the spectral profiles of the Soret bands are shown, where again we can see the “feeding” of the 
[Zn]-chromophore by the [Pd]-chromophore. Transient absorption at 77 K was not possible 
however ultrafast photoluminescence of [Pd-Zn2] (Figure 3, frame C) shows a clear donor-
acceptor system where the [Pd]-chromophore is giving its energy to the [Zn]-chromophore (Figure 
3, frame D).        
The decrease in P and F   going from the monoporphyrin [Pd] to the dyad [Pd-Zn2] also illustrate 
the obvious efficient energy transfers. The efficiency of energy transfer, eff(%) = ((1/e)-
(1/e°))/(1/e) with e and e° being the emission lifetime (fluorescence or phosphorescence) of the 
donor in the presence and absence of an acceptor, respectively. For [Pd-Zn2], eff(%) for S1 energy 
transfer is 28 and 35 %  at 298 and 77 K, respectively, while the eff(%) for T1 energy transfers are 
99.9 and ~100% at 298 and 77 K, which is fully consistent with the rather good match between 
the excitation and absorption spectra (Figure 2). The much higher T1 energy transfer efficiency 
clearly indicates that the truxene core favours the through bond triplet energy transfer process 
which is Dexter dominant.  The rates for S1 and T1 energy transfers, kET(S1) and kET(T1), 
respectively, can be obtained from kET = (1/e)-(1/e°) where again “e” refers to emission for 
fluorescence (S1) and phosphorescence (T1). The values of kET(S1) were determined from the 
ultrafast lifetime measurements.  They were found to be 3.9 x 1010 and 6.0 x 1010 s-1 at 77 and 
298K respectively. These values were found to compare favorably with the singlet energy transfer 
rates that were measured by us for similar compounds built upon a truxene spacer (see compounds 
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23 and 24 in Figure 7) [43, 44].     For kET(T1), the values are 3.44 x 108 and 1.6 x 108 s-1 at 77 and 
298 K, respectively. These rates are indeed fast but may compare favorably with some of the fastest 
ever reported for bis- and multi-porphyrin dyads. Figures 4-6 summarize three series of such 
species [67, 69-79]. This list is not exhaustive but assembles representative examples for the fastest 
rates along with others for comparison purposed. These figures exhibit respectively three dyad 
categories: 1) dyads: separated by non-linear conjugated bridges, 2) by linear conjugated bridges, 
and 3) by non-conjugated spacers, in order to address through bond and through space processes. 
 
Fig. 4. Comparison of triplet-triplet kET’s for [Pd-Zn2], 4, 5, 6, and 7 (at room temperature unless 
stated otherwise) [67, 69-70]. The arrows indicate the direction of the energy transfers. Dyad 7 
includes a non-conjugated spacer but is placed there for comparison with dyad 6. 
 
 
[Pd-Zn2] is a dyad that belongs to the first category and its triplet-triplet kET value ranks among 
the fastest ones. In an attempt to correlate structures with rates, dyads separated by a linear 
conjugated spacer are also compared (Figure 5). Two features are striking. First, the extensively 
bent structure found in dyad 6 impacts tremendously negatively on the rate. Seemingly, this dyad 
behaves as there was no conjugation promoting electronic communication between the 
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chromophores (see dyad 7). This observation relates onto 120° relationship between the 
Cmeso(donor)-bridge-Cmeso(acceptor). Second, the use of a metallic center in the bridge also reduces 
kET. This effect (by ~ 2 orders of magnitude) is obvious when comparing dyad 10 (also identical 
to 14 but measured under different conditions) with 16 (replacement of a C6H4 group by trans-
Pt(PEt3)2. However, increasing the number of -conjugation in the bridge such a dyad 15 vs 14 
also increases the rate (almost double). It seems that truxene may fall into this category. Moreover, 
the decrease of kET vs the distance is well illustrated by dyads 9-12. Because through space 
processes are also possible, Figure 6 compares some donor-acceptor system held together by a 
chain that does not promote conjugation. 
 
Fig. 5. Comparison of triplet-triplet kET’s for 8-16 (at room temperature unless stated otherwise) 
[71-75]. The arrows indicate the direction of the energy transfers. Note that dyads 10 and 15 are 
the same but the rates were not measured under the same experimental conditions by the authors. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of triplet-triplet kET’s for 17-22 [76-79]. The arrows indicate the direction of 
the energy transfers. Note that dyad 22 is composed of a porphyrin and a chlorin. 
 
There is no surprise to note that the kET’s for this series are significantly slower than that for the 
conjugated bridge. The kET value of dyad 19 strongly suggests that almost no triplet-triplet energy 
transfer should take place in non-conjugated system. Moreover, it has been shown that through 
space energy transfer operating via a Dexter mechanism (double electron transfer) should operate 
in a cofacial geometry with an inter-planar distance of < 5 Å [67, 80]. Because of the chain 
flexibility of the spacer, folding is often possible and may explain the faster rate [81], notably for 
dyad 22. These data strongly indicate that the fast rates reported for [Pd-Zn2] is not likely due to 
a through space process, but rather a through bond. This conclusion corroborates that previously 
made for the related truxene/porphyrin-containing dyad 23 concerning the singlet-singlet energy 
transfer [43]. The singlet-singlet energy transfer rate, kET(S1) = 3.9 x1010 s-1  at 77 and 6.0 x 1010 
s-1 298 K are consistent with those reported for dyads 23 and 24 (Figure 7) [43, 44]. The kinetic 
parameters for the reported energy transfers are summarized in Table 2. 
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Fig. 7. Structures of dyads 23 (kET(S1) = 4.5 x 1010 (298); 2.6 x 1010 s-1 (77 K)) [43], 24 (kET(S1) = 
0.71 x 1010 (298); >0.96 x 1010 s-1 (77 K)) [44], 25 (kET(S1) = 20 x 1010 s-1 (298 K)) [87], and 26 
((kET(T1) ~ 3.4 x 108 s-1 (77 K)) [88]. The arrows indicate the direction of the energy transfer. 
Table 2. Energy transfer kinetic data for [Pd-Zn2] at 298 and 77 K (D = donor = [Pd]-unit). 
 298K 77K 
  τD (s) τD0 (s) kET (s-1) τD (s) τD0 (s) kET (s-1) 
kET(S1) 4.8 x 10-12 6.7 x 10-12 6.0 x 1010 9.1 x10-12 1.41 x10-11 3.9 x 1010 
kET(T1) 2.90 x 10-9 3.00 x 10-6 3.44 x 108 6.13 x 10-9 1.80 x 10-3 1.63 x 108 
Analysis of the energy transfer kinetics. Most research groups uses the Förster (dipole-dipole 
interactions) and Dexter (double electron transfer) theories to provide an interpretation of their 
energy transfer processes. Basically, the rates (in s-1) are described according these theories are 
given in equations 1 and 2: 
𝑘𝐹ö𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 ≅   8.785 × 10
−25 ∙ (
𝑘𝐹
𝑜(𝐷)𝜅2
𝑟6𝑛4
) ∙ 𝐽 (1) 
𝑘𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝐾 ∙ 𝐽 ∙ 𝑒
(
−2𝑟
𝐿 ) (2) 
where kF°(D) is the radiative rate constant of the donor in the absence of an acceptor, 2 is an 
orientation factor (fully described in the SI), r is the donor-acceptor center-to-center separation, n 
is the refractive index, K is a pre-exponential factor, L is the van der Waals radii of the donor 
chromophore and J is an overlap integral described below and is a key parameter for both 
processes. 
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Based on the shorter F datum for [Pd-Zn2] at 298 K (excluding the uncertainties) in comparison 
with that at 77 K, the corresponding kET(S1) (298 K) is > kET(S1) (77 K). To address this difference 
in energy transfer rates, the J-integral was calculated using a method previously described by us 
[82]. Noteworthy, this parameter operates in both the Förster and Dexter mechanism (more detail 
below). This method applies eq. 3 where F*D is the emission spectrum of the donor (here the [Pd]-
chromophore) for which the area under the curve has been normalized to unity, ɛA is the absorption 
spectrum of the acceptor in it’s of absorptivity (here the [Zn]-chromophore), and λ is the 
wavelength (in nm). For a qualitative analysis, ZnTPP, tetra-(meso-phenyl)-zinc(II)porphyrin, was 
used for this analysis (Figure 8). 
𝐽(𝑀−1𝑐𝑚−1𝑛𝑚4) =  
∫ 𝐹𝐷(𝜆)
∞
0
𝜀𝐴(𝜆)𝜆
4𝑑𝜆
∫ 𝐹𝐷
∞
0
(𝜆)𝑑𝜆
= ∫ 𝐹𝐷
∗(𝜆)
∞
0
𝜀𝐴(𝜆)𝜆
4𝑑𝜆 (3) 
 
 
Fig. 8. Comparison of the normalized the fluorescence spectrum and absorption spectrum of 
ZnTPP of [Pd] at 298 and 77K. The grey areas represent the J-integrals. 
 
In these cases, the calculated values of the J-integral are 1.22 x1015 M-1cm-1nm4 at 298K and 9.94 
x1014 M-1cm-1nm4 at 77 K. Noteworthy, there is approximately a 25% increase when the 
temperature is raised from 77 to 298 K. This observation is consistent with the experimental trend: 
kET(S1) (298 K) must be > kET(S1) (77 K).  It should also be noted that the calculation of the J-
integral indicates that there should not be a large difference between the singlet energy transfer 
rates as we change from 77 to 298 K (i.e. both rates should be in the same order of magnitude). 
This calculation supports the calculated singlet energy transfer rates which show a ~53% increase 
between 77 and 298 K. The discrepancies between the J-integral prediction and the measured rates 
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are most likely caused by the large level of unavoidable noise in the 77K spectral measurements 
that are used to calculate the J-integral.   
MO couplings vs rates for energy transfers. Other groups [72, 83, 84] and one of us [85-87] pointed 
out that fast energy transfer rates are often associated with large MO couplings between the donor 
and acceptor, which is notably obvious when examining the frontier MOs. For [Pd-Zn2], the kET’s 
suggest fast rates, but faster rates exist such as dyads 4 and 25 [69, 87]. Consequently, MO 
couplings is also expected, but in a moderate manner. This point is addressed by DFT and TDDFT 
computations. The MO representations of the frontier MOs for [Pd-Zn2] (Figure 9) exhibit obvious 
coupling between the donor and acceptor, notably for HOMO-1 and HOMO-2. Moreover, MO 
coupling between the two acceptors is also computed (HOMO, HOMO-1, LUMO+1, LUMO+2). 
The atomic contributions for each fragment of the dyads for each frontier MOs are provided in 
Table 3. The HOMO-1, HOMO, LUMO and LUMO+1-4 are located on the [Zn]-chromophores. 
Their small energy gaps are consistent with their role as acceptors. Conversely, the HOMO-2,3 
and LUMO-4,5 (LUMO-5 not shown) exhibit major atomic contributions of the [Pd]-
chromophore, hence also confirming the energy donor assignment. TDDFT calculations (Table 4) 
confirm that the lowest energy electronic transitions are centered on the [Zn]-chromophores, and 
then at higher energy on the [Pd]-one. The computed energy gap between the two lowest energy 
transitions of the [Zn]- and [Pd]-chromophores (~40 nm) corroborates reasonably well the 
experimental value (~58 nn). 
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Fig. 9. MO representations of the frontier MOs for [Pd-Zn2] (optimized geometries; DFT; 
B3LYP). H = HOMO, L = LUMO. The [Pd]-chromophore placed at the top. The MO energies are 
in a.u. The donor-acceptors center-to-center distances are 18.19 and 18.28 Å. 
Table 3. Percent contributions of the frontier MO’s as a function of molecular fragment. 
Mol. Frag. H-4 H-3 H-2 H-1 HOMO LUMO L+1 L+2 L+3 L+4 
E(eV) -5.3 -5.3 -5.1 -5.1 -5.1 -2.3 -2.3 -2.3 -2.3 -2.1 
truxene 1.4 4.2 0.7 4.6 6.6 4.6 4.6 1.9 1.8 0.5 
[Pd] 0.0 92.9 83.7 10.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 91.6 
[Zn1] 94.4 0.0 1.5 7.2 71.5 2.0 79.1 7.5 86.8 0.0 
[Zn2] 0.6 0.0 8.4 65.4 8.2 85.3 8.1 80.7 1.2 0.0 
alkyl/aryl  3.6 2.9 5.6 12.8 13.6 8.1 8.2 10.0 10.2 7.9 
The MO coupling is evident from the non-nil atomic contributions from other residues, which may 
vary from 0.0 to 10.0%. Interestingly, the truxene platform also contributes to the MO for all 
frontier MOs. These computations indicate that an energy transfer operating via the Dexter 
mechanism is facilitated for [Pd-Zn2] in comparison with a dyad system composed of an 
unconjugated bridge. However, the level of coupling is lower than other systems, and so as the 
relative level of atomic contribution mixing is higher. This is particularly true for dyad 25 (kET(S1) 
= 20 x 1010 s-1 (298 K)) [87]. 
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Table 4. The six computed lowest energy electronic transitions for [Pd-Zn2] and their major 
contributions (f = oscillator strength). The 100 first electronic transitions are placed in the SI. 
No. (nm) f Major contributions (%) 
1 542.4 0.0739 H-4→L+3 (32), HOMO→L+1 (50) 
2 541.7 0.0424 H-4→L+1 (31), HOMO→L+3 (55) 
3 541.5 0.0457 H-5→L+2 (28), H-1→LUMO (42) 
4 541.0 0.0442 H-5→LUMO (32), H-1→L+2 (41) 
5 504.8 0.0576 H-3→L+5 (33), H-2→L+4 (59) 
6 504.1 0.0355 H-3→L+4 (37), H-2→L+5 (55) 
Moreover, in order to further support the relationship between MO coupling and the kET(T1) values, 
we qualitatively examined the MO representations of a M-M’ bonded dyad (see dyad 26 in Figure 
7) that was investigated several years ago [88]. The conclusion was that depending on how the rate 
was calculated, kET(T1) must range between 5.0 x 106 and 3.3 x 108 s-1. Because of the reliability 
of the model complex used, the latter value is the most reliable. This is also considered very fast 
for an energy transfer occurring at the triplet state and therefore MO coupling must be present. 
Indeed, this is exactly was it is observed (Figure 10; unpublished). This conclusion is interesting 
since the presence of metal atoms in the bridge (here the bridge is the Rh-Sn bond) has the tendency 
of decreasing kET. 
 
Fig. 10. MO representations of the frontier MOs for dyad 25 shown in Figure 5 [88]. The energies 
(under the MOs) are in a.u (unpublished). 
 
Nature of the triplet state. DFT computations allow for the calculations of the optimized geometry 
in the lowest energy triplet state. The representations of the highest and lowest semi-occupied MO 
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(HSOMO and LSOMO, respectively) compare favourably to that of the HOMO and LUMO 
(Figure 11) indicating that the nature of the lowest energy triplet state is not altered in a major way 
with respect to the corresponding singlet state. The slight difference that can be noticed is the 
decrease in computed minor atomic contributions that account for the MO coupling. 
 
Fig. 11. MO representations of the HSOMO and LSOMO of [Pd-Zn2]. 
5. CONCLUSION 
This new truxene-bridge multi-chromophoric dyad exhibits a very fast kET(T1) value (in the order 
of 108 s-1). This time scale places this type of dyad in a group of very fast assemblies (see 4, 5 and 
26 for instance) where kET(T1) is placed within 108 and 109 s-1, regardless of the donor-acceptor 
center-to-center distances. Based on comparisons with literature data establishing a structure-
property relationship in donor-bridge-acceptor systems, and on DFT and TDDFT computations, 
the dominant mechanism for this triplet energy transfer process is found to be Dexter. With a long 
donor-acceptor center-to-center separation of ~18.2 Å, and an eff(%) of nearly 100% at both 
temperatures, the truxene bridge is unquestionably an excellent spacer for a double electron 
transfer (i.e. Dexter) where moderate MO couplings is also computed for [Pd-Zn2]. This triangular 
structure is reminiscent of a sub-structure of the 2D lamellar structure of graphene, for which 
exceptional electronic properties, including conductivity, have been reported. The design of 
photonic devices, although still in its infancy, should be expanding in the near future. 
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Figure S1: Decay trace and fit of [Pd] at 298 K with a 515 nm excitation.  Emission is monitored 
at 667 nm yielding a 3.0 μs phosphorescence lifetime. Χ2= 1.648 (by ESM) 
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Figure S2: Decay trace and fit of [Pd] at 77 K with a 515 nm excitation.  Emission is monitored 
at 667 nm yielding a 1.8 ms phosphorescence lifetime. χ2= 1.185 (by ESM), χ2= 1.149 (my 
exponential component analysis) 
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Figure S3: Decay trace and fit of [Pd-Zn2] at 77 K with a 378 nm excitation.  Emission is 
monitored at 608 nm yielding 1.87 and 2.84 ns fluorescence lifetimes. χ2= 1.079 (by ESM), χ2= 
0.996 (my exponential component analysis) 
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Figure S4: Decay trace and fit of [Pd-Zn2] at 77 K with a 545 nm excitation.  Emission is 
monitored at 800 nm yielding 16 and 33 ms phosphorescence lifetimes. χ2= 1.386 (by ESM), χ2= 
1.301 (my exponential component analysis) 
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Figure S5: Decay trace and fit of [Pd-Zn2] at 77K with a 378 nm excitation.  Emission is 
monitored at 700 nm yielding a 6.13 ns phosphorescence lifetime for the [Pd]-chromophore. χ2= 
1.042 (by ESM), χ2= 0.993 (my exponential component analysis). A 1.3 and 2.4 ns are also 
resolved from this decay and are assigned to the [Zn]-vjromophore.  
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Figure S6: Decay trace and fit of [Pd-Zn2] at 298 K with a 378 nm excitation.  Emission is 
monitored at 608 nm yielding a 1.84 ns fluorescence lifetime. χ2= 1.093 (by ESM), χ2= 1.059 
(my exponential component analysis). 
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Figure S7: Decay trace and fit of [Pd-Zn2] at 298 K with a 378 nm excitation.  Emission is 
monitored at 720 nm yielding a 2.9 ns phosphorescence lifetime. χ2= 1.056 (by ESM), χ2= 0.999 
(my exponential component analysis). 
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Figure S8: Decay trace and ESM fit of [Pd-Zn2] at 77K with a 378 nm excitation.  Emission is 
monitored at 608 nm yielding a broad distribution of lifetimes centered at 2.1 ns. χ2= 1.043.  
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Figure S9: ESM distribution of [Pd-Zn2] at 77 K with a 378 nm excitation.  Emission is 
monitored at 608 nm yielding a broad distribution of lifetimes centered at 2.1 ns. χ2= 1.043. 
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Table S1: List of the first 100 electronic transitions calculated for [Pd-Zn2] by TD-DFT. The 
images of the MOs are in Figure 9 in the text. 
No. 
Wavelength 
(nm) 
Osc. 
Strength 
Major contributors (%) 
1 542.4 0.0739 H-4→L+3 (32%), HOMO→L+1 (50%) 
2 541.7 0.0424 H-4→L+1 (31%), HOMO→L+3 (55%) 
3 541.5 0.0457 H-5→L+2 (28%), H-1→LUMO (42%) 
4 541.0 0.0442 H-5→LUMO (32%), H-1→L+2 (41%) 
5 504.8 0.0576 H-3→L+5 (33%), H-2→L+4 (59%) 
6 504.1 0.0355 H-3→L+4 (37%), H-2→L+5 (55%) 
7 468.8 0.0012 HOMO→LUMO (88%) 
8 467.5 0.0003 HOMO→L+2 (82%) 
9 466.5 0.0013 H-1→L+1 (75%), HOMO→L+1 (10%) 
10 466.3 0 H-2→LUMO (89%), H-1→LUMO (10%) 
11 465.5 0 H-2→L+1 (91%) 
12 465.1 0.0001 H-2→L+2 (14%), H-1→L+3 (67%) 
13 465.0 0 H-2→L+2 (75%), H-1→L+3 (15%) 
14 464.3 0 H-2→L+3 (92%) 
15 436.7 0.0004 H-3→LUMO (99%) 
16 436.1 0.0012 H-3→L+1 (99%) 
17 436.0 0.0001 HOMO→L+4 (99%) 
18 435.6 0.0001 H-3→L+2 (99%) 
19 434.9 0.0002 H-3→L+3 (99%) 
20 434.1 0.0003 H-2→L+4 (11%), H-1→L+4 (88%) 
21 432.4 0.0003 H-4→LUMO (97%) 
22 431.7 0.0219 H-5→L+1 (89%) 
23 431.6 0 HOMO→L+5 (99%) 
24 431.4 0.001 H-4→L+2 (90%) 
25 430.5 0.0052 H-5→L+3 (97%) 
26 429.6 0.0001 H-2→L+5 (11%), H-1→L+5 (88%) 
27 427.5 2.6797 
H-7→L+1 (11%), H-5→L+2 (10%), H-4→L+3 (36%), 
HOMO→L+1 (16%) 
28 424.3 1.186 H-5→L+2 (34%), H-4→L+3 (11%), H-1→LUMO (16%) 
29 423.2 0.6276 H-4→L+1 (40%), HOMO→L+3 (24%) 
30 422.2 2.8128 H-5→LUMO (48%), H-1→L+2 (21%) 
31 414.2 0.0009 H-9→L+5 (29%), H-8→L+4 (68%) 
32 409.2 0.0106 H-9→L+4 (53%), H-8→L+5 (44%) 
33 405.5 0.4093 H-7→LUMO (40%), H-6→LUMO (37%), H-5→L+2 (11%) 
34 404.2 0.0005 H-4→L+4 (99%) 
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35 404.1 0.0003 H-5→L+4 (99%) 
36 403.5 0.4039 H-7→L+1 (51%), H-6→L+1 (18%), H-4→L+3 (12%) 
37 402.2 0.1651 H-7→L+2 (42%), H-6→L+2 (40%) 
38 401.0 0.1743 H-7→L+3 (64%), H-6→L+3 (22%) 
39 400.7 0.3681 H-9→L+5 (47%), H-8→L+4 (21%), H-3→L+4 (12%) 
40 400.4 0.0049 H-4→L+5 (98%) 
41 400.2 0.0013 H-5→L+5 (100%) 
42 398.9 1.6789 H-3→L+5 (61%), H-2→L+4 (28%) 
43 396.5 1.1225 H-9→L+5 (15%), H-3→L+4 (47%), H-2→L+5 (25%) 
44 395.9 0.0187 H-7→L+1 (20%), H-6→LUMO (17%), H-6→L+1 (51%) 
45 395.2 0.0119 H-7→LUMO (40%), H-6→LUMO (35%), H-6→L+1 (17%) 
46 394.8 0.0193 H-2→L+8 (86%), H-1→L+8 (11%) 
47 393.4 0.0045 H-7→L+3 (25%), H-6→L+3 (72%) 
48 393.2 0.0037 H-7→L+2 (43%), H-6→L+2 (46%) 
49 383.2 0.0169 H-6→L+5 (94%) 
50 381.9 0.004 H-6→L+4 (87%) 
51 380.2 0.0022 H-3→L+8 (86%) 
52 379.2 0.0002 H-9→L+4 (38%), H-8→L+5 (42%), H-3→L+8 (10%) 
53 369.2 0.0004 H-7→L+4 (98%) 
54 368.3 0.0001 H-13→L+1 (88%) 
55 368.3 0.0002 H-14→LUMO (95%) 
56 367.6 0.0003 H-13→L+3 (96%) 
57 367.6 0.0006 H-14→L+2 (88%) 
58 367.4 0 H-8→LUMO (98%) 
59 367.0 0.0002 H-7→L+5 (98%) 
60 366.9 0 H-8→L+1 (98%) 
61 366.8 0 H-9→LUMO (96%) 
62 366.6 0 H-8→L+2 (97%) 
63 366.3 0 H-9→L+1 (97%) 
64 366.1 0 H-8→L+3 (98%) 
65 366.0 0 H-9→L+2 (97%) 
66 365.5 0 H-9→L+3 (99%) 
67 365.0 0 H-8→L+8 (87%) 
68 362.0 0 H-9→L+8 (86%) 
69 347.9 0.001 H-16→L+4 (96%) 
70 345.4 0.0004 H-25→LUMO (15%), H-22→L+2 (16%), H-12→LUMO (42%) 
71 345.3 0.0003 H-24→L+1 (13%), H-22→L+3 (12%), H-11→L+1 (41%) 
72 344.5 0.0098 H-16→L+5 (85%) 
73 344.5 0.039 HOMO→L+6 (29%), HOMO→L+7 (30%) 
74 344.4 0.0146 H-10→L+4 (13%), H-2→L+6 (72%) 
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75 344.3 0.0514 H-10→L+4 (68%), H-2→L+6 (13%) 
76 343.5 0.0057 
H-12→L+2 (38%), H-1→L+6 (11%), H-1→L+7 (13%), 
HOMO→L+7 (10%) 
77 342.8 0.0029 H-11→L+3 (61%) 
78 342.5 0.0064 
H-12→L+2 (25%), H-1→L+6 (18%), H-1→L+7 (21%), 
HOMO→L+7 (14%) 
79 342.5 0.0191 H-16→L+8 (59%), H-10→L+5 (30%) 
80 341.2 0.0267 H-16→L+8 (28%), H-10→L+5 (62%) 
81 339.9 0.0013 H-1→L+7 (27%), HOMO→L+6 (34%), HOMO→L+7 (16%) 
82 336.9 0.0028 H-20→LUMO (19%), H-19→L+1 (30%) 
83 336.9 0.0483 H-20→LUMO (49%), H-19→L+1 (17%) 
84 336.3 0.0155 H-20→L+3 (10%), H-19→L+3 (45%), H-15→L+3 (10%) 
85 336.2 0.0179 H-20→L+2 (61%) 
86 336.0 0.001 H-25→L+2 (18%), H-22→LUMO (22%), H-12→L+2 (14%) 
87 335.8 0.0015 
H-24→L+3 (23%), H-23→L+1 (11%), H-22→L+1 (13%), H-
11→L+3 (15%) 
88 335.5 0.0089 H-1→L+6 (52%), H-1→L+7 (12%), HOMO→L+7 (16%) 
89 333.3 0.0004 H-2→L+7 (90%) 
90 333.0 0.0003 H-23→L+2 (10%), H-22→L+2 (21%), H-12→LUMO (47%) 
91 333.0 0.0003 H-23→L+3 (12%), H-22→L+3 (17%), H-11→L+1 (44%) 
92 330.2 0.0027 H-17→L+2 (75%) 
93 329.9 0.0001 H-3→L+6 (95%) 
94 329.8 0.0022 H-19→L+3 (11%), H-18→L+3 (73%) 
95 326.8 0.0005 H-25→LUMO (36%), H-24→L+1 (13%) 
96 326.8 0.0006 H-24→L+1 (36%) 
97 325.0 0.1014 H-17→LUMO (86%) 
98 324.6 0.0835 H-19→L+1 (13%), H-18→L+1 (68%) 
99 324.0 0.0006 H-7→L+6 (32%), H-6→L+7 (35%), HOMO→L+6 (12%) 
100 323.3 0.0005 H-10→LUMO (84%) 
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Figure S10: Computed absorption spectrum for [Pd-Zn2] (TDDFT). Each transition is in blue. 
The black trace is generated by assigning a thickness of 500 cm-1 to each transition. 
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Figure S11: Emission spectrum of [Pd] measured at 77 K with a 510 nm excitation.  Upon 
magnification the fluorescence of [Pd] becomes apparent. 
 
 
Figure S12: Emission spectra of [Pd-Zn2] measured at 298 and 77 K upon various excitation 
wavelengths.  Upon magnification the fluorescence of the [Pd]-unit becomes apparent. 
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Figure S13: Excitation spectra of [Pd-Zn2] measured at 77 K with monitoring both the [Zn]- 
fluorescence and [Zn]-phosphorescence.  The superposition of these spectra and the UV-Visible 
absorption indicate efficient communication between the chromophores.  
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Compound 3 
Chemical Formula: C81H96Br2N4 
Exact Mass: 1282.6002 
Molecular Weight: 1285.4637 
Figure S14: Full-scale MALDI/TOF spectrum of compound 3  
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Compound 3 
Chemical Formula: C81H96Br2N4 
Exact Mass: 1282.5996 
Molecular Weight: 1285.4637 
m/z exp = 1282.6037 
m/z theo = 1282.5996 
Delta (ppm) = 3.19 
Figure S15: HRMS MALDI/TOF mass spectrum of compound 3 
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[Pd] 
Chemical Formula: C81H94Br2N4Pd 
Exact Mass: 1386.4880 
Molecular Weight: 1389.8679 
Figure S16: Full-scale MALDI/TOF mass spectrum of [Pd]  
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[Pd] 
 
Chemical Formula: C81H94Br2N4Pd 
Exact Mass: 1386.4977 
Molecular Weight: 1389.8679 
 
m/z exp = 1386.4918 
m/z theo = 1386.4977 
Delta (ppm) = 4.25 
Figure S17: HRMS MALDI/TOF mass spectrum of [Pd] 
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[Pd-Zn2] 
 
Chemical Formula: C161H148N12PdZn2 
Exact Mass: 2482.9568 
Molecular Weight: 2488.1582 
Figure S18: Full-scale MALDI/TOF mass spectrum of [Pd-Zn2] 
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[Pd-Zn2] 
Chemical Formula: C161H148N12PdZn2 
Exact Mass: 2482.9568 
Molecular Weight: 2488.1582 
 
m/z exp = 2482.9559 
m/z theo = 2482.9568 
Delta (ppm) = 0.36 
 
Figure S19: HRMS MALDI/TOF mass spectrum of [Pd-Zn2] 
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Compound 3 
Chemical Formula: C81H96Br2N4 
Exact Mass: 1282.6002 
Molecular Weight: 1285.4637 
Figure S20: 1H NMR spectrum of compound 3 
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[Pd] 
 
Chemical Formula: C81H94Br2N4Pd 
Exact Mass: 1386.4880 
Molecular Weight: 1389.8679 
Figure S21: 1H NMR spectrum of [Pd] 
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[Pd-Zn2] 
 
Chemical Formula: C161H148N12PdZn2 
Exact Mass: 2482.9568 
Molecular Weight: 2488.1582 
Figure S22: 1H NMR spectrum of [Pd-Zn2] 
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Figure. S23. Potential energy diagram of dyad 21 (reference 44 in the text: Langlois A, Xu H-J, 
Brizet B, Denat F, Barbe J-M, Gros CP, Harvey P D. J. Porphyrins Phthalocyanines. 2014; 18: 
94-106.) computed by DFT showing the total energy as a function of the donor-truxene dihedral 
angle in order to estimate the barriers to rotation around the truxene-Cmeso bonds. The minimum 
energy is set at 0 kJmol-1 and the light and dark grey areas represent the zone of possible 
conformations at 298 (thermal energy = 2.49) and 77 K (thermal energy = 2.49 kJmol-1), 
respectively. It is assumed that the data computed here are transferable to dyad [PdZn2] in this 
work since they both exhibit identical [Zn]-fragments. 
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Description of 2 applied to [Pd-Zn2] 
𝜅 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝐷𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝐷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝐴 S1 
 
𝜅2 =
{|𝜅(𝜐)| + |𝜅(𝜐 +
𝜋
4)|}
2
4
 
S2 
 
Table S2. Calculated values of the orientation factor for [Pd-Zn2] 
 
Energy Transfer r1 (Å) r2(Å) θD θA  κ κ2 <κ2> 
[Pd] → [Zn1] 
18.19 18.28 
58.1 46.2 19.5 -0.15 
0.63 
0.75 
148.1 46.2 46.2 1.44 
58.1 136.2 66.4 1.00 
0.86 
148.1 136.2 0.6 -0.86 
[Pd] → [Zn2] 
47.7 61.9 21.1 -0.03 
0.25 
0.88 
137.7 61.9 61.7 0.98 
47.7 151.9 35.9 1.47 
1.51 
137.7 151.9 4.7 -0.99 
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In the pages that follow the all of the ultrafast photoluminescence measurements are summarised. 
The short components of the fluorescence decays were measured using the output of an OPA 
(OPA-800CF, SpectraPhysics) operating at λexc = 490 nm, a pulse width of 90 fs, rep. rate = 1 kHz, 
pulse energy = 1.6 μJ per pulse, spot size ∼ 2 mm, and a Streak camera (Axis-TRS, Axis 
Photonique Inc.) with less than 8 ps resolution. The results were also globally analysed with the 
program Glotaran (http://glotaran.org) permitting to extract a sum of independent exponentials ( 
𝐼(𝜆, 𝑡) = 𝐶1(𝜆) ×  𝑒
−
𝑡1
𝜏 + 𝐶2(𝜆) ×  𝑒
−
𝑡2
𝜏 + ⋯ ). The compound being analysed is indicated at the 
top of each page and some key parameters for the measurements are indicated in the top of the 
result tables. Each measurement presents six graphs.  The first graphs (at the top) are the emission 
maps as measured by the instrument (after correction for instrument response).  The entire time 
window is show on the left and a zoom is shown on the right. The central pane (left) shows the 
reconstruction of the emission curve based on the decay traces and the measured emission as a 
function of time after the excitation (right). Finally, at the bottom of each page the kinetic (decay) 
traces are shown at several wavelengths (the graph on the right is a zoom of the graph on the left).       
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Time Resolved Photoluminescence of [Pd] at 298K 
Excitation Source  
              Femtosecond Laser   
 
• Pulse duration = ~100 fs 
•  Wavelength = 400 nm 
•  Energy = 1 mW = 1 µJ/pulse @ 1kHz 
•  Spot size = ~2 mm 
Sample Holder 
• 1mm cuvette at room temperature. 
Detection  
• IRF = 6.7 ps 
• Time window = -100 to 400 ps 
3D Emission Map 
  
Lifetimes obtained by SVD Spectral Profiles  
  
  Kinetic Profiles 
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Time Resolved Photoluminescence of [Pd] at 77K 
Excitation Sourse 
              Femtosecond Laser   
 
• Pulse duration = ~100 fs 
• Wavelength = 400 nm 
• Energy = 1 mW = 1 µJ/pulse @ 1kHz 
• Spot size = ~2 mm 
Sample Holder 
• NMR tube submerged in liquid nitrogen inside an EPR dewar 
Detection 
• IRF = 7.6 ps 
• Time Window = -100 to 400 ps 
3D Emission Map 
  
Lifetimes obtained by SVD Spectral Profiles  
  
  Kinetic Profiles 
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Time resolved Photoluminescence of PdTPP at 298K 
Excitation Source 
              Femtosecond Laser   
 
• Pulse duration = ~100 fs 
• Wavelength = 400 nm 
• Energy = 1 mW = 1 µJ/pulse @ 1kHz 
• Spot size = ~2 mm 
Sample Holder 
•1mm cuvette at room temperature. 
Detection 
• IRF = 8.4 ps 
• Time window = -100 to 400 ps 
3D Emission Map 
  
Lifetimes Obtained by SVD Spectral Profiles  
  
  Kinetic Profiles 
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Time Resolved Photoluminescence of PdTPP at 77K 
Excitation Source  
              Femtosecond Laser   
 
• Pulse duration = ~100 fs 
• Wavelength = 400 nm 
• Energy = 1 mW = 1 µJ/pulse @ 1kHz 
• Spot size = ~2 mm 
Sample Holder 
• NMR tube submerged in liquid nitrogen inside an EPR dewar 
Detection 
• IRF = 8.9 ps 
• Time window = -100 to 400 ps 
3D Emission Map 
  
Lifetimes obtained by SVD Spectral Profiles  
  
  Kinetic Profiles 
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Time Resolved Photoluminescence of [Pd-Zn2] at 298K 
Excitation Source 
              Femtosecond Laser   
 
• Pulse duration = ~100 fs 
• Wavelength = 400 nm 
• Energy = 1 mW = 1 µJ/pulse @ 1kHz 
• Spot size = ~2 mm 
Sample Holder 
• Cuvettes de 1 mm to température ambiante. 
Detection 
• IRF = 8.9 ps 
• Time window = -100 to 400 ps 
3D Emission Map 
  
Lifetimes obtained by SVD Spectral Profiles  
  
  Kinetic Profiles 
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Time Resolved Photoluminescence of [Pd-Zn2] at 77K 
Excitation Source 
              Femtosecond laser   
 
• Pulse duration = ~100 fs 
• Wavelength = 400 nm 
• Energy = 1 mW = 1 µJ/pulse @ 1kHz 
• Spot size = ~2 mm 
Sample Holder 
• NMR tube submerged in liquid nitrogen inside an EPR dewar 
Detection 
• IRF = 8.2 ps 
• Time window = -100 to 400 ps 
3D Emission Map 
  
Lifetimes obtained by SVD Spectral Profiles  
  
  Kinetic Profiles 
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In the pages that follow the all of the fs transient absorption measurements are summarised. The 
fs transient spectra and decay profiles were acquired on a homemade system using the SHG of a 
Soltice (Spectra Physics) Ti–sapphire laser (λexc = 398 nm; fwhm = 75 fs; pulse energy = 0.1 μJ 
per pulse, rep. rate = 1 kHz; spot size ∼ 500 μm), a white light continuum generated inside a 
sapphire window and a custom made dual CCD camera of 64 × 1024 pixels sensitive between 200 
and 1100 nm (S7030, Spectronic Devices). The delay line permitted to probe up to 4 ns with an 
accuracy of ∼4 fs. The results were analysed with the program Glotaran (http://glotaran.org) 
permitting to extract a sum of independent exponentials (𝐼(𝜆, 𝑡) = 𝐶1(𝜆) ×  𝑒
−
𝑡1
𝜏 + 𝐶2(𝜆) ×
 𝑒−
𝑡2
𝜏 + ⋯ ) that fits the whole 3D transient map. The compound being analysed is indicated at the 
top of each page and some key parameters for the measurements are indicated in the top of the 
result tables. Each measurement presents six graphs.  The first graphs (at the top) are the transient 
absorption maps as measured by the instrument.  The entire time window is show on the left and 
a zoom is shown on the right. The central pane (left) shows the reconstruction of each of the 
components of the transient absorption spectrum as obtained by the Glotaran software. The central 
image on the left show the spectral profiles as a function of time after the pump. Finally, at the 
bottom of each page the kinetic (decay) traces are shown at several wavelengths (the graph on the 
right is a zoom of the graph on the left).   
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Transient Absorption of [Pd] at 298K (ex@550nm) 
              Femtosecond Laser   
 
•  Pulse duration = 104 fs 
•  Wavelength = 550 nm 
•  Energy = 1,6 µW = 0,032 µJ/pulse @ 500Hz 
•  Spot size = ~500µm 
Sample Holder 
•  1mm cuvette at room temperature. 
Detection 
• Spectral window = 320 to 545  nm 
• Time window = -10 to 3300 ps 
3D Transient Absorption Map  
  
Lifetimes obtained by SVD Spectral Profiles  
  
Kinetic Profiles 
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Transient Absorption of [Pd] at 298K (ex@400nm) 
Excitation Source 
              Femtosecond Laser 
 
•  Pulse duration= 107 fs 
•  Wavelength= 400 nm 
•  Energy = 1,2 µW = 0,024 µJ/pulse @ 500Hz 
•  Spot size= ~500µm 
Sample Holder 
• 1mm cuvette at room temperature. 
Detection 
• Spectral window= 415 to 645  nm 
• Time window= -10 to 3300 ps 
3D Transient Absorption Map 
  
Lifetimes obtained by SVD Spectral Profiles 
  
Kinetic Profiles 
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Transient Absorption of PdTPP at 298K (ex@515nm) 
Excitation Source 
              Femtosecond Laser 
 
•  Pulse duration= 139 fs 
•  Wavelength= 515 nm 
•  Energy = 350 µW = 0,7 µJ/pulse @ 500Hz 
•  Spot size= ~500µm 
Sample Holder 
• 1mm cuvette at room temperature. 
Detection 
• Spectral window= 320 to 505  nm 
• Time window= -10 to 3300 ps 
3D Transient Absorption Map 
  
Lifetimes obtained by SVD Spectral Profiles 
  
Kinetic Profiles 
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Transient Absorption of PdTPP at 298K (ex@515nm) 
Excitation Source 
              Femtosecond Laser 
 
•  Pulse duration= 168 fs 
•  Wavelength= 515 nm 
•  Energy = 390 µW = 0,78 µJ/pulse @ 500Hz 
•  Spot size= ~500µm 
Sample Holder 
• 1mm cuvette at room temperature. 
Detection 
• Spectral window= 530 to 775  nm 
• Time window= -10 to 3300 ps 
3D Transient Absorption Map 
  
Lifetimes obtained by SVD Spectral Profiles 
  
Kinetic Profiles 
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Transient Absorption of PdTPP at 298K (ex@400nm) 
Excitation Source 
              Femtosecond Laser 
 
•  Pulse duration= 121 fs 
•  Wavelength= 400 nm 
•  Energy = 50 µW = 0,1 µJ/pulse @ 500Hz 
•  Spot size= ~500µm 
Sample Holder 
• 1mm cuvette at room temperature. 
Detection 
• Spectral window= 430 to 670  nm 
• Time window= -10 to 3300 ps 
3D Transient Absorption Map 
  
Lifetimes obtained by SVD Spectral Profiles 
  
Kinetic Profiles 
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Transient Absorption of [Pd-Zn2] at 298K (ex@550nm) 
Excitation Source 
              Femtosecond Laser 
 
•  Pulse duration= 128 fs 
•  Wavelength= 550 nm 
•  Energy = 2 µW = 0,004 µJ/pulse @ 500Hz 
•  Spot size= ~500µm 
Sample Holder 
• 1mm cuvette at room temperature. 
Detection 
• Spectral window= 320 to 545  nm 
• Time window= -10 to 3300 ps 
3D Transient Absorption Map 
  
Lifetimes obtained by SVD Spectral Profiles 
  
Kinetic Profiles 
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Transient Absorption of [Pd-Zn2] at 298K (ex@515nm) 
Excitation Source 
              Femtosecond Laser 
 
•  Pulse duration= 91 fs 
•  Wavelength= 515 nm 
•  Energy = 570 µW = 1,14 µJ/pulse @ 500Hz 
•  Spot size= ~500µm 
Sample Holder 
• 1mm cuvette at room temperature. 
Detection 
• Spectral window= 320 to 505  nm 
• Time window= -10 to 3300 ps 
3D Transient Absorption Map 
  
Lifetimes obtained by SVD Spectral Profiles 
  
Kinetic Profiles 
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Transient Absorption of [Pd-Zn2] at 298K (ex@515nm) 
Excitation Source 
              Femtosecond Laser 
 
•  Pulse duration= 168 fs 
•  Wavelength= 515 nm 
•  Energy = 390 µW = 0,78 µJ/pulse @ 500Hz 
•  Spot size= ~500µm 
Sample Holder 
• 1mm cuvette at room temperature. 
Detection 
• Spectral window= 530 to 775  nm 
• Time window= -10 to 3300 ps 
3D Transient Absorption Map 
  
Lifetimes obtained by SVD Spectral Profiles 
  
Kinetic Profiles 
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Transient Absorption of [Pd-Zn2] at 298K (exc@400nm) 
Excitation Source 
              Femtosecond Laser 
 
•  Pulse duration= 115 fs 
•  Wavelength= 400 nm 
•  Energy = 200 µW = 0,4 µJ/pulse @ 500Hz 
•  Spot size= ~500µm 
Sample Holder 
• 1mm cuvette at room temperature. 
Detection 
• Spectral window= 415 to 655  nm 
• Time window= -10 to 3300 ps 
3D Transient Absorption Map 
  
Lifetimes obtained by SVD Spectral Prifiles 
  
Kinetic Profiles 
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CHAPTER 7 
 
Excited State N-H Tautomer Selectivity in the Singlet Energy Transfer in a Zinc(II)Porphyrin-
Truxene-Corrole Assembly 
7.1  The project 
 
The work presented in Chapter 7 shows an investigation into the energy transfer processes of a 
donor-acceptor dyad built upon a Zn-porphyrin donor and a pair of free-base corrole acceptors that 
are bridged by a conjugated truxene unit. The work provides a brief description of the synthesis of 
the compounds that are investigated and then focuses on the photophysical behaviour of the dyad. 
The measured energy transfer rate for the system was found to be kET(S1) = 4.83 x 1010 s-1 at 298 
K but unfortunately could not be determined at 77 K due to the inability to perform transient 
absorption measurements at this temperature at that time. Based on the fact that the donor emission 
could not be detected at 77 K using ultrafast photoluminescence measurements, the rate of energy 
transfer at 77 K can be assumed to be at least in the same order of magnitude of those that were 
published in our previous works. Given that the rates of energy transfer fall into the same order of 
magnitude as those in our previous works, we conclude that the energy transfer process is once 
again occurring through a dual mechanism that is likely dominated by the Dexter process.   
The presence of the free-base corrole acceptors added a second level of complexity to the analysis 
of the excited state energy transfer process. Corrole, in the free-base form exists as two different 
tautomeric species that are in equilibrium with each other. Interestingly, the two tautomers do not 
have the same photophysical behaviour, due to a difference in the excited state energies, and as a 
result one acts as a better energy acceptor than the other leading to a 3-fold selectivity in the energy 
transfer process. This discovery prompted an investigation into the excited state tautomerization 
of free-base corrole which in turn allowed for the measurement, and first report of the excited state 
tautomerization rate. From these results, it was concluded that the energy transfer process occurred 
selectively between the Zn-porphyrin donor and the tautomer known as T1. A small amount of 
energy transfer to the T2 tautomer could not be ruled out, however most of the T2 excited states 
that are populated undergo a rapid (ps-time scale) tautomerization to form the T1 excited corrole 
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making it such that the emission spectrum of the dyad is largely dominated by the T1 emission, 
even at 77 K. 
The investigation of these dyads excited state processes was carried out by, fluorescence 
spectroscopy, time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy, fluorescence lifetime measurements 
(TCSPC), ultrafast photoluminescence (streak camera) and femtosecond transient absorption 
spectroscopy. DFT and TD-DFT analysis was performed to help with the assignment of the 
absorption bands of the corrole tautomers, and to demonstrate molecular orbital coupling      
This project was a collaboration with our colleagues at the Université de Bourgogne in Dijon, 
France. The synthesis of the compounds was carried out by Hai-Jun Xu in the laboratory of Pr. 
Claude Gros. The photophysical analysis of the compounds was performed by Adam Langlois 
under the supervision of Pierre D Harvey. Paul-Ludovic Karsenti assisted in the measurements of 
ultrafast kinetics (fs transient absorption and fast photoluminescence). DFT calculations were 
performed at the Université de Sherbrooke by Adam Langlois who was also wrote the entire paper 
with the exception of the synthesis section which was provided by Hai-Jun Xu and Claude Gros. 
The manuscript was accepted for publication and was ranked among the best submissions for the 
current issue. The manuscript was selected for a frontispiece which was designed by Adam 
Langlois.       
This work was published in the April 11th issue of Chemistry A European Journal by Adam 
Langlois, Hai-Jun Xu, Paul-Ludovic Karsenti, Claude P. Gros, and Pierre D. Harvey, 2017, 23, 
5010-5022.  
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Excited State N-H Tautomer Selectivity in the Singlet Energy Transfer in a Zinc(II)Porphyrin-
Truxene-Corrole Assembly 
 
Adam Langlois,[a] Hai-Jun Xu,[b] Paul-Ludovic Karsenti,[a] Claude P. Gros,*[b] and Pierre D. 
Harvey*[a] 
a. Département de Chimie, Université de Sherbrooke. Sherbrooke, PQ, J1K 2R1, Canada E-
mail: Pierre.Harvey@Usherbrooke.ca 
b. Université de Bourgogne Franche-Comté (UBFC), ICMUB (UMR CNRS 6302) - 9, 
Avenue Alain Savary - BP 47870 - 21078 Dijon Cedex, France E-mail : Claude.Gros@u-
bourgogne.fr 
 
Abstract 
An original corrole-containing polyad for S1 energy transfer in which one zinc(II)porphyrin donor 
is linked to two free base corrole acceptors by a truxene linker, is reported. This polyad exhibits a 
rapid zinc(II)porphyrin* → free base corrole transfer (4.83 x 1010 s-1; 298 K), even faster than 
the tautomerization in the excited state processes taking advantage of the good electronic 
communication provided by the truxene bridge. Importantly, the energy transfer process is 
selective by ~3 folds for one corrole N-H tautomer over the other even at low temperature (77 K). 
This selectivity is due to the difference in the J-integral being effective in both the Förster and 
Dexter mechanisms. The data are rationalized by DFT computations. 
Introduction 
Truxene is an aromatic species with C3 geometry that exhibits many applications[1] including solar 
technology[2-11] and organic light emitting diodes (OLED’s).[12-18] Recently truxene has also been 
investigated as a bridging unit between energy donors and acceptors both by our group and others 
where we have shown that the use of a truxene bridge drastically accelerates the energy transfer 
rate, kET, when compared to dyads and polyads bridged by non-conjugated species.[19-26] Corrole 
is a tetrapyrrolic macrocycle that is closely related to porphyrin and exhibits many potential 
applications in solar energy, catalysis, sensors, and medicine.[27-41] The absence of a meso-carbon 
resulting from a direct linkage between the α-carbons of two adjacent pyrrole rings is a key 
structural difference with porphyrin.[42-56] This feature induces a symmetry change from the D2h 
point group (D4h for metalloporphyrins) to Cs, and a bond alteration pattern resulting in the presence 
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of three N-H (pyrrolic) centers and one pyrrolenic center.[57-77] The presence of the three pyrrolic 
N-H centers leads two distinct tautomeric species (T1 and T2; Figure 1) that exist in a dynamic 
equilibrium.[78-85] However, only a limited number of studies dealing with the tautomerization has 
been carried out. This is largely due to the fact that many corrole investigations are performed on 
corroles containing a metal ion inside the central cavity, thus precluding any possible tautomers. 
The existence of the two tautomers in the corrole free base was unquestionably proven by X-ray 
crystallographic measurements in 2005.[78] Since then, a few studies on the nature of the corrole 
tautomers have been reported. These investigations include a multinuclear NMR analyses for the 
measurements of the rate of ground state tautomerization,[79] and the examination of the individual 
basicity of the tautomers.[80] In their ground state, the corrole tautomers have been demonstrated 
to co-exist with nearly the same energy level. However, the first excited states of the corrole 
tautomers sit at distinctly different energy levels. This leads to specific photophysical signature for 
each tautomer. The lower lying S1 state of the T1 tautomer promotes a rapid T2 → T1 excited state 
tautomerization. Thus, the fluorescence of free-base corrole is largely dominated by the T1 
tautomer regardless of which one of the two tautomers is selectively excited.[81-85] Singlet energy 
transfer from a donor to a specific N-H tautomer of corrole has not been investigated so far. 
Furthermore, no investigation into the rate of excited state tautomerization has ever been reported. 
 
Figure 1. Free-base corrole tautomers T1 and T2.   
We now wish to report the synthesis and analysis of a donor-acceptor system, [Zn-COR2], based 
on Zn-porphyrin, [Zn], and free-base corrole, [COR], bridged by a central (C3v point group) 
truxene scaffold, an aromatic species known for promoting fast singlet energy transfer.[19-26] This 
efficient [Zn]* → [COR] process is needed in order to adequately probe the selectivity of one 
excited state tautomer over the other. We also measured the rate of excited state tautomerization 
in the donor-acceptor dyad [Zn-COR2] as well as for two model compounds [COR] and [COR2] 
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(Scheme 1). The preparation of the investigated compounds was performed according to a 
previously published method,[19-21, 85-86] and is summarized in Scheme 1. The energy transfer 
processes are examined from the point of view of both the FRET and Dexter theories, and a strong 
Dexter dependence is assumed for these systems in relation to the results that were obtained for 
similar compounds.[19-21]     
Results and Discussion 
Synthesis  
Mono-corrole [COR] and di-corrole [COR2] were prepared as shown in Scheme 1. Meso-
perfluorophenyl moieties are known to stabilize the corrole macrocycle. Meso-perfluorophenyl-
dipyrromethane 2 was synthesized according to literature.[26] The condensation of 2 with aldehyde 
1a or 1b in the presence of a catalytic amount of trifluoroacetic acid, in dichloromethane as solvent, 
lead to the corrole [COR] and [COR2] in 33 and 6.4% yield, respectively (after cyclization and 
oxidation by DDQ according to reported general conditions).[26] The subsequent Suzuki cross-
coupling reaction of the corrole derivative [COR2]  with boronated porphyrin 3 catalyzed by 
Pd(PPh3)4 in a mixture of DMF-toluene and Cs2CO3 as base provided compound [Zn-COR2] in 
43% yield. The formation of the corrole-truxene derivatives was further proved by HR-MS 
measurements (MALDI/TOF) where a perfect match between experimental and simulated ionic 
patterns was observed, thus confirming the structures of [COR], [COR2] and [Zn-COR2] (see 
Figure S3-S8 in the Supporting Information for the spectra). For example, the calculated mass for 
[COR2] and [Zn-COR2] are equal to 2012.5756 and 2560.8100 Da, respectively (Chemical 
Formula for [COR2]: C113H85BrF20N8; Chemical Formula for [Zn-COR2]: C153H112F20N12Zn), 
agreeing well with the experimental value found at 2012.5655 and 2560.7944 Da, respectively. 
The new corrole-truxene scaffolds were also characterized by 1H NMR spectroscopy. The 1H 
NMR spectra are provided in the Supporting Information (SI, see Figures S9-S11). Variable 
temperature NMR (VT 1H NMR) on a 600 MHz NMR apparatus were measured in toluene in 
order to demonstrate the existence of a dynamic equilibrium between T1 and T2. Measurements 
at 237 K show three distinct NH signals at ~0.03, ~-5.34, and ~-6.35 ppm for all three of the 
investigated compounds. Measurements at 300 K show significant peak broadening thus indicating 
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that two different species exist in a dynamic equilibrium.[79] Peak assignments and VT NMR 
spectra can be found in Figure S10. 
 
Scheme 1. Preparation of [COR], [COR2], and [Zn-COR2]. 
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DFT Computations  
Calculations were carried out on [Zn-COR2] under three different conformational conditions. The 
geometry optimizations were carried out with the corrole units in the T1-T1, T2-T2 and T1-T2 
isomers. The MO representations exhibit the typical π-systems for [Zn] and [COR]. The MO 
energies are very similar to one another for these three sets of calculations. Indeed, the HOMO-2, 
LUMO+2 and LUMO+3 are almost identical for all three isomers (Figures S28-S30 in Supporting 
Information). In addition, the HOMO-4 and HOMO-3 are quasi-degenerated for all three isomers. 
When both [COR]s are in the T1 tautomer, the bulk of the atomic contributions is located on one 
of the [COR] units with a minor contribution on the other, the HOMO-4 and HOMO-3 are also 
nearly mirror images of each other. A similar situation is observed for the HOMO-4 and HOMO-
3 orbitals when both [COR] units exhibit the T2 isomer with a significant atomic contribution 
from the [Zn] π-system is observed. Finally, the LUMO+4 orbitals of the all of the structures show 
approximately the same energy, however the symmetric structures show contributions on both 
corrole units whereas the asymmetric structure shows localized MO contributions only on the T1 
tautomer.  The frontier MOs for the three isomers are shown in Figure 2, all other relevant MO 
representations for the three isomers as well as the calculated MO contributions are provided in 
Figures S28-S30 and Tables S4-S6. 
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Figure 2. Frontier MOs of [Zn-COR2] (optimized geometry) with the [COR] units in the T1-T1, 
T2-T2 and T1-T2 conformations.  Energies are in eV 
The most relevant MOs for this work are the four MOs (Figure 2, Table 1). Expectedly, the MO 
contributions on the truxene unit remain relatively unchanged for all three isomers (7-9% 
contributions in the occupied MOs and 2-3% in the un-occupied MOs). Their non-nil values 
suggest a certain level of electronic communication (i.e. prone to conjugation and delocalization) 
across the truxene unit for all three cases. The differences arise when one examines the atomic 
contributions of the frontier MOs on the [COR] units. First, when the [COR] units are both identical 
isomers (T1-T1 or T2-T2), the atomic contributions are more noticeably spread across the truxene 
to cover both [COR] units, and their individual atomic contributions are nearly identical. 
Concurrently for the T1-T2 isomer, the HOMO-1 and HOMO are mainly localized on T2 and T1, 
respectively. 
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Table 1.a Relative atomic orbital contributions (in %) for the frontier MOs of [Zn-COR2] with the 
corrole units in the T1-T1, T2-T2 and T1-T2 isomers.   
Conform. Fragment H-1 HOMO LUMO L+1 
T1-T1 
Truxene  
[Zn]  
[COR]  (T1)  
[COR]’  (T1) 
7.3 
1.0 
41.8 
42.8 
9.1 
- 
42.4 
41.3 
2.1 
- 
21.1 
66.9 
2.3 
- 
66.8 
21.1 
T2-T2 
Truxene  
[Zn] 
[COR]  (T2)  
[COR]’ (T2) 
7.5 
0.7 
47.9 
35.3 
9.6 
- 
34.6 
47.2 
2.7 
- 
85.2 
1.1 
2.3 
- 
1.1 
85.5 
T1-T2 
Truxene  
[Zn] 
[COR]  (T1)  
[COR]’  (T2) 
7.9 
0.5 
5.3 
78.0 
8.9 
0.1 
78.8 
4.9 
2.7 
- 
- 
86.3 
2.0 
- 
88.0 
- 
[a] Contributions on the alkyl and aryl groups are omitted for clarity. 
 
The unoccupied MOs show significant differences. When the [COR]s are of different isomers, the 
LUMO and LUMO+1 are localized on the [COR] T2 and T1, respectively, and the MOs sit at 
slightly different energies (-2.53 and -2.48eV). For the T2-T2 isomer, the un-occupied MOs are 
now degenerated. The MOs exhibit atomic contributions essentially localized on one of the [COR] 
units and are mirror images of each other. This suggests that there is little or no coupling between 
the units. Finally, for the T1-T1 isomer, the LUMO and LUMO+1 exhibit atomic contributions 
spread over both [COR] units, thus indicating MO coupling. This trait, in combination with the 
small contribution on the truxene core (2-3 %), suggests that there is some level of electronic 
communication between these units when both [COR] isomers are T1. 
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Time dependent DFT calculations were also performed in order to obtain more information about 
the electronic transitions of [Zn-COR2]. The calculation results show that the T1 tautomer exhibits 
a 10 nm red-shift of the 0-0 absorption peak compared to that for the T2 tautomer (Figure 3, Table 
2). Furthermore for the T2-T1 species, the computed MO representations exhibit atomic 
contributions located mostly on either T1 or T2. The TDDFT computations place the two lowest 
energy transitions in a quasi-degenerated fashion respectively at 566 and 556 nm for the T1-T1 
and T2-T2 isomers. For the T1-T2 species, the two lowest energy transitions are calculated at 567 
and 556 nm, which is consistent with the presence of both isomers. Indeed, the calculated spectrum 
of the T1-T2 isomer is the sum of the T1-T1 and T2-T2 (Figure 4). The shape of the calculated 
spectra compare favorably with the experimental ones. A full description of the calculated 
electronic transitions of each of the presented graphs (Figures 3 and 4) are given in the Supporting 
Information. 
Table 2. Lowest energy transitions for the T1-T1, T2-T2 and T1-T2 isomers in [Zn-COR2]. 
Conform. λ (nm) fa Major Contributors (%) 
T1-T1 
566.8 0.1221 
H-3→L+4 (10%), H-1→LUMO (12%), 
H-1→L+1 (20%), HOMO→L+1 (33%) 
566.6 0.1604 H-1→LUMO (21%), H-1→L+1 (12%), HOMO→LUMO (32%) 
T2-T2 
556.0 0.1773 H-1→LUMO (35%), HOMO→LUMO (30%) 
555.7 0.2291 H-1→L+1 (24%), HOMO→L+1 (42%) 
T1-T2 
567.1 0.1413 H-3→L+4 (18%), HOMO→L+1 (67%) 
555.7 0.2048 
H-5→LUMO (10%), H-5→L+5 (13%), 
H-1→LUMO (61%) 
[a] Oscillator strength calculated by TDDFT/B3LYP. 
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Absorption and luminescence spectroscopy  
The absorption spectra (Figure 5) of [COR] and [COR2] both exhibit the presence of the expected 
Soret and Q-bands derived from a classical free-base corrole.[79-85] The slight splitting of the Soret 
bands at 298 K (seen upon magnification) are associated with the presence of the T1 and T2 NH-
tautomers of the free-base corrole and become much more apparent at 77 K. The 0-1 Q-bands of 
the T1 and T2 NH-tautomers are difficult to assign with precision due to the strong overlap of the 
Q-bands from the two tautomers, but the 0-0 absorption bands of the T1 and T2 tautomers can be 
easily distinguished. The 0-0 absorption of the T1 tautomer is assigned to the shoulder at 
approximately 645 nm and the 0-0 absorption T2 tautomer is assigned to the band at approximately 
615 nm in both [COR] and [COR2] (Table 3). These assignments are consistent with the TDDFT 
calculations that place the 0-0 peaks of T1 and T2 at different wavelengths (Figure 4). 
 
Figure 3.  Simulated UV-vis absorption spectra of the T1-T1, T2-T2 and T1-T2 isomers of [Zn-
COR2] by assigning a FWHM = 1000 cm-1 to the transitions 
The absorption spectrum of [Zn-COR2] shows a similar spectral profile to that of the other corrole 
derivatives. However, the Soret band of [Zn-COR2] is much sharper due to the more intense S0 
→ S2 absorption of [Zn]. It is impossible to resolve the individual Q-bands of the corroles due to 
the high level of spectral overlap, however, the [Zn] Q-bands can be discerned due to their slightly 
higher absorption intensities. The role of the S1 energy donor was assigned based on the position 
of the 0-0 bands in the absorption and fluorescence spectra. The [Zn] absorption and emission 
bands clearly sit at higher energy than those of [COR] and [COR2], making the assignment of the 
[Zn] as the donor simple. An efficient communication between the [Zn] and [COR] moieties is 
further confirmed from the excitation spectrum that exhibits a good level of spectral agreement 
with the absorption spectrum when monitoring the [COR] emission (i.e. the absorption bands of 
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the [Zn] unit are observed when monitoring the [COR] emission; Figure 5). This is indicative of 
an efficient singlet energy transfer. 
 
Figure 4. Calculated UV-vis absorption spectra (by TDDFT like in Figure 3) for the T1-T1, T2-
T2 and T1-T2 isomers of [COR] (T1 = T1-T1 and T2 = T2-T2). The inset shows a magnification 
of the Q-band’s region where the 0-0 bands of the two tautomers may be differentiated. The 
calculated spectrum is significantly blue shifted compared to the measured spectrum but the 
spectral shape is consistent with the experimental spectra. 
The fluorescence spectra (Figure 5, Table 3) of [COR], [COR2] and [Zn-COR2] are dominated 
by the emission of the T1 corrole tautomer at 298 K, showing a maximum at ~670 nm and a 
shoulder at ~730 nm. The emission of the T2 tautomer at 298 K appears as a low intensity emission 
tail at approximately 620 nm. This is in agreement with recent works on the T2→T1 
tautomerization occurring rapidly in the excited state leading to a luminescence spectrum 
dominated by the T1 tautomer.[81,82] At        77 K, the lower intensity emission bands from the T2 
tautomer located at 638 and 700 nm are observed. The appearance of these emission bands at 77 
K is associated with the slowed rate for the T2 → T1 tautomerization in the excited state leading 
to the relatively more intense emission of the T2 tautomer. The same T2 emission is depicted in 
the [Zn-COR2] spectrum although its relative intensity is lower than what is recorded for [COR] 
and [COR2], which can only be explained by a direct [Zn] → T1 energy transfer. The emission of 
the Zn-porphyrin appears to be completely quenched. 
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Figure 5. Absorption (black), emission (red) and excitation (blue) spectra for ZnTPP (1st row), 
[COR] (2nd row), [COR2] (3rd row), and [Zn-COR2] (4th row) at 298 K (left) and 77 K (right). 
T1 and T2 emission bands are identified for clarity (see Table 3).  
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Table 3. Absorption and emission maxima of the investigated compounds 
Comp. 
Absorption (nm) Emission (nm) 
298 K 77 K 298 K 77 K 
ZnTPP 
422 
558 
598 
426 
562 
600 
603 
655 
601 
658 
786a 
[COR] 
416 (T2) 
425 (T1) 
524 
569 
616 (T2) 
646 (T1) 
432 (T1) 
454 (T2) 
534 
555 
578 
594 
634 (T2) 
662 (T1) 
620 b (T2) 
669 (T1) 
732 (T1) 
622sh 
638 (T2) 
664 (T1) 
700 (T2) 
732 (T1) 
[COR2] 
415 (T2) 
425 (T1) 
522 
569 
614 (T2) 
646 (T1) 
432 (T1) 
454 (T2) 
536 
556 
580 
596 
632 (T2) 
664 (T1) 
620b (T2) 
669 (T1) 
732 (T1) 
621sh 
637 (T2) 
664 (T1) 
699 (T2) 
731 (T1) 
[Zn-
COR2] 
409sh 
428 (Zn) 
521 
560 (Zn) 
596 (Zn) 
614 (T2) 
645 (T1) 
410sh 
434 (Zn) 
449 (T1) 
533 
563 
602 
636 (T2) 
660 (T1) 
 
 
619 b (T2) 
668 (T1) 
731 (T1) 
618sh 
638 (T2) 
666 (T1) 
700 (T2) 
732 (T1) 
[a] Phosphorescence emission band of ZnTPP 
[b] Low intensity emission tail  
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Energy Transfer Mechanism 
Excited state energy transfer (ET) is a process through which an excited donor gives its energy to 
a ground state acceptor, resulting in the simultaneous relaxation of the donor and excitation of the 
acceptor in a non-radiative manner. Two ET mechanisms are generally accepted: i) the Förster 
Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) mechanism and ii) the Dexter double electrons transfer. In 
FRET the transition dipole moments of the donor and acceptor enter into resonance with each other 
and the donor and acceptor return to their ground state and are promoted to their excited state 
respectively. This process involves the interaction of the transition dipole moments of the 
chromophores and, as such, is considered to be a long distance, through space, process for which 
the rate is approximated by Equation 1. In this equation κ2 is the orientation factor between the 
transition dipole moments, kF is the rate of fluorescence of the donor, n is the refractive index of 
the medium, r is the donor-acceptor distance and J is the spectral overlap between the donor 
emission and the acceptor absorption.[87,88] 
Dexter energy transfer processes require the displacement of electrons between the donor and 
acceptor. The excited donor transfers an electron from its LUMO orbital to the LUMO orbital of 
the acceptor. At the same time one electron from the HOMO of the acceptor is transferred to the 
HOMO of the donor, leaving the acceptor in it excited state and the donor in its ground state. The 
Dexter process is therefore generally considered to be a through bond (or orbital) process. The rate 
of Dexter energy transfer is governed by Equation 2 where K is a pre-exponential factor describing 
the degree of orbital overlap, L is the sum of the van der Waals radii of the donor and acceptor and 
J and r are the same spectral overlap and donor-acceptor distances as in the FRET equation.[88,89] 
Experimentally speaking values for the given parameters of either the FRET of Dexter equation 
can be difficult, or even impossible to obtain. Therefore, in order to obtain the experimental rate 
of singlet state energy transfer between a donor and acceptor, the fluorescence lifetimes of the 
donor in the presence (τ) and absence (τ°) of the acceptor have been measured and used in Equation 
3. Moreover, the energy transfer efficiency, eff, can be determined from Equation 4. 
 
[1] 𝑘𝐹ö𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 ≅   8.785 × 10
−25 ∙  
𝑘𝐹
𝑜(𝐷)𝜅2
𝑟6𝑛4
 ∙ 𝐽 
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 [2] 
 [3] 
 
[4] 
 
The kFörster value was determined by calculating κ2 [90,91] (detail in the Supporting Information) 
using the optimized geometry (DFT computations; Figure 2), and the J-integral was evaluated 
using the experimental spectra (Figure S31). Equation 1 yielded kFörster = 1.09 x 1013 s-1, which is 
three orders of magnitude faster than other truxene-containing polyads from our laboratory (Figure 
6).[19-21]  
This large discrepancy can be explained when we examine the calculated value of the J-integral.[88] 
Calculation using the measured [COR2] absorption spectrum and ZnTPP emission spectrum 
yielded a value of the J-integral of 2.04 x 1015                       M-1cm-1nm4 at room temperature. 
Unfortunately, this value describes the spectral overlap of the Zn-porphyrin donor with both the 
T1 and T2 corrole acceptors therefore making the value artificially large as only one tautomer can 
act as an acceptor at a time. Given that the ET process will occur to either the T1 or the T2 tautomer 
the true J-integral value would need to be calculated using the absorption spectrum of the pure 
tautomers, which for obvious reasons cannot be obtained. Our previous works on similar systems 
bridged by truxene has shown that the presence of a conjugated bridge between the donor and 
acceptor strongly promotes the Dexter mechanism[19-21]. The experimental ET rate found for [Zn-
COR2] falls in the same order of magnitude of previously reported compounds, as such the 
assumption that the Dexter process plays an important role is reasonable.  
The assignment of the energy donor and acceptor is complicated by the presence of the two 
tautomeric species. However, the most efficient energy donor is clearly the Zn-porphyrin unit due 
to the fact that it sits at a higher energy level than either of the corrole tautomers as shown by the 
Q-bands absorptions. Two possible energy transfer processes from the Zn-porphyrin can occur in 
[Zn-COR2] (Zn → T1 and Zn → T2). To determine which energy transfer is most likely, we need 
to examine the FRET and Dexter equations.  In the FRET equation, given that both energy transfer 
𝑘𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝐾 ∙ 𝐽 ∙ 𝑒
 
−2𝑟
𝐿   
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paths have the same donor we can neglect kF (determined by the quantum yield and lifetime of the 
donor). Furthermore, the fact that the molecular geometry remains essentially the same allows us 
to neglect any changes in the orientation factor (κ2) and the donor-acceptor distance (r). This leaves 
only the J-integral as the determining factor to assign the best acceptor. The J-integral is described 
as the spectral overlap between the donor emission and the acceptor absorption. Again, the donor 
remains unchanged and so the difference in the values of the J-integral becomes dependent on the 
position and intensity of the corrole absorption. Unfortunately, T1 and T2 cannot be separated 
from each other in order to obtain each of their respective absorption spectra and absorption 
coefficients. However, based on the similar structures and electronic behaviors of each of T1 and 
T2 we can assume that the absorption coefficients will be similar, making the value of the J-integral 
is most dependent on the position of the absorption band. 
 
Figure 6. Structures and singlet energy transfer rates (in s-1) for previously reported donor-
acceptor dyads built upon a truxene spacer.[19-21] 
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If we consider that the S1 state of the T1 tautomer sits at lower energy than the S1 state of the T2 
tautomer leading to a redshift in the T1 absorption this should make the T1 tautomer a better energy 
acceptor due to a larger overlap with the Zn-porphyrin emission. This also indicates that the Zn → 
T1 energy transfer should occur at a faster rate than Zn → T2. This assumption is further supported 
when we examine the emission spectrum of [Zn-COR2] at 77 K which is more strongly dominated 
by the T1 tautomer that the spectra of [COR] or [COR2]. The only reason for this is that Zn 
preferentially transfers its energy to the T1 tautomer leading to a smaller population of T2 excited 
states. Therefore, we have effectively limited the population of the S1 state of the T2 tautomer by 
introducing an energy donor, and produced an emission spectrum that is very strongly dominated 
by the T1 tautomer, even at low temperature.  
When we examine the Dexter equation we see that the values of   r and L remain unchanged, 
leaving only K and J as factors that can be used to determine which corrole tautomer will act as 
the best acceptor. The larger J-integral for the Zn → T1 transfer also promotes a faster Dexter 
energy transfer process, which compares favorably with the increased MO coupling that is 
observed when we have two T1 tautomers. This slightly increased MO coupling for the T1 
tautomer also suggests a larger K value would be expected for the T1 tautomer making it the better 
acceptor for both possible mechanisms. 
A third ET process, between the corrole tautomers (T2 → T1), could also occur due to the spectral 
overlap between the two species. However, the strong resemblance of the [COR] and [COR2] 
emission spectra at 77 K do not show any evidence for this process. If a T2 → T1 energy transfer 
was to occur in [COR2] one would expect that the T2 emission to be more quenched (lower 
intensity) that it is in the [COR] system, where ET cannot take place. Furthermore, no additional 
excited state lifetime component is measured when we move from the [COR] system to the 
[COR2] system. This therefore allows us to neglect the T2 → T1 energy transfer process when 
analyzing the system. In addition, no evidence was found to support that T1 →T2 tautomerization 
or energy transfer occurs in the excited state. 
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State Diagram 
With the information gathered from the steady state spectra, a state diagram is proposed (Figure 
7). The energy difference between the 0-0 absorption bands clearly indicates that the S0-S1 energy 
gap of T1 is in fact smaller than that of the T2 tautomer but it does not allow us to position the 
energetic states of the two tautomers with respect to one and other. In order to do this, a van’t Hoff 
plot was measured for [COR] and [COR2] (see Supporting Information). By examining the ratio 
of the absorption values of the two Soret bands, which is proportional to the tautomerization 
equilibrium constants, as a function of temperature and plotting 1000/T vs. ln[A(T1)/A(T2)], we 
can extract the energy difference between the T1 and T2 tautomer ground states.[82] This analysis 
yielded an S0 energy difference of 29 cm-1 for [COR] and 20 cm-1 for [COR2], which corresponds 
with previously reported energy differences for corroles.[81-82] This analysis allowed us to conclude 
that the presence of the truxene unit does not have an effect on the energetic levels of the corrole 
tautomers. Furthermore, the low energy gap between the ground states of the corrole tautomers 
coupled with the low barrier for tautomerization (≈2.5 to 3.5 kcalmol-1)[79,82, 92] allows us to assume 
a nearly 50:50 distribution of the corrole tautomers at the ground state. If we examine the       0-0 
absorptions of the T1 and T2 tautomers, we can extract the energy difference between the S1 states 
of T1 and T2 by taking into consideration the gap obtained by the van’t Hoff plot. This calculation 
yields a value of approximately 800 cm-1, with T1 sitting at lower energy. The approximately 32-
fold larger energy gap between the S1 (compared to the S0 states) states pushes the excited state 
equilibrium towards the T1 tautomer, as corroborated by the fact that the emission is dominated 
by T1. 
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Figure 7. State diagram showing the Zn → COR energy transfer and T2 → T1 tautomerization 
processes.  Heavier arrows represent more favored processes.  The limiting rate of 
tautomerization is taken from the average T2 lifetimes (i.e. T2 → T1 tautomerization must occur 
faster than T2 emission). 
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Table 4. Photophysical data for [Zn-COR2], [COR2], [COR] and ZnTPP 
Compound ΦF (298 K) 
T 
(K) 
Chromophore λex (nm) λem (nm) τF χ
2 
[Zn-COR2] 0.131 
77 
[Zn] - - - - 
[COR] (T1)a 378 665 5.17±0.16ns 1.092 
[COR] (T2)b 400 - 196.7±1ps 2.53 
298 
[Zn]c 500 - 20.5±0.2ps 1.14 
[COR] (T1)a 378 665 4.21±0.22ns 1.072 
[COR] (T2)b 400 - 54.3±1ps 2.11 
[COR2] 0.121 
77 
[COR] (T1)a 378 663 4.87±0.8ns 1.040 
[COR] (T2)b 400 - 177.6±1ps 2.19 
298 
[COR] (T1)a 378 667 4.28±0.1ns 1.082 
[COR] (T2)b 400 - 55.6±1ps 1.82 
[COR] 0.116 
77 
[COR] (T1)a 378 663 4.98±0.3ns 1.039 
[COR] (T2)b 400 - 188±1ps 2.08 
298 
[COR] (T1)a 378 667 4.24±0.3ns 1.039 
[COR] (T2)b 400 - 63.3±0.3ps 1.73 
ZnTPP - 
77 [Zn]a 378 655 2.86±0.9ns 0.995 
298 [Zn]a 378 655 1.98±0.1ns 1.098 
[a] Measured by TCSPC using 378 nm pulsed laser (FWHM < 150 ps). 
[b] Measured using a streak camera, 400 nm excitation 0.1 μJ/pulse at 1 kHz, pulse length 
approx. 100 fs. 
[c] Measured my fs transient absorption spectroscopy 500nm excitation 0.12 μJ/pulse at 500 Hz, 
pulse length approx. 175 fs 
 
Fluorescence Lifetime (TCSPC) Measurements  
The excited state kinetics associated with the S1 ET in [Zn-COR2] was first addressed by 
fluorescence lifetime measurements (Table 4). All TSCPC decay traces are placed in the 
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Supporting Information (see Figures S10-S12). The acceptor properties are characterized by the 
measurement of the fluorescence lifetime of the corrole units in [COR], [COR2] and [Zn-COR2]. 
In order to accurately measure the acceptor lifetime, we focused on the T1 tautomer as it dominates 
the fluorescence and it is the longer lived tautomer at both 298 and 77 K. Also, the T2 → T1 
tautomerization in the excited state makes the T1 tautomer the ultimate acceptor in the system. 
The measurements yield values of approximately 4.3 ns at 298 K and 4.9 ns at 77 K for the 
acceptors. As a model containing the Zn-porphyrin unit bonded to a truxene was not available, we 
opted to use ZnTPP as a model for the donor. This decision was based on the fact that the excited 
state lifetime of the Zn-porphyrin is not greatly affected by the presence of the truxene unit.[93-95] 
The measurement of the excited state lifetime of ZnTPP yielded values of 1.98 and 2.86 ns at 298 
and 77 K, respectively. These values will be used as the unquenched lifetime values of the donor 
for the calculation of the ET rates. 
Time Resolved Emission Spectroscopy (TRES) and Ultrafast Photoluminescence.  
In an attempt to resolve the emissions of both the T1 and T2 NH-tautomers, time-resolved emission 
spectroscopy (TRES) was carried out on each of the investigated models.  Figure 8 shows the 
results for the time resolved measurements of [Zn-COR2] at 298 K. All other TRES measurements 
can be found in the Supporting Information (Figures S13-S17). In all of the samples we can clearly 
distinguish between the short lived T2 tautomer (at higher energy) and the longer lived T1 tautomer 
(at lower energy). Furthermore, we can see that the excited state lifetime of the T2 tautomer at 298 
K is in order of approximately 60-80 ps while at 77 K the lifetime is considerably longer (200-300 
ps). At 77 K we are even able to resolve a rise time which is indicative of the T2 → T1 
tautomerization (see supporting information). Unfortunately, the low intensity of the T1 tautomer 
requires lifetime measurements to be made with large slits and the spectral overlap of the T1 and 
T2 emission makes it difficult to accurately extract a lifetime for the T2 tautomer by standard 
TCSPC measurements due to the pollution of the T2 decay by T1 emission and the short nature of 
the T2 lifetime. However, ultrafast photoluminescence measurements using a Streak camera with 
a 4 ps theoretical resolution allows us to well resolve the two tautomers. Streak camera 
measurements gave results similar to what was observed in TRES. The ultrafast 
photoluminescence data for [Zn-COR2], [COR2] and [COR] are summarized in the Supporting 
Information (Figures S21-S26). 
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Figure 8. Time resolved emission spectra of [Zn-COR2] measured at 298 K in 2-MeTHF where 
the [Zn]-emission is completely quenched: A) Three-dimensional map of the emission as a 
function of time showing the T2 and T1 tautomers.  B) Two-dimensional contour plot of the 
emission as a function of time showing the T2 and T1 tautomers. C) Cross-sectional slices of the 
emission taken at the indicated times. The T2 and T1 tautomers are identified by arrows whose 
magnitude is representative of the emission rate. D) Selected decay traces at different emission 
wavelengths showing a short (T2) and long (T1) component. 
The higher resolution of the rapid camera allowed us to isolate the T1 and T2 components. In all 
cases the decay associated spectra, obtained by global analysis, yield a short lifetime component 
assigned to the T2 corrole tautomer which appears to be “giving” to the T1 tautomer, as denoted 
by the negative portion of the decay associated spectrum (see Supporting Information). At          298 
K the Streak camera analysis clearly resolves the two tautomeric species and allows us to assign 
fluorescence lifetime values to the T2 tautomer. The results show similar T2 lifetimes for [COR], 
[COR2] and [Zn-COR2] ranging from 54 to 63 ps (Table 4). At 77 K a similar process can be 
observed with lifetimes ranging from 177 to 197 ps. If we consider that the T2 emission is 
quenched by excited state T2 → T1 tautomerization, this large increase in lifetime can be explained 
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by the slowed rate of tautomerization at 77 K. Furthermore, if we consider that the        T2 → T1 
tautomerization occurs in the excited state we can determine the limiting rate of tautomerization 
by examining the T2 lifetimes, i.e. T2 must tautomerize to form T1 within its excited state lifetime 
so if we know how long it remains excited we also know the minimum rate of excited state 
tautomerization. 
Femtosecond Transient Absorption and Energy Transfer Kinetics  
Room temperature transient absorption measurements show a component that can be assigned to 
the T2 → T1 tautomerization (quenched T2 lifetime). The measured value here corresponds with 
the streak camera measurements mentioned above. More interestingly a new component whose 
decay associated spectrum corresponds to the [Zn] Soret band absorption can be observed. This 
component exhibits a 20.5 ps lifetime and is assigned as the quenched lifetime of the Zn-porphyrin 
(Figure 9). The short lifetime further explains why no Zn-porphyrin emission is observed in [Zn-
COR2]. If we consider that a typical Zn-porphyrin has a quantum yield of approximately 0.03, and 
a fluorescence lifetime of approximately 2.0 ns, the 20 ps lifetime then represents a 100-fold 
quenching that would produce a quantum yield in the order of 0.0003, assuming that the Zn-
porphyrin unit absorbed all of the photons. This rational is based on the fact that ΦF=kFτF, where 
τF is the fluorescence lifetime, kF is the fluorescence rate constant which is intrinsic to a given 
molecule, and ΦF is the fluorescence quantum yield. Needless to say, the strong spectral overlap 
between the Zn-porphyrin and free-base corrole absorptions make is such that only a portion of 
the photons are actually absorbed by the Zn-porphyrin making its quantum yield nearly nil, 
resulting in an emission that cannot be observed. By applying equation 3 and using the unquenched 
lifetime of ZnTPP for τ°we can determine the Zn → COR energy transfer rate to be 4.83 x 1010 
s-1. Additionally, the ET efficacy was determined to be 99.3% by using equation 4. Unfortunately, 
we cannot determine the Zn → T1 and Zn → T2 energy transfer rates but as mentioned above we 
can imagine that the ET process is dominated by the Zn → T1 process. Furthermore the newly 
reported energy transfer rate constant falls perfectly in line with our previously published works[19-
21] built upon a truxene spacer.  In these works, a strong through bond (Dexter) energy transfer 
component is used to explain why such a fast rate is observed. In the current report such an 
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Excited State Tautomerization 
As mentioned above the emission spectra of [Zn-COR2], [COR2] and [COR] at 298 K are all 
strongly dominated by the T1 tautomer due to the rapid Zn → T1 energy transfer and T2 → T1 
tautomerization. However, when we examine the emission spectrum of [Zn-COR2] at 77 K 
compared to the emission spectrum of the two models, we can see that the spectrum is far more 
dominated by the T1 tautomer. This can only be explained by an accelerated funneling of the 
excitation energy towards the T1 excited state. By examining the emission values of the T2 
tautomer in [COR2] and [Zn-COR2] at 77 K and comparing them to each other (Figure S?) we 
can see that the fluorescence intensity of the T2 tautomer is reduced by a factor of 2.9 upon the 
addition of the Zn-donor. This nearly 3-fold decrease in T2 emission upon the excitation of the Zn 
donor can only be explained by the selective Zn → T1 energy transfer that is favored over the Zn 
→ T2 energy transfer as justified by the larger J-integral between the Zn-donor and the T1 
tautomer. The ultrafast photoluminescence measurements of [Zn-COR2], [COR2] and [COR] all 
show components corresponding to the quenched lifetime of the T2 tautomer.  These lifetimes can 
be used to estimate the rate of tautomerization. 
Conclusions 
The investigation of [Zn-COR2], [COR2] and [COR] was carried out by DFT computations which 
demonstrate a reasonable degree of MO coupling over the truxene spacer and helped with the 
assignment of the absorption bands of the individual tautomers. Steady state absorption and 
emission measurements showed a completely quenched Zn-porphyrin emission and a rapid T2 → 
T1 excited state tautomerization. The emission spectrum of [Zn-COR2] further shows that by 
introducing an energy donor we can further limit the population of the T2 tautomer. Lifetime 
measurements, including ultrafast photoluminescence and femtosecond transient absorption show 
that the Zn → COR energy transfer process occurs at a rate of 4.83 x 1010 s-1, with an efficiency of 
99.3%, which falls in line with previous works on similar structures. The rapid ET process is 
believed to be heavily mediated by the through bond Dexter process. Furthermore, ultrafast 
photoluminescence measurements suggest that the       T2→ T1 excited state tautomerization 
process occurs at a rate of approximately 1.73 x 1010 s-1 at 298 K and 5.34 x 109 s-1 at 77 K. To the 
best of our knowledge this is the first report of the rate of excited state tautomerization in free-base 
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corroles. Based on this report, it could be imagined that by using an appropriate energy donor and 
free-base corrole acceptor we could essentially eliminate the emission of the T2 tautomer allowing 
for the investigation of the photophysical properties of a single tautomeric species without using 
extreme conditions such as cryostats. Finally, variable temperature photoluminescence 
measurements could be used to yield different rates of excited state tautomerization, which could 
lead to a greater understanding of the activation barrier between the T2 and T1 tautomer. An 
understanding of this barrier could then in turn allow us to limit the T2 tautomerization process 
allowing for the investigation of its photophysical properties. 
Experimental Section 
Chemicals and Reagents 
Unless otherwise noted, all chemicals and solvents were of analytical reagent grade and used as 
received. Absolute dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) was obtained from Carlo Erba. Silica gel (Merck; 
70-120 mm) was used for column chromatography. Analytical thin-layer chromatography was 
performed with Merck 60 F254 silica gel (pre-coated sheets, 0.2 mm thick). Reactions were 
monitored by TLC, UV/Vis spectroscopy and MALDI/TOF mass spectrometry. Truxene 1b and 
Zn-porphyrin 3 were synthesized as previously reported in the literature. [19-21, 85-86] 
Instruments 
1H NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker DRX-300 AVANCE transform spectrometer at the 
“Pôle Chimie Moléculaire (Welience, UB-Filiale)”; chemical shifts are expressed in ppm relative 
to chloroform. VT NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker 600 AVANCE II spectrometer at 
the “Pôle Chimie Moléculaire (Welience, UB-Filiale)”. Molar extinction coefficients were 
measured with a Varian Cary 1 spectrophotometer (Université de Bourgogne Franche-Comté). 
Mass spectra were obtained with a Bruker Daltonics Ultraflex II LRF 2000 spectrometer in the 
MALDI/TOF reflectron mode using dithranol as a matrix. The measurements were made at the 
“Pôle Chimie Moléculaire (Welience, UB-Filiale)”. Absorption spectra were measured on a Varian 
Cary 300 Bio UV-Vis spectrometer at 298K and on a Hewlett-Packard 8452A diode array 
spectrometer with a 0.1 second integration time at 77K (Université de Sherbrooke). Steady state 
fluorescence and excitation spectra were acquired on an Edinburgh Instruments FLS980 
phosphorimeter equipped with single monochromators. All fluorescence spectra were corrected 
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for instrument response. Fluorescence lifetime measurements were made with the FLS908 
phosphorimeter using a 378 nm picosecond pulsed diode laser (fwhm = 78 ps) as an excitation 
source. Data collection on the FLS980 system is done by time correlated single photon counting 
(TCSPC). 
DFT Computations 
All density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed with Gaussian 09[96] at the 
Université de Sherbrooke with the Mammouth supercomputer supported by Le Réseau Québécois 
De Calculs Hautes Performances. The DFT geometry optimizations and Time dependant DFT 
(TD-DFT) calculations[97-106] were carried out using the B3LYP method. A 6-31g* basis set was 
used for C, H, N and F atoms.[107-112] VDZ (valence double ζ) with SBKJC effective core potentials 
were used for all Zn atoms.[107-112] Theoretical UV-Visible absorption spectra were obtained using 
GaussSum.[113] 
Femtosecond Transient Absorption Measurements  
The fs transient spectra and decay profiles were acquired on a homemade system using a Soltice / 
OPA-800CF (Spectra Physics) Ti-sapphire laser (λexc = 500 nm; fwhm = 120 fs; pulse energy = 
0.12 μJ per pulse, rep. rate = 500 Hz; spot size ∼ 500 μm), a white light continuum generated 
inside a sapphire window and a custom made dual CCD camera of 64 × 1024 pixels sensitive 
between 200 and 1100 nm (S7030, Spectronic Devices). The delay line permitted to probe up to 4 
ns with an accuracy of ∼4 fs. The results were analyzed with the program Glotaran 
(http://glotaran.org) permitting to extract a sum of independent exponentials 𝐼 𝜆, 𝑡 = 𝐶1 𝜆 ×
 𝑒−𝑡1 𝜏⁄ + 𝐶2 𝜆 × 𝑒
−𝑡2 𝜏⁄ +⋯ that fits the whole 3D transient map. 
Ultrafast Photoluminescence Measurements 
The short components of the fluorescence decays were measured using the output of an OPA 
(OPA-800CF, SpectraPhysics) operating at λexc = 490 nm, a pulse width of 90 fs, rep. rate = 1 kHz, 
pulse energy = 1.6 μJ per pulse, spot size ∼ 2 mm, and a Streak camera (Axis-TRS, Axis 
Photonique Inc.) with less than 8 ps resolution. The results were also globally analyzed with the 
program Glotaran (http://glotaran.org) permitting to extract a sum of independent exponentials 
(𝐼 𝜆, 𝑡 = 𝐶1 𝜆 × 𝑒
−𝑡1 𝜏⁄ + 𝐶2 𝜆 × 𝑒
−𝑡2 𝜏⁄ +⋯).  
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Quantum Yield Measurements 
All quantum yield measurements were performed in distillated 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (2-
MeTHF). Quartz cuvettes of 3 mL with path length of 1 cm equipped with a septum were used, 
and all solutions were Ar-degassed prior to measurements. Three diﬀerent measurements (i.e., 
different solutions) were performed for each quantum yield. The sample concentrations were 
chosen to obtain an absorbance of about 0.05. Relative quantum eﬃciencies were obtained by 
comparing the areas under the corrected emission spectra of the sample relative to a known 
standard, and the following equation was used to calculate quantum yield: ΦF(sample) = 
ΦF(standard) x (Isample/Istandard) x (Fstandard/Fsample) (ηsample2/ηstandard2),where ΦF(standard) is the 
reported quantum yield of the standard, I is the integrated emission spectrum, F is the absorptance 
(F= 1-10-A, where A is the absorbance) at the excitation wavelength, and η is the refractive index 
of the solvents used. Free-base TetraPhenylPorphyrin (H2TPP) was used as a reference for all 
measurements (ΦF = 0.11).[114] 
Synthesis 
5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-Hexabutyl-7,12-dibromotruxene-2-carbaldehyde (1b): To a stirred solution 
of 5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexabutyltruxene-2-carbaldehyde (3.53 g, 5 mmol) in dry DCM (100 mL), 
bromine (1.6 mL, 30 mmol) in 20 mL of DCM was added over 30 min at 0 oC under the protection 
from light. After stirring at room temperature overnight, the reaction mixture was quenched with 
sodium dithionite solution. After extraction with DCM, washing with saturated sodium 
bicarbonate solution, brine and drying over magnesium sulfate, the organic solvent was removed 
under reduced pressure. The product 1a was purified by column chromatography on silica gel, 
eluting with 50% heptane/DCM. Yield: 4.19 g, 97%. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, 25°C): δ = 10.16 
(s, 1 H, -CHO), 8.53 (d, 1 H, J = 9.0 Hz, Ar-H), 8.24 (t, 2 H, J = 6.0 Hz, Ar-H), 8.01 (s, 1 H, Ar-
H), 7.97 (d, 1 H, 6.0 Hz, Ar-H), 7.62-7.55 (m, 4 H, Ar-H), 3.00-2.86 (m, 6 H, α-CH2-), 2.24-2.03 
(m, 6 H, α-CH2-), 1.00-0.86 (m, 12 H, β-CH2-), 0.53-0.43 ppm (m, 30 H, -CH2-CH3). 
2-(5,15-Diperfluorophenylcorrol-10-yl)-7,12-dibromo-5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexabutyltruxene 
([COR]): Compound 1b (0.813 g, 0.94 mmol) and meso-perfluorophenyl-dipyrromethane (0.874 
g, 2.8 mmol) were dissolved in DCM (70 mL) under an atmosphere of argon and shield from light. 
The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 5 min, and TFA (20 μL) was added. After stirring 
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at room temperature for 4 h, the mixture was diluted 6 times with DCM (300 mL) and DDQ (3.8 
mmol, 0.863 g) was added. The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 30 min, 
concentrated, and filtered through a silica gel pad by using DCM as the eluent. The first fraction 
was collected. After evaporation, the resulting solid was purified on silica gel (60 % 
DCM/heptane) to give [COR] in 33% yield (455 mg) as a dark-violet solid. 1H NMR (300 MHz, 
CDCl3, 25°C): δ = 9.17 (d, 4 H, J = 3.0 Hz, H-pyrro), 8.86 (d, 2 H, J = 3.0 Hz, H-pyrro), 8.81 (d, 
2 H, J = 6.0 Hz, H-pyrro), 8.76 (d, 1 H, J = 9.0 Hz, H-truxene), 8.64 (d, 2 H, H-pyrro), 8.35-8.26 
(m, 4 H, H- truxene), 7.72-7.57 (m, 4 H, H-truxene), 3.28 (m, 2 H, -CH2-truxene), 3.03 (m, 4 H, -
CH2-truxene), 2.34-2.14 (m, 6 H, -CH2-truxene), 1.30-0.56 ppm (m, 48 H, -CH2-, N-H, -CH3). MS 
(MALDI-TOF): m/z = 1462.40 [M]+., 1462.41 calcd for C82H74Br2F10N4. HRMS (MALDI-TOF): 
m/z = 1462.406 [M]+., 1462.412 calcd for C82H74Br2F10N4. UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): λmax (ε x 10-3 L mol-
1 cm-1) = 282.0 (95.2), 301.9 (88.6), 314.0 (106.2), 414.0 (175.4), 566.0 (26.4), 614.0 nm (16.7). 
2,7-Di(5,15-diperfluorophenylcorrol-10-yl)-12-bromo-5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexabutyltruxene 
([COR2]): Compound 1a (1.33 mmol, 1.083 g) and meso-perfluorophenyl-dipyrromethane (9.29 
mmol, 2.9 g, 7 equiv.) were dissolved in DCM (300 mL) under argon and shielded  from light. 
The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 5 min, and TFA (140 μL, 1.4 equiv.) was added. 
After stirring at room temperature for 4 h, the mixture was diluted 6 times with DCM (1.5 L) and 
DDQ (1.8 g, 7.98 mmol, 6 equiv.) was added. The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature 
for 15 min, concentrated, and filtered through a silica gel pad by using DCM as the eluent. The 
first fraction was collected. After evaporation, the resulting solid was purified on silica gel (50% 
DCM/heptane) to give [COR2] as a dark-violet solid. Yield: 173 mg, 6.4%. 1H NMR (300 MHz, 
CDCl3, 25°C): δ = 9.17 (m, 4 H, H-pyrro), 8.93-8.81 (m, 10 H, H-pyrro and truxene), 8.63 (m, 4 
H, H-pyrro and truxene), 8.44-8.39 (m, 3 H, H-pyrro and truxene), 8.35-8.28 (m, 2 H, H-truxene), 
7.77 (m, 1 H, H-truxene), 7.65 (m, 1 H, H-truxene), 3.40 (m, 4 H, -CH2-truxene), 3.16 (m, 2 H, -
CH2-truxene), 2.55-2.28 (m, 6 H, -CH2-truxene), 1.30-0.94 (m, 24 H, -CH2-), 0.73 ppm (m, 24 H, 
N-H, -CH3). MS (MALDI-TOF): m/z = 2012.51 [M]+., 2012.57 calcd for C113H85BrF20N8. HRMS 
(MALDI-TOF): m/z = 2012.5655 [M]+., 2012.5756 calcd for C113H85BrF20N8. UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): 
λmax (ε x 10-3 L mol-1 cm-1) = 282.0 (63.9), 412.9 (241.9), 565.1 (38.4), 615.0 nm (23.6). 
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2,7-Di(5,15-diperfluorophenylcorrol-10-yl)-12-(Zinc(II)-5,15-p-tolyl-10-phenyl-porphyrin)-
5,5’,10,10’,15,15’-hexabutyltruxene ([Zn-COR2]): A DMF/toluene (1/2) solution (15 mL) of a 
mixture of [COR2] (100.0 mg, 0.05 mmol), Zinc(II) 5,15-p-tolyl-10-phenyl-20-(4’,4’,5’,5’-
tetramethyl-[1’,2’,3’dioxa-borolan- 2’-yl])porphyrin (37.5 mg, 0.05 mmol), Cs2CO3 (81.0 mg, 
0.25 mmol, 5 equiv.) and Pd(PPh3)4 (5.77 mg, 10 % equiv., 0.005 mmol) was degassed by freeze-
pump-thaw cycles and then stirred at 96 oC overnight under argon. The organic solvent was 
removed under reduced pressure. The residue was purified on silica gel with 60% CHCl3/heptane. 
The pure product was obtained by recrystallization from CHCl3/CH3OH. Yield: 55 mg, 43%. 1H 
NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, 25°C): δ = 10.16 (s, 4 H, meso-H), 10.07 (s, 2 H, meso-H), 9.19 (m, 4 
H, H-pyrro), 9.10 (m, 4 H, H-pyrro), 9.03 (m, 4 H, H-pyrro), 8.98 (m, 4 H, H-pyrro), 8.88 (t, 3 H, 
J= 9.0 Hz, truxene-H), 8.51 (m, 2 H, truxene-H), 8.36-8.24 (m, 7 H, H-phenyl and truxene-H), 
8.18-8.08 (m, 9 H, H-phenyl), 7.79 (m, 6 H, H-phenyl), 7.60 (d, 8 H, J = 6.0 Hz, H-phenyl), 4.06 
(q, 4 H, pyrro-CH2CH3), 3.62 (s, 6 H, pyrro-CH3), 3.56 (s, 6 H, pyrro-CH3), 3.49 (m, 6 H, H-
truxene), 2.75 (s, 12 H, phenyl-CH3), 2.65 (s, 6 H, pyrro-CH3), 2.49 (m, 6 H, Truxene-CH2-), 1.39-
1.16 (m, 24 H, -CH2-), 0.90 ppm (m, 18 H, -CH3). MS (MALDI-TOF): m/z = 2563.66 [M]+., 
2563.95 calcd for C153H148N12Zn. HRMS (MALDI-TOF): m/z = 2560.7944 [M]+., 2560.8100 
calcd for C153H148N12Zn. UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): λmax (ε x 10-3 L mol-1 cm-1) = 282.0 (75.4), 424.0 
(633.1), 555.0 nm (56.7). 
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[COR] 
Chemical Formula: C82H74Br2F10N4 
Exact Mass: 1462.4121 
Molecular Weight: 1465.2838 
Figure S1: Full-scale MALDI/TOF mass spectrum of [COR] 
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[COR] 
 
Chemical Formula: C82H74Br2F10N4 
Exact Mass: 1462.4121 
Molecular Weight: 1465.2838 
m/z exp = 1462.406m/z theo = 1462.412 
Delta (ppm) = 4.10 
Figure S2: HRMS MALDI/TOF mass spectrum of [COR] 
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[COR2] 
Chemical Formula: C113H85BrF20N8 
Exact Mass: 2012.5761 
Molecular Weight: 2014.8097 
Figure S3: Full-scale MALDI/TOF mass spectrum of [COR2] 
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[COR2] 
Chemical Formula: C113H85BrF20N8 
Exact Mass: 2012.5756 
Molecular Weight: 2014.8097 
m/z exp = 2012.5655 
m/z theo = 2012.5756 
Delta (ppm) = 5.02 
Figure S4: HRMS MALDI/TOF mass spectrum of [COR2] 
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[Zn-COR2] 
Chemical Formula: C153H112F20N12Zn 
Exact Mass: 2560.8105 
Molecular Weight: 2563.9548 
Figure S5: Full-scale MALDI/TOF mass spectrum of [Zn-COR2] 
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[Zn-COR2] 
Chemical Formula: C153H112F20N12Zn 
Exact Mass: 2560.8100 
Molecular Weight: 2563.9548 
m/z exp = 2560.7944 
m/z theo = 2560.8100 
Delta (ppm) = 6.09 
 
Figure S6: HRMS MALDI/TOF mass spectrum of [Zn-COR2] 
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[COR] 
Chemical Formula: C82H74Br2F10N4 
Exact Mass: 1462.4121 
Molecular Weight: 1465.2838 
Figure S7: 1H NMR spectrum of [COR] 
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[COR2] 
Chemical Formula: C113H85BrF20N8 
Exact Mass: 2012.5761 
Molecular Weight: 2014.8097 
Figure S8: 1H NMR spectrum of [COR] 
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[Zn-COR2] 
Chemical Formula: C153H112F20N12Zn 
Exact Mass: 2560.8105 
Molecular Weight: 2563.9548 
Figure S9: 1H NMR spectrum of [Zn-COR2] 
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Figure S10: Decay traces for [COR] at 298 K (top) and 77 K (bottom) in both a linear and 
logarithmic scale. Traces yield a lifetime of 4.24 ns (χ2 = 1.039) at 298 K and 4.98 ns (χ2 = 
1.039) at 77 K. 
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Figure S11: Decay traces for [COR2] at 298 K (top) and 77 K (bottom) in both a linear and 
logarithmic scale. Traces yield a lifetime of 4.28 ns (χ2 = 1.082) at 298 K and 4.87 ns (χ2 = 
1.040) at 77 K. 
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Figure S12: Decay traces for [Zn-COR2] at 298 K (top) and 77 K (bottom) in both a linear and 
logarithmic scale. Traces yield a lifetime of 4.21 ns (χ2 = 1.072) at 298 K and 4.17 ns (χ2 = 
1.092) at 77 K. 
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Figure S13: Time resolved emission spectra of [COR] measured at 298 K in 2-MeTHF: A) Three-
dimensional map of the emission as a function of time showing the T2 and T1 tautomers.  B) Two-
dimensional contour plot of the emission as a function of time showing the T2 and T1 tautomers. 
C) Cross-sectional slices of the emission taken at the indicated times. The T2 and T1 tautomers 
are identified by arrows whose magnitude is representative of the emission rate. D) Selected decay 
traces at different emission wavelengths showing a short (T2) and long (T1) component.    
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Figure S14: Time resolved emission spectra of [COR] measured at 77 K in 2-MeTHF.: A) Three-
dimensional map of the emission as a function of time showing the T2 and T1 tautomers.  B) Two-
dimensional contour plot of the emission as a function of time showing the T2 and T1 tautomers. 
C) Cross-sectional slices of the emission taken at the indicated times. The T2 and T1 tautomers 
are identified by arrows whose magnitude is representative of the emission rate. D) Selected decay 
traces at different emission wavelengths showing a short (T2) and long (T1) component.  The inset 
shows a clear T2 → T1 risetime. 
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Figure S15: Time resolved emission spectra of [COR2] measured at 298 K in 2-MeTHF: A) 
Three-dimensional map of the emission as a function of time showing the T2 and T1 tautomers.  
B) Two-dimensional contour plot of the emission as a function of time showing the T2 and T1 
tautomers. C) Cross-sectional slices of the emission taken at the indicated times. The T2 and T1 
tautomers are identified by arrows whose magnitude is representative of the emission rate. D) 
Selected decay traces at different emission wavelengths showing a short (T2) and long (T1) 
component. 
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Figure S16: Time resolved emission spectra of [COR2] measured at 77 K in 2-MeTHF: A) Three-
dimensional map of the emission as a function of time showing the T2 and T1 tautomers.  B) Two-
dimensional contour plot of the emission as a function of time showing the T2 and T1 tautomers. 
C) Cross-sectional slices of the emission taken at the indicated times. The T2 and T1 tautomers 
are identified by arrows whose magnitude is representative of the emission rate. D) Selected decay 
traces at different emission wavelengths showing a short (T2) and long (T1) component.  The inset 
shows a clear T2 → T1 risetime. 
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Figure S17: Time resolved emission spectra of [ZnCOR2] measured at 298 K in 2-MeTHF where 
the [Zn]-emission is completely quenched: A) Three-dimensional map of the emission as a 
function of time showing the T2 and T1 tautomers.  B) Two-dimensional contour plot of the 
emission as a function of time showing the T2 and T1 tautomers. C) Cross-sectional slices of the 
emission taken at the indicated times. The T2 and T1 tautomers are identified by arrows whose 
magnitude is representative of the emission rate. D) Selected decay traces at different emission 
wavelengths showing a short (T2) and long (T1) component. 
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Figure S18: Calculated UV-Vis absorption spectrum for [COR] where the corrole unit is in the 
T1 tautomer conformation. 
 
Figure S19: Calculated UV-Vis absorption spectrum for [COR] where the corrole unit is in the 
T2 tautomer conformation. 
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Figure S20: Calculated UV-Vis absorption spectrum for [COR2] where the corrole units are in 
the T1 and T2 tautomer conformation. 
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Table S1: First 100 calculated energy transitions for [Zn-COR2] where both corrole units are in 
the T1 conformation.  
No. 
Wavelength 
(nm) 
Osc. 
Strength 
Major contributors (%) 
1 566.8 0.1221 
H-3→L+4 (10%), H-1→LUMO (12%), H-1→L+1 (20%), 
HOMO→L+1 (33%) 
2 566.6 0.1604 H-1→LUMO (21%), H-1→L+1 (12%), HOMO→LUMO (32%) 
3 542.3 0.0641 H-5→L+3 (36%), H-2→L+2 (62%) 
4 540.9 0.0283 H-5→L+2 (38%), H-2→L+3 (60%) 
5 530.0 0.031 
H-4→LUMO (15%), H-3→L+1 (15%), H-1→L+4 (20%), 
HOMO→L+5 (21%) 
6 529.4 0.0122 
H-4→LUMO (21%), H-3→L+1 (21%), H-1→L+5 (19%), 
HOMO→L+4 (21%) 
7 519.8 0.0003 
H-1→LUMO (40%), H-1→L+1 (13%), HOMO→LUMO (36%), 
HOMO→L+1 (11%) 
8 519.5 0.0002 
H-1→LUMO (13%), H-1→L+1 (40%), HOMO→LUMO (11%), 
HOMO→L+1 (36%) 
9 503.6 0.0001 H-2→LUMO (62%), H-2→L+1 (38%) 
10 503.4 0.0003 H-2→LUMO (38%), H-2→L+1 (62%) 
11 486.0 0.0008 HOMO→L+2 (100%) 
12 482.8 0.0005 H-1→L+2 (22%), HOMO→L+3 (78%) 
13 482.6 0.0012 H-1→L+2 (77%), HOMO→L+3 (22%) 
14 479.5 0.0001 H-1→L+3 (98%) 
15 467.4 0 H-3→LUMO (75%), H-3→L+1 (23%) 
16 466.9 0 H-4→LUMO (24%), H-4→L+1 (75%) 
17 461.1 0 H-5→LUMO (88%), H-5→L+1 (12%) 
18 461.0 0 H-5→LUMO (12%), H-5→L+1 (88%) 
19 449.6 0.0046 
H-1→L+4 (38%), H-1→L+5 (11%), HOMO→L+4 (16%), 
HOMO→L+5 (35%) 
20 449.3 0.0121 
H-1→L+4 (11%), H-1→L+5 (35%), HOMO→L+4 (38%), 
HOMO→L+5 (15%) 
21 438.8 0.0022 H-3→L+2 (99%) 
22 438.4 0.0479 H-2→L+4 (96%) 
23 438.3 0.0015 H-4→L+2 (99%) 
24 436.3 0.0002 H-3→L+3 (100%) 
25 436.1 0.0006 H-2→L+5 (98%) 
26 435.9 0.0002 H-4→L+3 (100%) 
27 423.5 2.2394 H-3→L+1 (13%), H-1→L+4 (20%), HOMO→L+5 (18%) 
28 418.4 1.866 
H-7→L+1 (11%), H-5→L+3 (12%), H-4→LUMO (10%), 
 H-1→L+5 (15%) 
29 414.3 0.3085 H-7→LUMO (23%), H-7→L+1 (15%), H-6→LUMO (25%) 
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30 413.6 0.4783 H-7→LUMO (19%), H-7→L+1 (18%), H-6→L+1 (27%) 
31 409.1 0.02 H-3→L+4 (49%), H-3→L+5 (46%) 
32 409.0 0.0053 H-4→L+4 (56%), H-4→L+5 (41%) 
33 406.9 0.0702 H-6→L+2 (27%), H-5→L+3 (14%), H-1→L+5 (12%) 
34 405.4 0.003 H-5→L+4 (98%) 
35 404.0 0.3824 
H-6→L+3 (14%), H-5→L+2 (23%), H-5→L+5 (44%),  
H-2→L+3 (14%) 
36 403.5 0.0354 H-7→LUMO (17%), H-7→L+1 (13%), H-6→L+1 (58%) 
37 403.4 0.0347 H-7→LUMO (16%), H-7→L+1 (16%), H-6→LUMO (60%) 
38 403.2 0.3813 
H-6→L+3 (14%), H-5→L+2 (17%), H-5→L+5 (50%),  
H-2→L+3 (12%) 
39 398.7 0.4781 H-7→L+1 (17%), H-3→L+4 (22%), H-3→L+5 (24%) 
40 397.7 1.2106 H-7→LUMO (14%), H-4→L+4 (20%), H-4→L+5 (27%) 
41 388.7 0.7513 H-6→L+2 (50%), H-5→L+3 (26%), H-2→L+2 (13%) 
42 388.1 0.6872 H-6→L+3 (66%), H-5→L+2 (16%) 
43 380.5 0.0028 H-7→L+2 (98%) 
44 377.0 0.0011 H-7→L+3 (100%) 
45 370.4 0.1241 H-7→L+5 (22%), H-6→L+4 (46%) 
46 370.0 0.0207 H-7→L+4 (39%), H-6→L+5 (25%), HOMO→L+7 (10%) 
47 369.0 0.4144 H-10→LUMO (32%), H-9→L+1 (25%) 
48 368.5 0.2779 H-10→L+1 (31%), H-9→LUMO (26%) 
49 368.2 0 H-11→L+2 (98%) 
50 367.0 0 H-11→L+3 (98%) 
51 365.7 0.0114 H-7→L+5 (55%), H-6→L+4 (29%) 
52 362.1 0.0027 H-7→L+4 (32%), H-6→L+5 (65%) 
53 354.4 0.0217 HOMO→L+6 (74%) 
54 353.2 0.0673 H-1→L+7 (28%), HOMO→L+7 (32%) 
55 352.7 0.0594 H-1→L+7 (43%), HOMO→L+7 (21%) 
56 350.7 0.0079 H-2→L+6 (36%), H-1→L+6 (51%) 
57 349.3 0.0018 H-2→L+6 (56%), H-1→L+6 (28%), HOMO→L+7 (12%) 
58 345.2 0.0004 H-16→L+2 (13%), H-14→L+3 (18%), H-8→L+2 (48%) 
59 342.7 0.0005 H-8→L+3 (67%), H-2→L+7 (12%) 
60 342.6 0.0032 H-8→L+3 (10%), H-2→L+7 (81%) 
61 336.8 0.0289 H-14→L+2 (15%), H-13→L+2 (67%) 
62 335.8 0.0127 H-16→L+3 (11%), H-13→L+3 (44%) 
63 335.5 0.0069 
H-15→L+3 (16%), H-14→L+2 (13%), H-13→L+3 (26%),  
H-8→L+3 (11%) 
64 333.8 0.0185 H-3→L+7 (15%), H-1→L+9 (35%), HOMO→L+9 (38%) 
65 333.7 0.0154 H-4→L+7 (14%), H-1→L+8 (39%), HOMO→L+8 (40%) 
66 333.0 0.0005 H-15→L+3 (12%), H-14→L+3 (23%), H-8→L+2 (47%) 
67 332.2 0.0526 H-3→L+6 (25%), H-3→L+7 (45%), H-1→L+9 (11%), 
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 HOMO→L+9 (12%) 
68 332.0 0.0412 H-4→L+6 (15%), H-4→L+7 (59%) 
69 330.0 0.0024 H-12→L+3 (66%), H-5→L+6 (17%) 
70 328.7 0.0182 H-12→L+3 (14%), H-5→L+6 (78%) 
71 326.9 0.0024 H-16→L+2 (36%), H-15→L+2 (30%), H-14→L+3 (15%) 
72 326.4 0.0058 H-14→LUMO (11%), H-9→LUMO (24%) 
73 325.6 0.0085 H-3→L+6 (55%), H-3→L+7 (23%) 
74 325.3 0.0595 H-12→L+2 (54%) 
75 325.2 0.0496 H-14→L+1 (11%), H-12→L+2 (26%), H-9→L+1 (11%) 
 
 
 
Table S2: First 100 calculated energy transitions for [Zn-COR2] where both corrole units are in 
the T2 conformation.  
No. 
Wavelength 
(nm) 
Osc. 
Strength 
Major contributors (%) 
1 556.0 0.1773 H-1→LUMO (35%), HOMO→LUMO (30%) 
2 555.7 0.2291 H-1→L+1 (24%), HOMO→L+1 (42%) 
3 539.4 0.0406 H-5→L+3 (29%), H-2→L+2 (60%) 
4 538.6 0.0256 H-5→L+2 (30%), H-2→L+3 (60%) 
5 533.2 0.0873 
H-3→L+1 (31%), H-1→L+4 (11%), HOMO→L+1 (11%), 
HOMO→L+5 (13%) 
6 532.7 0.0391 H-4→LUMO (36%), H-1→L+5 (13%), HOMO→L+4 (10%) 
7 527.1 0.0022 H-1→LUMO (48%), HOMO→LUMO (51%) 
8 526.1 0.0025 H-1→L+1 (66%), HOMO→L+1 (33%) 
9 511.6 0.0003 H-2→LUMO (100%) 
10 510.8 0.0004 H-2→L+1 (100%) 
11 480.2 0.0004 HOMO→L+2 (100%) 
12 478.6 0 HOMO→L+3 (100%) 
13 476.8 0.0012 H-1→L+2 (99%) 
14 475.3 0.0002 H-1→L+3 (99%) 
15 471.4 0 H-4→LUMO (24%), H-3→LUMO (68%) 
16 471.2 0 H-5→LUMO (89%), H-3→LUMO (11%) 
17 471.0 0 H-4→L+1 (78%), H-3→L+1 (19%) 
18 470.7 0 H-5→L+1 (78%), H-4→L+1 (10%), H-3→L+1 (12%) 
19 432.5 0.0028 H-4→L+2 (72%), H-3→L+2 (25%) 
20 432.2 0.0018 H-5→L+2 (20%), H-4→L+2 (16%), H-3→L+2 (64%) 
21 431.3 0.0002 H-4→L+3 (61%), H-3→L+3 (39%) 
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22 431.1 0.0003 H-5→L+3 (22%), H-4→L+3 (27%), H-3→L+3 (51%) 
23 430.6 0.0499 
H-1→L+4 (14%), H-1→L+5 (15%), HOMO→L+4 (32%), 
HOMO→L+5 (33%) 
24 430.1 0.0311 
H-1→L+4 (28%), H-1→L+5 (23%), HOMO→L+4 (25%), 
HOMO→L+5 (22%) 
25 429.3 0.2768 H-7→LUMO (44%), H-6→LUMO (21%) 
26 428.1 0.0445 H-7→L+1 (43%), H-6→L+1 (31%) 
27 420.6 0.0638 H-2→L+4 (94%) 
28 418.5 0.001 H-2→L+5 (98%) 
29 417.1 0.0291 H-7→LUMO (32%), H-6→LUMO (65%) 
30 416.2 0.0067 H-7→L+1 (43%), H-6→L+1 (55%) 
31 412.5 2.4276 H-3→L+1 (11%), H-1→L+4 (23%), HOMO→L+5 (20%) 
32 411.5 1.5593 H-6→L+2 (36%), H-5→L+3 (15%), H-2→L+2 (13%) 
33 403.6 0.4397 
H-6→L+2 (17%), H-6→L+3 (19%), H-5→L+2 (11%),  
H-1→L+5 (13%) 
34 402.3 0.3181 
H-6→L+2 (10%), H-6→L+3 (28%), H-5→L+2 (11%),  
H-2→L+3 (11%), H-1→L+5 (10%) 
35 392.8 0.061 H-5→L+4 (66%), H-4→L+4 (13%), H-3→L+4 (15%) 
36 392.0 0.008 H-5→L+4 (18%), H-4→L+4 (31%), H-3→L+5 (34%) 
37 391.9 0.0961 H-4→L+4 (19%), H-4→L+5 (31%), H-3→L+4 (35%) 
38 391.8 0.6865 H-6→L+3 (33%), H-5→L+2 (18%), H-2→L+3 (13%) 
39 391.2 0.8429 
H-6→L+2 (21%), H-6→L+3 (13%), H-5→L+3 (22%),  
H-2→L+2 (16%) 
40 390.9 0.108 H-5→L+5 (75%) 
41 384.5 0.6514 H-4→L+5 (15%), H-3→L+4 (23%), H-3→L+5 (16%) 
42 384.4 0.0426 H-7→L+2 (92%) 
43 383.9 1.4786 H-4→L+4 (21%), H-4→L+5 (19%), H-3→L+5 (21%) 
44 382.3 0.0014 H-7→L+3 (99%) 
45 368.4 0.0003 H-9→L+2 (98%) 
46 367.7 0.0009 H-9→L+3 (98%) 
47 365.2 0.0423 H-7→L+5 (24%), H-6→L+4 (45%) 
48 364.9 0.0187 H-7→L+4 (43%), H-6→L+5 (23%) 
49 360.9 0.2165 H-11→L+1 (37%), H-10→L+1 (30%) 
50 360.6 0.0675 
H-12→LUMO (13%), H-11→LUMO (24%),  
H-10→LUMO (10%), H-6→L+4 (15%) 
51 359.9 0.1333 H-11→LUMO (12%), H-7→L+5 (44%), H-6→L+4 (12%) 
52 356.0 0.0018 H-7→L+4 (32%), H-6→L+5 (66%) 
53 349.7 0.0078 H-6→L+4 (10%), HOMO→L+6 (75%) 
54 348.5 0.0056 H-1→L+6 (18%), HOMO→L+7 (51%) 
55 347.5 0.0147 H-1→L+7 (68%) 
56 346.4 0.0066 H-2→L+6 (82%), H-1→L+6 (11%) 
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57 344.6 0.0004 H-16→L+2 (18%), H-15→L+3 (23%), H-8→L+2 (43%) 
58 344.3 0.0054 H-2→L+6 (12%), H-1→L+6 (56%), HOMO→L+7 (28%) 
59 342.1 0.0001 H-15→L+2 (12%), H-8→L+3 (75%) 
60 336.5 0.008 H-14→L+2 (27%), H-2→L+7 (55%) 
61 336.1 0.0246 H-14→L+2 (36%), H-2→L+7 (40%) 
62 335.7 0.0197 H-14→L+3 (52%), H-12→L+3 (15%) 
63 335.3 0.0031 
H-16→L+3 (27%), H-15→L+2 (25%), H-14→L+3 (14%),  
H-8→L+3 (17%) 
64 333.9 0.0024 
H-12→LUMO (17%), H-12→L+1 (15%), H-10→LUMO (19%),  
H-10→L+1 (16%) 
65 333.9 0.0081 
H-12→LUMO (16%), H-12→L+1 (16%), H-10→LUMO (18%),  
H-10→L+1 (18%) 
66 333.2 0.0036 H-1→L+8 (27%), HOMO→L+8 (42%), HOMO→L+9 (13%) 
67 333.0 0.0039 H-1→L+8 (13%), H-1→L+9 (42%), HOMO→L+9 (31%) 
68 332.5 0.0002 H-15→L+3 (31%), H-8→L+2 (51%) 
69 329.6 0.0101 H-13→L+3 (83%) 
70 328.5 0 H-8→LUMO (99%) 
71 328.3 0 H-8→L+1 (99%) 
72 326.9 0.0067 H-18→LUMO (23%), H-17→LUMO (35%), H-4→L+7 (12%) 
73 326.8 0.0027 H-16→L+2 (17%), H-5→L+6 (53%) 
74 326.5 0.0056 H-16→L+2 (46%), H-15→L+3 (13%), H-5→L+6 (19%) 
75 326.2 0.0207 H-19→L+1 (18%), H-18→L+1 (20%), H-17→L+1 (30%) 
 
Table S3: First 100 calculated energy transitions for [Zn-COR2] where the corrole units are in 
the T1 and T2 conformations.  
No. 
Wavelength 
(nm) 
Osc. 
Strength 
Major contributors (%) 
1 567.1 0.1413 H-3→L+4 (18%), HOMO→L+1 (67%) 
2 555.7 0.2048 H-5→LUMO (10%), H-5→L+5 (13%), H-1→LUMO (61%) 
3 539.3 0.0409 H-4→L+3 (37%), H-2→L+2 (60%) 
4 538.5 0.0254 H-4→L+2 (38%), H-2→L+3 (60%) 
5 533.0 0.044 H-5→LUMO (37%), H-1→L+5 (22%), HOMO→LUMO (33%) 
6 532.0 0.0272 H-5→LUMO (12%), H-1→LUMO (20%), HOMO→LUMO (59%) 
7 530.0 0.018 H-3→L+1 (48%), HOMO→L+4 (38%) 
8 514.7 0.0002 H-1→L+1 (95%) 
9 511.6 0.0003 H-2→LUMO (100%) 
10 500.2 0.0001 H-2→L+1 (100%) 
11 483.2 0.0005 HOMO→L+2 (99%) 
12 481.7 0.0001 HOMO→L+3 (99%) 
13 477.2 0.0009 H-1→L+2 (99%) 
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14 477.0 0 H-3→LUMO (100%) 
15 475.7 0.0001 H-1→L+3 (99%) 
16 471.5 0 H-4→LUMO (99%) 
17 462.0 0 H-5→L+1 (98%) 
18 461.8 0 H-4→L+1 (98%) 
19 445.2 0.0108 H-1→L+4 (92%) 
20 436.8 0.0007 H-3→L+2 (100%) 
21 435.7 0.0002 H-3→L+3 (100%) 
22 434.5 0.0226 H-2→L+4 (87%), HOMO→L+5 (10%) 
23 434.0 0.0175 H-2→L+4 (11%), HOMO→L+5 (85%) 
24 432.3 0.0026 H-5→L+2 (99%) 
25 431.1 0.0002 H-5→L+3 (99%) 
26 427.8 0.4249 H-7→LUMO (32%), H-6→LUMO (47%) 
27 421.0 1.5163 H-7→L+1 (15%), H-3→L+1 (22%), HOMO→L+4 (23%) 
28 419.4 0.0445 H-2→L+5 (93%) 
29 415.9 0.6719 H-7→L+1 (41%), H-6→L+1 (19%), HOMO→L+4 (10%) 
30 413.7 0.1317 H-7→LUMO (50%), H-6→LUMO (43%) 
31 410.7 1.6853 
H-6→L+2 (23%), H-5→LUMO (11%), H-4→L+3 (16%),  
H-2→L+2 (10%), H-1→L+5 (19%) 
32 407.4 0.0076 H-7→L+1 (25%), H-6→L+1 (72%) 
33 405.0 0.0286 H-4→L+4 (90%) 
34 404.8 0.0299 H-5→L+4 (82%) 
35 403.9 0.2193 
H-6→L+2 (27%), H-5→LUMO (10%), H-5→L+4 (13%),  
H-1→L+5 (17%) 
36 401.7 0.5331 H-6→L+3 (36%), H-4→L+2 (30%), H-2→L+3 (20%) 
37 398.5 0.8342 
H-9→L+1 (11%), H-7→L+1 (12%), H-3→L+4 (53%),  
HOMO→L+1 (11%) 
38 395.8 0.0532 H-3→L+5 (95%) 
39 392.0 0.0117 H-4→L+5 (97%) 
40 391.2 0.9922 
H-6→L+2 (30%), H-6→L+3 (10%), H-4→L+2 (11%), 
 H-4→L+3 (23%), H-2→L+2 (13%) 
41 390.7 0.7625 H-6→L+3 (46%), H-4→L+2 (14%), H-4→L+3 (11%) 
42 384.0 1.1215 H-5→L+5 (66%), H-1→LUMO (12%) 
43 381.3 0.0085 H-7→L+2 (97%) 
44 379.3 0.0018 H-7→L+3 (98%) 
45 371.6 0.0681 H-7→L+4 (40%), H-6→L+4 (38%) 
46 369.1 0.3435 H-9→L+1 (64%) 
47 368.5 0.0001 H-10→L+2 (98%) 
48 367.7 0.001 H-10→L+3 (98%) 
49 367.3 0.0065 H-7→L+4 (39%), H-6→L+4 (44%) 
50 364.0 0.0202 H-11→LUMO (13%), H-7→L+5 (28%), H-6→L+5 (37%) 
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51 360.3 0.2067 H-11→LUMO (63%) 
52 356.2 0.0072 H-7→L+5 (43%), H-6→L+5 (31%) 
53 352.6 0.0609 HOMO→L+6 (60%) 
54 351.4 0.0011 H-6→L+5 (12%), H-1→L+6 (14%), HOMO→L+7 (53%) 
55 348.9 0.02 H-7→L+5 (14%), H-1→L+7 (72%) 
56 347.9 0.0081 H-2→L+6 (51%), H-1→L+6 (27%) 
57 346.7 0.0029 H-2→L+6 (29%), H-1→L+6 (48%), HOMO→L+7 (14%) 
58 344.7 0.0004 
H-16→L+2 (17%), H-15→L+3 (18%), H-14→L+3 (10%),  
H-8→L+2 (44%) 
59 342.2 0.0002 H-15→L+2 (10%), H-8→L+3 (75%) 
60 338.5 0.0021 H-2→L+6 (16%), H-2→L+7 (80%) 
61 336.2 0.0297 H-14→L+2 (33%), H-12→L+2 (46%) 
62 335.6 0.0202 H-14→L+3 (26%), H-12→L+3 (44%) 
63 335.3 0.0028 
H-16→L+3 (25%), H-15→L+2 (21%), H-14→L+3 (10%),  
H-8→L+3 (17%) 
64 333.6 0.0097 HOMO→L+9 (85%) 
65 333.0 0.0055 H-1→L+8 (86%) 
66 332.5 0.0002 H-15→L+3 (21%), H-14→L+3 (10%), H-8→L+2 (45%) 
67 332.5 0.0008 H-14→LUMO (15%), H-12→LUMO (24%), H-9→LUMO (14%) 
68 331.2 0.0462 H-3→L+6 (65%), H-3→L+7 (21%) 
69 329.7 0.0092 H-13→L+3 (82%) 
70 328.6 0 H-8→LUMO (99%) 
71 327.9 0.0069 H-4→L+6 (78%), H-4→L+7 (15%) 
72 327.5 0.0307 H-17→LUMO (15%), H-9→LUMO (14%), H-5→L+7 (56%) 
73 326.7 0.0075 
H-15→L+1 (11%), H-14→L+1 (19%), H-12→L+1 (33%),  
H-11→L+1 (17%) 
74 326.6 0.0528 H-17→LUMO (16%), H-9→LUMO (34%), H-5→L+7 (34%) 
75 326.5 0.0036 H-16→L+2 (58%), H-15→L+3 (15%) 
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Figure S21: Ultrafast photoluminescence measurement of [COR] at 77 K.  Measurement made 
with a 400nm excitation (pulse length approx.100fs) at 100μW (0.1μJ/pulse at 1 kHz). 
Measurement yields a T2 lifetime of 188 ps with a χ2 of 2.08. 
 
Figure S22: Ultrafast photoluminescence measurement of [COR] at 298 K.  Measurement made 
with a 400nm excitation (pulse length approx.100fs) at 100μW (0.1μJ/pulse at 1 kHz). 
Measurement yields a T2 lifetime of 63 ps with a χ2 of 1.73. 
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Figure S23: Ultrafast photoluminescence measurement of [COR2] at 77 K.  Measurement made 
with a 400nm excitation (pulse length approx.100fs) at 100μW (0.1μJ/pulse at 1 kHz). 
Measurement yields a T2 lifetime of 178 ps with a χ2 of 2.19. 
 
Figure S24: Ultrafast photoluminescence measurement of [COR2] at 298 K.  Measurement 
made with a 400nm excitation (pulse length approx.100fs) at 100μW (0.1μJ/pulse at 1 kHz). 
Measurement yields a T2 lifetime of 56 ps with a χ2 of 1.82. 
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Figure S25: Ultrafast photoluminescence measurement of [Zn-COR2] at 77 K.  Measurement 
made with a 400nm excitation (pulse length approx.100fs) at 100μW (0.1μJ/pulse at 1 kHz). 
Measurement yields a T2 lifetime of 197 ps with a χ2 of 2.53. 
 
Figure S26: Ultrafast photoluminescence measurement of [Zn-COR2] at 298 K.  Measurement 
made with a 400nm excitation (pulse length approx.100fs) at 100μW (0.1μJ/pulse at 1 kHz). 
Measurement yields a T2 lifetime of 54 ps with a χ2 of 2.11. 
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Figure S27: Frontier molecular orbitals of [Zn-COR2] where both corrole units are in the T1 
conformation. Energies are indicated in eV.  
 
Table S4: Percent contributions to the molecular orbitals as a function of molecular fragment for 
[Zn-COR2] where both corrole units are in the T1 conformation.  
Mol. Frag. H-4 H-3 H-2 H-1 HOMO LUMO L+1 L+2 L+3 L+4 
Energy (eV) -5.30 -5.29 -5.10 -5.04 -5.03 -2.48 -2.48 -2.30 -2.29 -2.09 
Truxene 2.2 2.7 6.5 7.3 9.1 2.1 2.3 5.4 2.2 8.4 
[Zn] 0.0 0.0 78.4 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 86.8 87.6 0.0 
[COR1] (T1) 1.8 91.4 0.8 41.8 42.4 21.1 66.8 0.0 0.0 44.2 
[COR2] (T1) 91.9 1.8 0.8 42.8 41.3 66.9 21.1 0.0 0.0 38.1 
Alk & Ar groups 4.2 4.1 13.4 7.2 7.2 9.9 9.9 7.8 10.2 9.3 
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Figure S31: Schematic representation of the J-integral at 298 K (2.04 x 1015 M-1cm-1nm4) (left) 
and 77 K (2.71 x 1015 M-1cm-1nm4) (right). 
The J-integral is a parameter found in both the FRET and Dexter energy transfer theories. The 
value describes the amount of excitation energy that is available to be transferred from the donor 
to the acceptor.  It is calculated using equation S3 which employs the absorption spectrum of the 
acceptor (in units of absorptivity), εA, and the emission spectrum of the donor FD. The area under 
the curve of the emission spectrum must be normalized to unity (FD*). See in text reference 88.    
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Figure S32: Van’t Hoff plots of [COR] and [COR2] allowing us to determine the energy 
difference between the ground states of the T1 and T2 tautomers 
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Figure S33: Comparison of the [COR2] and [Zn-COR2] emission spectra at 77 K showing a 3-
fold decrease in the intensity of the T2 emission caused by a selective Zn → T1 energy transfer  
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CHAPTER 8 
 
Discussion and Conclusions 
8.1  Synthesis  
 
The investigated compounds presented in this thesis were all prepared by Dr. Hui-Jun Xu under 
the supervision of Pr. Claude Gros at the Université de Bourgogne in Dijon, France. For the sake 
of comparison and discussion a new identification system is used for the investigated compounds 
in the discussion which allows for the merger of all four of the previously published works. 
Furthermore, only the investigated compounds and the compounds that are used in the preparation 
of more than one of the dyads are numbered. Figure 59 lists all of the investigated dyads and their 
model compounds and provides the identification system that will be used in this discussion. 
The preparation of each of the investigated compounds is summarized in Scheme 11 to Scheme 
15. For full details with regard to the reaction yields and purification processes of the compounds 
the reader is asked to refer to the chapters of this thesis that feature each of the respective dyads. 
The schemes presented below refer also only to the preparation of the investigated dyads and not 
the preparation of all of the model compounds used to help determine the energy transfer rates. 
Scheme 11 serves to show the preparation of the truxene bridge unit that lead to the preparation of 
all four of the investigated dyads. In this scheme we see that the alkylated truxene (1), whose 
preparation shown in Scheme 10 of the introduction of this thesis, is brominated using bromine to 
yield either the mono- or di-brominated truxene unit (2a, and 2b). N-butyllithium is then used to 
perform a metal-halogen exchange reaction to allow for the reaction with N,N-dimethylformamide 
(DMF) to yield compounds 3a and 3b containing an aldehyde functional group in the formerly 
brominated positions. Compounds 3a and 3b are then each brominated a second time to yield 
compound 4 (containing two aldehyde and one bromine functions), which is used for the 
preparation of [Zn-Fb2] (Chapter 4) and [Zn-COR2] (Chapter 5), and compound 5 (containing 
one aldehyde and two bromine functions), which is used for the preparation of [BOD-Zn2] 
(Chapter 6) and [Pd-Zn2] (Chapter 7). These reactions are all performed with good yield providing 
enough starting material for the preparation of the dyads and their respective models. 
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Figure 59. Structures and names of all of the investigated dyads and model compounds. 
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Scheme 11. The preparation of the truxene precursor compounds for the investigated dyads (R = 
n-buthyl). 
The first investigated dyad, [Zn-Fb2] was prepared (Scheme 12) by the acid catalysed 
condensation of compound 4 with compound 6 to first yield the model compound [Fb2]. A 
subsequent Suzuki coupling reaction with the Zn-porphyrin, compound 7, afforded the 
investigated dyad [Zn-Fb2]. Unfortunately, Compound 7 was not provided for analysis and a 
Suzuki coupling reaction between compound 4 (or some other mono-brominated truxene unit) and 
7 was never performed, for this reason zinc-tetraphenyl porphyrin (ZnTPP) was used as a model 
compound in the investigation of [Zn-Fb2].   
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Scheme 12: Preparation of [Zn-Fb2], (R = n-buthyl). 
The second investigated dyad was prepared (Scheme 13) by a condensation reaction of a dimethyl 
pyrrole derivative with compound 6 followed by a subsequent oxidation and borylation to afford 
the model compound [BOD]. The investigated dyad was then obtained by Suzuki coupling with 
compound 7. A second model compound bearing two BODIPY groups was also prepared but 
unfortunately a truxene bearing two Zn-porphyrins was not prepared, although this could have 
been done by a Suzuki coupling reaction between compound 6 (or another di- brominated truxene 
unit) and compound 7. In the absence of this model compound ZnTPP was once again used as a 
model for the investigation of the energy transfer kinetics.    
Scheme 13. Preparation of [BOD-Zn2], (R = n-buthyl). 
The preparation of [Pd-Zn2], summarized in Scheme 14, was carried out by the condensation of 
compound 6 with compound 5 under acidic catalyst conditions. This yielded a free-base porphyrin 
bound to a di-bromotruxene unit to which palladium was added using Pd(PPh3)2Cl2 in refluxing 
chloroform to yield the model compound [Pd]. The desired dyad was then obtained through Suzuki 
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coupling with compound 7. ZnTPP was once again used as a model in the absence of a truxene 
bearing two Zn-porphyrin units.   
Scheme 14. Preparation of [Pd-Zn2], (R = n-buthyl). 
Finally, the last of the investigated compounds was prepared (Scheme 15) via the condensation of 
a pentafluorophenyl dipyrromethane with compounds 4, followed by oxidation with DDQ, which 
first yielded the model compound [COR2]. A final Suzuki coupling reaction with compound 7 
afforded [Zn-COR2]. A model compound bearing a single corrole group ([COR]) was also 
prepared and once again ZnTPP was used as a model in lieu of a truxene barring a Zn-porphyrin 
unit.    
 
Scheme 15. Preparation of [Zn-COR2], (R = n-buthyl). 
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8.2 Energy Transfer  
 
The role of the donor and the acceptor in each of the presented dyads is determined based on the 
position of the 0-0 absorption and 0-0 fluorescence bands. That is, the donor role is assigned to the 
fluorophore at higher energy and the acceptor role is assigned to the fluorophore at lower energy. 
Table 4 summarizes the assignments of the donor and acceptors in each of the investigated dyads 
and provides the experimentally measured energy transfer rates that were reported in the Chapters 
4 to 7. In Table 4 we see that two of the investigated dyads have Zn-porphyrin donors while the 
other two have Zn-porphyrin acceptors. We also notice that all of the dyads have similar singlet-
singlet energy transfer rate constants.   
Table 4. Energy transfer rates of the investigated dyads. 
Dyad Donor Acceptor Energy transfer rate (s-1) 
[Zn-Fb2] 
Zn-porphyrin 
(mobile)a 
Fb-Porphyrin 
(fixed)b 
kET(S1) = 0.71 x 1010  [298 K] 
kET(S1) = >0.96 x1010 [77 K] 
[BOD-Zn2] 
BODIPY 
(fixed)b 
Zn-Porphyrin 
(mobile)a 
kET(S1) = 4.5 x1010  [298 K] 
kET(S1) = 2.6 x1010 [77 K] 
[Pd-Zn2] 
Pd-Porphyrin 
(fixed)b 
Zn-Porphyrin 
(mobile)a 
kET(S1) = 6.0 x 1010  [298 K] 
kET(S1) = 3.9 x 1010  [77 K] 
kET(T1) = 3.44 x108  [298 K] 
kET(T1) = 1.63 x108  [77 K] 
[Zn-COR2] 
Zn-porphyrin 
(mobile)a 
Fb-Corrole 
(mobile)a 
kET(S1) = 4.83 x 1010  [298 K] 
a) Mobile: Free rotation may occur about the truxene-chromophore bond 
b) Fixed : Free rotation about the truxene-chromophore bond is inhibited  
When we look closely at the singlet-singlet energy transfer rate constants we see that they vary as 
follows: [Zn-Fb2] < [BOD-Zn2] < [Zn-COR2] < [Pd-Zn2]. This trend is in complete agreement 
with the expected values of the J-integral. Note that the spectral overlap between the free-base 
porphyrin and Zn-porphyrin in [Zn-Fb2] is not incredibly large due to the fact that the overlap of 
the Zn-porphyrin emission is with the last two Q-bands of free-base porphyrin which are of 
relatively low intensity (ε = 18 950 and 5 850 LMol-1cm-1) leading to the smallest value in the J-
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integral for the investigated dyads. In [BOD-Zn2] the tail of the BODIPY emission with a 
maximum at approximately 510 nm overlaps with the Zn-porphyrin absorption band at 
approximately 555 nm leading to a larger J-integral due largely to the fact that the Zn-porphyrin 
Q-band is higher in intensity (ε ~ 30 000 LMol-1cm-1) than the free base Q-bands in [Zn-Fb2]. 
Finally, in [Pd-Zn2] the fluorescence of the Pd-porphyrin at approximately 550 nm falls almost 
directly on top of the Zn-porphyrin absorption band at 555 nm leading to the largest J-integral 
value and logically the fastest energy transfer rate. Unfortunately we cannot rationalize the J-
integral of the [Zn-COR2] system because of the overlap of the two corrole tautomers. However, 
if we compare the measured epsilon values of the [Zn-Fb2] and [Zn-COR2] dyads we see that the 
free-base porphyrin system has an epsilon of approximately 19 000 LMol-1cm-1 at 571 nm while 
the free-base corrole system has a molar extinction coefficient of approximately 38 500 LMol-1cm-
1 at 565 nm. The nearly two-fold increase in extinction coefficient when passing from free-base 
porphyrin to free-base corrole suggests that, at the very least, the [Zn-COR2] dyad should have a 
larger J-integral than the [Zn-Fb2] dyad, as is clearly observed.   
8.3 Temperature dependence 
 
When investigating the [Zn-Fb2] dyad a slight temperature dependence was noted. Interestingly, 
the temperature dependence was the opposite of what is normally expected. That is, the rate of 
energy transfer was slightly faster at 77 K compared to at 298 K. Normally, when a sample is 
cooled to 77 K the resulting depopulation of the hot bands results in a slight reduction in the value 
of the J-integral leading to a slowing of the energy transfer process. However, in this case the 
reduction of the J-integral is compensated for by the reduced movement of the Zn-donor leading 
to two conformations in which the porphyrin π-system overlaps slightly with the truxene π-system. 
Remember that at room temperature there is enough thermal energy available to overcome the 
energy barrier between the two conformations leading to an average dihedral angle of 
approximately 90°. The left hand side of Figure 60 shows that there is a slight orbital overlap 
between the π-system of the donor and the π-system of the truxene plan when there is a dihedral 
angle other than 90°.  The right hand side of the figure shows that when the donor plan is at 90° to 
the truxene plan the π-systems do not overlap leading to a reduction in conjugation.  
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Figure 60. The overlap of the π-system between an energy donor and truxene. Left, partial 
overlap due to a dihedral angle. Right, no overlap due to a 90° angle. 
The temperature dependence that is observed in [Zn-Fb2] is not observed in the other dyads (see 
Table 4). A possible explanation for the absence of this trend is as follows. When we examine the 
structures of the first three dyads we see that in [Zn-Fb2] the donor is free to flip back and forth 
between two conformations leading to the aforementioned temperature dependence, however the 
structures of both [BOD-Zn2], and [Pd-Zn2] have donor chromophores that are flanked by methyl 
groups creating too much steric hindrance to allow for rotation about the truxene-chromophore 
bond. That is, in both [BOD-Zn2], and [Pd-Zn2] the donor is held in a fixed position where the 
dihedral angle is nearly 90° leading to a situation illustrated on the right hand side of Figure 60.   
If we examine the acceptors of the first thee dyads the opposite is observed. That is, in [Zn-Fb2] 
the acceptor is fixed while in [BOD-Zn2], and [Pd-Zn2] the acceptor is mobile (summarized in 
Table 4). If we assume that the Dexter mechanism (a simultaneous double electron transfer) is 
dominant in the energy transfer process we would expect to observe a temperature dependence 
whenever either the donor or the acceptor is mobile. If the Dexter mechanism is truly a 
simultaneous electron transfer we would expect to observe a temperature dependence regardless 
of whether the electron transfer from the donor or the acceptor is slowed, however this does not 
appear to be the case in this study. Instead, the temperature dependence appears to depend only on 
the ability for the donor to enter into conjugation with the bridge. The [Zn-COR2] structure is 
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The observation of this temperature dependence and the proposed reason behind it can be easily 
verified through further experimentation. To do this, it is suggested that three new compounds 
based on the [Pd-Zn2] dyad be investigated. The [Pd-Zn2] dyad is selected as it allowed us to 
probe both the singlet and triplet states and observe any temperature dependence that may exist in 
both the singlet and triplet energy transfer processes. Three new dyads can be easily prepared by, 
first, simply reacting [Fb2] with an excess of zinc acetate to yield a new compound containing two 
fixed Zn-porphyrins ([Znf2]) bound to the truxene core. A subsequent Suzuki coupling with a 
palladium equivalent of compound 7 would yield a [Pd-Zn2] dyad that features a mobile Pd-
porphyrin donor and fixed Zn-porphyrin acceptors ([Pdm-Zn2f]) as shown in Scheme 16. Note that 
the new dyads are labelled using superscript “m” for mobile and “f” for fixed.  
 
Scheme 16. Proposed preparation of [Pdm-Zn2f]. 
The reaction of the already existing [Zn2] compound with a new Pd-porphyrin bearing alky groups 
in the β-positions and a single pinacolborane would yield a dyad with a fixed Pd-donor and fixed 
Zn-acceptors ([Pdf-Zn2f]) as in Scheme 17. Finally, the reaction of compound 2a with a Zn-
porphyrin bearing on pinacolborane and three tolyl-groups followed by subsequent bromination 
and coupling with a Pd-porphyrin of similar structure (Scheme 18) would yield a dyad featuring a 
mobile donor and acceptor ([Pdm-Zn2m]). These three structures could then be analysed and 
compared to the already reported dyad which we now label as ([Pdf-Zn2m]).     
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Scheme 17. Proposed preparation of [Pdf-Zn2f]. 
 
Scheme 18. Proposed preparation of [Pdm-Zn2m]. 
Table 5 summarizes the structures of the proposed compounds that could be used to investigate 
the temperature dependence in a truxene bridged system. The [Pdf-Zn2f] structure would serve as 
a control compound because the two chromophores are fixed. This should therefore provide us 
with the slowest possible energy transfer rate due to the lower level of conjugation between the 
chromophores and the bridge. Furthermore, the two fixed groups should not show a normal 
temperature dependence (i.e. slower rate at 77 K). The ratio of the energy transfer rates in [Pdf-
Zn2f] at 298 K and 77 K would therefore serve as a point of comparison to determine if free rotation 
about either the donor or the acceptor leads to a temperature dependant energy transfer. 
Comparison with the already reported [Pdf-Zn2m] dyad will yield information with regard to the 
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effect of conjugation between the acceptor and the bridge and comparison of the [Pdf-Zn2f] with 
the new [Pdm-Zn2f] dyad will yield information with regard to the level of conjugation of the donor 
with the bridge.  
Table 5. Description of the proposed structures for temperature dependence 
measurements. 
Compound Donor Acceptor Temperature dependence 
[Pdf-Zn2m] Fixed Mobile Acceptor dependence 
[Pdm-Zn2f] Mobile Fixed Donor dependence 
[Pdf-Zn2f] Fixed Fixed Independent 
[Pdm-Zn2m] Mobile Mobile Donor / acceptor dependence 
 
Further comparisons will yield information about the energy transfer mechanism itself. For 
example if [Pdm-Zn2f] and [Pdf-Zn2m] both exhibit the same behaviors at 298 K and 77 K this will 
indicate that the Dexter mechanism is in fact a simultaneous electron exchange. However, if the 
[Pdm-Zn2f] ratio (298K / 77 K) is less that the [Pdf-Zn2m] ratio this will indicate that the energy 
transfer is in fact initiated by the donor suggesting a two-step electron exchange mechanism. 
Finally, comparison of [Pdm-Zn2f] and [Pdf-Zn2m] with [Pdm-Zn2m] will tell us if allowing both 
the donor and acceptor to move freely will increase the temperature dependence. That is, if [Pdm-
Zn2m] shows a greater temperature dependence than both [Pdm-Zn2f] and [Pdf-Zn2m] leading to 
an even faster energy transfer at 77 K we will know not only if we are dealing with a one-step, or 
two-step mechanism (based on the previous comparison) but we will gain information on how to 
optimize and control energy transfer rates.  
A description of the comparisons that should be made and the possible results that can be obtained 
from the comparisons is provided in Table 6. The interpretation of the possible results is also 
provided. From Table 6 we can see that making the appropriate comparisons between the four 
proposed structures will allow us to determine whether the energy transfer process is a one-step or 
a two-step process. We will also be able to determine if the process is donor-initiated or acceptor-
initiated. Finally we will be able to determine if the degree of conjugation with the bridge is 
important for the donor, the acceptor or for both the donor and acceptor.     
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Table 6. Description of the possible results from temperature dependence measurements and their 
interpretations. 
Comparison Possible results Interpretation 
[Pdf-Zn2f]  
vs.  
[Pdf-Zn2m] 
298 / 77 ratios are equal 
 
[Pdf-Zn2f]  ratio > [Pdf-Zn2m] ratio 
No temperature dependence 
 
Temperature dependence (acceptor) 
[Pdf-Zn2f] 
vs.  
[Pdm-Zn2f] 
298 / 77 ratios are equal 
 
[Pdf-Zn2f]  ratio > [Pdf-Zn2m] ratio 
No temperature dependence 
 
Temperature dependence (donor) 
[Pdf-Zn2m] 
vs. 
[Pdm-Zn2f] 
[Pdf-Zn2m] ratio = [Pdm-Zn2f] ratio 
 
 
[Pdf-Zn2m] ratio > [Pdm-Zn2f] ratio 
 
 
[Pdf-Zn2m] ratio < [Pdm-Zn2f] ratio 
One-step (simultaneous) electron 
transfer 
 
Two-step electron transfer (donor 
initiated) 
 
Two-step electron transfer (acceptor 
initiated) 
[Pdf-Zn2m] 
vs. 
[Pdm-Zn2m] 
[Pdf-Zn2m] ratio = [Pdm-Zn2m] ratio 
 
 
[Pdf-Zn2m] ratio > [Pdm-Zn2f] ratio 
Acceptor only temperature 
dependence  
 
Donor and Acceptor temperature 
dependence 
[Pdm-Zn2f] 
vs. 
[Pdm-Zn2m] 
[Pdf-Zn2m] ratio = [Pdm-Zn2f] ratio 
 
[Pdf-Zn2m] ratio > [Pdm-Zn2f] ratio 
Donor only temperature dependence 
  
Donor and Acceptor temperature 
dependence 
 
8.4 Through Bond Energy Transfer (TBET) 
 
When discussing excited state energy transfer, two mechanisms are generally spoken of. The first 
mechanism is the FRET mechanism and the second is the Dexter double electron exchange 
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mechanism. These two energy transfer mechanisms have been the topic of discussion throughout 
this thesis however recently in the literature a third energy transfer mechanism has become a topic 
of interest. This third mechanism is known as through bond energy transfer (TBET). As the name 
suggests the energy transfer process occurs through the bonds that connect the donor to the 
acceptor. Donor-acceptor pairs that undergo TBET are normally ones in which the donor and 
acceptor are connected by a conjugated bridge in such a way that the donor and acceptor are held 
out of the plane of conjugation thus allowing for communication but between the donor and 
acceptor while still allowing each to behave as its own species75-76. This is the case for all of the 
investigated dyads in this thesis and as such the possibility of a TBET process must be discussed 
here.  
The TBET mechanism is not well described in the literature but is described as preceding through 
an electron exchange mechanism not unlike that of the Dexter mechanism. As a matter of a fact 
the Dexter mechanism is a type of through bond energy transfer if using a π-system as a bridge. 
The electron exchange mechanism is supported by the fact that efficient triplet state processes 
occur through TBET indicating that TBET does rely on the transition dipole moments. The 
literature reports that TBET is generally a faster energy transfer mechanism than FRET. It is also 
reported that TBET unlike FRET does not rely on the presence of a spectral overlap between the 
donor emission and acceptor absorption75-76. The discussion of TBET becomes confusing at this 
point because the Dexter mechanism is a type of TBET, and, as we have already seen, the Dexter 
mechanism does depend on the spectral overlap between the donor and acceptor.  
TBET is also reported to occur through a mechanism known as the superexchange mechanism. 
Unlike in the Dexter mechanism where an orbital overlap between the donor and acceptor is 
required, the superexchange mechanism requires that the donor and acceptor have an orbital 
overlap with a conjugated spacer. This requirement makes it such that the spectral overlap is not 
important and allows for the development of donor-acceptor pairs that display very large pseudo-
Stokes shifts (i.e. gap between the donor absorption and acceptor emission) 75-76. It is difficult to 
determine what mechanism is at play in TBET. One way of knowing is to try to observe a change 
in the energy transfer efficiencies between donors and acceptors while carefully controlling the 
degree of spectral overlap. The Dexter mechanism requires a certain spectral overlap while the 
superexchange mechanism does not. In our investigated systems there is a clear dependence on the 
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spectral overlap suggesting that the TBET mechanism that we are observing is in fact the Dexter 
mechanism. Finally, it is important to always keep in mind that each of these energy transfer 
mechanism work together to provide an overall energy transfer rate. Therefore, it is possible that 
the observed energy transfer rates for the investigated dyads have components from the three 
mechanisms, however the evidence that we have collected suggests that the Dexter mechanism is 
dominant. This said, an interesting experiment to carry out would be one in which a donor-acceptor 
dyad is built upon the truxene core in such a way that there is little to no spectral overlap between 
the donor and acceptor. Even more interesting would be to use a system that promotes the triplet 
state as this would render the FRET process a forbidden process. Then if the spectral overlap is in 
fact zero, and an energy transfer is still observed this would suggest that the superexchange 
mechanism must also be considered.      
8.5 Excited state tautomerization 
 
In Chapter 7 the excited state tautomerization of free-base corrole was discussed. Here we saw that 
the ground states of the two free-base corrole tautomers sit at nearly the same energy level but that 
their excited states are at distinctly different energy levels leading to the unique photophysical 
properties of each of the tautomers, making it such that they must be treated separately. Currently 
in the literature there are many works that cite the existence of the two free-base tautomers, 
however there are very few works that investigate them. In our work we were the first to offer a 
method to measure the rate of excited state tautomerization, which is perhaps one of the most 
interesting properties of free-base corrole. The fact that excited state tautomerization favours the 
T1 tautomer leads to a rapid excited state tautomerization (a chemical process) that favours the 
population of the T1 excited state and leads almost exclusively to T1 emission at room temperature, 
even when the T2 tautomer is excited. This additional chemical process that occurs between 
excitation and emission, like all chemical processes, is temperature dependent, meaning that the 
free-base corrole emission will also be temperature dependant, a phenomenon that is not 
commonly seen.  
We show in Chapter 7 that the rate of tautomerization can be measured using ultrafast 
photoluminescence techniques and we provide a tautomerization rate constant for the investigated 
free-base corroles at 298 and 77 K, however much more information on the excited state 
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tautomerization process can still be learnt. By preparing simple free-base corrole derivatives and 
working at low concentration we will obtain a system in which energy transfer is highly unlikely. 
In this system the only excited state processes that we will be able to observe is the emission of 
T1, the emission of T2 and the tautomerization of T2 to T1. If we then measure the ultrafast 
photoluminescence spectrum of the corrole at several temperatures we will be able to observe the 
effect of temperature on the rate of tautomerization. The extracted rate constants can then be 
plotted in accordance with the Arrhenius equation to yield the excited state activation barrier to 
tautomerization. With this information known new systems can then be constructed that take 
advantage of the free-base tautomerization. For example a system that uses the T1 tautomer as an 
energy donor can be made into a temperature-dependent system by the selective excitation of the 
T2 tautomer. If we are able to determine the effect of substituent groups on the activation barrier 
a system in which the tautomerization is essentially stopped at low enough temperature may allow 
for the construction of a thermally-controlled electronic switch where the population of a T1 donor 
is controlled by selective excitation of the T2 tautomer whose tautomerization can be switched off 
at a low enough temperature. These results therefore beg further investigation into the 
tautomerization processes within free-base corroles and the effects that the tautomerization process 
has on their energy transfer kinetics. 
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CONCLUSION 
The works presented in this thesis are part of a re-emergence that is occurring in the literature. 
Energy transfer by FRET and by Dexter mechanism have been known for over 50 years, but 
recently the mechanisms for energy transfer have been all but forgotten. Many publications in the 
fields of chemistry, physics and biology have been published where an excited state energy transfer 
process is either examined or exploited, however, in recent years very little attention has been 
placed on the mechanisms behind theses energy transfers. Often, the energy transfer is simply 
assumed to occur through a given process and further investigation is done. Since the beginning 
of my work in 2011 a new re-emergence in the interest of the energy transfer mechanism has begun 
to show itself in the literature. More, and more works are discussing the possibility of dual-
mechanism that combine the FRET and Dexter processes. Authors are now starting to argue that 
one process cannot occur without the other and that the real energy transfer rate is a sum of the 
two processes.  
In our works, we take apart the existing mechanisms and we examine them one parameter at a time 
to try to determine which of the mechanisms is at work. This work has allowed us to show that the 
FRET mechanism often cannot adequately explain the experimentally measured energy transfer 
rates. We observe that when a donor and acceptor are linked to each other a faster energy transfer 
is often noted when there is a given degree of molecular orbital coupling between them. Given that 
the FRET mechanism relays solely on the coupling of dipole moments, the observation that a faster 
rate is possible when the molecular orbitals are coupled suggest that the FRET equation alone 
provides an incomplete description of the process. The works presented in this thesis present 
donor-acceptor dyads that have a long donor-acceptor separation. This long donor-acceptor 
separation suggests that the energy transfer process should occur through the FRET mechanism 
due to the fact that the dipole-dipole interactions can still occur at longer distances. As a matter of 
fact, other researchers may very well have simply reported the energy transfer processes occurring 
here as having belonged to the FRET mechanism based solely on the distance argument. We 
however have been able to show that the energy transfer process is in fact Dexter dominated 
regardless of the long distance. In doing this we have also demonstrated that the Dexter mechanism 
itself is not entirely complete as the described mechanism requires an orbital overlap between the 
donor and acceptor, which we showed can be extended by the use of a conjugated bridge. 
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The new emergence in the study of energy transfer between chromophores has most recently lead 
to the discussion of a new mechanism that is being called the through bond energy transfer 
mechanism (TBET). This process may very well be the missing link to explain the deviations 
between experimental and theoretically calculated energy transfer rates. This mechanism may 
explain the dependence between the rate of energy transfer and degree of molecular orbital 
coupling, that our group has noted,  and it is beginning to pick up interest in the literature with 
more works being published every year that exploit TBET rather than FRET. Our works show that 
the Dexter mechanism is a through bond process and provides insight into the mechanism of the 
process that is not yet fully understood, placing us firmly within this new emergence.                  
The thesis begins by providing a brief theoretical overview of the concepts required to fully 
understand the presented material. In Chapter 3 we provide a tool for the correct calculation of the 
J-integral, a value that is a parameter of great importance in the energy transfer process. We then 
show in Chapter 4 a donor-acceptor dyad that presents itself with a faster than expected energy 
transfer process. In this work we observed a slight temperature dependence that allowed us to build 
a hypothesis to explain the oddly fast energy transfer process. This hypothesis was that the energy 
transfer was in fact occurring through the truxene scaffold rather than through space. At that time 
we were unable to provide definitive evidence to support this theory other than to state that this 
was the only way to explain the increased rate at low temperature. When we moved on to examine 
the system with a BODIPY donor and Zn-porphyrin acceptor we once again obtained an energy 
transfer rate that was far larger than what would normally be expected. We once again believed 
that the explanation for this was because the energy transfer was occurring through the truxene 
core rather than through space. In order to support our hypothesis we proceeded by proof by 
contradiction. We found a model that had already been published exhibiting a one-donor two-
acceptor system containing a BODIPY donor and Zn-porphyrin acceptor in order to be able to 
compare two models. The key difference between the two models was that one was built upon a 
conjugated (truxene) bridge and the other was built upon a non-conjugated bridge. Given the 
absence of a conjugated bridge in the comparison molecule it is impossible for the energy transfer 
process to occur through any other mechanism other than FRET. We then treated the two 
compounds as though they both underwent Förster energy transfer. Our analysis showed that if 
both dyads underwent FRET that the comparison molecule should have a much faster rate due in 
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large part to the smaller donor-acceptor distance. However, our model was found to have an energy 
transfer rate that was three orders of magnitude larger, proving that the energy transfer mechanism 
in our system cannot be FRET.  
Having proved that the energy transfer mechanism was not FRET was not yet enough to prove that 
the energy transfer process occurred through the Dexter mechanism although we suggested that 
this was the process that must be dominant. In our third work on this project we incorporated a 
heavy atom into the system in order to promote triplet-triplet energy transfer. This selection was 
made because triplet-triplet energy transfer is a process that is forbidden according to the FRET 
mechanism and is allowed according to the Dexter mechanism. In this project a rapid singlet state 
energy transfer was measured yielding a rate constant in the same order of magnitude as the other 
that were previously reported. Even more interestingly, a rapid triplet state energy transfer was 
also measured indicating that the Dexter process was in fact a possible explanation for the rapid 
energy transfers that had now been noted three times.  
Finally, we examined the Zn-porphyrin / corrole system and once again noted that the energy 
transfer was in the same order of magnitude. With the results from the previous works we were 
now comfortable in concluding that the energy transfer was a Dexter dominated process thus 
allowing us to investigate further. In this work the selectivity of the energy transfer process to one 
corrole tautomer over another was noted for the first time leading to the first report of the rate of 
excited state tautomerization.  
These works together tell the story of the development of a hypothesis based initially on a simple 
observation. The works show the growth of that hypothesis as more evidence is provided to support 
it with each project. In this thesis, we show that we do not yet fully understand excited state energy 
transfer and that there is still work to be done in the field. We show that the theories that we base 
ourselves on are not complete and we suggest that the only way to push our understanding of 
energy transfer further is to look at the molecular orbitals. We show that efficient energy transfer 
requires a communication between the donor and acceptor and that the commination can be done 
through a conjugated molecular wire which further extends the donor acceptor assemblies that are 
possible by allowing for longer distance energy transfers with less loss in efficiency.         
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